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NRC Response to NEI Comments on the 
RASP Handbook, Volume 1, "Internal Events" 

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) responses to Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI) comments 
on the Risk Assessment Standardization Project (RASP) Handbook, Volume 1, "Internal 
Events," are provided below. We have grouped the thirteen NEI comments into common topical 
areas, and as such, have ordered the comments. In this reordering, each NEI comment has 
been quoted here as stated in the NEI letter to NRC dated November 4, 2008. 

GENERAL COMMENT 

1. General Comment 

NE/ Comment: The RASP Handbook is intended to cover analysis methods for 
Significance Determination Process (SOP) Phase 3, Accident Sequence Precursor (ASP), 
MD 8.3 determinations. However, the methods included often seem to be more applicable 
to ASP and MD 8.3 where conservative judgments are appropriate rather than the Phase 3 
SOP process which should be more realistic. 

NE/ Suggested Resolution: Provide clarifying notes for sections describing conservative 
methodologies. For example, the discussion of "Modeling component failures from unknown 
or 'random' cause in SAPHIRE/GEM" should note, that this conservative treatment of 
component failures is appropriate for ASP and MD 8.3 determinations, but more detailed 
analysis to differentiate between common-cause and independent failures should be 
performed for Phase 3 SOP. 

NRC Response to NEI Comment: We partially agree with the general comment. The 
RASP Handbook (Reference 1) documents methods for risk assessments under the Phase 
3 SOP, ASP Program and Incident Investigation Program (NRC Management Directive 8.3). 
These regulatory applications require that conservatisms be reduced to the extent possible 
given the best available information at the time of a given analysis. Guidance in the RASP 
Handbook is built on existing NRC accepted methods for risk analysis of operational events 
and licensee performance deficiencies. The guidance represents methodologies that were 
deemed appropriate by NRC to meet the regulatory objectives for each of the three NRC 
Reactor Oversight Process (ROP) activities. Best available information provided by the 
licensee and NRC are used to support the bases of realistic assumptions used in the afore
mentioned risk assessments. 

NRC Response to NEI Suggested Resolution: We partially agree with the sugg,ested 
resolution. We recognize that the risk assessment methods, SPAR models, and event
specific information used in an analysis have uncertainties and limitations. We will continue 
to expand the guidance in the RASP Handbook to document known uncertainties and 
limitations of accepted methods and SPAR models in future revisions. Specifically, the 
development of guidance in the use of the common-cause failure (CCF) analysis and HRA 
in event assessments will include a discussion of uncertainties and limitations in the use of 
these methods. 

ENCLOSURE 
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COMMON-CAUSE FAILURE ANALYSIS IN EVENT ASSESSMENT 

2. Section 3, "Failure Determination and Modeling," Subsection: 3.4, "Modeling Failures 
and Degradation in SAPHIRE/GEM," Second Bullet "Potential for Common Cause" 

NE/ Comment: The background on CCF is insufficient to guide the reader to ensure that 
events are properly categorized. Adding a discussion listing the types of failures 
(independent, random or common cause) to emphasize the role of root cause analysis 
would help make categorization more consistent. 

NE/ Suggested Resolution: Revise the relationship formula as follows: 

P(CCF I actual common-cause failure)> P(CCF I unknown failure)> P(CCF I Independent) 

However, it should also be remembered that: 

P(lndependent I unknown failure)> P(CCF I unknown failure) 

This is based on historical data which shows that the occurrence of common-cause failures 
is much less frequent than the occurrence of independent failures. Therefore, care should 
be taken in applying CCF adjustments to observed events in the SOP process. 

It should also be remembered that CCF involves not only the mechanism leading to the 
failure, but also the timing of the failures. Therefore, the potential for near-term failure of the 
redundant component due to the same cause as the observed failure must be considered in 
assessment of the potential for CCF. 

Add the following paragraph after the equation at the bottom of Page 3-6: 

"The determination for CCF potential can be performed in two phases. The first phase 
involves the identification of the root cause or symptoms that lead to component failure or 
degradation. The root cause or symptoms can be identified through a formal process by a 
team that is cognizant of the component design, function, operating environment, 
operational and maintenance practices, and human interactions. This will allow the team to 
identify the root cause or symptoms as one of the following categories and eliminate others 
that do not apply, based on the evaluation of related information leading to the component 
failure or degradation. For a well-understood cause with no potential for CCF, the event 
should be classified as an independent failure. For causes that are not well-understood, 
there is always a potential for CCF and such events should be classified as random 
failures." 

NRC Response to NEI Comment: We agree with the general comments that the RASP 
Handbook would benefit by including expanded background information on CCF analysis 
and the importance of root cause analysis in CCF analysis in event assessment. As stated 
in Section 1, "Introduction," a future update to the Handbook will provide more explicit 
guidance on CCF analysis in event assessment. The documentation of CCF analysis 
guidance is ongoing and will be based in part on the methodology and guidance provided in 
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NUREG/CR-6268, "Common-Cause Failure Database and Analysis System: Event Data 
Collection, Classification, and Coding," (Reference 2) and NUREG/CR-5460, 
"A Cause-Defense Approach to the Understanding and Analysis of Common Cause 
Failures," (Reference 3). The guidance will emphasize the role of root cause analysis in 
CCF analysis in event assessment. 

NRC Response to NEI Suggested Resolution: We concur with the general concept of 
CCF analysis process as stated in the above-suggested resolution. However, as stated in 
NUREG/CR-6268 and N UREG/CR-5460, we do not believe that the identification of the 
symptom can provide a complete understanding of what led to that failure. As such, the 
symptom may not be the most useful characterization of failure events for the purposes of 
CCF analysis in an event assessment as well as identifying appropriate corrective actions. 
The future section in Revision 2 of the Handbook will not only focus on the analytical 
process, but also will strive to provide explicit guidance for rigorous CCF analysis. The 
guidance will attempt to clarify terminology used in CCF data analysis and CCF analysis in 
event assessment (e.g., 'independent' failure, 'random' failure, 'potential' CCF, 'single' 
failure}, which has sometimes been a point of confusion by analysts. 

Currently, analysts follow basic principles of CCF analysis in an event assessment that have 
been introduced in the ASP Program during the precursor analyses of operational events 
since 1994. These principles are summarized in Appendix 1 of this NRC Response 
document. These principles will be clarified and incorporated into the future section in 
Revision 2 of the RASP Handbook on CCF analysis and supporting documents. 

3. Section 3, "Failure Determination and Modeling," Subsection: 3.4, "Modeling Failures 
and Degradation in SAPHIRE/GEM," Fourth Bullet, "Identifying an Independent 
Failure vs. Random Failure in Event Analysis," Page 3-7, Second to last paragraph 

NE/ Comment: The guidance in this section steers the reader towards considering a failure 
to be considered common cause instead of independent by requiring the analyst to find 
proof that no CCF mechanisms are involved to classify a failure as independent. This is 
likely to result in events inappropriately being classified as CCF. 

NE/ Suggested Resolution: In the first sentence, remove capitalization from "only" and 
change "there is no likelihood" to "it is unlikely." Testing and inspection of the redundant 
components in the common cause group should be acknowledged as valid means of 
establishing that a common cause failure due to the same causes present in the observed 
failure are unlikely. 

NRC Response to NEI Comment: The NRC believes that the analyst should assume that 
the failed component is properly modeled in the Common Cause Component Group (CCCG) 
unless strong evidence, based in part on a thorough root cause analysis of the observed 
failure, suggests otherwise. The goal of the future CCF analysis section in Revision 2 of the 
RASP Handbook is to provide explicit guidance to ensure that a single failure is 
appropriately modeled inside or outside the CCCG. 
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NRC Response to NEI Suggested Resolution: The suggested resolution discusses two 
separate thoughts. In response to the first sentence, we recognize that the statement in the 
fourth bullet of Section 3.4, "ldentifring an independent failure vs. random failure (or 
'potential' CCF) in event analysis," is an overly simplistic generalization of the task. This 
discussion will be replaced with explicit guidance in Revision 2 of the Handbook. We 
acknowledge that the statement "there is no likelihood that the same circumstances could 
exist in other components in the CCCG" may be too absolute and overly conservative for 
certain circumstances; however, the proposed replacement "it is unlikely . .. "may be too 
relative and difficult to apply in a consistent manner. 

In the second sentence in the suggested resolution, we agree that testing and inspection of 
redundant components in the CCCG are sound engineering practices to show that multiple 
trains are not indeed failed. However, these activities do not identify or eliminate the 
potential for CCF. In other words, an operable and clean (without any degradation) 
component does not eliminate the potential for CCF. Testing and inspection activities 
simply prove that the component was not in a failed state. Since calculated conditional 
probabilities of CCF are generally much less than 0.01 (Reference 4), it is expected that the 
inspected components will usually be found not to be failed. Sometimes, testing and 
inspection of redundant components may show greater likelihood of CCF due to observed 
degradation from the same root cause. However, a reasonable estimate of the increased 
likelihood of common cause failure may be difficult to be quantified. The future section on 
CCF analysis in Revision 2 of the Handbook will provide guidance on the considerations of 
testing and inspection in CCF analysis assumptions based on the above-stated insights. 

4. Section 3, "Failure Determination and Modeling," Subsection: 3.4, "Modeling Failures 
and Degradation in SAPHIRE/GEM," Fourth Bullet, "Identifying an Independent 
Failure vs. Random Failure in Event Analysis," Page 3-7, Second to last paragraph 

NE/ Comment: This section asserts that "root cause analyses may be in error," and should 
be revised to avoid indicating to the reader that the conclusions for all root cause analyses 
are to be suspected as inaccurate. 

NE/ Suggested Resolution: Revise the second sentence of the paragraph to read "Note 
that root cause analyses, while an important step in distinguishing between events which 
are independent (cause well-understood) and which are random (cause not 
well-understood) are often completed under time pressure and should be reviewed 
accordingly." 

NRC Response to NEI Comment: The NRC should question the accuracy and 
completeness of root cause analysis because operating experience shows that the same 
failure does infrequently reoccur. Nevertheless, the referenced sentence will be replaced in 
Revision 2 of the RASP !Handbook with guidance for incorporating root cause analysis in 
CCF analysis in event assessments. 

1 
Section 3.4, fourth bullet, "Identifying an independent fai lure vs. random failure (or 'potential' CCF) in 

event analysis" states in part: "A component failure should be considered independent ONLY when the cause is 
well understood and there is no likelihood that the same circumstances could exist in other components in the 
common cause component group." 
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NRC Response to NEI Suggested Resolution: See NRC Response to NEI Comment 
above. 

5. Section 3, "Failure Determination and Modeling," Subsection 3.4, "Modeling Failures 
and Degradation in SAPHIRE/GEM," Fourth Bullet, "Modeling an Independent Failure 
in SAPHIRE/GEM," page 3-8 

NE/ Comment: The analyst is directed to use the nominal CCF probability for the remaining 
components in the CCF groups for independent fai lures, which is illogical given the criteria 
for classifying an event as independent. 

NE/ Suggested Resolution: Revise the criteria for independence as suggested above. 

NRC Response to NEI Comment: We agree that the guidance in Section 3.4 of the RASP 
Handbook for modeling an 'independent' failure in SAPHIRE/GEM Version 7 may be 
confusing. SAPHIRE/GEM Version 7 does not automatically adjust the CCF compound 
basic event in the SPAR model to reflect the 'independent' failure. The guidance in the 
Handbook provides work-around instructions for making a manual adjustment to the CCF 
basic event given the observed 'independent' failure. This manual action approximates the 
adjustment to the 'nominal' CCF probability by using the original baseline CCF probability 
(without the reduction in the CCCG size). This simplified approach assumes that the CCCG 
size and basic event probabilities remain the same. We are reviewing this shortcut 
approach for non-conservatisms as well as conservatisms. 

The complete and more accurate approach for modeling an 'independent' component failure 
is to model the unique component, subcomponent, or failure mechanism outside the original 
(baseline) component or CCCG boundary. This method would require modification of the 
applicable failure trees to include a new basic event that represents the failure event outside 
the original CCCG, estimation of the new basic event probability, and re-estimation of 
original independent failure probabilities and CCF par.ameters (alpha or beta factors) that 
excludes data associated with the failure event. This approach is time consuming and 
difficult to perform given that the NRC CCF database does not provide event descriptions of 
single failures used in the denominator of alpha factor calculations. 

Guidance on proper approach for modeling 'independent' failures will be included in 
Revision 2 of the Handbook. 

NRC Response to NEI Suggested Resolution: See NRC Response to NEI Comment 
above. 
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6. Appendix A, "Roadmap: Risk Analysis of Operational Events," Step 3, "Model 
Elaboration to Reflect Additional Event-Related Detail," Sixth Bullet, "Basic Event 
Parameter Update - Common-Cause Failure Probability," Pages A1-14 to A1-15 

NE/ Comment: This section discusses considerations for updating CCF parameters from 
the base case SPAR model, but does not include a process for estimating CCF parameters. 
Guidance on reviewing CCF data sets and use of the data pertinent to the event should be 
added. 

NE/ Suggested Resolution: After the first paragraph under "Basic event parameter 
update - common-cause failure probability," add the following text: 

Four major tasks can be performed to develop CCF parameter estimates applicable to the 
operational event being analyzed. These tasks include: 

Review CCF data sets - The purpose of this task is to review available data on CCF events. 
The data set should only included events that are potentially applicable and are the same 
cause of failure as the operational event being analyzed. 

Perform qualitative adjustment - The purpose of this task is to adjust the data set to account 
for qualitative differences between the original and target systems by applying an 
applicability factor. The overall applicability factor can be determined by assessing the type 
of defenses are in place for the operational event for those potential CCF events that have 
occurred at other plants. 

Perform quantitative adjustment - The purpose of this task is to adjust the data set to 
account for differences in CCCG sizes between the original and target systems. 
Independent failures associated with the data set should also be adjusted, as appropriate, to 
account for potential CCF events that were removed by the qualitative adjustment task. 

Estimate plant-specific CCF parameter - The purpose of this task is to estimate the CCF 
parameters that are unique to the operational event being analyzed. 

NRC Response to NEI Comment: The NRC agrees that the RASP Handbook does not 
provide specific guidance for updating CCF parameters. Due to the complexities in CCF 
parameter estimation, we determined that creating, modifying, or updating Alpha Factor 
Model parameters should be performed by analysts and statisticians specializing in CCF 
data collection, classification, coding, and analysis. Therefore, updating CCF parameters is 
outside the scope of the Handbook. Guidance for collecting, classifying, coding, and 
analysis of CCF events are provided in NUREG/CR-6268 (Reference 2). Revision 2 of the 
Handbook will emphasize this recommendation. 

NRC Response to NEI Suggested Resolution: We disagree with the proposed method 
for screening and evaluating generic CCF parameter data (i.e. , common-cause failures and 
single failures) for event-specific characteristics for two reasons. First, CCF analysis 
methodology documented in NUREG/CR-6268 and applied to SPAR models apportions 
CCF to the component boundary. The proposed method seems to desire apportioning CCF 
to proximate causes. The NRC has explored this idea in the past, and the CCF parameter 
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estimations would potentially suffer from sparse data. The proposed new approach has not 
been developed, tested, documented, nor peer reviewed for implementation. Although we 
have no plans to further explore such methodology in the foreseeable future, if industry 
wishes to explore this alternate method, we would be interested in learning the results of 
your research. 

Second, screening out data that was found not to be factors in the observed failure does not 
follow the failure memory approach principle for the CCF analysis in event assessment (see 
Appendix 1 to this NRC Response document). In the failure memory approach, basic event 
parameters associated with all observed failures are set to TRUE and all other PRA 
parameters remain at their nominal unavailability. Eliminating CCF parameter data of 
potential CCF mechanisms that were observed not to exist in the remaining components 
would essentially be assigning a zero probability of the failure mechanism to occur. 

7. Appendix A, "Roadmap: Risk Analysis of Operational Events," Step 3, "Model 
Elaboration to Reflect Additional Event-Related Detail," Sixth Bullet, "Basic Event 
Parameter Update - Common-Cause Failure Probability," Pages A1-16 

NE/ Comment: The CCF parameters should be based only on applicable events that cause 
the failure (that exists with the same coupling mechanisms). This is of primary importance 
for operational events classified as random failures; however, the section of Appendix A that 
discusses common cause modeling only references a short checklist to aid the reviewer in 
the analysis. While the operational event evaluation may not clearly and distinctly identify 
the cause of component failure or degradation, it should be able to identify one or more 
circumstances that did not cause the component failure or degradation. CCF events 
involving circumstances that did not cause the fai lure or degradation should be excluded 
from the data set used in the CCF parameter estimates. 

NE/ Suggested Resolution: Incorporate Table 1: Suggested Checklist for Identifying 
Components susceptible to CCF by adding the checklist after the second bullet on 
Page A 1-16, or by adding its content to the checklist from Volume 3 of the RASP Handbook 
referenced in the second bullet on Page A 1-16. 

NRC Response to NEI Comment: As stated in the response to the previous comment, we 
do not believe that screening out CCF events from the alpha factor parameter estimates is 
appropriate for CCF analysis in event assessment. 

NRC Response to NEI Suggested Resolution: The NRC agrees that a more explicit 
guidance on identifying components susceptible to CCF along with a companion checklist of 
susceptibility considerations should be included in the RASP Handbook. The prooedures 
developed in NUREG/CR-5460, "A Cause-Defense Approach to the Understanding and 
Analysis of Common Cause Failures," (Reference 3) will be considered in the development 
of more comprehensive guidance and an associated checklist for identifying the potential for 
CCF events. Revision 2 of the Handbook will include this guidance. 
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EXPOSURE TIME 

8. Section 2, "Exposure Time Determination and Modeling," Subsection 2.1, 
"Definitions," Second Bullet, "Repair Time (Definition)," page 2-1 

NE/ Comment: The defiinition includes the phrase "when the component was placed back 
into service." This time can be interpreted several ways. Some might consider the 
component "placed back into service" when it is made functional following maintenance. 
Others would consider it "placed back into service" only after completion of any surveillance 
testing required to clear an associated LCO. These times can be quite different. 

NE/ Suggested Resolution: Provide a definition of "placed back into service" to ensure 
consistent interpretation. A suggested definition would be "the time at which a component is 
first made functionally available following repair (i.e., the time at which any clearance 
tagging associated with the repair is removed and the component is considered capable of 
performing its intended function pending successful surveillance testing)." 

NRC Response to NEI Comment: The NRC agrees that the current definition in the RASP 
Handbook could be interpreted in several ways. A clearer definition of "component placed 
back into service" will be provided in Revision 1.02 of the Handbook. The added definition 
will specify the capability of the component to perform its intended function prior to a 
successful surveillance test. 

NRC Response to NEI Suggested Resolution: See NRC Response to NEI Comment 
above. 

RECOVERY MODELING 

9. Section 6, "Recovery Modeling of Failed Equipment," Subsection 6.1, "Introduction," 
First Sentence 

NE/ Comment: As used in Chapter 6 of the RASP Handbook, "recovery" is an ambiguous 
term that is not clearly defined. The definition offered in the first sentence of Section 6.1 is 
unclear and uses the term "recovery" in the definition. 

NE/ Suggested Resolution: Replace the first sentence of Section 6.1 with a list of means 
by which recovery can be achieved, such as an emergency operating procedure step 
directing an action in response to an initiating event. 

NRC Response to NEI Comment: The NRC agrees that the current definition of " recovery" 
in Section 6 of the RASP Handbook appears to be ambiguous. This section will undergo a 
thorough review and revision. The guidance for modeling recovery actions in event 
assessment should mean repair, manual operation (in the case of failed initiation of a valve 
to open for example), or a workaround. Workarounds could be procedure driven or skill of 
the craft, and involve using other systems, for exampl,e. The SPAR and PRA models should 
already include the emergency operating procedure (EOP)-directed actions in response to 
failures, so these recovery-related actions would not be included under repair. A revised 
Section 6 will be provided in Revision 1.02 of the Handbook. 
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NRC Response to NEI Suggested Resolution: We will include a list of means of 
achieving recovery in Revision 1.02 of the Handbook. 

10. Section 6, "Recovery Modeling of Failed Equipment," Subsection 6.2, "Crediting 
Recovery in Event Analysis," General Comment 

NE/ Comment: Although the amount of recovery credit given for a potential recovery action 
typically depends on the type of initial failure, the RASP Handbook does not explicitly 
discuss such considerations. 

NE/ Suggested Resolution: Add a summary of initial failure events and associated 
potential recovery at the end of Section 6.2. The table below gives examples of such events 
and associated actions. 

Examples of Initial Failure Event(s) Potential Recovery Action 

Automatic actuation fails Manual actuation 

Operator fails to recognize the need to take action Additional cues or re-visitation 
(diagnosis failure) 

Test and maintenance unavailability Restore to service (if Tech Spec inoperable for the 
test/maintenance but can be returned to service quickly) 

Failure on demand (electrical , e.g. fuse or other Replace fuse or if a control power problem, locally 
electrical fault which can be recover) manually shut the breaker 

Failure on demand (mechanical) Use redundant SSC or a functionally similar 
component; or repair 

Failure to run Similar electrical / mechanical considerations as in 
failure on demand 

System level failure (e.g. loss of CCW system or Empirical system recovery data 
loss of offsite power as an initiating event) 

NRC Response to NEI Comment: The NRC agrees with the NEI comment. 

NRC Response to NEI Suggested Resolution: Revision 1.02 of the Handbook will include 
examples of initial failure events with associated potential recovery actions, which may 
include some of the examples proposed in the above table. 

HUMAN RELIABILITY ANALYSIS 

11. Section 6, "Recovery Modeling of Failed Equipment," General Comment 

NE/ Comment: SPAR-H human reliability analysis method has many known limitations that 
are not referenced in the RASP Handbook. 
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NE/ Suggested Resolution: Add a footnote to the first paragraph under "Use of HRA vs. 
operating experience data" on Page 6-6 cautioning the reader on the known limitations of 
SPAR-H by referencing NUREG-1842 in the discussion on that method. 

NRC Response to NEI Comment: The NRC agrees with the comment. As stated in 
Section 1, "Introduction," a future update to the RASP Handbook will provide more explicit 
guidance on the application of SPAR-Hor other human reliability analysis (HRA) methods in 
event assessment. Clarifying notes with reference to NUREG-1842, "Evaluation of Human 
Reliability Analysis Methods Against Good Practices," (Reference 5) on known limitations of 
SPAR-H will be provided in appropriate sections in Revision 1.02 of the Handbook. In 
addition, NUREG-1842 will be referenced in Section 1.5, "Companion References to the 
Handbook," of the Handbook. Further, Revision 3 of the Handbook will provide more explicit 
guidance for HRA in event assessment, which will include or reference good practices from 
NUREG-1792, "Good Practices for Implementing Human Reliability Analysis," (Reference 6) 
and known limitation of HRA methods, including SPAR-H HRA method, from NUREG-1842. 

NRC Response to NEI Suggested Resolution: See NRC Response to NEI Comment 
above. 

12. Section 6, "Recovery Modeling of Failed Equipment," General Comment 

NE/ Comment: Throughout Chapter 6, the reader is directed to use SPAR-H for modeling, 
as opposed to widely-used EPRI methods or other NRC methods such as TH ERP 
(Technique for Human Error Rate Prediction) and ATHEANA (A Technique for Human Event 
Analysis). SPAR-His a simplistic model that provides a first-order approximation of the HEP 
by scaling performance shaping factors. This may be sufficient for Phase-2 SOP, but for 
Phase-3, a more detailed approach is typically needed for a best estimate HEP. 

NE/ Suggested Resolution: Revise the second sub-bullet under "Use of HRA vs. 
operating experience data" on Page 6-6 to read: 

"Human reliability analysis (HRA) is best used to mod,el recovery of an actual failure, where 
the failure mechanism is known and recovery is feasible. SPAR-H can provide a first-order 
approximation of the HEP by scaling performance shaping factors. For Phase-3 SOP, a 
more detailed HRA method such as THERP or ATHEANA should be used to estimate the 
HEP." 

NRC Response to NEI Comment: The NRC recognizes that SPAR-H, and indeed other 
HRA methods, have limitations for applications in PRAs (as summarized in NUREG-1842), 
and in particular for modeling recovery actions in event assessments. We acknowledge that 
current HRA methods have not been validated for modeling recovery actions either inside or 
outside the control room under postulated accident conditions. As an example, the 
diagnostics involved in determining why the component or function has failed and 
determining an appropriate response strategy would not be addressed by most of the HRA 
methods, since they are predicated on responses to procedures. Furthermore, use of 
SPAR-Hor any other HRA method should be excluded when repair is involved. 
Nevertheless, despite observed limitations, SPAR-Hand other HRA methods are sufficient 
for many purposes and provide results that are reproducible. Given the differences in the 
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scope of the various methods and their underlying models, the NRC and industry have 
identified a need to assess and ultimately validate the methods. 

Because of the above, it is not clear that other HRA methods would necessarily provide a 
better approximation of a best estimate HEP for recovery actions. Experience from SOP 
analyses show that significant disagreements between staff and licensee results are 
typically due to HEP assumptions rather than the HRA method used. These disagreements 
typically involve whether to assign a performance shaping factor level higher than its 
nominal value. 

NRC Response to NEI Suggested Resolution: We disagree with the suggested 
resolution. See NRC Response to NEI Comment above. 

As described in the NRC Risk-Informed and Performance-Based Plan (Reference 7), there 
is an ongoing NRC-EPRI initiative to address differences in HRA models. This initiative will 
identify the regulatory applications that are sensitive to HRA results and the HRA methods 
used in these applications, and identify and develop either one HRA model for use by the 
Agency or a set of models with a well defined realm of applicability. Revision 3 of RASP 
Handbook will incorporate the results of the collaborative NRC and industry initiatives on 
HRA methods. 

13. Appendix A, "Roadmap: Risk Analysis of Operational Events," Step 3, "Model 
Elaboration to Reflect Additional Event-Related Detail," Seventh Bullet, "Basic Event 
Parameter Update- Human Error Probability," page A1-16 

NE/ Comment: The RASP Handbook does not discuss quality requirements, such as 
independent review, for HRA methods. 

NE/ Suggested Resolution: Add a bullet under "Basic event parameter update - human 
error probability," on Page A1-16 stating the following: 

"In applications where an HEP is driving the results, the HRA portion should undergo a 
Regulatory Guide 1.200 review." 

NRC Response to NEI Comment: The NRC agrees that the RASP Handbook does not 
provide a specific discussion on quality requirements in HRA of operational events. 
However, guidance to ensure the overall quality of risk analysis of operational events with 
the extent of review commensurate with the intended use is provided throughout the 
Handbook. Independent reviews are part of the SOP and ASP processes and add 
assurance that the risk assessment represents the best estimate of the event and reflects 
the as-built, as-operated plant. The iterative review process by the analyst is emphasized in 
Appendix A, "Roadmap: Risk Analysis of Operational Events," of the Handbook. 
Independent reviews of preliminary SOP results by other risk analysts and NRC technical 
staff and by the licensee are described in Inspection Management Chapter 0609, 
"Significance Determination Process," (Reference 8) for preliminary SOP results and in 
Regulatory Issue Summary 2006-024, "Revised Review and Transmittal Process for 
Accident Sequence Precursor Analyses," (Reference 9) for preliminary ASP results. An 
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overview of quality requirements for the risk analysis of operational events will be added to 
Revision 1.02 of the Handbook. 

NRC Response to NEI Suggested Resolution: As stated in the above response to 
comment, we agree that all SPAR model parameters and analysis assumptions, including 
those associated with important human error probabilities, should undergo a critical review 
to determine if they are appropriate and to assess their impact on the analysis results. This 
review will also be used to identify sensitivity stud ies as input to the decision-making 
process. However, we disagree with the suggestion of a formal Regulatory Guide 
(RG) 1.200 peer review of the SPAR model. The SPAR models are intended to support 
plant-specific risk-informed activities and thus, it would not be appropriate to establish 
RG 1.200 requirements for the HRA portion of the SPAR models. Nevertheless, a checklist 
for aiding in the review of human error probability parameter modifications will be provided in 
Revision 2 of the Handbook, Volume 3,"SPAR Model Reviews." 
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Appendix 1. Basic principles currently in use for the CCF analysis in event assessments 

The basic principles currently in use by NRC for the CCF analysis in event assessments were 
first introduced in the ASP program for the precursor analyses of operational events since 1994. 
These principles are summarized below. 

Failure memory approach: The failure memory approach (Reference 10) is used in the risk 
analysis of operational events. In the failure memory approach, basic event parameters 
associated with all observed failures are set to TRUE and all other PRA parameters, including 
those associated with equipment that operated successfully, equipment that was not demanded 
and operator actions, remain at their nominal unavailability. 

Basic premise of the CCF models: The CCF models being used in PRA are based on a 
simple premise that a fraction of failures of similar components (the common cause component 
group) that are not otherwise explained by functional dependencies, could fail multiple 
components in the same component group. This fraction (or set of fractions) are defined in 
terms of averages of all potential multiple failures and distributes all potential CCF modes 
across the board to any failure that occurs. For example, for a two-component common cause 
group, the probability of both components failing due to common cause is P*01, where p is the 
common cause fraction and 0 1 is the (total) failure probability of a component. The same 
probability is given as at01 in the alpha model mainly used by the NRC. The simple CCF 
models used in PRA state that if a component fails, in a fraction of these failures, the second 
component will also fail due to the common cause, without stating the precise source of this 
failure. 

CCF basic event model in SPAR models: CCF basic events used in SPAR models are 
compound events based on Alpha Factor Model equations based on the methodology 
documented in NUREG/CR-6268 (Reference 2) for various common cause component groups 
(CCCG) sizes. The failure probability of a CCF compound basic event is calculated in the CCF 
module in the SAPHIRE code which uses the component failure probability and CCF Alpha 
Factor Model parameters as inputs. The probability of a CCF basic event is defined by the 
conditional failure probabil ity term of the Alpha Factor Model equations and varies with the 
number of failed components in the CCCG. 

Conditional component failure probability given failure of a component: In an event 
assessment of a failed component in a CCCG, the failure probabilities of the remaining 
components are assigned the conditional probabilities of failure as defined by the common 
cause model. This is consistent with the failure memory approach for the treatment of 
successes (i.e. , no observed failure or degradation) of the remaining component in the CCCG. 
No credit is given for successful operation or post-event testing of redundant equipment, and 
the unavailability of remaining components in the CCCG is heavily influenced by conditional 
probabilities (i.e. , alpha or beta factors) of CCF. This methodology has been in use in precursor 
analyses in ASP Program since 1994 and documented in References 11 and 12. 

For example, in CCCG size of two, the total system failure probability (Os) is given as 
[(1- p)2*0 1

2 + POJ. When one component fails, the conditional probability of the second 
component in the same common cause group becomes ({1-P)*Q1 + P). 

Appendix 
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Numerical examples for common cases: The following table summarizes the values of Os for 
four common cases for a two-component system with 0 1 = 0.01 and 13 =0.05. 

Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4 
with no after one when one when one component 
component component component fails due to fire in a well 
failures failure unavailable due to in isolated compartment, 

T&M not containing the 
second redundant 
component 

o. 5.90E-04 5.95E-02 1.00E-02 1.00E-02 

Equations used to calculate Os for the four cases are as follows: 

1. Os= [(1-13)2*0 / + l3QJ 

2 Os = [(1-13)*01 + 13) 

The next table illustrates the effect of the value of 0 1 on Q5 for various cases: 

01 p Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4 
no failure 1 failure T&M fire 

o. 0.01 0.05 5.90E-04 5.95E-02 1.00E-02 1.00E-02 

o. 0.001 0.05 5.09E-05 5.10E-02 1.00E-03 1.00E-03 

Guidelines for analysts: To provide consistency and clarity for the various risk analysts who 
may perform quantitative event or plant condition importance analyses (in SDP, ASP, and 
similar analyses), the following simple guidance is provided, with simple illustrations: 

1. Analyst need to establish only if a component has failed; he does not need to determine 
the CCF potential of the failure. If the failure has occurred, then Case 2 above must be 
used for calculations. This is based on the CCF model assigning an average fraction of 
CCF to every failure counted for Q1• 

2. If a component was unavailable for test or scheduled maintenance, then Case 3 applies. 
No CCF is modeled (exists) between the two components for this "failure" mode. 
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If forced maintenance due to a component failure is in effect, then Case 2 applies if a 
plant condition importance due to this component is to be calculated. 

3. If a component fails due to a fire confined to a compartment, and the redundant train is 
not in the compartment, Case 4 applies. Note that Case 3 and Case 4 results are the 
same. 

Exceptions and variations to the above may exist and should be treated on their own merit, on a 
case-by-case basis. 

Potential exception: When a component fails , the potential for CCF is assumed in the 
remaining components in the CCCG. If a rigorous analysis shows that the root cause of the 
observed failed component could not possibly affect the remaining components, which implies 
that the original definition of CCCG is too broad (thus conservative), then the CCCG may be 
redefined. This redefinition may break up the component fai lure into two different failure modes 
by redefining the component boundary. However, such a redefinition must be done by going 
back to the original data and parameter estimations and reconstructing the new CCF 
parameters for the two sets of failure modes. A quick estimate of the new CCF parameters 
could result in non-conservative results and should be avoided at all times, since it is not readily 
determinable if the non-conservatism occurs or not. For example, one can not just subtract the 
potential CCF events associated with the failure model in question from the total number of 
potential CCF events counted for the original parameter estimations, since the denominators 
used in CCF parameter estimations must be also altered and new failure mode failure 
probabilities and CCF parameters must be calculated. The time and resource cost of such a 
PRA model revision may be prohibitive and may even give higher probabilities of failure if the 
second failure mode introduced also has a CCCG. 



From : 
To : 

Subject : 
Date: 

Kozak Laura 
Tesar Daniel 
RE : Draft "One Pager" 

Thursday, September 20, 2018 3:42:22 PM 

Thanks Dan. I also forwarded to Karla. 

I will give you comments tomorrow. 

From: Tesa r, Daniel 

Sent: Thursday, September 20, 2018 12:31 PM 

To: Dickson, Billy <Billy.Dickson@nrc.gov>; Kozak, Lau ra <Laura .Kozak@nrc.gov> 

Subject: Draft "One Pager" 

Team, 
Please see attached draft of the one pager. There is more that I wanted to add, but I 

ran out of room. 
I guess the whole point of a one pager is to not put everything . .. . © 

Comments and feedback are greatly appreciated !! 

Thanks, 

Dan 



From: Gjessner John 
Kozak Laura To : 

Subject : RE: Clinton both EDGs Unavai lable during Shutdown SERP Presentation 

Thursday, September 20, 2018 7 :44:00 AM Date: 

I had a nice chat with Pat. 

From: Kozak, Lau ra 

Sent: Thursday, September 20, 2018 7:42 AM 

To: Giessner, John <J ohn.Giessner@nrc.gov> 

Subject: FW: Clinton both EDGs Unavailable during Shutdown SERP Presentation 

Just FYI. Very good summary here 

From: Mitman, Jeffrey 

Sent: Wed nesday, September 19, 2018 9:27 PM 

To: Kozak, La ura <La ura.Kozak@ nrc.gov>; Fong, CJ <CJ.Fong@nrc.gov>; Fel ts, Russell 

<Russell.Felts@ nrc.gov>; Franovich, M ike <M ike.Fra novich@ nrc.gov> 

Subject: Clinton both EDGs Unavai lab le duri ng Shutdown SERP Present at ion 

These are the slides we intend to use during Thursday's SERP. They may be modified 
slightly based on review comments. 
Because on the limited time available, we only intend to cover Slides 3 through 7 during the 
meeting. These slides discuss: 

• Conservatisms 
• Non-conservatisms 
• Risk results 
• Sensitivity case results 
• Dominant sequences 

The rest are intended as supplemental/background information. 
Jeff Mitman 



From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject : 
Date: 

Laura, 

Lara Julio 
Kozak Laura 
Hanna John ; Louden Patrick 
1 hr crash course on SPAR-H (HRA/HEP) 
Sunday, September 23, 2018 8:31 :13 AM 

I like to increase my knowledge a bit more as it relates to the Clinton preliminary White. 

Pat will be travelling out this week. Perhaps invite Karla if shes available. 

Thx 
JL 



From : 

To: 
Subject : 
Date: 

Mitman Jeffrey 
Kozak Laura 
FW: choice letter 

Monday, September 24, 2018 11 :09:55 AM 

Laura, for your awareness. 

Jeff Mitman 

From: Fong, CJ 

Sent: Monday, September 24, 2018 12:09 PM 

To: Helton, Donald <Donald .Helton@nrc .gov> 

Cc: Mit ma n, Jeffrey <Jeffrey. M it ma n@nrc.gov> 

Subject: choice letter 

Don / Jeff: 

Mike F told me this morning that he would like to see a draft copy of the Cl inton Choice 
Letter as soon as one is ready. Would you please ensure that we meet that request? 

Thanks, 

e9 '?Olt9- P. &. 
Chief, PRA Operations and Human Factors Branch (APHB) 
Division of Risk Assessment 
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation 
(301) 415-8474 



From: 
To: 

Subject : 
Date: 
Attachments: 

Lara Julio 
Stoedter Karla; Kozak Laura; Hanna John 
FW: Risk Communications • Clinton Prelim White 
Tuesday, September 25, 2018 3:57:28 PM 

image001.ong 

Thanks to you all. Steve likewise shared his view on the value of this tool. Please pass 
along thanks to others who helped us get here. 

julio 

From: Franovich, Mike 

Sent: Tuesday, September 25, 2018 3:45 PM 

To: Lara, Julio <Jul io.Lara@nrc.gov> 

Subject: RE: Risk Communications · Clinton Prelim White 

Julio, 

Thanks for sharing. This approach is a good communication practice. 

Best, 

From: Lara, Julio 

Sent: Tuesday, September 25, 2018 3:33 PM 

To: Lantz, Ryan <Ryan,Lantz@nrc,gov>; Vegel, Anton <Anton.Vegel@orc.gov>; Welling, Blake 

<Blake Wel ling@nrc gov>; Shaffer, Mark <Mark Shaffer@nrc gov>; Miller, Chris 
<Chris Miller@nrc.gov>; King, Michael <Michael King2@orqNv>; Felts, Russell 

<Russel l.Felts@orc.gov>; Pelton, David <David.Pelton@nrc.gov>; Yerokun, Jimi 

<Jimi.Yerokun@nrc.gov>; Franke, Mark <Mark.Franke@nrc.gov>; Franovich, Mike 

<Mike franovich@nrc gov>; Gody, Tony <Jony.Gody@nrc.gov>; Miller, Mark 

<Mark Miller@nrc gov>; Munday, Joel <Joel Munday@nrc gov>; Clark, Jeff <Jeff Clark@nrc gov>; 
Lorson, Raymond <Raymond.Lorson@nrc.gov> 
Subject: FW: Risk Communications - Clinton Prelim White 

FYI 

From: Lara, Julio 
Sent: Tuesday, September 25, 2018 2:22 PM 

To: West, Steven <Steven West@nrc gov>; Roberts, Darrell <Darrell Roberts@nrc gov>; Louden, 

Patrick <Patrick Louden@nrc gov>; Shuaibi, Mohammed <Mohammed Shuaibi@nrc.gov>; Heck, 

Jared <Jared.Heck@nrc gov>; O'Brien, Kenneth <Kenneth.O'Brien@nrc.gov> 

Subject: Risk Communications - Clinton Prelim White 



All, 

As I briefly mentioned th is morning, we are proceeding with a Preliminary White finding 
associated with a Clinton finding - both EDGs were concurrently inoperable. 

Earlier today, Pat notified Site VP (Ted Stoner) of the SERP decision to proceed with 
Prelim White and associated Choice letter. 

In the last couple of years, the SRAs and branches have developed a communications tool 
to help us all better understand and effectively communicate risk perspectives associated 
with potentially Greater-than-Green findings. The attached Risk Communication tool 
provides a summary of the finding, including risk perspectives, and licensee points of view 
on the significance. The document may also be helpful in internal briefings. 

This is an internal-use-only document is which based upon the information contained in the 
SERP package. 

In a continuing effort to enhance our collective risk informed thinking, I will also be 
forwarding the 1-pager to DRS/DRP/DNMS technical staff. 

Thanks 
Julio 

Julio Lara, P.E. 
Deputy Director 
Division of Reactor Projects, RIii 
630-829-9601 

0- FD<u iu~ ou Safeo• 
£mpoH.'cri11g 01/1er$ 

Strfri11g for £xul/c11u 



From : 

To: 
Subject : 

Date: 

Elba 

Kozak Laura 
Sanchez Santiago Elba 
another request 

Wednesday, September 26, 2018 2:37 :00 PM 

Can you obtain a copy of CPS 3501 .01 High Voltage Auxil iary Power System? 

This procedure is referred to from the annunciator response procedure for the EOG FTS 
but we don't have a copy. I'd like to be complete in looking at the procedures. 

Not urgent. 

Thanks 
Laura 



From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 
Attachments: 

Giessner John 
Lara Julio 
RE: Risk Communications • Clinton Prelim White 
Wednesday, September 26, 2018 12:10:00 PM 
image001 .ong 

Nice document! 
Great KM! Recommend we book this type of KM for 1 1/2 or 2 hrs. It overlapped with stuff 
but the discussion was needed. 

From: La ra, Julio 

Sent: Tuesday, September 25, 2018 2:23 PM 

To: DRSII I <DRSlll@nrc.gov>; DRPIII <DRPll l@nrc.gov> 

Cc: Kunowski, M ichael <Michael.Kunowski@nrc.gov>; Giessner, John <John.Giessner@nrc.gov>; 

Lipa, Christine <Christ ine.Lipa@nrc.gov> 

Subject: FW: Risk Communications - Cl inton Prelim W hite 

FYI 

From: Lara, Julio 

Sent: Tuesday, September 25, 2018 2:22 PM 

To: West, Steven <Steven West@nrc gov>; Roberts, Darrell <Darrell Roberts@nrc gov>; Louden, 

Patrick <Patrick Louden@nrc gov>; Shuaibi, Mohammed <Mohammed Shua jbi@nrc gov>; Heck, 

Jared <Jared.Heck@nrc.gov>; O'Brien, Kenneth <Kenneth.O'Brien@nrc.gov> 

Subject: Risk Communications - Clinton Prelim White 

All, 
As I briefly mentioned this morning, we are proceeding with a Preliminary White finding 
associated with a Clinton finding - both EDGs were concurrently inoperable. 
Earlier today, Pat notified Site VP (Ted Stoner) of the SERP decision to proceed with 
Prelim White and associated Choice letter. 
In the last couple of years, the SRAs and branches have developed a communications tool 
to help us all better understand and effectively communicate risk perspectives associated 
with potentially Greater-than-Green findings. The attached Risk Communication tool 
provides a summary of the finding, including risk perspectives, and licensee points of view 
on the significance. The document may also be helpful in internal briefings. 
This is an internal-use-only document is which based upon the information contained in the 
SERP package. 
In a continuing effort to enhance our collective risk informed thinking, I will also be 
forwarding the 1-pager to DRS/DRP/DNMS technical staff. 
Thanks 
Julio 
Julio Lara, P.E. 
Deputy Director 
Division of Reactor Projects, RIii 
630-829-9601 
logo-emails-1 



From: 

To : 

Subject : 
Date: 
Attachments: 

Just FYI -

Kozak Laura 
Qfil1l! ; QB.fill! 

KM session on the At-Power SDP 

Thursday, September 27, 2018 6:50 :59 AM 

~_Q9_AprJfilldix_ A.op_t 

I attached the sl ides from the KM session yesterday on the at-power SOP for those who 
could not attend. Please let me or John know if you have any questions or need further 
discussion on this topic. 

Also , we are interested in feedback on the information presented or any future needs for 
KM sessions or seminar sessions on risk-related topics. 

Laura 
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lln1tcd St .lie, i\:t11...· lc.1r llc~ul.1tory ( ~omn1 i,,1on 

Protecting People and the F:uvironment 

SDP Basis (IMC 0308 Attachment 3) 

• The SDP should be objective, scrutable, and timely 

• Influential assumptions clearly stated and 
understood 

• Staff not obligated to have ''proof' of assumptions 

• Staff bears the burden of an appropriate justification 
for SDP results greater than green 

• All technical judgments should be reasonable and 
not purposefully biased in a conservative manner 
simply because of uncertainties 
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Protecting People and the F:uvironment 

SDP Basis (IMC 0308 Attachment 3) 

• Inspection Findings are independent and are 
''summed'' in the Action Matrix 

• Equipment out of service for test and maintenance is 
not a degraded condition due to a performance 
deficiency 
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Protecting People and the F:uvironment 

SDP (IMC 0609) 

• Inspector screens findings in accordance with 
procedures 

• Findings that do not screen require a detailed risk 
evaluation (DRE)/phase 3 SDP 

• SRAs perform the DRE/phase 3 

• Additional inspection effort will likely be required to 
support the DRE 

• Possible IFRB for issues that do not screen 
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Protecting People and the F:uvironment 

SDP (IMC 0609 Appendix A) 

• SDP evaluates the degraded condition in the plant 

• The degraded condition can be an initiating event 
occurred 

• The degraded condition can be an increase in 
initiating event frequency 

• The degraded condition can be the loss of an SSC 
function 
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Protecting People and the F:11viro11ment 

SDP (Initiating Events) 

• SDP considered with risl< relevant initiating events 
not just UFSAR Chapter 15 events 

• SDP screens findings associated with reactor trips 
with no impact to mitigating equipment 

• DRE required for findings associated with reactor 
trips and impact to mitigating SSC (must be same 
PD) 

• Feedwater and the main condenser are mitigating 
SSCs 
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Protecting People and the F:uvironment 

SDP (Mitigating Systems) 

• SDP concerned with risl< significant function of SSC 
not necessarily TS operability 

• Operability and PRA functionality may be different 

• PRA typical mission time is 24 hours, this can be 
different from UFSAR mission time 

• Other examples of differences between PRA 
functionality and operability - number of 
pumps/valves required, EDG timing 

11 
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Protecting People and the F:uvironment 

SDP (Barrier Integrity) 

• Screening questions primarily intended to highlight 
potential large early release frequency (LERF) issues 

• Important LERF issues related to containment 
integrity 

• Other ''barriers'' such as Spent Fuel Pool or other 
buildings are covered here, but the focus is on 
containment 

• Risk significant finding - Kewaunee containment 
closure during shutdown 

12 
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Protecting People and the F:11viro11ment 

Recent Examples for Discussion 

• Palisades SIAS failure 

• Davis-Besse AFW pump failure 

• Clinton EDG ventilation fan failure 

• Clinton Shutdown- Both EDGs Unavailable 

• Fermi RHRSW valve failure 

13 
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Protecting People and the F:uvironment 

Inspector tips for SDP 

• Clearly identify the PD as the proximate cause of the 
degraded condition 

• Clearly articulate the degraded condition in the 
plant: what event occurred, what SSC failed, under 
what conditions would the SSC fail, how long was 
the SSC failed 

• Keep in mind SDP focused on PRA function 

• Evaluate if failed SSC is recoverable 

• Contact SRA for assistance in SDP screening 

14 





From: 
To: 

Subject: 
Date: 

Thanks! 

Kozak Laura 
Sanchez Santiago Elba 
RE: another request 

Thursday, September 27, 2018 8:07:23 AM 

From: Sanchez Santiago, Elba 

Sent: Thursday, September 27, 2018 7:44 AM 

To: Kozak, Laura <Laura.Kozak@nrc.gov> 

Subject: RE: another request 

Laura, 

Attached is the procedure you requested. I also attached the checklists, hard-cards and 
data sheets associated with it. 

As always, let me know if you have any questions. 

-Elba 

From: Kozak, Laura 

Sent: Wednesday, September 26, 2018 2:38 PM 

To: Sanchez Santiago, Elba <Elba.SanchezSantjago@nrc.gov> 
Subject: another request 

Elba 

Can you obtain a copy of CPS 3501.01 High Voltage Auxiliary Power System? 

This procedure is referred to from the annunciator response procedure for the EOG FTS 
but we don't have a copy. I'd like to be complete in looking at the procedures. 

Not urgent. 

Thanks 
Laura 



From : 
To : 

Subject : 
Date: 
Attachments: 

As requested. 

Stoedter Karla 
Lara Julio 
Time line of Events for Preliminary White Finding .docx 

Friday, September 28, 2018 1 :12:00 PM 

Timeline of Eventslor.fuliminarv Whittlioding.~ 



90-Day Clock Timeline for Clinton Power Station Division 2 EOG Preliminary White Finding 

Date Event 
05/17/2018 Clinton Power Station discovers the Division 2 EOG was inoperable while the Division 1 

EOG was out of service for planned maintenance placing the unit in a shutdown risk yellow 
condition due to electrical power unavailability. 

05/25/2018 Region 3 completes MD 8.3 evaluation and concludes a Special Inspection is warranted. 

05/29/2018 Region 3 management decides to launch SIT in late June to allow licensee to focus on 
reactor restart activities, complete corrective actions, and to support the completion of a 
previously scheduled 95001 inspection. 

06/25-29/2018 Region 3 conducts Special Inspection at Clinton to review cause of EOG inoperability and 
licensee corrective actions. The inspectors identify that a failure to follow multiple 
procedures led to the Division 2 EOG being incorrectly restored to service on May 11 , 
2018. A senior reactor analyst from Region 3 and a risk analyst from HQ traveled to the 
site to support the team during the inspection. 

The inspectors hold exit meeting to discuss the above finding and two other findings. 

07/19/2018 IFRB agrees with proposed performance deficiency regarding the failure to follow multiple 
procedures and the need to perform a detailed risk evaluation. 

08/03/2018 Re-exit completed with the licensee. 120 Day Upfront Metric Met. 

08/23/2018 Special Inspection Report is issued including a finding with a TBD significance and a 
corresponding apparent violation of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion V and TS 3.8.2. 

NRR/DRA performs detailed risk evaluation with regional SRA support including a review 
of the licensee's 500+ page risk evaluation. 

90 Day ROP Clock Starts 

09/11/2018 Region 3 risk analyst and HQ risk analyst travel to Clinton Station to explain our risk model 
to the licensee's PRA staff and obtain feedback. 

09/20/2018 SERP held. SERP agrees with moving forward with preliminary white find ing. 

09/26/2018 Region 3 informs Clinton Power Station of SERP decision and plans to formally 
communicate the SERP results by phone call prior to issuing the "choice" !letter. 

11/21/2018 90 Day ROP clock expires 



From : 
To : 

Subject : 
Date: 
Attachments: 

Kozak Laura 
Mitman Jeffrey 
FW: Timeline of Events for Preliminary White Finding.docx 
Monday, October 01, 2018 9:23:00 AM 

Timeline of Eventslor.l'reliminarv Whittlioding.~ 

FYI. See attached timeline of events. This is not being shared with any one yet but has 
been started because managers are starting to communicate that we may not meet the 90 
day metric. 

After the preliminary letter is issued, the licensee has 1 O days to decide if they want to 
accept the issue, come to a reg conference, or submit additional info. They have 30 
additional days to come in or submit. So, in all likelihood new information or a regulatory 
conference will not be held until mid- November, which bumps up against the deadline for 
meeting the metric, allowing little to no time to consider the information's impact on the 
evaluation, conduct a second SERP, finalize and issue a letter. 

From: Lara, Julio 

Sent: Monday, October 01, 2018 8:53 AM 

To: Kozak, Laura <Laura.Kozak@nrc.gov> 

Subject: FW: Timeli ne of Events for Preliminary White Finding.docx 

From: Stoedter, Kar la 

Sent: Friday, September 28, 2018 1:13 PM 

To: La ra, Julio <Julio.Lara@nrc.gov> 

Subject: Timeline of Events for Preliminary Wh ite Finding .docx 

As requested. 



90-Day Clock Timeline for Clinton Power Station Division 2 EOG Preliminary White Finding 

Date Event 
05/17/2018 Clinton Power Station discovers the Division 2 EOG was inoperable while the Division 1 

EOG was out of service for planned maintenance placing the unit in a shutdown risk yellow 
condition due to electrical power unavailability. 

05/25/2018 Region 3 completes MD 8.3 evaluation and concludes a Special Inspection is warranted. 

05/29/2018 Region 3 management decides to launch SIT in late June to allow licensee to focus on 
reactor restart activities, complete corrective actions, and to support the completion of a 
previously scheduled 95001 inspection. 

06/25-29/2018 Region 3 conducts Special Inspection at Clinton to review cause of EOG inoperability and 
licensee corrective actions. The inspectors identify that a failure to follow multiple 
procedures led to the Division 2 EOG being incorrectly restored to service on May 11 , 
2018. A senior reactor analyst from Region 3 and a risk analyst from HQ traveled to the 
site to support the team during the inspection. 

The inspectors hold exit meeting to discuss the above finding and two other findings. 

07/19/2018 IFRB agrees with proposed performance deficiency regarding the failure to follow multiple 
procedures and the need to perform a detailed risk evaluation. 

08/03/2018 Re-exit completed with the licensee. 120 Day Upfront Metric Met. 

08/23/2018 Special Inspection Report is issued including a finding with a TBD significance and a 
corresponding apparent violation of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion V and TS 3.8.2. 

NRR/DRA performs detailed risk evaluation with regional SRA support including a review 
of the licensee's 500+ page risk evaluation. 

90 Day ROP Clock Starts 

09/11/2018 Region 3 risk analyst and HQ risk analyst travel to Clinton Station to explain our risk model 
to the licensee's PRA staff and obtain feedback. 

09/20/2018 SERP held. SERP agrees with moving forward with preliminary white find ing. 

09/26/2018 Region 3 informs Clinton Power Station of SERP decision and plans to formally 
communicate the SERP results by phone call prior to issuing the "choice" !letter. 

11/21/2018 90 Day ROP clock expires 



From: 
To: 
Subject : 
Date: 

Louden Patrick 
Kozak Laura 
RE: Clinton - EDG recovery 
Monday, October 01, 2018 10:38 :52 AM 

Yes come by this afternoon and let's discuss ... 

I am trying to get ahold of Franovich 

From: Kozak, Lau ra 

Sent: M onday, October 01, 2018 9:11 AM 

To: Stoedt er, Ka rla <Karla.Stoedter@nrc.gov>; Sanchez Santiago, Elba 

<Elba .Sa nchezSa nt iago @nrc.gov>; Sargi s, Daniel <Daniel .Sa rgis@nrc.gov>; Phill ips, Charles 

<Charles. Phill ips@nrc.gov> 

Cc: Lara, Jul io <J ul io.Lara @nrc.gov>; Louden, Patr ick <Patri ck.Louden @nrc.gov> 

Subject: Clinton - EDG recovery 

Just FYI. 

ORA has documented the human failure analysis of the EOG recovery and performed 
additional sensitivity evaluations at the request of the Director. The document explains in 
detail the evaluation of the action and the reasons for the selection of the performance 
shaping factors that led to the failure probability of 20%. 

The addition sensitivity evaluations for this individual human error range from 2E-2 to 0.88. 
Reasons why the other values should not be considered to be the "best estimate" are 
provided. Recall that the value of this HEP, given everything else I the model remains the 
same, would need to be lower than 5% to be green. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Laura 



From: Kozak Laura 
Mitman Jeffrey To: 

Subject : RE: HFE Task Analysis · SD· EPS-XHE-XM-NA10H (EDG2).doc 
Monday, October 01, 201812:04:00 PM Date: 

Two other things come to my mind, complicating the cognitive part this issue: 

1) The operators believe the DG is protected and may be confident that it is in the 
proper alignment. They may be choose to focus on finding a failed component and 
not really think of this as an alignment issue. 

2) The plant has expressed the use of "partial" procedure performance. That was one 
of the issues leading to the valves remaining closed. It has been brought up in 
discussion of how operators would navigate the complexity of all the possible paths 
to mitigate the SBO. It's possible the recovery procedures could be performed 
"partially" due to my first point above. 

I hope we don't become overly focused on trying to define the exact cognitive error. 

From: Mitman, Jeffrey 

Sent: Monday, October 01, 2018 8:26 AM 

To: Koza k, Laura <Laura.Kozak@nrc.gov> 

Subject: RE: HFE Task Ana lysis · SD- EPS-XH E-XM-NRlOH (EDG2).doc 

Yes. 

Jeff Mitman 

From: Kozak, Laura 

Sent: Monday, October 01, 2018 8:54 AM 

To: Mitman, Jeffrey <Jeffrey Mitman@nrc.gov> 

Subject: RE: HFE Task Analysis - SD- EPS-XH E-XM-NRlOH (EDG2).doc 

Can I send it out to regional staff/managers now? 

From: Mitman, Jeffrey 

Sent: Monday, October 01, 2018 7:32 AM 

To: Kozak, Laura <Laura Kozak@nrc gov> 
Subject: RE: HFE Task Analysis - SD- EPS-XHE-XM-NRlOH (EDG2).doc 

Laura, I've reviewed your suggested changes and incorporated all of them. The revised 
HFE analysis is on the SharePoint site. 

Jeff Mitman 

From: Kozak, Laura 

Sent: Friday, September 28, 2018 4:35 PM 

To: Mitman, Jeffrey <Jeffrey.Mitman@nrc.gov> 



Subject: RE : HFE Task Ana lysis - SD- EPS-XHE-XM-NR10H (EDG2).doc 

Yes good job. 

Just a few edits in the attached. 

I will share it here as well. It should be shared with DIRS as well. 

From: Mitman, Jeffrey 

Sent: Friday, September 28, 2018 3:08 PM 

To: Kozak, Laura <Laura Kozak@nrc gov> 
Subject: HFE Task Analys is - SD- EPS-XHE-XM-NRlOH (EDG2) .doc 

Laura, I agree with all of your comments. The attached markup intends to incorporate them 
all. 

I will now be sharing this version here at HQ. 

Does it do a good job of capturing and explaining the essence of the HEP analysis? 

Jeff Mitman 



From : 
To: 
Cc : 
Subject : 
Date: 

Kozak Laura 
Lara Julio 
stoedter Karla 
RE: Timeline of Events for Preliminary White Finding.docx 

Monday, October 01 , 2018 9:02:00 AM 

We also held a planning SERP on 7/26 to because of the issue complexity and to request 
NRR take the lead on the analysis. 

From: Lara, Julio 

Sent: Monday, October 01, 2018 8:53 AM 

To: Kozak, La ura <Laura.Kozak@ nrc.gov> 

Subject: FW: Timeli ne of Events for Prelim inary White Finding.docx 

From: Stoedter, Kar la 

Sent: Friday, September 28, 2018 1:13 PM 

To: La ra, Julio <Julio.Lara@nrc.gov> 

Subject: Timeline of Events for Preliminary White Finding .docx 

As requested. 



From: 
To : 

Subject : 
Date: 
Attachments: 

Mitman Jeffrey 
Kozak Laura 
Clinton General Reference 
Tuesday, October 02, 2018 10:59:33 AM 
Clinton General PRA References.doc)( 

Laura, the attached document has my suggested list of general references used . I've updated 

by generic list to include the last INL reference on LOOP IE F and the update to RASP Version 2 

to credit FLEX in Section 6.0. 

Jeff Mitman 



Clinton General PRA References 

The ana lysts used the following references in preparing the risk assessment: 

• NU MARC 91-06, "Guidel ines for Industry Actions to Assess Shutdown Management." 
December 1991 

• NUREG/CR-6883, "The SPAR-H Human Analysis Method." August 2005 

• NUREG-1842, "Good Practices for Implementing Human Re liabil ity Analysis." April 2005 

• NU REG/CR-6595 Revision 1, "An Approach for Estimating the Frequencies of Various 
Containment Fa ilure Modes and Bypass Events." October 2004 

• INL/EXT-10-18533 Revision 2, "SPAR-H Step-by-Step Guidance." May 2011 

• " RASP Manual Volume 1- Interna l Events," Revision 2.0 date January 2013 

• "RASP Manual Volume 1 - Interna l Events," Update to Section 6.0 Model ing Recovery and 
Repair to Credit FLEX Strategies." July 24, 2017 ML17192A441 

• NUREG/CR-1278, "Handbook of HRA with Emphasis on Nuclear Power Plant Applications," 
August 1983 

• "Analysis of Loss-of Offsite-Power Events 1987-2016," INL/EXT-17-42376 August 2017 
(https:ljnrcoe.inl .gov/resultsdb/publicdocs/LOSP/loop-summary-update-2016.pdf ) 



From: 
To: 

Subject: 
Date: 

Dan 

Kozak Laura 
Sargis Daniel 
Help request 
Wednesday, October 03, 2018 12:00:03 PM 

Can you help me with a request? I need a Clinton procedure for the SDP evaluation that I don't 

seem to have. I am looking for the procedure(s) for fill and vent of HPCS system and ensuring it is 

ready for operation. 

Let me know if you can help or have questions. 

Laura 



From: 
To : 

Date: 
Attachments : 

elba sanchezsaotiago@orc gov 
Sargis Daniel 

Attachment is non-responsive due to 
narrowing the request to exclude licensee 
originated documents . Attachment is 
CPS 3309 .01 

Wednesday, October 03, 2018 12:29 :52 PM 

(Untitled) .pdf 



From: 

To: 
Subject : 
Date: 

Sargis Daniel 
Kozak Laura 
RE: Help request 

Wednesday, October 03, 2018 12:02:00 PM 

Ok, I'll see what I can find 

From: Kozak, Lau ra 

Sent: Wednesday, October 03, 2018 12:00 PM 

To: Sargis, Daniel <Daniel.Sargis@nrc.gov> 

Subject: Help request 

Dan 

Ca n you help me with a request? I need a Cl inton procedure for the SOP eva luation that I don't 

seem to have. I am looking for the procedure(s) for f ill and vent of HPCS system and ensuring it is 

ready for operation. 

Let me know if you can help or have questions. 

Laura 



From: 
To: 

Subject: 
Date: 

Orth steyen 

Region Ill Daily Morning Meeting News for Wednesday October 3, 2018 
Wednesday, October 03, 2018 9:52:26 AM 

The Daily Morning Meeting News for Wednesday October 3, 2018 
(b)(6) Region.al DutyQfficerl · !: Steve Orth 

Teleconference Number: (800) 779-9565; Passcode:! ·. -1.(!:i}(El) 
Note: Tnis newsletter may eentain pre decisional info. Do not distrib1::1te 01::1tside the ~JRC. 

Behaviors of High Trust Leaders: Practice Accountability 

RA: 

DRP: 

DRS: 

DNMS: 

DRMA: Cut over to new phone system on 10/4 at 4:00pm. All site phones have 
been delivered. 

MAAS360 update for mobile devices occurred last evening. 

EICS: 

State Programs: See NRC Announcement concerning FEMA Alert Testing this 
afternoon (effects ALL cell phones). 

PAO: See NRC in the News. 

Materials Events/Issues: 

Reactor Events: 
Part 21 : 



Plant Status 
BRANCH 1 
Clinton: OCA staff erroneously heard that the Clinton choice letter had been issued. 

DAEC: 
Quad Cities: 
BRANCH 2 
DC Cook: 

The letter HAS NOT yet been issued and is still within the Region. Karla and 
Pat are points of contact. 

Prairie Island: U1 : defueled. Yellow risk for decay heat removal. 11.5 hours to boil in the 
spent fuel pool. New generator moved to Turbine Building. Very small boric 
acid indications identified on reactor head, DRS inspector following-up. SG 
eddy current testing is critical path. 

Monticello: 
BRANCH 3 
Byron: 
Braidwood: (b )(6) 

Palisades: I I No 
- co- n ... t-am_in_a ... tio-n-.-------------------

BRANCH 4 
Davis Besse: 

Point Beach: 
Dresden: 
BRANCH 5 
Fermi: 
LaSalle: 
Perry: 

NRR: 

Orange environmental risk re. transfering hazardous chemicals 
(nonradiological). 
U2 in coastdown. 
U3 in coastdown. 

Mode 5. 16. 7 hours to boil. 12 hours behind schedule. 

Day 8 of 14 for Division 1 EOG outage. Progress ongoing. DRS providing 
support. 

Additional Support Issues -
Other Issues - Diversity Day celebration scheduled for October 1 O (11 :30am - 1 pm), 
potluck lunch and guest speaker. 

RASCAL Training in Region Ill next week, expecting a number of 
representatives from the States. 
Personnel News -
Daily Notes/Preliminary Notification - One Week Look Ahead -
Post 8:15 Meeting Topics - Future KM - Synching DG out of phase 



From: 
To : 

Subject : 
Date: 

Stoedter Karla 
Phillips Charles 
Clinton choice letter Rev 2 

Thursday, October 04, 2018 1 :16 :00 PM 

As far as sending out the draft to the folks in the region, we need to ask for a pretty quick 
turnaround. If you are able to get it out today or early tomorrow, I would like to give them a 
couple of days to review and comment so we can quickly incorporate anything needed, 
have the admin staff put things into final, and get the letter into concurrence. 

As far as concurrence, here is who is needed (and I think in the correct order): 

Laura Kozak 
Jeff Mitman 
Ken Lambert 
Me 
Juan Peralta, OE 
Mike Franovich, Division of Risk Assessment, NRR 
Jeremy Grooms or Chris Miller, DIRS, NRR 
Pat Louden 

You can also add yourself to the top of the list if you would like. 

Thanks, 
Karla 



From: 
To: 
Cc : 

Subject : 
Date: 

All-

Stoedter Karla 
Lambert Kenneth ; Louden Patrick; Phill ips Charles; Kozak Laura 
Riemer Kenneth 
Clinton choice letter 

Thursday, October 04, 2018 1:10:00 PM 

We are getting closer on the Clinton choice letter. Due to the large number of people 
needing to concur on this letter, we will be sending out a draft copy to you for your review 
and comment (hopefully by early tomorrow) prior to putting the letter into final. This will 
help to minimize cycling of our administrative staff as we go through the concurrence 
process. Once the letter is placed into final , you will have another opportunity to review the 
document and concur on it. We will also be asking our HQ counterparts for their review 
and concurrence on the final document. 

It is also likely we will ask for a quick turnaround on any comments you have on the draft 
letter since it is unlikely we will meet the ROP metric. 

Thanks, 
Karla 



From: 

To : 

Subject : 
Date: 

Kozak Laura 
Mitman Jeffrey 
RE: Cutsets 

Thursday, October 04, 2018 7:29:00 AM 

Got your message last night. Thanks for trying. We will go with the cut-sets that we have. 

Laura 

From: Mitman, Jeffrey 

Sent: Wednesday, October 03, 2018 5:16 PM 

To: Ko za k, Laura <Laura.Kozak@ nrc.gov> 

Subject: Cutsets 

Laura, I was not able to get anything more meaningful in the way of cutsets from Saphire. 
I' ll try again tomorrow. The best I can offer at this point is the cutset file on the SharePoint 
site. 

Jeff Mitman 



From: 

To : 

Subject : 
Date: 
Attachments: 

Kozak Laura 
Mitman Jeffrey 
Valve recovery 

Attachment is also publicly available at 
https://www.nrc.gov/docs/M L0116/M L01 1640226.pdf 

Thursday, October 04, 2018 9:51 :00 AM 
Final ASP Analysis Summer /LEA 395-00-006) .rJ.df 

FYI. I have been looking for past events involving recovery that have some similarities. 
Thought you would be interested in this ASP event involving recovery of a closed valve and 
the HRA analysis associated with it. 

Laura 



Final Precursor Analysis 
Accident Sequence Precursor Program- Office of Nuclear Regu latory Research 

Summer Turbine-driven emergency feedwater pump discharge valve 
found isolated 

Event Date: 9/21/2000 LER: 395/00-006 I ACDP = 4x10-6 

Condition Summary 

On September 21 , 2000, at 0600 hours, during the performance of a scheduled surveillance test 
on the turbine-driven emergency feedwater (EFW) pump, the plant staff discovered the pump's 
discharge manual-operated valve was locked in the closed position. The valve had been locked 
closed since August 4, 2000 (Refs. 1, 2, and 3). A simplified diagram of the EFW system is 
provided in Figure 1. 

During the period when the turbine-driven EFW was unavai lable, emergency diesel generator 
(EOG) "A" was removed from service between September 5 and 6, and EOG "B" between 
September 19 and 20. (Ref. 1) 

Cause. The cause of this event is attributed to human error. First, the valve was not opened, 
per procedure, prior to placing the locking chain on the valve hand wheel. Second, the 
independent verification was not properly performed. Therefore, an opportunity to coirrect the 
mis-positioning was missed. 

Condition duration. The condition rendered the train inoperable for automatic initiation during 
at-power operations from August 4, 2000, until September 21 , 2000, or 48 days. One of the two 
EDGs was removed from service for a total of 4 days. 

Recovery opportunity. In an event requiring the turbine-driven EFW pump to operate, the 
operators must identify that the pump is not providing flow to the steam generators, diagnose the 
cause (closed valve), and then open the valve. 

Analysis Results 

• Importance 1 

The risk significance of the turbine-driven EFW pump being unavailable for automatic 
in itiation (plus 96 hours of concurrent EOG unavailability) is determined by subtracting the 
total nominal core damage probability from the total conditional core damage probability: 

1 
Since this condition did not involve an actual initiating event, the parameter of interest is the measure of the 

incremental increase between the conditional probability for the period in which the condition existed and the nominal 
probability for the same period but with the condition nonexistent and plant equipment available. This incremental 
increase or "importance" is determined by subtracting the CDP from the CCDP. This measure is used to assess the 
risk significance of hardware unavailabilities especially for those cases where the nominal CDP is high with respect to 
the incremental increase of the conditional probability caused by the hardware unavailability. 



Conditional core damage probability (CCDP) = 
Nominal core damage probability (CDP) = 
Importance (l\CDP = CCDP - CDP) = 

LER 395/00-006 

5.1x10-6 
-9.5 X 10"7 

4.2 X 10-6 

The estimated importance (CCDP-CDP) for the condition was 4.2 x 10·5_ This is an 
increase of 4.2 x 10·5 over the nominal CDP for the 48-day period when the turbine-driven 
EFW pump (plus 96 hours of concurrent EOG unavailability) was not available for 
automatic initiation. 

The Accident Sequence Precursor (ASP) Program acceptance threshold is an importance 
(~COP) of 1 x 10·6• 

• Dominant sequence 

The dominant core damage sequence for this condition is a station blackout sequence 
(Sequence 18-22). The events and important component failures in this sequence (shown 
in Sequence 18, Figure 2, and Sequence 22, Figure 3) include: 

a loss of offsite power initiating event, 
successful reactor trip, 
failure of the emergency power system due to independent and common cause 
failures of the emergency diesel generators, 
failure of the auxiliary feedwater system, and 
failure to recover offsite power in the short term (1 hour). 

• Results tables 

The conditional probability of the dominant sequence is shown in Table 1. 
The event tree sequence logic for the dominant sequence is provided in Table 2a. 
The conditional cut sets for the dominant sequence are provided in Table 3. 

Modeling Assumptions 

• Assessment summary 

This event was modeled as an at-power conditional assessment with the discharge valve 
for the turbine-driven EFW pump closed for 44 days (Case 1 ), plus a 4-day period when a 
diesel was also inoperable (Case 2). Both cases were analyzed separately and the 
results (CDP and CCDP) were combined to calculate the total importance for the 48-day 
period. 

The Revision 2QA of the Summer Standardized Plant Analysis Risk (SPAR) model (Ref. 
6) was used for this assessment. The SPAR Revision 2QA model includes event trees for 
transients (including loss of feedwater and a transfer tree for anticipated transient without 
scram or ATWS), loss of offsite power (including a transfer tree for station blackout), small 
loss-of-coolant accident, and steam generator tube rupture. These event trees were used 
in the analysis. The discussion below provides the bases for significant changes to the 
model. 

• Basic event probability changes 

2 



LER 395/00-006 

Table 4 provides the basic events that were modified to reflect the event condition being 
analyzed. The bases for these changes are as follows: 

Probability of failure of the turbine-driven EFW pump (AFW-TDP-FC-1 X). The 
probability that the pump would fail to start was set to a failure probability of 1.0 to 
reflect the failure of the train to provide flow. A value of 1.0 was used instead of TRUE 
to ensure that all sequences involving the turbine-driven EFW pump were reported and 
considered in the recovery actions. 

Nonrecovery probabilities for the emergency feedwater system. In an event 
requiring the turbine-driven EFW pump, the operators would know that a problem 
exists with the pump because there would be no EFW flow to the steam generators. 
Examining the local turbine-driven EFW pump flow and discharge pressure indications 
would indicate that the problem is not with the pump itself. This would prompt them to 
look at the downstream piping. Downstream of the pump flow indication the 
recirculation line branches off before a check va lve and the manual isolation valve in 
question (XVG-1 036). To open the valve, the operators must first unlock the valve 
handle. 

The human error probability for recovering the turbine-driven EFW pump train for 
station blackout (SBO) and non-SBO sequences was estimated using ASP Program 
human reliability analysis methods (Ref. 7). Attachment 1 provides additional details 
about the human error probability calculations. 

Unavailability of emergency diesel generators. To account for the total 4-day 
period when an EOG was taken out of service, the failure probability for EOG "A" 
(EPS-DGN-FC-1A) was set to TRUE (probability of 1.0) and the failure probability for 
EOG "B" (EPS-DGN-FC-1 B) was modified to remove probability for maintenance out
of-service. No recovery was credited for the 96 hours (4 days) when an EOG was out
of-service. 

Other changes of sequence nonrecovery probabilities. The generic sequence 
nonrecovery probabilities from the SPAR model were reviewed and modified, as 
necessary, to appropriately reflect the minimum cut sets of the important dominant 
sequences. Table 4 shows the sequence nonrecovery probabilities for the dominant 
sequences. Table 5 provides the bases for those probabilities. 

• Model update 

The SPAR model for Summer was updated to account for: 

updates of system/component failure probabilities and initiating event frequencies 
based on recent operating experience, 

core uncovery times for SBO sequences (Ref. 8 ), and 

changes in the reactor coolant pump (RCP) seal loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA) 
model (Ref. 9). The analysis assumes that high temperature seals were installed on 
all RCPs at the time of the event. 

Bases for these updates are described in the footnotes to Table 4 . 

3 



• Analysts and technical reviewers 

Charles Mitchell, Analyst, ABS Consulting 
Erul Chelliah, Technical reviewer, U.S. NRC 
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Waler 

LER 395/00-006 

EMERGENCY FEEDWATER SYSTEM 

G-1036 (normally locked open) 

IFIGURE IB3.1 I 
Figure 1. Simplified diagram of the emergency feedwater system at Summer. (Manual valve 
found locked closed is shown in the circle.) 
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Figure 2 Summer loss of offsite power event tree showing sequence 18 transfer to station 
blackout event tree (Fig. 3) 
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T bl 1 C d'. a e a. on 1t1ona pro b bT. fd a 11t1es o ominatinq sequences 

Conditional core Core damage probability 
Event tree Sequence damage probability (CDP) Importance 

name no. (CCDP) (CCDP - CDP) 

LOOP 18-22A1 2.6E-006 8.2E-008 -
LOOP 18-2282 1.5E-006 7.5E-009 -

Total (all sequences)3 5.1E-006 9.SE-007 4.2E-006 

Notes: 
1. Dominating sequence for Case A·-·44-day period with turbine-driven EFW unavailable and EDGs available. 
2. Dominating sequence for Case B---4-day period with turbine-driven EFW unavailable and one EOG unavailable. 
3. Total CCDP includes all sequences from both cases (including those not shown in this table). 
4. (File names: GEM 395-00-006 5-16-2001 145745.WPD and GEM 395-00-006 5-16-2001 150122.WPD) 

Table 2 a. Event tree sequence logic f or the dominant sequence 

Event tree Sequence Logic 
name no. ("/" denotes success; see Table 2b for top event names) 

LOOP 18-22 /RT-L, EP, AFW-L, ACP-ST 

Table 2b. Definitions of fault trees listed in Table 2a1 

ACP-ST 

AFW-L 

EP 

RT-L 

Note: 

OFFSITE POWER RECOVERY IN SHORT TERM 

NO OR INSUFFICIENT AUXILIARY/EMERGENCY FEEDWATER FLOW 

EMERGENCY POWER SYSTEM FAILS 

REACTOR FAILS TO TRIP DURING LOSS OF OFFSITE POWER 

1. In addition to the fault trees listed in this table, modifications to other fault trees were made in accordance with 
guidance provided in Reference 10. The SPAR model was modified to replace the existing reactor coolant pump 
(RCP) seal LOCA model with the Rhodes Model (Ref. 9). In order to replace the RCP seal LOCA model without 
modifying the station blackout event tree, top event OP-SL was set to "False" (basic event OEP-XHE-NOREC-SL). 
To account for offsite power recovery, the nonrecovery probabilities for offsite power AND emergency diesel 
generators (EDGs) were added to the sequence-specific nonrecovery probabilities for the RCP seal LOCA 
sequences in the station blackout event tree (see Table 5). Based on the Rhodes Model, the time available to 
prevent core damage by high-pressure injection if RCP seals fail is 4 hours. Therefore, the nonrecovery 
probabilities for EDGs and offsite power were modified to reflect the 4-hour recovery time to avert core damage 
(see Table 5). Finally, Event Tree Linking Rule Nos. 4 and 5 (Ref. 6, Table 2-1 ), which are triggered by the 
success of top event OP-SL, were negated by substituting fault tree HPI for HPI-L in LOOP Sequences 18-08 and 
18-17, and HPR for HPR-L in LOOP Sequences 18-05, 18-07, 18-14, and 18-16. High temperature seals were 
assumed to be installed on all RCPs. 
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T bl 3 C d'. f d a e a. on 1t1ona cut sets or ominatinq sequences 

I Percent I CCDP contribution Minimal cut sets1 

Event Tree: LOOP, Sequence 18-22A (EFW unavailable for 44 days with EDGs available) 

EPS-DGN-FC-1 A EPS-DGN-FC-1 B 
2.0E-006 78.6 OEP-XHE-NOREC-ST LOOP-18-22-NREC 

AFW-TDP-FC-1X 

5.4E-007 21.2 EPS-DGN-CF-ALL OEP-XHE-NOREC-ST 
LOOP-18-22-N REC AFW-TDP-FC-1 X 

2.6E-006 Total2 

Event Tree: LOOP, Sequence 18-228 (EFW unavailable for 4 days with an EDGs unavailable) 

EPS-DGN-FC-1 A EPS-DGN-FC-1 B 
1.4E-006 96.2 OEP-XHE-NOREC-ST LOOP-18-22-NREC 

AFW-TDP-FC-1X 

4 .9E-008 3.4 EPS-DGN-CF-ALL OEP-XHE-NOREC-ST 
LOOP-18-22-N REC AFW-TDP-FC-1 X 

1.SE-006 Total2 

Notes: 
1. See Table 4 for definitions and probabilities for the basic events. 
2. Total CCDP includes all cut sets (including those not shown in this table). 
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Table 4. Definitions and probabilities for modified and dominant basic events 

Event name I Description 
I Probability/ I 

frequency Modified 

AFW-TDP-FC-1X TURBINE-DRIVEN EMERGENCY FEEDWATER PUMP 1.0E+OOO YES1 

FAILURE 

EPS-DGN-CF-ALL COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF DIESEL GENERATORS 7.0E-004 YES2 

EPS-DGN-FC-1A DIESEL GENERATOR A FAILS 5.1E-002 YES3 

(1.0E-000) 

EPS-DGN-FC-1 B DIESEL GENERATOR B FAILS 5.1E-002 YES3 

(2.0E-002) 

IE-LOOP LOSS OF OFFSITE POWER (LOOP) INITIATING EVENT 5.8E-06/hr YES4 

IE-SGTR STEAM GENERATOR TUBE RUPTURE (SGTR) 8.0E-07/hr YES5 

INITIATING EVENT 

IE-SLOCA SMALL LOSS OF COOLANT ACCIDENT INITIATING 3.4E-07/hr YES5 

EVENT 

IE-TRAN TRANISIENT (TRANS) INITIATING EVENT 1.6E-04/hr YES5 

LOOP-17-NREC LOOP SEQUENCE 17 NONRECOVERY PROBABILITY 3.4E-002 YES6 

LOOP-18-05-NREC LOOP SEQUENCE 18-05 NONRECOVERY PROBABILITY 2.4E-002 YES7 

LOOP-18-07-NREC LOOP SEQUENCE 18-07 NONRECOVERY PROBABILITY 2.4E-002 YES7 

LOOP-18-08-NREC LOOP SEQUENCE 18-08 NONRECOVERY PROBABILITY 2.4E-002 YES7 

LOOP-18-14-NREC LOOP SEQUENCE 18-14 NONRECOVERY PROBABILITY 2.4E-002 YES7 

LOOP-18-16-NREC LOOP SEQUENCE 18-16 NONRECOVERY PROBABILITY 2.4E-002 YES7 

LOOP-18-17-NREC LOOP SEQUENCE 18-17 NONRECOVERY PROBABILITY 2.4E-002 YES7 

LOOP-18-22-NREC LOOP SEQUENCE 18-22 NONRECOVERY PROBABILITY 4.2E-001 YES6 

TRANS-20-NREC TRANIS SEQUENCE 20 NONRECOVERY PROBABILITY 3.4E-002 YES6 

OEP-XHE-NOREC-SL OPERATOR FAILS TO RECOVER OFFSITE POWER FALSE YES8 

BEFORE REACTOR COOLANT PUMP (RCP) SEAL LOCA 

OEP-XHE-NOREC-ST OPERATOR FAILS TO RECOVER OFFSITE POWER IN 3.0E-001 YES9 

SHORT TERM 

RCS-MDP-LK-SEALS RCP SEALS FAIL W/0 COOLING AND INJECTION 2.2E-001 YES8 

Notes: 
1. Basic event was changed to reflect event being analyzed. Note: A value of 1.0 was used instead of TIRUE to 

ensure that all sequences involving the turbine-driven EFW pump were reported and considered in the recovery 
actions. 

2. Base case model was update using data from NUREG/CR-5497, Tables 5-2 and 5-5 (Ref. 11 ). Updated value 
uses a 4-hour mission time for the diesel generator, which is the 95% probability of recovering offsite power for 
the weighted average of all LOOP events (Ref. 6, Table 6.1 ). 

3. Base case model was update using data from NUREG/CR-5500, Vol. 5, Tables C4, C6, and C7 (Ref. 12). See 
note 2 for additional information. Numbers in parentheses represent Case 2 values. DG1 inoperable set to 1.0 
and DG2 modified to remove probabil ity for maintenance out-of-service. 

4. Base case model was update using data from NUREG/CR-5750, Table H3 (Ref. 13) and NUREG/CR 5496 Table 
B4 (Ref. 14). 

5. Base case model was update using data from NUREG/CR-5750, Table 3-1 (Ref. 13). 
6. Basic event was changed to reflect the nonrecovery of EFW; see Table 5. 
7. Base case model was update based on Rhodes Model. See Table 5 for basis. 
8. Base case model was update based on Rhodes Model. (See Note 1 in Table 2b) 
9. For SBO sequences, core uncoverying is estimated to occur in approximately 1.6 hours (Ref. 8, Table 7.1, 5800 

sec). The actual time for recovering offsite power is assumed to be 1 hour, which allows approximately 30 
minutes (actually 36 minutes or 0.6 hour) for the operator to perfoirm the necessary system recovery actions. 
The probability of not recovering offsite power, for the weighted average of all types of LOOPs, within 1 hour is 
0.3 (Ref. 6, Table 6-1 ). Therefore, OEP-XHE-NOREC-ST is set to 0.3. 
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T bl 5 B . f h a e as,s or t b bT . f T e pro a , 1t1es o sequence-spec, ,c recovery actions 

Seq. no. and 
Failed systems 

Non recovery 
Combined Modification 

and recovery failure remarks 
basic event 

time1
·
2 probability 

probability (also see footnotes) 

18-22 EOG (1 hour) 0.84 0.42 Recovery of turbine-driven 
LOOP-18-22-NREC AFW-L 0.503 EFW pump (SBO) 

20 AFW 0.041 4 0.034 Recovery of turbine-driven 
TRANS-20-NREC MFW-T 1 EFW pump (non-SBO) 

F&B 0.84 

17 AFW-L 0.0414 0.034 Recovery of turbine-driven 
LOOP-17-NREC F&B-L 0.84 EFW pump (non-SBO) 

18-05 EOG (4 hours) 0.5 0.024 Include Rhodes RCP seal 
LOOP-18-05-NREC Offsite Power 0.048 LOCA model 

(4 hours) 

18-07 EOG (4 hours) 0.5 0.024 Include Rhodes RCP seal 
LOOP-18-07-NREC Offsite Power 0.048 LOCA model 

(4 hours) 

18-08 EOG (4 hours) 0.5 0.024 Include Rhodes RCP seal 
LOOP-18-08-NREC Offsite Power 0.048 LOCA model 

(4 hours) 

18-14 EOG (4 hours) 0.5 0.024 Include Rhodes RCP seal 
LOOP-18-14-NREC Offsite Power 0.048 LOCA model 

(4 hours) 

18-16 EOG (4 hours) 0.5 0.024 Include Rhodes RCP seal 
LOOP-18-16-NREC Offsite Power 0.048 LOCA model 

(4 hours) 

18-17 EOG (4 hours) 0.5 0.024 Include Rhodes RCP seal 
LOOP-18-17-NREC Offsite Power 0.048 LOCA model 

(4 hours) 
Notes: 
1. Based on the SPAR model (Ref. 6), nonrecovery probability for an EDG is exp(-0.173t), where tis recovery time 

in hours. When multiple EDGs are failed, only one EDG is considered for recovery, since operators would 
attempt to recover only one EOG. 

2. Recovery times used in the SPAR model are as follows: 
- 1 hour--core uncovery due to loss of heat removal during a station blackout (Ref. 8, Table 7.1 ) 
- 4 hours--core uncovery due to RCP seal LOCA (update based on Rhodes Model, Ref. 13) 

3. Based on HRA analysis (see Attachment 1 ). Note: The additional contribution of the turbine-driven EFW pump 
failing to start and recovery from failure to start is small (0.03 x 0.5 = 0.015) compared to the human error of (0.5) 
and is not included here. 

4. Based on HRA analysis (see Attachment 1 ). 
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Attachment 1 - HRA Calculations 

1. Nonrecovery of Turbine-Driven EFW Pump Train • SBO Conditions 

To account for potential turbine-driven EFW pump recovery, a revised value of EFW system 
nonrecovery probability was calculated for SBO and non-SBO sequences (see Table 5). As 
described in footnote 9 to Table 4, the actual time for recovery is assumed to be 1 hour, 
which allows an additional 30 minutes (approximate) for the operator to perform the 
necessary system recovery actions. Recovery of the turbine-driven EFW train entails the 
following diagnosis and physical action tasks: 

• Recognize during a postulated SBO that the turbine-driven EFW pump is available and 
the pump discharge manual-operated valve is locked in the closed position 
(diagnosis). 

• Unlock and open the valve (action). 

The ASP Program methods for human reliability analysis (HRA) (Ref. 7) were used to 
estimate EFW nonrecovery probabilities based on actual event conditions. The HRA 
involves estimating failure probabilities for diagnosis and action portions of the recovery 
task, including scenario dependency factors, as discussed below. 

• Recognize that the turbine-driven EFW pump is available and the pump 
discharge manually operated valve is locked in the closed position (diagnosis) 

In an event requiring the turbine-driven EFW pump, the operators would know that a 
problem exists with the EFW system because they would observe that the turbine
driven pump is running and there would be no EFW flow to the steam generators. 
Examining the local turbine-driven EFW pump flow and discharge pressure indications 
would indicate that the problem is not with the pump itself. This would prompt them to 
look at the downstream piping. Downstream of the pump flow indication the 
recirculation line branches off before a check va lve and the manual isolation valve in 
question (XVG-1036). 

· Stress on the operators. Because this would be an infrequent and emergency 
situation (SBO) with multiple equipment failures (i.e., both emergency diesel 
generators) and the only means for providing auxiliary feedwater (turbine-driven 
EFW pump) is not providing flow to the steam generators, the performance shaping 
factor (PSF) level for "stress" is "extreme" (PSF multiplier is 5). 

· Ergonomics. The diagnostic would have to be done outside the control room with 
an SBO in progress. The NRC Inspection Report (Ref. 2) provides the following 
information about lighting and equipment configuration: 

Flashlights would be required for lighting in the area of the discharge valve due 
to the emergency lighting being located on the opposite side of the mezzanine 
level. The discharge isolation valve is not located adjacent to the turb;ne-driven 
EFW pump but in an overhead mezzanine. The valve is properly labeled; 
however, the valve is in a congested area with the valves and components in a 
somewhat remote corner on the mezzanine level. The valve was locked with a 
colored chain reserved for locked-open valves, which would give some 
confidence to the operators that the valve was in the correct position. 
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Initially, the operators would see the colored chain that indicates an open valve, and 
this indication is clearly misleading (PSF multiplier of 50). However, when very 
likely they find no other cause of the blocked flow, they will take a closer look at the 
system, checking each valve. During this second check (and subsequent checks, if 
necessary) they will likely question (and perhaps doubt) or possibly ignore such 
indications as the colored chain and will begin checking valve positions. During this 
action there would be no "misleading" indications, and the PSF could be considered 
as good as nominal. However, the operator's check of the manual valve is limited 
to observing the rising stem because, at this point, the valve is still locked and the 
operator cannot manually check the valve position. Preventing the operator from 
positively checking the valve by turning the handwheel is considered poor 
ergonomics, and a PSF of 10 was selected. 

· Procedures. Emergency operating procedures (EOP) direct the operators to check 
the turbine-driven EFW pump and the discharge flow control valves (Ref. 2). There 
is no guidance to specifically check the pump discharge valve; however, the 
procedures have directed operators to the key elements (pump and control valves). 
Additional inspections would very likely be conducted locally by "skill of the craft." 
The procedures are not incorrect or misleading; therefore, no penalty was taken for 
this PSF, and the nominal PSF (multiplier of 1.0) was selected for procedures. 

The nominal failure probability for a cognitive error used in the SPAR model is 
0.01 . Therefore, the probability of cognitive error for this diagnosis activity is 0.5 
(= 0.01 X 5 X 10). 

• Unlock and open the valve (action) 

Given that the operators had properly diagnosed that the pump discharge valve was 
inadvertently in the closed position, unlocking and opening the valve would not require 
any special act, except, perhaps, locating the key or bolt cutters. Therefore, nominal 
failure probability used in the SPAR model of an error to complete a physical action 
(0.001) was reasonably assumed. 

• Dependency condition 

The ASP HRA methodology defines a dependency condition as the failure of a 
previous task that impacts the successful completion of a second task in a sequence. 

The station blackout Sequence 18-22 has three operator actions (recovery of offsite 
power, an emergency diesel generator, and the turbine-driven EFW discharge valve); 
however, these actions are independent of one another. Therefore, the dependency 
condition is zero. 

• Total nonrecovery (SBO conditions) 

The total EFW system nonrecovery for SBO conditions is the sum of the diagnosis and 
the action nonrecovery values. Total nonrecovery (SBO) is 0.501 (= 0.5 + 0.001 ). 
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2. Nonrecovery of Turbine-Driven EFW Pump Train • Non-580 Conditions 

Recovery of the turbine-driven EFW pump train entails the same diagnosis and physical 
action tasks used for the SBO case. The only differences are the PSF levels for stress 
and complexity. 

• Recognize that the turbine-driven EFW pump is available and the pump 
discharge manual-operated valve is locked in the closed position (diagnosis) 

· Stress on the operators. Because this would be an infrequent and emergency 
situation (reactor transient) with multiple equipment failures (i.e., both motor-driven 
EFW pumps and main feedwater system), the PSF level for "stress" is "high" (PSF 
multiplier is 2). 

- Complexity of the task. The operators would need to look at both the turbine
driven EFW pump flow and discharge pressure indications and the position of EFW 
flow control valves to recognize this condition. The operators may also be· looking 
at the other two pumps to determine if the problem is with one of those pumps. This 
would increase the complexity of the problem. The PSF level for "complexity" is 
"moderate" (PSF multiplier is 2). 

The nominal failure probability for a cognitive error used in the SPAR model is 0.01. 
Therefore, the probability of cognitive error for this diagnosis activity is 0.04 
(= 0.01 X 2 X 2). 

• Unlock and open the valve (action) 

For the same reasons as the SBO case, the nominal human error value of 0.001 was 
used. 

• Total nonrecovery (non-580 conditions) 

The total EFW system nonrecovery for non-SBO conditions is the sum of the diagnosis 
and the action nonrecovery values. Total nonrecovery (non-SBO) is 0.041 
(= 0.04 + 0.001) 
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ATTACHMENT 2 - RESPONSE TO SPECIFIC COMMENTS BY THE LICENSEE 

Comment 1-

High temperature seals were installed on two of three reactor coolant pumps (RCPs) at the time 
of the event. The 'B' RCP seal was changed during the refueling cycle 12 that started in 
October 2000. High temperature seals had been installed in refueling cycles 10 and in 11 in 
RCPs 'C' and 'A' respectively prior to the September 2000 event. 

Response to comment 1-

The licensee stated that new seals were installed in only two of three RCPs in the reactor 
coolant system prior to the identification of operating condition. Since one old RCP seal would 
control the probability and the timing of seal failure, we judged that no quantification changes to 
Loss of Offsite power event tree in the preliminary precursor analysis were necessary. 

Comment 2-

Attachment 1 - Human reliability analysis (HRA) Calculations, Item 1, on page 13, under "Unlock 
and open the valve (action)". The NRC analysis assumed that operators would have to "locate 
the key or bolt cutters" to unlock and open the discharge valve for the emergency feedwater 
(EFW) system. The lock is a plastic lock, similar to those on a service meter, that is made to be 
broken open by hand. The chain is light-weight and is designed to be broken, if necessary, at 
the valve without cutters. This feature will save the time of locating keys or bolt cutters. 

Response to comment 2-

The licensee indicated that the lock for the EFW discharge valve was a plastic lock. The chain 
for the valve was light-weight. Both the lock and the chain could have been broken on demand 
during the recovery phase at the valve location easily without cutters. This feature would have 
saved the time of locating keys or bolt cutters. Therefore, the recovery action time required for 
opening the isolated discharge valve might have been lower than the 30 minute time interval 
which was assumed in the human reliability analysis portion of the preliminary precursor 
analysis (PPA). However, the lower time may not be significant enough to credit to the previous 
nominal performance shaping factor (PSF) level that was assigned to "available time PSF" in 
the PPA. Therefore, the final precursor analysis (FPA) assigned the same nominal PSF level (a 
multiplier of 1) to "available time PSF". 

The PPA assigned moderate PSF level (a multiplier of 2) to "complexity PSF". The licensee 
indicated that the lock for the isolated discharge valve might have been broken open by hand 
easily. Therefore, the FPA gave credit to the previous nominal PSF level (a multiplier of 1) to 
"complexity PSF". 
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From: 

To: 
Cc : 
Subject : 
Date: 
Attachments: 

Jeff, 

Phillips Charles 
Mitman Jeffrey 

Kozak Laura ; Stoedter Karla 
Quest ion about report input enclosure 

Friday, October 05, 2018 3:09:01 PM 

imaae002.png 

In assumptions 4 and 5 of the input enclosure assumption 4 says the RHR pump B was 
unavailable and non-recoverable and assumption 5 says the RHR B train was available. 
don't see how both those things can be true. 

~ Pltiffiµ 
PE Branch 1, DRP 
630-829-9572 
Charles Pbillips@NRC GOY 



From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject : 
Date: 
Attachments: 

Mitman Jeffrey 
Phillips Charles 
Kozak Laura; stoedter Karla 
RE: Question about report input enclosure 
Monday, October 08, 2018 6:39:28 PM 
imaaeoo2 one 

Chuck, thanks for the catch. 

Assumption 5 is correct. 

Assumption 4, the last bu llet, should read "RHR pump A." 

Jeff Mitman 

From: Phillips, Charles 

Sent: Friday, October 05, 2018 4:09 PM 

To: Mitman, Jeffrey <Jeffrey.Mitman@nrc.gov> 

Cc: Kozak, Laura <Laura.Kozak@ nrc.gov>; Stoedter, Karla <Karla.Stoedter@nrc.gov> 

Subject: Question about report input enclosure 

Jeff, 

In assumptions 4 and 5 of the input enclosure assumption 4 says the RHR pump B was 
unavailable and non-recoverable and assumption 5 says the RHR B train was available. 
don't see how both those things can be true . 

..... 

elutd '1)~ 
PE Branch 1, DRP 
630-829-9572 
Charles.Pbillips@NRC.GOY 



From : 

To : 

Cc: 
Subject : 
Date: 

Laura, 

Helton Donald 
Kozak Laura 
Garmoe Alex ; Aird David 
Clin ton Coordination 

Tuesday, October 09, 2018 2:09:33 PM 

I assume the intent is sti ll to get the Cl inton Choice letter in to concurrence this week. DIRS 
previously indicated (at the SERP) that we don't need to be on concurrence. 

I'll be out for the remainder of the week, so if there is anything we can do to facilitate the 
process, please feel free to reach out to Alex or David directly. They are both generally 
fami liar with the status of the SOP ... 

Thanks, 
Don 

Don Helton 
Division of Inspection and Regional Support (Rotational) 
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation 
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
(301 ) 415-1545 



From: 
To: 

Subject : 
Date: 

Kozak Laura 
Mitman Jeffrey 
RE: Draft CLI 2018 051 Rev 1 jtm.docx 
Wednesday, October 10, 2018 5:35:30 PM 

Because you are a primary contributor we did not view your comments at this point as out of 

process, which is why we sent you the document. We did not intend to solicit CJs comment s or put 

him on concurrence as that is outside of process. M ike, as the decision-maker is the one on 

concurrence. Of course, how that actually works when the document is sent to HQ is out of our 

control. So I guess you can share the document with CJ but p lease work wit h him to try and keep 

this within process. 

I don't expect a lot of comments from HQ on the letter and I wi ll be surprised if we get them. Maybe 

we need to re-think the entire DRE, peer review, SERP decision-making, and documentation, as it 

seems it may not be working as desired? 

From: Mitman, Jeffrey 

Sent: Wednesday, October 10, 2018 5:43 PM 

To: Kozak, Laura <Laura.Kozak@nrc.gov> 

Subject: RE: Draft CU 2018 051 Rev 1 jtm.docx 

I know that my commenting on the draft at this stage could be construed as being out of 
process. In light of that possibility, is it okay to share the draft with CJ? I suspect he would 
appreciate seeing it now rather than later. 

Jeff Mitman 

From: Kozak, Laura 

Sent: Wednesday, October 10, 2018 5:39 PM 

To: Mitman, Jeffrey <Jeffrey.Mjtman@nrc.gov> 

Cc: Phi llips, Charles <Charles IPbillips@nrc gov> 

Subject: RE: Draft CU 2018 051 Rev 1 jtm.docx 

Thanks Jeff 

Regarding the statement that risk analysts presented information to plant management - I did not 

present anyth ing and t hat paragraph is being revised. 

We wil l need to call the licensee and discuss t he changes that were made after our visit to the site 

on 9/11 to support the SERP decision on 9/20. We can schedule this call once the letter goes 

t hrough concurrence but before it is signed out. I am not clear on whether we wil l be calling th is an 

"exit" meeting or not. 

Laura 



From: Mitman, Jeffrey 

Sent: Wednesday, October 10, 2018 5:11 PM 

To: Koza k, La ura <La ura.Kozak@ nrc.gov> 

Cc: Phi ll ips, Charles <Charles.Phi llips@nrc.gov> 

Subject: Draft CLI 2018 051 Rev 1 jtm.docx 

I've marked up the letter with my suggested changes for your consideration. 

Jeff Mitman 



From: Kozak Laura 
Mitman Jeffrey 
PbilJips Charles 

To: 

Cc: 
Subject : HPCS times for Clinton 

Date: Thursday, October 11, 2018 8:31 :00 AM 

Jeff, 

I was looking at the HPCS periods again (see report excerpt below). I think the durations 
below are slightly off. I believe the first period of 49 hours unavailability is correct. The 
second period when HPCS was recoverable should be 34 hours, not 44 hours. And the 
final period should be 4.5 hours. What do you think? 

Laura 

The high pressure core spray system was unavailable during most of the 3.5 day exposure 
period due to planned maintenance. Initially, for a period of 49 homs, it was not 
recoverable. Later, for a duration of 44 hours, it was modeled as recoverable, and in the 
last 4.8 hours of the exposure period, the system was fully available. The impact of the 
status of HPCS over the exposure period was addressed by running three separate cases -
HPCS unavailable, HPCS recoverable, and HPCS at nominal failure probabilities. The 
results were combined in a spreadsheet to obtain the final result. To estimate the HEP for 
the operator failure to recover HPCS during the 44 hours it was recoverable, the 
perfo1mance shaping factors that were determined to be performance drivers were stress 
for diagnosis, and stress and complexity for action. Stress was evaluated as "high" 
because the plant would be in a station blackout condition. Complexity was rated as 
"moderate". Under normal conditions, this would not be a complex task, but in response 
to a station blackout with multiple procedures and mitigating strategies in progress, 
complexity is increased. 



From: 

To: 
Cc : 
Subject : 
Date: 

FYI 

Stoedter Karla 
Louden Patrick ; Kozak Laura ; Lara Julio 
Riemer Kenneth 
FW: Choice Letter for Clinton Issue 

Friday, October 12, 2018 1 :24:00 PM 

From: Marshfield, Mark 

Sent: Friday, October 12, 2018 1:19 PM 

To: Stoedter, Karla <Karla .Stoedter@nrc .gov> 

Cc: Lam bert, Kenneth <Ken neth.Lambert@nrc.gov>; Pe lke, Paul <Pa ul. Pelke@n rc.gov>; Phil li ps, 

Cha rles <Charles. Phill ips@nrc.gov>; Wil k, Brenda <Brenda .Wilk@ nrc.gov> 

Subject: Cho ice Letter fo r Cl inton Issue 

Karla, 

Unfortunately, I am unable to reach Mike Franovich because of his meeting schedule, until 
after 4 pm today. And I have no e-mail from Lauren Casey, to tell me if he has repl ied to 
her, that his review of the subject letter is complete. Additionally, Lauren's desk looks like 
she is gone for the day. 

I have failed to get Region an answer today. Looks like it will be Monday as I will not be 
here after 3pm HQ time. My apologies. 

Have a good weekend , 
Mark Marshfield 
OE/EB 



From: 
To: 
Subject : 
Date: 

Paul, 

stoedter Karla 
Pelke Paul 
FW: Clinton Inspection ReporVChoice letter concurrence 
Friday, October 12, 2018 7:37:00 AM 

I'm sending the email below to you since Ken is l .... (b-)(_
5
_) ___ _. 

Karla 

From: Stoedter, Karla 

Sent: Friday, October 12, 2018 7:36 AM 

To: Marshfield, Mark <Mark.Marshfield@nrc.gov> 

Cc: Lambert, Kenneth <Kenneth.Lambert@nrc.gov> 

Subject: RE: Clinton Inspection Report 

Ken and Mark, 

I believe we also need DIRS concurrence on this report via Jeremy Grooms or Chris Miller. 
My understanding is Mike Franovich also wants to see the letter. Do you need me to 
coordinate these reviews? 

Thanks, 
Karla 

From: Marshfield, Mark 

Sent: Friday, October 12, 2018 6:39 AM 

To: Lambert, Kenneth <Kenneth Lambert@nrc gov> 

Cc: Peralta, Juan <Juan.Peralta@nrc gov>; Louden, Patrick <Patrick Louden@nrc gov>; Stoedter, 

Karla <Kar!a,Stoedter@nrc gov>; Wilk, Brenda <Brenda.Wi lk@nrc.gov>; Kozak, Laura 

<Laura.Kozak@nrc.gov> 

Subject: RE: Clinton Inspection Report 

Ken, 

OE has completed our review of the letter. I have asked Lauren if ORA still needs to review 
the letter. You may already have that answer but I don't. 

Please tell me if you still need NRR review of this letter for ORA purposes. 

This e-mail should be considered as OE concurrence, Mark Marshfield for Juan Peralta. 

Thanks, 
Mark M. 

From: Lambert, Kennet h 

Sent: Thursday, October 11, 2018 5:33 PM 



To: Pera lta, Juan <Juan.Peralta@nrc.gov>; Ma rshfie ld, Mark <Mark .Marshfield@nrc.gov> 

Cc: Casey, Lauren <Lauren .Casey@nrc.gov> 

Subject: FW: Clinton Inspection Report 

Attached is the Clinton preliminary white letter for HQ review and concurrence. We are 
looking for a quick turnaround to enable us to meet the NRR metric. 

Ken 

Ken Lambert 
Sr. Enforcement Specialist 
Region Ill 
U.S. Nuclear Regu latory Commission 
630-810-4376 
kenneth.lambert@nrc.gov 

From: Wilk, Brenda 

Sent: Thursday, October 11, 2018 3:32 PM 

To: Lambert, Kenneth <Kenneth .Lambert@nrc.gov> 

Cc: Kozak, Laura <Laura Kozak@nrc.gov> 

Subject: Clinton Inspect ion Report 

Hi Ken , 

Please see attached Clinton's White Finding . If there are any changes that need to be 
made on the document please highlight them or whomever from HQ reviewing the 
document highlight the changes so I can incorporate into the report. 

Thank you , 

Brenda 



From: 
To: 
Subject : 
Date: 

stoedter Karla 
Marshfield Mark 
RE: Clinton Inspection Report 
Friday, October 12, 2018 10:47:00 AM 

Me, Chuck Phillips and Brenda Wilk. I assume you would include Lambert and/or Paul 
Pelke. 

From: Marshfield, Mark 

Sent: Friday, October 12, 2018 10:30 AM 

To: Stoedter, Karla <Karla.Stoedter@nrc.gov> 

Subject: RE: Clinton Inspection Report 

Karla, 

No apology necessary. I'm here to help move it along. I will check after lunch. Probably 
do the unthinkable and just walk in and see if he is done! Who should I notify besides 
yourself? 

More later, 
Mark M. 

From: Stoedter, Karla 

Sent: Friday, October 12, 2018 11:26 AM 

To: Marshfield, Mark <Mark.Marshfleld@nrc.gov> 

Subject: RE: Clinton Inspection Report 

Mark, 

Thanks for the clarification. If you receive Mike's approval today, we would greatly 
appreciate knowing (since Ken Lambert is out of the office) so we can get the letter on its 
way. Our concern was in regards to having Mike and CJ on concurrence. The region (Pat 
Louden, DRP Director) has had extensive discussions with Mike Franovich in regards to the 
letter and the enclosed information. Due to this extensive interaction, our preference would 
be to have one ORA individual on concurrence (Mike). We recognize we cannot dictate 
how ORA conducts their work, but we are concerned with the overall timeliness of the 
letter. I apologize if I came across too strongly in my previous emails. 

Thanks for your help, 
Karla 

From: Marshfield, Mark 

Sent: Friday, October 12, 2018 10:19 AM 

To: Stoedter, Karla <Karia Stoedter@nrc gov> 

Subject: RE: Clinton Inspection Report 

Karla, 



(This first paragraph was written after I reread the paragraph below.) Not sure my answer 
below helps too much but bottom line for the Clinton choice letter is, I hope to have NRRs 
agreement today. Whether or not you fill in a concurrence block on a Region Ill document, 
I believe, is completely up to Region Ill. I personally just try to help things move forward. 
Since I saw Juan's name (not a decision maker by the way) on concurrence, with some 
past guidance in mind, I just did the review and sent you the e-mail saying it was "for 
Juan". His reply to me after he saw the cc'd e-mail was "Thanks." So I guess I got that 
right without asking for permission .... ... . 

I talked to Lauren Casey so I can try to answer your question. For a straight forward "white" 
NRR/DIRS does not expect to be on concurrence and would not even normally review the 
letters at the Director Level. For this case since you already have Mike Franovich's name 
in the concurrence block and he is available (his availability and CJ's unavailability is key) 
he will do the review. With regard to normal process for Region Il l, I can't vote, but Lauren, 
who is the DIRS enforcement specialist, clearly feels that since CJ is the branch chief for 
the SRA that conducted the in-depth evaluation it was not an unreasonable request on his 
part to be on concurrence. At the same time there was some equivocation that each case 
(ie "is it a greater than green with unusual circumstances" or "yellow" or whatever) would be 
evaluated by NRR staff as to whether they should be voting (typical HQ caveat!). That said 
the base answer was that a choice letter generally does not get reviewed/concurred on by a 
SES in HQ prior to issuance. 

Thanks, 
Mark M. 

From: Stoedter, Karla 

Sent: Friday, October 12, 2018 9:09 AM 

To: Marshfield, Mark <Mark Marshfleld@nrc gov> 

Cc: Lambert, Kenneth <Kenneth.Lambert@nrc.gov>; Casey, Lauren <Lauren.Casey@nrc.gov> 

Subject: RE: Clinton Inspection Report 

Mark, 

I just learned that Lauren may have spoken with DIRS and was told they did not need to 
concur (I was out of the office yesterday). I was also informed that CJ Fong may request to 
be on concurrence. We do not believe this is appropriate as CJ was not a decision maker 
during the SERP, and having him on concurrence is not part of our normal process when 
reviewing choice letters (we usually have the SERP members concur). Please let me know 
if you believe differently. 

Thanks again, 
Karla 

From: Marshfield, Mark 

Sent: Friday, October 12, 2018 7:42 AM 

To: Stoedter, Karla <Kar!a,Stoedter@nrc,goy> 

Cc: Lambert, Kenneth <Kenneth.Lambert@nrc.goy>; Casey, Lauren <Lauren,Casey@nrc.gov> 

Subject: RE: Clinton Inspection Report 



Thanks Karla, 

No, that is what I was working on. Not sure that DIRS wanted to review but I believe that 
ORA does just don't know if they had enough input before it got to me. I don't want to send 
it back for an unnecessary review which is why I have asked Lauren Casey to clarify for me 
the desires of NRR in total. Since Ken is out, I cc'd lots of folks in case there was feedback 
that people felt was needed. 

Mark M. 

From: Stoedter, Karla 

Sent: Friday, October 12, 2018 8:36 AM 

To: Marshfield, Mark <Mark.Marshfield@nrc.gov> 

Cc: Lambert, Kenneth <Kenneth Lambert@nrc gov> 

Subject: RE: Clinton Inspection Report 

Ken and Mark, 

I believe we also need DIRS concurrence on this report via Jeremy Grooms or Chris Miller. 
My understanding is Mike Franovich also wants to see the letter. Do you need me to 
coordinate these reviews? 

Thanks, 
Karla 

From: Marshfield, Mark 

Sent: Friday, October 12, 2018 6:39 AM 

To: Lambert, Kenneth <Kenneth,Lambert@nrc.gov> 

Cc: Peralta, Juan <Juan Peca lta@nrc gov>; Louden, Patrick <Patrjck,Louden@nrc.gov>; Stoedter, 

Karla <Karla Stoedter@nrc gov>; Wilk, Brenda <Brenda Wilk@nrc gov>; Kozak, Laura 

<Laura.Kozak@nrc.gov> 

Subject: RE: Clinton Inspection Report 

Ken, 

OE has completed our review of the letter. I have asked Lauren if ORA still needs to review 
the letter. You may already have that answer but I don't. 

Please tell me if you still need NRR review of this letter for ORA purposes. 

This e-mail should be considered as OE concurrence, Mark Marshfield for Juan Peralta. 

Thanks, 
Mark M. 

From: Lambert, Kennet h 

Sent: Thursday, October 11, 2018 5:33 PM 



To: Peralta, Juan <Juan.Pera lta@nrc.gov>; Ma rshfie ld, Mark <Mark.Marshfield@nrc.gov> 

Cc: Casey, Lauren <Lauren.Casey@nrc.gov> 

Subject: FW: Clinton Inspection Report 

Attached is the Clinton preliminary white letter for HQ review and concurrence. We are 
looking for a quick turnaround to enable us to meet the NRR metric. 

Ken 

Ken Lambert 
Sr. Enforcement Specialist 
Region Ill 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
630-810-4376 
kenneth.lambert@nrc.gov 

From: Wilk, Brenda 

Sent: Thursday, October 11, 2018 3:32 PM 

To: Lambert, Kenneth <Kenneth.Lambert@nrc gov> 

Cc: Kozak, Laura <Laura .Koza k@nrc.gov> 

Subject: Clinton Inspection Report 

Hi Ken , 

Please see attached Clinton's White Finding. If there are any changes that need to be 
made on the document please highlight them or whomever from HQ reviewing the 
document highlight the changes so I can incorporate into the report. 

Thank you , 

Brenda 



From: 
To : 

Subject : 
Date: 

Mitman Jeffrey 
Kozak Laura 
Re : Clinton choice letter 

Sunday, October 14, 2018 5:46 :08 PM 

Laura , it came to DRA on Friday for concurrence. I' ll attempt to get it through the process as 

quickly as possible. 

Jeff Mitman 

From: Kozak, Laura 

Sent: Thursday, October 11, 2018 4:43:35 PM 

To: Mitman, Jeffrey; Aird, David; Garmoe, Alex; Helton, Dona ld 

Subject: Clinton choice letter 

FYI. 

The Clinton prel iminary determination letter is now in concurrence. It is currently with our 
enforcement staff to coordinate with HQ (Lauren Casey) to obtain HQ concurrence - OE 
and DRA are on concurrence. 

If you can facilitate timely concurrence that would be much appreciated, as you know we 
are already in jeopardy with the 90 day SDP clock. 

Laura 



From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject : 
Date: 

stoedter Karla 
Louden Patrick; Lara Julio: Kozak Laura 
Riemer Kenneth 
FW: CONCURRENCE: Clinton Inspection Report (EA-18-104) 
Monday, October 15, 2018 5:12:00 AM 

Here's the latest on the Clinton choice letter. 

From: Marshfield, Mark 

Sent: Monday, October 15, 2018 5:10 AM 

To: Stoedter, Karla <Karla.Stoedter@nrc.gov>; Phillips, Charles <Charles.Phill ips@nrc.gov>; Wilk, 

Brenda <Brenda.Wilk@nrc.gov> 

Cc: Lambert, Kenneth <Kennet h.Lambert@nrc.gov>; Pelke, Paul <Paul.Pelke@nrc.gov> 

Subject: FW: CONCURRENCE: Clinton Inspection Report (EA-18-104) 

HQ concurrence is complete. 

Mark M. 

From: Casey, Lauren 

Sent: Monday, October 15, 2018 5:08 AM 

To: Marshfield, Mark <Mark Marshfield@nrc gov> 
Subject: FW: CONCURRENCE: Clinton Inspection Report (EA-18-104) 

Good morning Mark, 

Mike Franovich concurs for ORA and I have no comments. 

Thanks, 
Lauren 

From: Zoulis, Antonios 

Sent: Friday, October 12, 2018 6:18 PM 

To: Casey, Lauren <Lauren Casey@nrc gov> 
Subject: Fwd: CONCURRENCE: Clinton Inspection Report (EA-18-104) 

From: "Franovich, Mike" <Mike.Franovjch@nrc.gov> 
Subject: RE: CONCURRENCE: Clinton Inspection Report (EA-18-104) 
Date: 12 October 2018 18:07 
To: "Zoulis, Antonios" <Antonios ZouJis@nrc.gov> 
Cc: "Weaver, Tonna" <Tonna,Weaver@nrc.gov> 

I concur. 



From: Zoulis, Antonios 

Sent: Friday, October 12, 2018 9:06 AM 

To: Franovich, Mike <Mike Franovich@nrc gov> 

Cc: Weaver, Tonna <Tanna Weaver@nrc.gov> 
Subject: FW: CONCURRENCE: Clinton Inspection Report (EA-18-104) 

Mike, 

Please see attached Clinton letter related to the shutdown issue. Your review and 
concurrence is appreciated. 

Antonios 

From: Casey, Lauren 

Sent: Friday, October 12, 2018 5:23 AM 

To: Fong, CJ <CJ.Fong@nrc.gov>; Mitman, Jeffrey <Jeffrey.Mjtman@nrc.gov>; Zoulis, Anton ios 

<Antonjos.Zoulis@nrc.gov> 
Subject: CONCURRENCE: Clinton Inspect ion Report (EA-18-104) 

Good morning, 

Attached is the Clinton inspection report for your review and concurrence. 

Region Il l listed Mike Franovich in the concurrence block, but at the panel I believe CJ 
stated he wanted to be on concurrence. CJ/Antonios, if you want me to have Region Ill 
replace Mike with you, please let me know. 

Region Il l is requesting a quick turnaround. Please do your best to provide me with you or 
Mike's comments/concurrence as soon as possible. 

Thank you, 

Lauren R. Casey 
NRR Enforcement Coordinator 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
301 -415-1038 

From: Lambert, Kenneth 

Sent: Thursday, October 11, 2018 5:33 PM 

To: Peralta, Juan <Juan.Peralta@nrc.gov>; Marshfield, Mark <Mark.Marshfield@nrc.gov> 
Cc: Casey, Lauren <Lauren.Casey@nrc.gov> 

Subject: FW: Clinton Inspection Report 

Attached is the Clinton preliminary white letter for HQ review and concurrence. We are 
looking for a quick turnaround to enable us to meet the NRR metric. 



Ken 

Ken Lambert 
Sr. Enforcement Specialist 
Region Ill 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
630-810-4376 
kenneth .lambert@nrc.gov 

From: Wilk, Brenda 

Sent: Thursday, October 11, 2018 3:32 PM 

To: Lambert, Kenneth <Kenneth.Lambert@nrc gov> 

Cc: Kozak, Laura <Laura .Kozak@nrc.gov> 

Subject: Clinton Inspection Report 

Hi Ken , 

Please see attached Clinton's White Finding. If there are any changes that need to be 
made on the document please highlight them or whomever from HQ reviewing the 
document highlight the changes so I can incorporate into the report. 

Thank you , 

Brenda 



From : 
To : 

Subject : 
Date: 

Stoedter Karla 
Chandrathil Prema ; MiJlyng Yiktoria 
RE: Clinton choice letter 

Monday, October 15, 201812:40 :00 PM 

I don't. Brenda has the report. 

From: Chandrathil, Prema 

Sent: Monday, October 15, 2018 12:35 PM 

To: Stoedter, Karla <Karla.Stoedter@nrc .gov>; Mit lyng, Vikto ria <Viktoria.Mi tlyng@nrc.gov> 

Subject: RE : Clinton choice letter 

Do you have a COPY, we can look at? 
Thanks 
Prema 

From: Stoedter, Kar la 

Sent: Monday, October 15, 2018 12:30 PM 

To: Chandrath il, Prema <Prema Chandrathil@nrc.gov>; Mitlyng, Viktoria <Yiktoria Mitlyng@nrc gov> 

Subject: Clinton choice letter 

The letter for the prel iminary white on the EDG issue wil l be issued by tomorrow morning. 

Karla 



From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject : 
Date: 

Louden Patrick 
Stoedter Karla; Lara Julio; Kozak Laura 
Riemer Kenneth 
RE: CONCURRENCE: Clinton Inspection Report (EA-18-104) 

Monday, October 15, 2018 6:35:06 AM 

Great - so let's see if we can push this through before I leave today at 1 O 

From: Stoedter, Karla 

Sent: Monday, October 15, 2018 5:12 AM 

To: Louden, Patrick <Patrick.Louden@nrc.gov>; Lara, Julio <Julio.Lara@nrc.gov>; Kozak, Laura 

<Laura.Kozak@nrc.gov> 

Cc: Riemer, Kenneth <Kenneth.Riemer@nrc.gov> 

Subject: FW: CONCURRENCE: Clinton Inspection Report (EA-18-104) 

Here's the latest on the Clinton choice letter. 

From: Marshfield, Mark 

Sent: Monday, October 15, 2018 5:10 AM 

To: Stoedter, Ka rla <Karla.Stoedter@nrc.gov>; Phil lips, Charles <Charles .Phi llips@nrc.gov>; Wilk, 

Brenda <Brenda Wilk@nrc gov> 

Cc: Lambert, Kenneth <Kenneth.Lambert@nrc.gov>; Pelke, Pau l <Pau l Pelke@nrc.gov> 

Subject: FW: CONCURRENCE: Clinton Inspection Report (EA-18-104) 

HQ concurrence is complete. 

Mark M. 

From: Casey, Lauren 

Sent: Monday, October 15, 2018 5:08 AM 

To: Marshfield, Mark <Mark Marshfield@nrc gov> 

Subject: FW: CONCURRENCE: Cl inton Inspect ion Report (EA-18-104) 

Good morning Mark, 

Mike Franovich concurs tor ORA and I have no comments. 

Thanks, 
Lauren 

From: Zoulis, Antonios 

Sent: Friday, October 12, 2018 6:18 PM 

To: Casey, Lauren <Lauren.Casey@nrc.gov> 

Subject: Fwd: CONCURRENCE: Clinton Inspection Report (EA-18-104) 



From: "Franovich, Mike" <Mike Franovjch@nrc gov> 
Subject: RE: CONCURRENCE: Clinton Inspection Report (EA-18-104) 
Date: 12 October 2018 18:07 
To: "Zoulis, Antonios" <Antonios.Zoulis@nrc.gov> 
Cc: "Weaver, Tanna" <Tonna.Weaver@nrc.gov> 

I concur. 

From: Zoulis, Antonios 

Sent: Friday, October 12, 2018 9:06 AM 

To: Franovich, Mike <Mike Franoyjch@nrc gov> 

Cc: Weaver, Tonna <Tanna Weayer@nrc gov> 

Subject: FW: CONCURRENCE: Clinton Inspection Report (EA-18-104) 

Mike, 

Please see attached Clinton letter related to the shutdown issue. Your review and 
concurrence is appreciated. 

Antonios 

From: Casey, Lauren 

Sent: Friday, October 12, 2018 5:23 AM 

To: Fong, CJ <CJ.Fong@nrc.gov>; Mitman, Jeffrey <Jeffrey.Mitman@nrc.gov>; Zoulis, Antonios 

<Antonios.Zoulis@nrc.gov> 

Subject: CONCURRENCE: Clinton Inspect ion Report (EA-18-104) 

Good morning, 

Attached is the Clinton inspection report for your review and concurrence. 

Region Ill listed Mike Franovich in the concurrence block, but at the panel I believe CJ 
stated he wanted to be on concurrence. CJ/Antonios, if you want me to have Region Ill 
replace Mike with you, please let me know. 

Region Il l is requesting a quick turnaround. Please do your best to provide me with you or 
Mike's comments/concurrence as soon as possible. 

Thank you, 

Lauren R. Casey 
NRR Enforcement Coordinator 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
301 -415-1 038 



From: Lambert, Kenneth 

Sent: Thursday, October 11, 2018 5:33 PM 

To: Peralta, Juan <Juan.Peralta@nrc gov>; Marshfield, Mark <Mark.Marshfield@nrc gov> 
Cc: Casey, Lauren <Lauren.Casey@nrc.gov> 
Subject: FW: Clinton Inspection Report 

Attached is the Clinton preliminary white letter for HQ review and concurrence. We are 
looking for a quick turnaround to enable us to meet the NRR metric. 

Ken 

Ken Lambert 
Sr. Enforcement Specialist 
Region Ill 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
630-810-4376 
kenneth.Jambert@nrc.gov 

From: Wilk, Brenda 

Sent: Thursday, October 11, 2018 3:32 PM 

To: Lambert, Kenneth <Kenneth Lambert@nrc gov> 
Cc: Kozak, Laura <Laura Kozak@nrc gov> 
Subject: Clinton Inspection Report 

Hi Ken, 

Please see attached Clinton's White Finding. If there are any changes that need to be 
made on the document please highlight them or whomever from HQ reviewing the 
document highlight the changes so I can incorporate into the report. 

Thank you, 

Brenda 



From: 
To: 
Subject : 
Date: 

Kozak Laura 
Mitman Jeffrey 
talk to Clinton 

Monday, October 15, 2018 9:06:00 AM 

FYI - I talked with Joe Edom. He is trying to arrange a discussion today at 3:30pm central, 
4:30 pm eastern. 



From: 

To : 

Cc: 
Subject : 
Date: 

Sanchez Santiago Elba 
Wilk Brenda; Stoedter Karla : Phi llips Charles 
Kozak Laura 
RE: CU 2018 051 

Tuesday, October 16, 2018 10:49:53 AM 

I handed a copy to Garret Sanders from Regulatory Assurance and reiterated the timeline 
for informing us of their intentions. 

From: Wilk, Brenda 

Sent: Tuesday, October 16, 2018 10:13 AM 

To: Sanchez Santiago, Elba <Elba.SanchezSantiago@nrc.gov>; Stoedter, Karla 

<Karla .Stoedter@nrc.gov>; Phil li ps, Charles <Charles .Ph ill ips@nrc.gov> 

Subject: CLI 2018 051 

Elba, 

Please see attached to provide the licensee a copy. The letter has been added to ADAMS. 

ML 18289A436 for your reference. 

Thank you, 

Brenda 



From: 
To: 

Cc: 
Subject : 
Date: 

Kozak Laura 
Stoedter Karla; Louden Patrick; Riemer Kenneth 
Lara Julio 
RE: Clinton 
Tuesday, October 16, 2018 5:02:41 PM 

I told Jeff that we would not share the document with the licensee at this time. 

I suggested that in any follow-up conversation with the licensee to clarify information in the 
letter that he could further explain the basis for the HEP if the topic comes up. I also 
suggested that the information in the document would be useful to prepare our managers 
internally for a regulatory conference. He may put the information in a different format (i.e., 
PowerPoint). The information could also be used in any final significance determination 
letter, if appropriate. 

Laura 

From: Stoedter, Karla 

Sent: Tuesday, October 16, 2018 10:52 AM 

To: Louden, Patrick <Patrick.Louden@nrc.gov>; Kozak, Laura <Laura.Kozak@nrc.gov>; Riemer, 

Kenneth <Kenneth. Riemer@nre.gov> 

Cc: Lara, Ju lio <Julio.Lara@nrc.gov> 

Subject: RE: Clinton 

I agree with you. I just had a similar conversation with Laura. 

From: Louden, Patrick 

Sent: Tuesday, October 16, 2018 10:46 AM 

To: Kozak, Laura <Laura.Kozak@nrc.gov>; Stoedter, Karla <Karla.Stoedter@nrc.gov>; Riemer, 

Kenneth <Kenneth. Riemer@ore.gov> 

Cc: Lara, Julio <Julio.Lara@nrc.gov> 
Subject: RE: Clinton 

I am inclined to think that it is best we do not provide any further information at this time. 
We can use the information as part of a discussion that might occur during the Reg Cont. 
In fact we might want to plan to use the information for such a purpose to counter any 
questions along those lines (alternate credit for certain actions). 

How do others feel about this? 

We should keep Steve West informed of our progress and the internal thinking. 

Thanks 

From: Kozak, Laura 

Sent: Tuesday, October 16, 2018 11:28 AM 

To: Stoedter, Karla <Karla Stoedter@nrc gov>; Louden, Patrick <Patrick Louden@nrc gov>; Riemer, 



Kenneth <Kenneth.Riemer@nrc.gov> 

Cc: La ra, Julio <Ju lio Lara@nrc gov> 

Subject: Clinton 

Yesterday Jeff and I talked with Clinton PRA staff and Dale Shelton (RA manager) to brief 
them on the content of the preliminary determination letter and on changes to the risk 
evaluation that were made after our site visit on 9/11. This discussion covered the major 
points that changed from the time we were at the site to the SERP and the SERP outcome. 

The hour long discussion went well. My notes for the discussion are attached. I believe the 
licensee PRA staff generally understand what we have done based on the questions that 
were asked. Once they get the letter, I offered to have another discussion to answer any 
questions they might have. I told them that we would not be debating points of 
disagreement and at this point we would not be considering additional information outside 
of the process (regulatory conference or submitted information). 

After the call , Jeff emailed me and asked me if we could provide his document written after 
the SERP (attached human failure event task analysis) to the licensee, believing that it 
could clarify for the licensee our view of the diesel recovery and lessen any further 
disagreement. I have not yet replied to Jeff, but my answer is no unless one of you is 
inclined to support this. I do not believe any additional written material will lessen the 
disagreement and could have the opposite effect. We did briefly discuss with the licensee 
yesterday that after the SERP we (the analysts) had considered further sensitivity 
evaluations on diesel recovery (after ELAP declaration) and generally concluded that it 
would not impact the outcome of the evaluation. 

Laura 



From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject : 
Date: 

Kozak Laura 
Riemer Kenneth; Stoedter Karla 
Louden Patrick 
FW: Clinton preliminary white determinat ion "choice" letter 

Wednesday, October 17, 2018 7:36:11 AM 

See dates below that M. Franovich can support a regulatory conference. 

From: Fong, CJ 

Sent: Wednesday, October 17, 2018 7:03 AM 

To: Kozak, Laura <Laura.Kozak@nrc.gov> 

Subject: RE: Clinton preliminary white determinat ion "choice" letter 

Hi, Laura. I realize there are a lot of schedule constraints here but my boss (Mike 
Franovich) cannot support the following dates: 

• Nov 12 - 15 
• Nov 26 - 28 

His preferred dates, in order, are: 

Nov 30, 29, 16 

I've actually never been involved in scheduling a Reg Conference so I don't know whether 
the availability of SERP members is a factor but I figured I would be wise to at least pass 
that on to you. 

Looking forward to seeing you next week! 
CJ 

From: Kozak, Laura 

Sent: Tuesday, October 16, 2018 11:33 AM 

To: Mitman, Jeffrey <Jeffrey Mitman@nrc gov>; Zoulis, Antonios <Antonjos Zou lis@nrc,gov>; Fong, 

CJ <CJ Fong@nrc,gov>; Helton, Donald <Donald,Helton@nrc,gov>; Aird, David 

<David Aird@nrc.gov>; Garmoe, Alex <Alex Garmoe@nrc gov> 
Subject: Clinton preliminary white determination "choice" letter 

Please see attached letter - signed on 10/15. 

The licensee has 10 days to respond if they want a regulatory conference or to submit 
additional information. The regulatory conference should be held within 30 days after the 
initial 10 day period. 

The 90 day clock is up November 23 (the Friday after Thanksgiving). As you can see, if the 
licensee decides to have a regulatory conference (which they have at least verbally 
indicated they want one to our managers), it will be very hard to mee the deadline. 

New information supplied by the licensee must be dispositioned and possibly re-SERPed 



and this must be documented in the final letter. 



From: 
To : 
Subject : 
Start: 
End: 
Location: 

Foltz. Jeffrey 

AI.LB.3. 
KM Session - Clinton SIT 
Wednesday, October 17, 2018 10:00:00 AM 
Wednesday, October 17, 2018 11 :00:00 AM 
Main Conference Room - Skype Meeting 

--> Join Skype Meeting <https://skype.nrc.govlmeet/jeffrey.foltz/9XZXTYIV> 
Trouble Joining? Try Skype Web App <https: //skype.nrc.gov/meet/jcffrcy.foltz/9XZXTYIV?sl=I> 
Join by phone 
301-415-0333 <tel:301-415-0333> (HQ) English (United States) 
Find a local number <hltps://skype. nrc.gov/dialin> 

Conference ID:c:=::::] J b.)(6) __ 
Forgot your dial-in PIN? <https:1/skype.nrc.gov/dialin> IHclp <hnps: //015.officcrcdir.microsoft.com/rlrlidLync 15?clid= I033&p 1=5&p2=2009> 

[!OC([i033)) 1] 



From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 

Louden Patrick 
Kozak Laura 
Re: FW: Clinton preliminary white determination "choice" letter 
Wednesday, October 17, 2018 8:34:35 AM 

Ok, will discuss when I get back. I have limitations too and we need Steve West 
Thanks 

-------- Original Message--------
From: "Kozak, Laura" <Laura.Kozak@nrc.gov> 
Date: Wed, October 17, 2018 8:36 AM -0400 
To: "Riemer, Kenneth" <Kenneth.Riemer@nrc.gov>, "Stoedter, Karla" 
<Karla.Stoedter@nrc.gov> 
CC: "Louden, Patrick" <Patrick.Louden@nrc.gov> 
Subject: FW: Clinton preliminary white determination "choice" letter 

See dates below that M. Franovich can support a regulatory conference. 

From: Fong, CJ 

Sent: Wednesday, October 17, 2018 7:03 AM 

To: Kozak, Laura <Laura.Kozak@nrc.gov> 

Subject: RE: Clinton preliminary white determination "choice" letter 

Hi, Laura. I realize there are a lot of schedule constraints here but my boss (Mike 
Franovich) cannot support the following dates: 

• Nov 12 -15 

• Nov 26 - 28 

His preferred dates, in order, are: 

Nov 30, 29, 16 

I've actually never been involved in scheduling a Reg Conference so I don't know whether 
the availability of SERP members is a factor but I figured I would be wise to at least pass 
that on to you. 

Looking forward to seeing you next week! 
CJ 

From: Kozak, Laura 

Sent: Tuesday, October 16, 2018 11:33 AM 

To: Mitman, Jeffrey <Jeffrey,Mitman@nrc.gov>; Zoul is, Antonios <Antonios.Zoulis@nrc.gov>; Fong, 

CJ <CJ Fong@nrc gov>; Helton, Donald <Donald Helton@nrc gov>; Aird, David 

<David Aird@nrc gov>; Garmoe, Alex <Alex Garmoe@nrc gov> 
Subject: Clinton preliminary white determination "choice" letter 



Please see attached letter - signed on 10/15. 

The licensee has 1 O days to respond if they want a regulatory conference or to submit 
additional information. The regulatory conference should be held within 30 days after the 
initial 1 O day period. 

The 90 day clock is up November 23 (the Friday after Thanksgiving). As you can see, if the 
licensee decides to have a regulatory conference (which they have at least verbally 
indicated they want one to our managers), it will be very hard to mee the deadline. 

New information supplied by the licensee must be dispositioned and possibly re-SERPed 
and this must be documented in the final letter. 



From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject : 
Date: 

Laura, 

Edom Joseph r ·rcontractor · Genco-Nuc} 
Kozak Laura 
Shelton Pale A-/Genco-Nuc); Joe Edom · Jensen Hughes IJEdom@jensenhughes com\ 
[External_Sender] Clarifying Questions on Clinton DG Assessment 
Thursday, October 18, 2018 7:49:21 AM 

I talked with Grant and company and we would like to have a call t o discuss some 
clarifying questions from the assessment you provided us. We are developing the 
questions we want to ask. Once those are completed, I will be in touch to discuss 
how you would like to proceed. Thank you. 

Joe Edom I Senior Corporate Risk Management Engineer 

JENSEN HUGHES 
Advancing the Science of Safety 

(b )(6) 
One Trans Am Plaza Drive I Suite 200 I Oakbrook Terrace, IL 60181 
0: + 1 630 627-2277 IC: I . II F: + 1 630 627 2278 

JEdom@jensenhughes.com I www.iensenhughes.com 
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 

Exelon E-mail: joe edom@exeloncorp com 

This Email message and any attachment may contain information that is proprietary, legally 
privileged, confidential and/or subject to copyright belonging to Exelon Corporation or its 
affiliates ("Exelon"). This Emai l is intended sole ly for the use of the person(s) to which it is 
addressed. If you are not an intended recipient, or the employee or agent responsible for 
delivery of this Email to the intended recipient(s), you are hereby notified that any 
dissemination, distribution or copying of this Email is strictly prohibited. If you have received 
this message in error, please immediately notify the sender and permanently delete this Email 
and any copies. Exelon policies expressly prohibit employees from making defamatory or 
offensive statements and infringing any copyright or any other legal right by Email 
communication. Exelon will not accept any liability in respect of such communications. -
EXCIP 



From : 

To : 

Cc: 
Subject : 
Date: 

Kozak Laura 
stoedter Karla: Riemer Kenneth 
Sanchez sant;ago Elba 
Clin ton EOG 

Thursday, October 18, 2018 2:39 :00 PM 

Just FYI. Joe Edom emailed me today to let me know that the PRA staff does have a few 
questions about the choice letter. Once they get all of their questions together he will let 
me know and we will have the discussion that I offered on the last call. I let Pat know of 
this latest development. 

Jeff Mitman will be in RI i i next week for the SRA counterpart meeting , so I'm sure the call 
will be sometime next week. 



From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 

Joe, 

Kozak Laura 
"Edom Joseph J·<Contractor • Genco-Nye}" 
RE: Clarifying Questions on Clinton DG Assessment 
Thursday, October 18, 2018 8:06:00 AM 

Got it. Will wait to hear from you. 

Laura 

From: Edom, Joseph T:(Contractor - GenCo-Nuc) [ma ilto:Joe.Edom@exeloncorp.com) 

Sent: Thursday, October 18, 2018 7:48 AM 

To: Kozak, Laura <Laura.Kozak@nrc.gov> 

Cc: Shelton, Dale A:(GenCo-N uc) <Dale.Shelton@exeloncorp.com>; Joe Edom - Jensen Hughes 

(JEdom@jensenhughes.com) <JEdom@jensenhughes.com> 

Subject: [Externa l_Sender] Clarifying Questions on Clinton DG Assessment 

Laura, 

I talked with Grant and company and we would like to have a call to discuss some 
clarifying questions from the assessment you provided us. We are developing the 
questions we want to ask. Once those are completed, I will be in touch to discuss 
how you would like to proceed. Thank you. 

Joe Edom I Senior Corporate Risk Management Engineer 

JENSEN HUGHES 
Advancing the Science of Safety 

(b )(6) 
One Trans Am Plaza Drive I Suite ~bo I Oakbrook Terrace, IL 60181 
0: +1630627-2277 IC:! !IF: +1630627 2278 

JEdom@jensenhughes com I www jensenhughes com 
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 

Exelon E-mail: joe.edom@exeloncorp.com 

This Email message and any attachment may contain information that is proprietary, legally 
privileged, confidential andlor subject to copyright belonging to Exelon Corporation or its 
affiliates ("Exelon"). This Email is intended solely for the use of the person(s) to which it is 
addressed. If you are not an intended recipient, or the employee or agent responsible for 
delivery of this Email to the intended recipient(s), you are hereby notified that any 
dissemination, distribution or copying of this Email is strictly prohibited. If you have received 
this message in error, please immediately notify the sender and permanently delete this Email 
and any copies. Exelon policies expressly prohibit employees from making defamatory or 
offensive statements and infringing any copyright or any other legal right by Email 
communication. Exelon will not accept any liability in respect of such communications. -
EXCIP 



From : 

To : 

Subject : 
Date: 

Stoedter Karla 
Sanchez Santiago Elba ; Kozak Laura ; Riemer Kenneth 
RE: Clinton EOG 
Thursday, October 18, 2018 3:06:33 PM 

We thought that was the plan. 

From: Sanchez Santiago, El ba 

Sent: Thursday, October 18, 2018 3:06 PM 

To: Kozak, Laura <Laura.Kozak@ nrc.gov>; Stoedter, Karla <Karla.Stoedter@nrc.gov>; Riemer, 

Kenneth <Kenneth.Riemer@nrc.gov> 

Subject: RE: Clinton EDG 

Also FYI, I just had a meeting with the site-VP and the unofficial word is that they will be 
requesting a regu latory conference. 

From: Kozak, Laura 

Sent: Thursday, October 18, 2018 2:40 PM 

To: Stoedter, Karla <Karla .Stoedter@nrc.gov>; Riemer, Kenneth <Kenneth.Riemer@nrc.gov> 

Cc: Sanchez Santiago, Elba <Elba.SanchezSantiago@nrc.gov> 

Subject: Clinton EDG 

Just FYI. Joe Edom emailed me today to let me know that the PRA staff does have a few 
questions about the choice letter. Once they get all of their questions together he will let 
me know and we will have the discussion that I offered on the last call. I let Pat know of 
this latest development. 

Jeff Mitman will be in RI i i next week for the SRA counterpart meeting, so I'm sure the call 
will be sometime next week. 



From: 
To: 
Subject : 
Date: 

Kozak Laura 
Mitman Jeffrey 
RE: CPS 3506.01C002 
Monday, October 29, 2018 7:45:00 AM 

Let's talk. Elba is onl...:Jand the plant has just entered a maintenance outage, so I am 
reluctant to contact the residents today to obtain a procedure. 

Michelle is skeptical about the NRG NRP HEP or the licensee's? 

I am going to watch the Commission meeting. Can we talk after that? 

Laura 

From: Mitman, Jeffrey 

Sent: Monday, October 29, 2018 7:38 AM 

To: Kozak, Laura <Laura.Kozak@nrc.gov> 

Subject: RE: CPS 3506.01C002 

It the procedure that gives direction on how to run EDG2. Michelle also believes it will have 
a pre-start checklist for oil temp. and pressure, etc. She thinks it might have something to 
say about starting air. I'm skeptical as the licensee has not made reference to it. 

BTW, while not yet done, she has been very skeptical about the EDG2 NRP HEP. 

Jeff Mitman 

From: Kozak, Laura 
Sent: Sunday, October 28, 2018 11:52 AM 

To: Mitman, Jeffrey <Jeffrey Mitman@nrc.gov> 
Subject: RE: CPS 3506.01C002 

What is this procedure? 

From: Mitman, Jeffrey 

Sent: Friday, October 26, 2018 5:20 PM 

To: Kozak, Laura <Laura Kozak@nrc gov>; Sanchez Santiago, Elba <Elba SanchezSantiago@nrc gov> 
Subject: CPS 3506.01C002 

Any chance I can get a copy of the subject procedure? 

Thanks. 

Jeff Mitman 



From : 

To: 
Subject : 
Date: 

Kozak Laura 
Louden Patrick ; Stoedter Karla ; Riemer Kenneth ; Lara Julio 
RE: Early note - Clinton REg Cont 

Monday, October 22, 2018 8:13:41 AM 

Just FYI - On Friday I received a list of 13 questions the licensee PRA staff have on the 
DRE that is documented in the choice letter. Previously, I had told the licensee if they have 
any questions on the letter, to contact me, 

Jeff and I will have a discussion with licensee PRA staff this week to answer their 
questions. 

Laura 

From: Louden, Patrick 

Sent: Friday, October 19, 2018 3:37 PM 

To: Stoedter, Karla <Karla.Stoedter@nrc .gov>; Riemer, Kenneth <Kenneth.Riemer@nrc.gov>; Kozak, 

Laura <Lau ra.Kozak@ nrc.gov>; Lara, Julio <Julio.Lara@nrc.gov> 

Subject: Early note - Cl in ton REg Conf 

Karla informed me today that Clinton will be requesting a Reg Cont and will prefer week of 
11 /26. 

That week will work for us and the best date to get all managers (RI i i and HQ) is Nov 30. 

I asked Jim Clay to set up a tentative appointment and we can nail it down next week. 

Pat 



From : 
To : 

Subject : 
Date: 
Attachments: 

Jeff 

Kozak Laura 
Mitman Jeffrey 
Clinton - Exelon questions 

Thursday, October 25, 2018 3:26:00 PM 

~~ions Re CPS lnsr,_Rpt.Q_5QQM6j_ModefuJ~ponse .. docx 

See attached. I briefly summarized responses in red. I also highlighted some of the action 
items for us to review before we discuss with Exelon. 

Laura 



Based on a review of the NRC Inspection Report 0500046/2018051 for CPS (i.e., Choice Letter), Exelon 

Risk Management requests clarity pertaining to the modeling of the risk impacts for the DG 18 OOS 

condition. The following questions are identified at this time: 

1. For the dominant sequence (3-24), how is SRV control (depressurization) via the normal station 

batteries being addressed? 

The DEP-SS FT was not provided to the licensee. Action: Describe the fault tree to the licensee. 

a. Why does basic event ADS-XHE-XM-MDEPR (HEP=5.0E-04, per Figure 5 Fault Tree) not 

appear in the top cutsets (along with the alternate depressurization means of FLEX and 

B5b)? 

The basic event does not appear in the top cutsets because it is a very low value (5E-4). 

i. Successful early depressurization (even if limited to 11 hour battery life) provides 

the opportunity for successful low pressure injection, which would subsequently 

significantly extend the time to TAF, even if the RPV were to subsequently 

repressurize. 

b. GOTHIC Case 6 (SRV control for 11 hours) was noted briefly in CL-SDP-010 Section 4.2.4.4 

(HPCS Pump Recovery) and provided via EC 624344. This case shows that if SRVs are 

available and used by operators for 11 hours (e.g., via batteries until depletion), the time to 

TAF is extended to approximately 29 hours (without any injection). This is substantially 

longer than the 10-13 hours assumed, and would provide substantially more time for 

recovery of AC power, HPCS, and RCIC. How was Gothic Case 6 evaluated for this sequence? 

Gothic case 6 is reflected in CD sequence 17 in the event tree provided, where low pressure 

is maintained but injection at low and high pressure is not successful. 24 hours is the time 

to core damage. 

Action : Consider the real question here about opening SRVs while on batteries extending 

the time to CD. 

2. What basic event(s) were L1sed to model the DG 18 OOS condition? 

Change set with BE EPS-XHE-XR-DG1B (noted in sensitivity evaluation, case 1) set to True. BE 

represents operator fails to restore diesel after maintenance. It fails the DG. 

3. What is the purpose of Sensitivity Case #1 where the Div 2 EDG remains available? 

The purpose was to present the base case that is "subtracted" to achieve the delta risk for the best 

estimate and all other cases. 

a. What does the value of lE-3 for the basic event represent (that is different than the base 

case)? 

It is not different than the base case for that basic event. 

b. Why is the delta CDF result not zero for this case if this case represents the Base Case (No 

PD case)? 

The delta should be zero. It is not a delta and that was discussed at the SERP. 

4. In Sensitivity Cases #2 & #3, the "old BE value" is l isted as 2.0E-2 



a. What is the basis for this value (i.e., is this supposed to be 2.0E-1)? 

Yes, it is supposed to be 2.0E-1. It is a typo. 

b. This list basic event (EPS-XHE-LR-NRlOH) was not found in the fault trees provided. How is it 

used in the model? 

This is also a typo. It should be EPS-XHE-LR-NROlH. One hour non-recovery of t he diesel. 

c. What is the reason that EPS-XHE-XM-NROlH is not used for these sensitivities? 

See answers above. 

5. What is the purpose of Sensitivity Case #5 where the HEPs for all injection methods are set to lE-3? 

a. What injection methods are included in this sensit ivity? 

Both FLEX injection methods and the fire pump methods 

i. Does this include HPCS and RCIC HEPs? No 

b. What are bases for the 5.3E-5 and 1.0E-3 values listed? 

See Figure 8 fault tree for the BE that was used (lE-3). 

Action: Look at the individual HEPs to validate the 5.3E-5 

6. Sensitivity Case #6 - shows very little credit for RCIC even when the HEP is set much lower. Can we 

discuss more why this is (i.e., what is separately failing RCIC in the model)? 

As discussed previously, RCIC is dependent on FLEX electrical. 

7. Can we confirm the SPAR-H PSFs selected for each of the HEPs identified in Table 2 (Summary of 

Dominant HRA Results)? Action: Follow-up with licensee for specific questions. Check table 2 

against HEP descriptions. 

8. What is the basis for the 0.52 value for the 85b Depressurization dependency value, and how was it 

incorporated into the model? (It was not located in the fault trees.) 

DEP-SS fault tree not provided. Discuss location of dependent HEP and the value. Action: Check 

spreadsheet. Action is highly dependent on previous actions leading to HEP of 0.52 

9. Where is HEP SD-XHE-XM-XTIE-Sl (Div 3 cross-tie, short term) applied in the model? It was not 

located anywhere except Table 2 (Dominant HRA results) 

It is not in the model. It was not discussed or presented to the SERP. It was evaluated by the 

analysts as part of considering model uncertainties that are potentially non-conservative. We are 

not certain that there is enough time for the cross-tie in this sequence. 

10. What is the purpose of the ncu node? 

Allows us to make changes to the sequence timing. 

11. Was consideration given for crediting reduced mission times (i.e .. ,< 24 hours) for cutsets with FTR 

basic events (e.g., cutset 5, 8)? Even a minimal successful run time (e.g., 1 to 2 hours) would be 

sufficient for supporting RPV injection and significantly extending the time to TAF. 

No. ction : Look at cut-sets further to see if this is reasonable or would have any impact. 

12. How was the 13 hour LOOP recovery incorporated into the model for the dominant sequence 3-24? 

The event is in the cutsets but not in the fault tree. 

Use of the ncu node. 

13. What is the basis of the cutsets provided with the report (e.g., which model version)? 

Clinton model 8.54 and Grand Gulf shutdown model. The case presented is with HPCS unavailable 

and change sets applied to model assumptions 4, 5, and EOG failure. 



From: 

To : 

Subject : 
Date: 
Attachments: 

Just FYI. 

Kozak Laura 
stoedter Karla: Riemer Kenneth 
Clinton 

Thursday, October 25, 2018 3:57:00 PM 

~~ions Re CPS lnsf,LRp~5QQM6j_ModefuJ~ponse .. docx 

Attached are the written questions on the inspection report that Exelon sent us. The 
comments in red are mine and are based on the review that Jeff and I did today in 
preparation for a phone call with the licensee next week. We have a bit more review to do 
before that phone call. 

Note that the licensee's questions point to several typos in the report. We could consider 
issuing an errata. 

The questions indicate a detailed review and also reflect an understanding of the results. 
However, I expect the licensee may use this to say that they didn't understand or that we 
didn't communicate thoroughly in discussion with management or at HQ. 

Laura 



Based on a review of the NRC Inspection Report 0500046/2018051 for CPS (i.e., Choice Letter), Exelon 

Risk Management requests clarity pertaining to the modeling of the risk impacts for the DG 18 OOS 

condition. The following questions are identified at this time: 

1. For the dominant sequence (3-24), how is SRV control (depressurization) via the normal station 

batteries being addressed? 

The DEP-SS FT was not provided to the licensee. Action: Describe the fault tree to the licensee. 

a. Why does basic event ADS-XHE-XM-MDEPR (HEP=5.0E-04, per Figure 5 Fault Tree) not 

appear in the top cutsets (along with the alternate depressurization means of FLEX and 

B5b)? 

The basic event does not appear in the top cutsets because it is a very low value (5E-4). 

i. Successful early depressurization (even if limited to 11 hour battery life) provides 

the opportunity for successful low pressure injection, which would subsequently 

significantly extend the time to TAF, even if the RPV were to subsequently 

repressurize. 

b. GOTHIC Case 6 (SRV control for 11 hours) was noted briefly in CL-SDP-010 Section 4.2.4.4 

(HPCS Pump Recovery) and provided via EC 624344. This case shows that if SRVs are 

available and used by operators for 11 hours (e.g., via batteries until depletion), the time to 

TAF is extended to approximately 29 hours (without any injection). This is substantially 

longer than the 10-13 hours assumed, and would provide substantially more time for 

recovery of AC power, HPCS, and RCIC. How was Gothic Case 6 evaluated for this sequence? 

Gothic case 6 is reflected in CD sequence 17 in the event tree provided, where low pressure 

is maintained but injection at low and high pressure is not successful. 24 hours is the time 

to core damage. 

Action : Consider the real question here about opening SRVs while on batteries extending 

the time to CD. 

2. What basic event(s) were L1sed to model the DG 18 OOS condition? 

Change set with BE EPS-XHE-XR-DG1B (noted in sensitivity evaluation, case 1) set to True. BE 

represents operator fails to restore diesel after maintenance. It fails the DG. 

3. What is the purpose of Sensitivity Case #1 where the Div 2 EDG remains available? 

The purpose was to present the base case that is "subtracted" to achieve the delta risk for the best 

estimate and all other cases. 

a. What does the value of lE-3 for the basic event represent (that is different than the base 

case)? 

It is not different than the base case for that basic event. 

b. Why is the delta CDF result not zero for this case if this case represents the Base Case (No 

PD case)? 

The delta should be zero. It is not a delta and that was discussed at the SERP. 

4. In Sensitivity Cases #2 & #3, the "old BE value" is l isted as 2.0E-2 



a. What is the basis for this value (i.e., is this supposed to be 2.0E-1)? 

Yes, it is supposed to be 2.0E-1. It is a typo. 

b. This list basic event (EPS-XHE-LR-NRlOH) was not found in the fault trees provided. How is it 

used in the model? 

This is also a typo. It should be EPS-XHE-LR-NROlH. One hour non-recovery of t he diesel. 

c. What is the reason that EPS-XHE-XM-NROlH is not used for these sensitivities? 

See answers above. 

5. What is the purpose of Sensitivity Case #5 where the HEPs for all injection methods are set to lE-3? 

a. What injection methods are included in this sensit ivity? 

Both FLEX injection methods and the fire pump methods 

i. Does this include HPCS and RCIC HEPs? No 

b. What are bases for the 5.3E-5 and 1.0E-3 values listed? 

See Figure 8 fault tree for the BE that was used (lE-3). 

Action: Look at the individual HEPs to validate the 5.3E-5 

6. Sensitivity Case #6 - shows very little credit for RCIC even when the HEP is set much lower. Can we 

discuss more why this is (i.e., what is separately failing RCIC in the model)? 

As discussed previously, RCIC is dependent on FLEX electrical. 

7. Can we confirm the SPAR-H PSFs selected for each of the HEPs identified in Table 2 (Summary of 

Dominant HRA Results)? Action: Follow-up with licensee for specific questions. Check table 2 

against HEP descriptions. 

8. What is the basis for the 0.52 value for the 85b Depressurization dependency value, and how was it 

incorporated into the model? (It was not located in the fault trees.) 

DEP-SS fault tree not provided. Discuss location of dependent HEP and the value. Action: Check 

spreadsheet. Action is highly dependent on previous actions leading to HEP of 0.52 

9. Where is HEP SD-XHE-XM-XTIE-Sl (Div 3 cross-tie, short term) applied in the model? It was not 

located anywhere except Table 2 (Dominant HRA results) 

It is not in the model. It was not discussed or presented to the SERP. It was evaluated by the 

analysts as part of considering model uncertainties that are potentially non-conservative. We are 

not certain that there is enough time for the cross-tie in this sequence. 

10. What is the purpose of the ncu node? 

Allows us to make changes to the sequence timing. 

11. Was consideration given for crediting reduced mission times (i.e .. ,< 24 hours) for cutsets with FTR 

basic events (e.g., cutset 5, 8)? Even a minimal successful run time (e.g., 1 to 2 hours) would be 

sufficient for supporting RPV injection and significantly extending the time to TAF. 

No. ction : Look at cut-sets further to see if this is reasonable or would have any impact. 

12. How was the 13 hour LOOP recovery incorporated into the model for the dominant sequence 3-24? 

The event is in the cutsets but not in the fault tree. 

Use of the ncu node. 

13. What is the basis of the cutsets provided with the report (e.g., which model version)? 

Clinton model 8.54 and Grand Gulf shutdown model. The case presented is with HPCS unavailable 

and change sets applied to model assumptions 4, 5, and EOG failure. 



From: 

To: 
Subject : 
Date: 

Joe 

Kozak Laura 
"Edom Joseph r ·1contractor - Genco-Nuc}" 
discussion next week 

Friday, October 26. 2018 2:10:00 PM 

Both Jeff and I are available next Wednesday at 1 :30 pm central. 

Laura 



From: 

To: 
Subject: 
Date: 

Thanks! 

Kozak Laura 
"Sargis Danie1·1contractor - Genco-Nuc}" 
RE: CPS 3101.01 

Friday, October 26. 2018 2:11 :00 PM 

From: Sargis, Daniel :(Contractor - GenCo-Nuc) [mailto: Da niel.Sargis@exeloncorp.com] 

Sent: Friday, October 26, 2018 1:33 PM 

To: Kozak, Laura <Laura.Kozak@ nrc.gov> 

Subject: (External_Sender] CPS 3101.01 

La ura, 

Elba asked me to send you this procedure . 

-Dan 

This Email message and any attachment may contain information that is proprietary, legally 
privileged, confidential and/or subject to copyright belonging to Exelon Corporation or its 
affiliates ("Exelon"). This Email is intended solely for the use of the person(s) to which it is 
addressed. If you are not an intended recipient, or the employee or agent responsible for 
delivery of this Email to the intended recipient(s), you are hereby notified that any 
dissemination, distribution or copying of this Email is strictly prohibited. If you have received 
this message in error, please immediately notify the sender and permanently delete this Email 
and any copies. Exelon policies expressly prohibit employees from making defamatory or 
offensive statements and infringing any copyright or any other legal right by Email 
communication. Exelon will not accept any liability in respect of such communications. -
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From: Kozak Laura 
To: Mitman Jeffrey; Kichline Michelle 
Subject: RE: Re-evaluation of my Re-evaluation of HFE for EDG non recovery - Clinton 

Monday, October 29, 2018 3:40:00 PM Date: 

Just FYI - the load shedding starts at the onset of the SBO and is likely to be complete 
within 30 minutes - before the declaration of ELAP. Load Shedding is a time critical action. 

From: M itman, Jeffrey 

Sent: Monday, October 29, 2018 2:58 PM 

To: Kichline, Michel le <Michelle.Kichline@nrc.gov> 

Cc: Kozak, Laura <Laura.Kozak@ nrc.gov> 

Subject: RE: Re-eva luation of my Re-evaluat ion of HFE for EOG non recovery - Clinton 

Michelle, thanks for the input. 

BTW, my estimate was 2.02E-1 based on: 

Relevant Diagnostic Performance Shaping Factors 
• Time: Nominal (1) 
• Stress: High (2) 
• Complexity: Nominal (1) 
• Experience/Training: Low (2) 
• Procedures: Nominal (1) 
• Ergonomics/FFD/Work Processes: Nominal (1) 

Total: 0.2 without adjustment. No adjustment needed. 

My thinking was that while the licensee had experience/training on system aligning and with 
troubleshooting, they had never looked at this particular problem. 

Relevant Action Performance Shaping Factors 
• Time: nominal (1) 

• Stress: High (2) 
• Complexity: nominal (1) 
• Experience/Training: nominal (1) 
• Procedures: nominal (1) 
• Ergonomics/FFD/Work Processes: Nominal (1) 

Total: .002 (the action part of this HEP is simple and does not require a procedure) 

Until I have feedback from the other branch members, please refrain from discussing the 
issue. 

Thanks. 

Jeff Mitman 



From: Kichline, M ichelle 

Sent: Monday, October 29, 2018 2:26 PM 

To: Mitman, Jeffrey <Jeffrey.Mitman@nrc gov> 
Subject: Re-evaluation of my Re-evaluation of HFE for EDG non recovery - Clinton 

My previous evaluation assumed that the only way to find the problem was for someone to 
walk in the room and notice the valves were out of place because it seemed likely to me 
that DC load shedding would occur quickly, before troubleshooting could occur or the lineup 
procedures could be referenced. Based on our discussion, I have re-evaluated the 
diagnosis portion of the HEP assuming that there is a fu ll hour available to perform the 
action before any load shedding or ELAP declaration occurs. Therefore, licensee staff will 
have time to go through the EOG operating procedure to get to the step that will instruct 
them to close the valves. I also used your excel spreadsheet, which appears to be 
calculating the adjusted HEP correctly. My spreadsheet was not. That makes the 
diagnosis HEP .168 when adjusted for the 3 negative PSFs. There are no changes to the 
action part of the evaluation. 

Relevant Diagnostic Performance Shaping Factors 
• Time: Nominal (1) 

• Stress: high (2) 
• Complexity: moderately complex (2) 
• Experience/Train ing: nominal (1) 

• Procedures: available but poor (5) 
• Ergonomics/FFD/Work Processes: Nominal (1) 

Total : .2 without adjustment, .168 with adjustment tor negative PSFs. 

Relevant Action Performance Shaping Factors 
• Time: nominal (1) 
• Stress: nominal (1) 
• Complexity: nominal (1) 

• Experience/Training: nominal (1) 
• Procedures: nominal (1) 
• Ergonomics/FFD/Work Processes: Nominal (1) 

Total: .001 (the action part of this HEP is simple and does not require a procedure) 



From: 
To: 

Edom Joseph r ·rcontractor · Genco-Nuc} 
Kozak Laura 

Attachment is non-responsive due to 
narrowing the request to exclude 
licensee originated documents. 

Cc: 
Subject: 

Shelton Pale A' IGenCo-Nuc); Joe Edom • Jensen Hughes IJEdom@jensenhughes com\ 
[External_Sender] Question 7 Clarifying Information 

Date: Tuesday, October 30, 2018 9:58:06 AM 
Attachments: Choice Letter SPAR-H PSFs For Clarification xlsx 

Laura, 

One of our clarifying questions for our Wednesday call is to confirm the SPAR-H PSFs 
selected for each of the HEPs identified in Table 2 (Summary of Dominant HRA 
Results) included in the Clinton Choice Letter. We asked this question so we can 
understand the specific inputs to SPAR-H used to derive those HEPs. The attached 
Excel spreadsheet includes each HEP, and the PSF selections explicitly identified in 
the Choice Letter, along with our assumptions regarding the remaining PSF 
selections that were less clear to us. As part of om upcoming call , we would like 
confirmation that the selections in the spreadsheet match those used in the NRC's 
risk analysis. If some do not match, you can simply tell us on the call which ones do 
not match and what the NRC selected. 

As indicated in the legend for the spreadsheet, an entry of 'X' represents a 
selection that is explicitly identified in the Choice Letter. An entry of 'A' reflects 
our assumption for when a selection is not specifically indicated in the Letter. As a 
visual aid, we have highlighted (with shaded cells) the Nominal row for each PSF. 

All HEPs use High Stress for both Diagnosis and Action. We also assume that all 
HEPs use Nominal for both Diagnosis and Action for the Fitness for Duty and Work 
Processes PSFs. With few exceptions, most use Nominal for Diagnosis and Action for 
the Procedures and Available Time PSFs as well. The exceptions are noted iin the 
spreadsheet. 

Thank you for providing this clarification. 

Sincerely, 

Joe Edom I Senior Corporate Risk Management Engineer 

JENSEN HUGHES 
Advancing the Science of Safety 

(b )(6) 
One Trans Am Plaza Drive I Suite 200 I Oakbrook Terrace, IL 60181 
0: + 1 630-627-2277 I C:I / 11 F: + 1 630-627-2278 

JEdom@jensenhughes.com I www.jensenhughes com 
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 

Exelon E-mail: joe.edom@exeloncorp.com 

This Email message and any attachment may contain information that is proprietary, legally 
privileged, confidential and/or subject to copyright belonging to Exelon Corporation or its 
affiliates ("Exelon"). This Email is intended solely for the use of the person(s) to which it is 
addressed. If you are not an intended recipient, or the employee or agent responsible for 
delivery of this Email to the intended recipient(s), you are hereby notified that any 
dissemination, distribution or copying of this Email is strictly prohibited. If you have received 



this message in error, please immediately notify the sender and pe1manently delete this Email 
and any copies. Exelon policies expressly prohibit employees from making defamatory or 
offensive statements and infringing any copyright or any other legal right by Email 
communication. Exelon will not accept any liability in respect of such communications. -
EXCIP 



From: 
To : 

Subject : 
Date: 

Kozak Laura 
Mitman Jeffrey 
Clinton - 07 HEPs and PSFs 
Tuesday, October 30, 2018 3:38:00 PM 

I called Joe and told him that I couldn 't tell from the spreadsheet what they needed 
clarification on and that it appeared only the two HEPs with the orange boxes - FLEX UHS 
and FLEX SPC. 

I suggest we discuss these two HEPs. My review of the two indicates that the model could 
be wrong for the FLEX UHS HEP and that we should be using 1.39E-2 vs. 1.39E-1. 
Regarding FLEX SPC, I believe the documented assumption 17 is incorrect - it describes 
action as moderately complex, but both Table 2 and the model use a value consistent with 
highly complex for action. 

I've asked Karla if she thinks we should issue a revised report correcting some of these 
typo, minor items but also told her they don't impact the results. 



From: 
To: 

Subject : 
Date: 
Attachments: 

Kozak Laura 
Riemer Kenneth; Stoedter Karla 
FW: Question 7 Clarifying Information 
Tuesday, October 30, 201 8 3:33:00 PM 
Choice Letter SPAR-H PSFs For Clarification.xlsx 

Attachment is non-responsive due to 
narrowing the request to exclude licensee 
originated documents. 

FYI. Clinton had previously sent us 13 clarifying questions on the inspection report . In 
reviewing and preparing to respond, I asked Joe to clarify their request in item 7. Because 
it seemed they wanted us to completely review all aspects of every human error probability, 
which is not necessary as much of this had been previously discussed in detail. I asked 
Joe to clarify which HEPs they needed more clarity on - then I received the email below. I 
again called Joe because the email and the attached spreadsheet was again putting the 
onus on us to go over every aspect of every HEP. I told him the best I could tell from the 
spreadsheet, there were only 2 HEPs where they needed clarification. 

Also, their questions have revealed some typos or minor oversight items (e.g. and HEP is 
listed but not used in the results). I mentioned it before but do we want to issue an update 
with typos, etc. corrected? 

None of these issues change the overall result but I could hear complaints about confusing, 
we don't understand, etc .... 

From: Edom, Joseph T:(Contractor - GenCo-Nuc) [mailto:Joe.Edom@exeloncorp.com) 

Sent: Tuesday, October 30, 2018 9 :58 AM 

To: Kozak, Laura <Laura.Kozak@nrc.gov> 

Cc: Shelton, Dale A:(GenCo-Nuc) <Dale.Shelton@exeloncorp.com>; Joe Edom - Jensen Hughes 

(J Edom@jensenhughes.com) <J Edom@jensenhughes.com> 

Subject: [External_Sender] Question 7 Clarifying Information 

Laura, 

One of our clarifying questions for our Wednesday call is to confirm the SPAR-H PSFs 
selected for each of the HEPs identified in Table 2 (Summary of Dominant HRA 
Results) included in the Clinton Choice Letter. We asked this question so we can 
understand the specific inputs to SPAR-H used to derive those HEPs. The attached 
Excel spreadsheet includes each HEP, and the PSF selections explicitly identified in 
the Choice Letter, along with our assumptions regarding the remaining PSF 
selections that were less clear to us. As part of our upcoming call , we would like 
confirmation that the selections in the spreadsheet match those used in the NRC's 
risk analysis. If some do not match, you can simply tell us on the call which ones do 
not match and what the NRC selected. 

As indicated in the legend for the spreadsheet, an entry of 'X' represents a 
selection that is explicitly identified in the Choice Letter. An entry of 'A' reflects 
our assumption for when a selection is not specifically indicated in the Letter. As a 
visual aid, we have highlighted (with shaded cells) the Nominal row for each PSF. 

All HEPs use High Stress for both Diagnosis and Action. We also assume that all 
HEPs use Nominal for both Diagnosis and Action for the Fitness for Duty and Work 
Processes PSFs. With few exceptions, most use Nominal for Diagnosis and Action for 
the Procedures and Avai lable Time PSFs as well. The exceptions are noted iin the 



spreadsheet. 

Thank you for providing this clarification. 

Sincerely, 

Joe Edom I Senior Corporate Risk Management Engineer 

JENSEN HUGHES 
Advancing the Science of Safety 

(b )(6) 
One Trans Am Plaza Drive I Suite 200 I Oakbrook Terrace, IL 60181 

0: +1 630-627-2277 IC:! !I F: +1 630-627-2278 

JEdom@jensenhughes.com I www.jensenhughes.com 
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 

Exelon E-mail: joe.edom@exeloncorp.com 

This Email message and any attachment may contain information that is proprietary, legally 
privileged, confidential and/or subject to copyright belonging to Exelon Corporation or its 
affiliates ("Exelon"). This Email is intended solely for the use of the person(s) to which it is 
addressed. If you are not an intended recipient, or the employee or agent responsible for 
delivery of this Email to the intended recipient(s) , you are hereby notified that any 
dissemination, distribution or copying of this Email is strictly prohibited. If you have received 
this message in error, please immediately notify the sender and pe1manently delete this Email 
and any copies. Exelon policies expressly prohibit employees from making defamatory or 
offensive statements and infringing any copyright or any other legal right by Email 
communication. Exelon will not accept any liability in respect of such communications. -
EXCIP 



From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 
Attachments: 

Kozak Laura 
Mitman Jeffrey 
FW: Clarification Request • Selected HEP PSFs 
Thursday, November 01, 2018 9:38:00 AM 
Non-nominal PSFs • Reauest for Confirmation.doc>< 

From: Edom, Joseph T:(Contractor - GenCo-Nuc) [ma ilto:Joe.Edom@exeloncorp.com] 

Sent: Thursday, November 01, 2018 8:23 AM 

To: Kozak, Laura <Laura.Kozak@nrc.gov> 

Cc: Shelton, Dale A:(GenCo-N uc) <Dale.Shelton@exeloncorp.com>; Joe Edom - Jensen Hughes 

(JEdom@jensenhughes.com) <JEdom@jensenhughes.com> 

Subject: [External_Sender] Clarification Request - Selected HEP PSFs 

Laura, 

As we discussed on the call , the attached word file has the five HEPs for which the 
Choice Letter does not explicitly identify the setting, AND for which a choice of 
"nominal" does not produce the HEP contained in Table 2 of the Choice Letter. The 
table lists the Human Failure Event name, a brief description of the event, and the 
setting we assume must be selected in order to recreate the Table 2 HEP. There may 
be multiple PSFs for a given HFE; both Diagnosis and Action PSFs may be listed. 

If you or Jeff could confirm that the listed selections are consistent with those used in 
the NRC's calculations, that would be great. 

Thank you again for the opportunity to have the discussion we had yesterday. I 
realize you and Jeff spent a lot of time going over this with us and it is appreciated. 

Joe Edom I Senior Corporate Risk Management Engineer 

JENSEN HUGHES 
Advancing the Science of Safety 

(b )(6) 
One Trans Am Plaza Drive I Suite 200 I Oakbrook Terrace, IL 60181 

0: + 1 630 627 2277 I C: I I 11 F: + 1 630 627 2278 
JEdom@jensenhughes.com I www.jensenhughes.com 
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 

Exelon E-mail: joe.edom@exeloncorp.com 

This Email message and any attachment may contain information that is proprietary, legally 
privileged, confidential and/or subject to copyright belonging to Exelon Corporation or its 
affiliates ("Exelon"). This Email is intended solely for the use of the person(s) to which it is 
addressed. If you are not an intended recipient, or the employee or agent responsible for 
delivery of this Email to the intended recipient(s), you are hereby notified that any 
dissemination, distribution or copying of this Email is strictly prohibited. If you have received 
this message in error, please immediately notify the sender and permanently delete this Email 
and any copies. Exelon policies expressly prohibit employees from making defamatory or 



offensive statements and infringing any copyright or any other legal right by Email 
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PSFs that are assumed to be other than Nominal 

HEP PSF Setting 

SD-XHE-XM-FRCS - Fail RPV inject with FLEX pumps Obvious Diagnosis Complexity (Diagnosis) 
Moderate Complexity (Action) 
Low Experience/Training (Action) 
Poor Ergonomics (Action) 

SD-XHE-XM-DCLS - Fail to load shed Moderate Complexity (Diagnosis) 
Poor Ergonomics (Action) 

SD-XHE-XM-FRCIC- Fail to operate RCIC Obvious Diagnosis Complexity (Diagnosis) 

FC-XHE-XM-MCV - Fail Manual containment venting Extra Time (Diagnosis) 
>=5x Time (Action) 
Moderate Complexity (Diagnosis) 

SD-XHE-XL-ELAP - Fail to recover Electrical Moderate Complexity (Action) 



From : 
To : 

Subject : 
Date: 

Hi Dan 

Kozak Laura 
Sargis Daniel 
procedure request 

Thursday, November 01 , 2018 3:18:17 PM 

Could you help out again? 

Jeff and I are looking for CPS 4411 .09? Can you send us a copy? 

Very much appreciate the help. 

Laura 



From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject : 
Date: 

Here you go: 

Sargis Paoiel 
Biemer Kenneth 
Sanchez Santiago Elba; Mancuso Joseph; Phillips Charles; Alvacado Gujiioty Lydiana; St Peters Courtney 
RE: Info for Reg Cont meeting notice. 
Thursday, November 01, 2018 10:41 :46 AM 

Brad Fewell - Senior Vice President, Regulatory Affairs & General Counsel 
Scot Greenlee - Senior Vice President, Engineering & Technical SeNices 
Dan Enright - Senior Vice President, Operations 
Ted Stoner - Site Vice President, Clinton Power Station 
Brad Kapellas - Plant Manager, Clinton Power Station 

From: Riemer, Kenneth 

Sent: Wednesday, October 31, 2018 3:25 PM 

To: Sargis, Dan iel <Daniel.Sargis@nrc.gov> 

Cc: Sanchez Santiago, Elba <Elba.SanchezSantiago@nrc.gov>; Mancuso, Joseph 

<Joseph.Mancuso@nrc.gov>; Phi ll ips, Charles <Charles.Phill ips@nrc.gov>; Alvarado Guilloty, Lydiana 

<Lydiana.AlvaradoGuilloty@nrc.gov>; St. Peters, Courtney <Court ney.St.Peters@nrc.gov> 

Subject: Info for Reg Conf meeting notice. 

Dan 

Not urgent, but in the next day or so can you verify the spelling and positions/titles of the 
following people? They will be Exelon's attendees at the EOG Reg Conf. Please respond 
with the info to all - Joe Mancuso will start drafting up the meeting notice when he returns 
to the office from Dresden. Thx! 

Brad Fuel 
Scott Greenlee 
Dan Enright 
Ted Stoner 
Brad Kappelas 

Ken 



From : 
To : 

Subject : 
Date: 

Jeff 

Kozak Laura 
Mitman Jeffrey 
share point 

Thursday, November 01 , 2018 3:55:00 PM 

I uploaded to share point the two Exelon documents with the questions on the report. 
capture the responses/actions we have in red . Just for some record keeping. 

Laura 



From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject : 
Date: 

Ken, 

Shelton Dale A-/Genco-Nuc) 
Riemer Kenneth; Sargis Daniel 
Santos Nicholas. A-/Genco-Nuc) 
[External_Sender] Clinton Regulatory Conference Attendees 
Friday, November 02, 2018 7:55:21 AM 

Just a fol low-up to ensure that you have t he current list Exelon Executives plann ing on attending the 

November 30, 2018 Regulatory Conference: 

Dan Enright, Senior Vice President, Operations 

Brad Fewell, Senior Vice President, Regulatory Affairs & General Counsel 

Scot Greenlee, Senior Vice President, Engineering & Technical Services 

George Gellrich, Vice President, Licensing and Regulatory Affa irs 

Shane Marik, Vice President, Fleet Support 

Ted Stoner, Site Vice President 

Brad Kapellas, Plant Manager 

Jeff Stone, Director, Risk Management 

Johnny Weissinger, Director, Operations 

David Rhoades will not be attend ing. 

Da le Shelton 

Regulatory Assurance Manager 

Clinton Power Station -- Exelon Gener Dlion 
8401 Power Road 

Clinton. Il linois 61727 

(217) 937-2800 Office 

! !Mobile 
\ 

(b)(6}\ 
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From: 
To: 
Cc : 
Subject : 
Date: 

Kozak Laura 
Riemer Kenneth ; Cameron Jamnes; Lambert Kenneth ; stoedter Karla ; Phillips Charles 
Mancuso Joseph ; Sargis Daniel; Sanchez Santiago Elba; Mitman Jeffrey 
Clinton preliminary White fi nding - inspection report 

Friday, November 02, 2018 10:02:57 AM 

This past week we (Jeff M and myself) had a couple of discussions with Exelon folks 
(mostly PRA but Dale Shelton was in one 2 hour conversation) on the inspection report. 
Because of the complexity of the SOP evaluation, I had offered to the licensee that we 
would clarify anything they didn 't understand in the report. 

The bottom line is that the licensee understands the evaluation. However, their review and 
our discussions highl ighted a few minor typographical errors and omissions. So we are 
going to reissue the report , correcting those items. Nothing has impacted the overall 
evaluation or conclusion. 
I gave the corrections to Brenda and we hope to have Pat sign it this afternoon . I just let 
the licensee (Joe Edom) know of this plan. 

Dan - once we get it to you, can you print it and give the licensee a copy? So they have it 
quickly. 

Separately - I had mentioned to my PRA contact (Joe Edom) that our guidance asks for 
any new information to be submitted a week before the regulatory conference. I asked if he 
knew what type of information they might be planning to provide so that I could prepare any 
necessary staff (i.e ., sometimes we get engineering information and not just PRA). Joe did 
not know what if anything they might be planning to submit and was going to check with 
Dale Shelton. I suggest we follow up with Dale to make sure they understand our process 
and to try to understand the type of information they may be submitting so that we can be 
prepared. 

Thanks 
Laura 



From: 
To : 

Subject : 
Date: 
Attachments: 

New paragraph 

Kozak Laura 
Wilk Brenda 
Clinton 

Friday, November 02, 2018 9 :31 :00 AM 
fill'.ll1a._oaragrap~ 



The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) identified several typographical errors and 
minor omissions in NRC Report 05000461/2018051(ML 18289A436), dated October 15, 2018. 
Changes have been made to Table 1, Assumptions 14 through 17, Assumption 22, and Table 
2. No technical content of the report was impacted by these errors and the preliminary result is 
unchanged. As a result, the NRC has reissued the report in its entirety with the updated 
subject. 



From: 
To : 

Subject : 
Date: 
Attachments: 

Kozak Laura 
Mitman Jeffrey 
FW: 

Friday, November 02, 2018 10:07:00 AM 

[U_ntit!ed_] .lldf 

Attachment is non-responsive due to narrowing the 
request to exclude licensee originated documents. 
Attachment is CPS 4411 .09 

I put this on share point. This is the procedure that the EOPs refer to from the bottom of 
the pressure leg. Interesting. 

From: Sargis, Daniel 

Sent: Friday, November 02, 2018 9:00 AM 

To: Kozak, Lau ra <Laura.Kozak@ nrc.gov> 

Subject: FW : 

Here you go Laura, let me know if you need anything else. 

From: elba.sanchezsantiago@nrc.gov [mailto:elba.sanchezsantiago@nrc.gov] 

Sent: Sunday, November 04, 2018 3:22 AM 

To: Sargis, Daniel <Daniel Sargis@nrc gov> 

Subject: 



From: 
To: 

Subject: 
Date: 

FYi 

Kozak Laura 
Lara Julio 
FW: Clinton preliminary White finding • inspection report 
Friday, November 02, 2018 11 :59:00 AM 

From: Kozak, Laura 

Sent: Friday, November 02, 2018 10:03 AM 

To: Riemer, Kenneth <Kennet h.Riemer@nrc.gov>; Cameron, Jamnes <Jamnes.Cameron@nrc.gov>; 

Lambert, Kenneth <Kenneth.l ambert@nrc.gov>; Stoedter, Ka rla <Karla.Stoedter@nrc.gov>; Phillips, 

Charles <Charles.Phillips@nrc.gov> 

Cc: Mancuso, Joseph <Joseph.Mancuso@nrc.gov>; Sargis, Daniel <Daniel.Sargis@nrc.gov>; Sanchez 

Santiago, Elba <E lba.SanchezSantiago@nrc.gov>; M itman, Jeffrey <Jeffrey.Mit man@ nrc.gov> 

Subject: Clinton preliminary W hite findi ng · inspection report 

This past week we (Jeff M and myself) had a couple of discussions with Exelon folks 
(mostly PRA but Dale Shelton was in one 2 hour conversation) on the inspection report. 
Because of the complexity of the SOP evaluation, I had offered to the licensee that we 
would clarify anything they didn't understand in the report. 

The bottom line is that the licensee understands the evaluation. However, their review and 
our discussions highlighted a few minor typographical errors and omissions. So we are 
going to reissue the report, correcting those items. Nothing has impacted the overall 
evaluation or conclusion. 

I gave the corrections to Brenda and we hope to have Pat sign it this afternoon. I just let 
the licensee (Joe Edom) know of this plan. 

Dan - once we get it to you, can you print it and give the licensee a copy? So they have it 
quickly. 

Separately - I had mentioned to my PRA contact (Joe Edom) that our guidance asks for 
any new information to be submitted a week before the regulatory conference. I asked if he 
knew what type of information they might be planning to provide so that I could prepare any 
necessary staff (i.e., sometimes we get engineering information and not just PRA). Joe did 
not know what if anything they might be planning to submit and was going to check with 
Dale Shelton. I suggest we follow up with Dale to make sure they understand our process 
and to try to understand the type of information they may be submitting so that we can be 
prepared. 

Thanks 
Laura 



From: 
To : 

Date: 
Attachments : 

elba sanchezsaotiago@orc gov 
Sargis Daniel 
Friday, November 02, 2018 8:56 :20 AM 

(Untitled) .pdf 

Attachment is non-responsive due to 
narrowing the request to exclude 
licensee originated documents . 
Attachment is CPS 4411 .09 



From: 
To: 

Kozak Laura 
Phillios Charles 

Cc: 
Subject: 

Sargis Daniel; Draper Jason; Mancuso Joseph 
RE: Clinton Event Logs 

Date: 
Attachments: 

Friday, November 02, 2018 5:49:37 PM 
imaaeoo1.ona 

Thanks guys! We' ll figure it out next week. 

From: Phillips, Charles 

Sent: Friday, November 02, 2018 5:01 PM 

To: Kozak, Laura <Laura.Kozak@nrc.gov> 

Cc: Sargis, Daniel <Daniel.Sargis@nrc.gov>; Draper, Jason <Jason.Draper@nrc.gov>; Mancuso, 

Joseph <Joseph.Mancuso@nrc.gov> 

Subject: Clinton Event Logs 

Dan, 
(b )(6) 

Laura need's some help on figuring out how rn.uch water there is between the top of the MS 
lines and the reactor flange. I'll be I · land then I'll be at LaSalle. 
Would you call her and find out exactly what she needs 829-9604. 

Jason, 

Laura needs some exact information as to what Rx water level was during the Clinton EOG 
event. I'm not sure if you have a good idea where (or if) that information might be in the 
logs. 

Laura, 

The ops logs are located here: 

S:\Clinton 2018 Config Control\2018 EOG inoperability during outage\5. Logs 

Questions? Call me on my cell. 

Project Engineer 
630-829-9572 - Office 

(b)(6) .J... ~ Cell 
Charles Phillips@nrc oov 



From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject : 
Date: 
Attachments: 

Hi Chris, 

stoedter Karla 
Cook Christopher 
Riemer Kenneth; Louden Patrick 
RE: CLINTON POWER STATION- Reg Conference date & mtng notice 
Friday, November 02, 2018 1 :26:59 PM 
imaaeoo1.ona 

The reg conference is scheduled for November 30th form 1-4pm central time. The date is 
firm. 

I don't have an estimate on the public meeting notice because I recently changed jobs and 
am no longer responsible for Clinton. I have included Ken Riemer on this email since he 
took over for me and is handling the conference scheduling. Ken can also be reached at 
829-9628. 

Thanks, 
Karla 

From: Cook, Christopher 

Sent: Friday, November 02, 2018 1:25 PM 

To: Stoedter, Karla <Karla.Stoedter@nrc.gov> 

Subject: CLINTON POWER STATION- Reg Conference date & mtng notice 

Hi Karla, 
I heard that the Clinton Reg Conference is tentatively scheduled for around Nov 30. It that 
now a firm date? 

Also, and I know it's really early to, but when the public meeting notice is issued can you 
send me a copy? 

Thanks in advance, 

Christopher (Chris) Cook, P.E. 

Execut ive Technica l Assistant (acting) 

for Regions I, II, Il l, and IV 

OEDO/ AO 

301-415-6397 

Christopher Cook@nrc gov 

From: W ilk, Brenda 

Sent: Tuesday, October 16, 2018 12:50 PM 

To: Cook, Christopher <Chrjstopher.Cook@nrc.gov>; RidsNrrDo rllpl3 Resource 

<RjdsNrrDorlLpl3 Resource@nrc gov>; RidsNrrPMClinton Resource 

<RidsNrrPMClioton.Resource@nrc.gov>; NrrDirsl ri b Resource <NrrDirslrib.Resource@nrc.gov>; 

West, Steven <Steven.West@nrc.gov>; Roberts, Darrell <Darrell.Roberts@nrc.gov>; Skokowski, 



Richard <Richard .Skokowski@nrc.gov>; Barker, All an <Allan.Barker@nrc.gov>; DRSIII 

<DRS!ll@nrc.gov>; DRPIII <DRPlll@nrc.gov>; ROPreports Resource <ROPreports,Resource@nrc.gov> 

Subject: CLINTON POWER STATION-NRC INSPECTION REPORT 05000461/2018051 AND 

PRELIMINARY WHITE FINDING 

The below attached document has been added to ADAMS. 

View ADAMS Properties ML18289A556 
Open ADAMS Document (CLINTON POWER STATION-NBC INSPECTION REPORT 
05000461 /2018051 AND PRELIMINARY WHITE FINDING (public)) 

Thank you , 

13 ve-nclcv W [1Jo 

Lead Administrative Assistant 
Division of Reactor Projects 
U.S. uclear Regulatory Commission 
(630) 829-9602 

This document is publicly available at 
https://www.nrc.gov/docs/ML 1828/ML 18289A556.pdf 



From: 
To: 

Subject : 
Date: 

Kozak Laura 
Mitman Jeffrey 
RE: Clinton preliminary White finding • inspection report 
Friday, November 02, 2018 5:48:15 PM 

The choice letter. 

The choice letter is assigned an inspection report number, so technically it is also an inspection 

report. 

From: Mitman, Jeffrey 

Sent: Friday, November 02, 2018 5:19 PM 

To: Kozak, Laura <Laura.Kozak@nrc.gov> 

Subject: RE: Clinton preliminary White fi nding - inspect ion report 

Your email says we will be reissuing the inspection report. It was my understanding we 
would be reissuing the choice letter. Which is it? 

Thanks. 

Jeff Mitman 

From: Kozak, Laura 

Sent: Friday, November 02, 2018 11:03 AM 

To: Riemer, Kenneth <Kenneth.Riemer@nrc.€ov>; Cameron, Jamnes <Jamnes.Cameron@nrc.€ov>; 

Lambert, Kenneth <Kenneth Lambert@nrc €PY>; Stoedter, Karla <Karla Stpedter@nrc €PY>; Phillips, 

Charles <Charles Phill ips@nrc €PY> 
Cc: Mancuso, Joseph <Joseph Mancusp@nrc €PY>; Sargis, Daniel <Daniel Sar€is@nrc €PY>; Sanchez 

Santiago, Elba <Elba.SanchezSantia€p@nrc €PV>; Mitman, Jeffrey <Jeffrey.Mitman@nrc €PY> 
Subject: Clinton prel iminary White finding - inspection report 

This past week we (Jeff M and myself) had a couple of discussions with Exelon folks 
(mostly PRA but Dale Shelton was in one 2 hour conversation) on the inspection report. 
Because of the complexity of the SOP evaluation, I had offered to the licensee that we 
would clarify anything they didn't understand in the report. 

The bottom line is that the licensee understands the evaluation. However, their review and 
our discussions highlighted a few minor typographical errors and omissions. So we are 
going to reissue the report, correcting those items. Nothing has impacted the overall 
evaluation or conclusion. 

I gave the corrections to Brenda and we hope to have Pat sign it this afternoon. I just let 
the licensee (Joe Edom) know of this plan. 

Dan - once we get it to you, can you print it and give the licensee a copy? So they have it 
quickly. 

Separately - I had mentioned to my PRA contact (Joe Edom) that our guidance asks for 



any new information to be submitted a week before the regulatory conference. I asked if he 
knew what type of information they might be planning to provide so that I could prepare any 
necessary staff (i .e., sometimes we get engineering information and not just PRA). Joe did 
not know what if anything they might be planning to submit and was going to check with 
Dale Shelton. I suggest we follow up with Dale to make sure they understand our process 
and to try to understand the type of information they may be submitting so that we can be 
prepared. 

Thanks 
Laura 



From: 
To: 
Subject : 
Date: 

Thank you 

Shelton Dale A-/Genco-Nuc) 
Riemer Kenneth 
(External_Sender) RE: Clinton Regulatory Conference Attendees 
Monday, November 05, 2018 11 :06:58 AM 

From: Riemer, Kenneth <Kenneth.Riemer@nrc.gov> 

Sent: Monday, November 05, 2018 10:58 AM 

To: Shelton, Dale A:(GenCo-Nuc) <Dale.Shelton@exeloncorp.com>; Sargis, Daniel 

<Daniel.Sa rgis@nrc.gov> 

Cc: Santos, Nicholas A:(GenCo-Nuc) <Nicholas.Santos@exeloncorp.com>; Elba Sanchez Santiago 

<Elba.SanchezSantiago@nrc.gov> 

Subject: RE: Clinton Regulatory Conference Attendees 

Dale, 

Thank you for the info - I wasn't sure of the spelling or specific titles of the individuals. 
Administratively, we are preparing the official meeting notice for the Reg Cont. Nothing 
new or unexpected but I will contact you by phone as we get closer to issuing it to walk you 
through the process and answer any questions you might have. 

ken 

From: Shelton, Da le A:(GenCo-Nuc) [mailto:Dale.Shelton@exeloncorp.com] 

Sent: Friday, November 02, 2018 7:55 AM 

To: Riemer, Kenneth <Kenneth Rjemer@nrc gov>; Sargis, Daniel <DanjeLSargjs@nrc gov> 

Cc: Santos, Nicholas A:(GenCo-Nuc) <Nicholas Santos@exeloncorp com> 

Subject: [Externa l_Sender] Clinton Regulatory Conference Attendees 

Ken, 

Just a fol low-up to ensure that you have t he current list Exelon Execut ives planning on attending the 

November 30, 2018 Regulatory Conference: 

Dan Enright , Senior Vice President, Operations 

Brad Fewell, Senior Vice President, Regulatory Affairs & General Counsel 

Scot Greenlee, Senior Vice President, Engineering & Technical Services 

George Gellrich, Vice President, Licensing and Regulatory Affa irs 

Shane Marik, Vice President, Fleet Support 

Ted Stoner, Site Vice President 

Brad Kapellas, Plant Manager 

Jeff Stone, Director, Risk Management 

Johnny Weissinger, Director, Operat ions 

David Rhoades will not be attending. 



Dale Shelton 

Regulatory Assurance Manager 

Cl inton Power Station - Exelon Gene alion 
8401 Power Road 

Cl inton . Illinois 61727 
(217) 937-2800 Office 

I !Mobile 
(b )(6} 

This Email message and any attachment may contain information that is proprietary, legally 
privileged, confidential and/or subject to copyright belonging to Exelon Corporation or its 
affiliates ("Exelon"). This Email is intended solely for the use of the person(s) to which it is 
addressed. If you are not an intended recipient, or the employee or agent responsible for 
delivery of this Email to the intended recipient(s) , you are hereby notified that any 
dissemination, distribution or copying of this Email is strictly prohibited. If you have received 
this message in error, please immediately notify the sender and permanently delete this Email 
and any copies. Exelon policies expressly prohibit employees from making defamatory or 
offensive statements and infringing any copyright or any other legal right by Email 
communication. Exelon will not accept any liability in respect of such communications. -
EXCIP 



From: 
To: 
Cc : 

Subject : 

Date: 

Kozak Laura 
Cameron Jamnes; Lambert Kenneth ; Riemer Kenneth 
Louden Patrick ; Lara Juno 
Clinton regulatory conference 

Monday, November 05, 2018 12:25:00 PM 

For the regulatory conference, we have 3 people coming from NRR/DRA - Mike Franovich 
(Director), C.J. Fong (Branch Chief) , and Jeff Mitman (Senior Reliability and Risk Analyst) 



From : 
To : 

Subject : 
Date: 

Kozak Laura 
Mitman Jeffrey 
RE: regulatory conference time 

Monday, November 05, 2018 7:55:00 AM 

It is scheduled until 4 pm. 

From: Mitman, Jeffrey 

Sent: Monday, November 05, 2018 7:53 AM 

To: Kozak, Laura <Laura.Kozak@ nrc.gov> 

Subject: RE : regu latory conference t ime 

Not a problem. What's your best estimate on ending time? 

Jeff Mitman 

From: Kozak, Laura 

Sent: Monday, November 05, 2018 7:35 AM 

To: Mitman, Jeffrey <Jeffrey Mitman@nrc gov> 

Subject: regulatory conference t ime 

The regulatory conference is in the afternoon of 11/30, 1 pm. I did not know this until last 
Friday. 



From: 
To: 

Subject: 
Date: 

Kozak Laura 
Mitman Jeffrey 
RE: Spoke with Dale Shelton 
Monday, November 05, 2018 2:35:00 PM 

I wonder if they are doing battery calculations to show batteries available for SRVs for 24 
hours and no need for FLEX electrical for depressurization. 

I don't see how this would help because opening SRVs comes after injection set-up (FLEX 
preferred) and FLEX injection requires FLEX electrical. Thoughts? 

From: Mitman, Jeffrey 

Sent: Monday, November 05, 2018 2:34 PM 

To: Kozak, Laura <Laura.Kozak@nrc.gov> 

Subject: RE: Spoke with Dale Shelton 

Thanks. 

Jeff Mitman 

From: Kozak, Laura 

Sent: Monday, November 05, 2018 3:33 PM 

To: Stoedter, Ka rla <Karla.Stoedter@nrc.gov>; Riemer, Kenneth <Kenneth.Rjemer@nrc.gov> 
Cc: Mitman, Jeffrey <Jeffrey.Mitman@nrc gov> 

Subject: Spoke with Dale Shelton 

Just FYI. I spoke with Dale Shelton today. I told him we planned to issue the errata report 
tomorrow and that we would get a copy to Dan to give to him. We also discussed providing 
"new information". I told him that our process (IMC0609) says that new information should 
be submitted on the docket one week prior to the conference in order for the conference to 
be productive. I also asked if he could let me know the type of information they may be 
providing (engineering, PRA) so that we could line up the right people for review. 

Dale mentioned that they were looking at the availability of the batteries and new battery 
calculations but weren't sure exactly where that was going. He said he would let us know 
of anything else. 



From: 
To: 

Subject : 
Date: 

FYI 

Kozak Laura 
E2D.o.....Q.!; franovicb Mike; Mitman Jeffrey 
FW: Clinton Regulatory Conference Attendees 
Tuesday, November 06, 2018 3:53:00 PM 

From: Riemer, Kenneth 

Sent: Tuesday, November 06, 2018 3:49 PM 

To: Kozak, Laura <Laura.Kozak@nrc.gov>; West, Steven <Steven.West @nrc.gov> 

Cc: Lara, Ju lio <Julio.Lara@nrc.gov>; Stoedter, Karla <Karla.Stoedter@nrc.gov> 

Subject: FW: Clinton Regulatory Conference Attendees 

As discussed at the briefing, below is the list of Exelon planned attendees for the EOG Reg 
Conf. 

Ken 

From: Shelton, Da le A:(GenCo-Nuc) [maiJto·DaJe SheJton@exeJoncorp com] 

Sent: Fr iday, November 02, 2018 7:55 AM 

To: Riemer, Kenneth <Kenneth.Riemer@nrc.gov>; Sargis, Daniel <Daniel.Sargis@nrc.gov> 

Cc: Santos, Nicholas A:(GenCo-Nuc) <Nicholas Santos@exeJoncorp com> 

Subject: [Externa l_Sender) Clinton Regulatory Conference Attendees 

Ken, 

Just a fol low-up to ensure that you have the current list Exelon Executives plann ing on attending the 

November 30, 2018 Regulatory Conference: 

Dan Enright, Senior Vice President, Operations 

Brad Fewell, Senior Vice President, Regulatory Affairs & General Counsel 

Scot Greenlee, Senior Vice President, Engineering & Technical Services 

George Gellrich, Vice President, Licensing and Regu latory Affa irs 

Shane Marik, Vice President, Fleet Support 

Ted Stoner, Site Vice President 

Brad Kapellas, Plant Manager 

Jeff Stone, Director, Risk Management 

Johnny Weissinger, Director, Operations 

David Rhoades will not be attending. 

Da le Shelton 

Regu latory Assurance Manager 

Clinton Power Station -,,= Exelon Gener at ion 



8401 Power Road 

Clinton. Il linois 61727 

(217) 937-2800 Office 

! !Mobile 

(b )(6)'\ 

This Email message and any attachment may contain information that is proprietary, legally 
privileged, confidential and/or subject to copyright belonging to Exelon Corporation or its 
affiliates ("Exelon"). This Email is intended solely for the use of the person(s) to which it is 
addressed. If you are not an intended recipient, or the employee or agent responsible for 
delivery of this Email to the intended recipient(s), you are hereby notified that any 
dissemination, distribution or copying of this Email is strictly prohibited. If you have received 
this message in error, please immediately notify the sender and permanently delete this Email 
and any copies. Exelon policies expressly prohibit employees from making defamatory or 
offensive statements and infringing any copyright or any other legal right by Email 
communication. Exelon will not accept any liability in respect of such communications. -
EXCIP 



From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject : 
Date: 

Interesting 

Kozak Laura 
Riemer Kenneth; west Steven 
Lara Julio; Stoedter Karla 
RE: Clinton Regulatory Conference Attendees 
Tuesday, November 06, 2018 3:56:00 PM 

Jeff Stone, Director, Risk Management was not involved in any of our discussions with the 
licensee that I recall. Other than one discussion onsite d..u.ri.og, the SIT. 

From: Riemer, Kenneth 

Sent: Tuesday, November 06, 2018 3:49 PM 

To: Kozak, Laura <Laura.Kozak@nrc.gov>; West, Steven <Steven.West @nrc.gov> 

Cc: Lara, Ju lio <Julio.Lara@nrc.gov>; Stoedter, Karla <Karla.Stoedter@nrc.gov> 

Subject: FW: Clinton Regu latory Conference Attendees 

As discussed at the briefing, below is the list of Exelon planned attendees for the EDG Reg 
Cont. 

Ken 

From: Shelton, Da le A:(GenCo-Nuc) [mailto:Dale.Shelton@exeloncorp.com] 

Sent: Friday, November 02, 2018 7:55 AM 

To: Riemer, Kenneth <Kennet h.Riemer@nrc.gov>; Sargis, Daniel <DanieLSargis@nrc.gov> 

Cc: Santos, Nicholas A:(GenCo-Nuc) <Nicholas.Santos@exeloncorp.com> 

Subject: [External_Sender] Clinton Regulatory Conference Attendees 

Ken, 

Just a fol low-up to ensure that you have t he current list Exelon Execut ives planning on attending the 

November 30, 2018 Regulatory Conference: 

Dan Enright , Senior Vice President, Operations 

Brad Fewell, Senior Vice President, Regulatory Affairs & General Counsel 

Scot Greenlee, Senior Vice President, Engineeri ng & Technical Services 

George Gellrich, Vice President, Licensing and Regulatory Affa irs 

Shane Marik, Vice President, Fleet Support 

Ted Stoner, Site Vice President 

Brad Kapellas, Plant Manager 

Jeff Stone, Director, Risk Management 

Johnny Weissinger, Director, Operations 

David Rhoades will not be attending. 

Dale Shelton 



Regu latory Assurance Manager 

Clinton Power Station -Exelon Genera lion 
8401 Power Road 

Cl inton. Illinois 61727 

(217) 937-2800 Office 

I tv1 obi le 

(b )(6) \ 

This Email message and any attachment may contain information that is proprietary, legally 
privileged, confidential and/or subject to copyright belonging to Exelon Corporation or its 
affiliates ("Exelon"). This Email is intended solely for the use of the person(s) to which it is 
addressed. If you are not an intended recipient, or the employee or agent responsible for 
delivery of this Email to the intended recipient(s), you are hereby notified that any 
dissemination, distribution or copying of this Email is strictly prohibited. If you have received 
this message in error, please immediately notify the sender and permanently delete this Email 
and any copies. Exelon policies expressly prohibit employees from making defamatory or 
offensive statements and infringing any copyright or any other legal right by Email 
communication. Exelon will not accept any liability in respect of such communications. -
EXCIP 



From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject : 
Date: 

Laura, 

Shelton Dale A-/GenCo-Nuc} 
Kozak Laura ; Riemer Kenneth 
Sanchez Santiago Elba ; Sargis Daniel; Edom Joseph J·/Contractor - Genco-Nucl; Kelly Eugene M·<Genco-Nuc} 
[External_Sender] Corrected Clinton Choice Letter 
Wednesday, November 07, 2018 6:06:20 PM 

Just wanted to let you know that we have received the corrected Choice Letter. Thank you. 

Da le Shelton 

Regu latory Assurance Manager 

Clinton Power Station 

Exelon Generation 
8401 Power Road 

Clinton. Il linois 61727 

(217) 937-2800 Office 

I !Mobile 
(b )(6)\ 

This Email message and any attachment may contain information that is proprietary, legally 
privileged, confidential and/or subject to copyright belonging to Exelon Corporation or its 
affiliates ("Exelon"). This Email is intended solely for the use of the person(s) to which it is 
addressed. If you are not an intended recipient, or the employee or agent responsible for 
delivery of this Email to the intended recipient(s), you are hereby notified that any 
dissemination, distribution or copying of this Email is strictly prohibited. If you have received 
this message in enor, please immediately notify the sender and pe1manently delete this Email 
and any copies. Exelon policies expressly prohjbit employees from making defamatory or 
offensive statements and infringing any copyright or any other legal right by Email 
communkation. Exelon will not accept any liability in respect of such commurucations. -
EXCIP 



From: Kozak Laura 
To: Mitman Jeffrey; Aird David; Garmoe Alex 
Subject: Fw: ERRATA- CLINTON POWER STATION- NRC INSPECTION REPORT 05000461/2018051 AND PRELIMINARY 

WHITE FINDING 
Date: 
Attachments: 

Wednesday, November 07, 2018 10:33:21 AM 
imaoe001 .ono 

FYI. We re-issued the Clinton inspection report - choice letter - for the preliminary White 

finding to correct a few minor typos and omissions. No changes to overall evaluation or 

conclusion. 

From: W ilk, Brenda 

Sent: Wednesday, November 7, 2018 10:25 AM 

To: Cook, Christopher; RidsNrrDorll pl3 Resource; RidsNrrPMClinton Resource; NrrDirs lrib Resource; 

West, Steven; Roberts, Darrell; Cameron, Jamnes; Barker, Allan; DRSII I; DRPI II; ROPreports Resource 

Subject: ERRATA- CLINTON POWER STATION-NRC INSPECllON REPORT 05000461/2018051 AND 

PRELIMINARY WHITE FINDING 

The below attached document has been added to ADAMS. 

View ADAMS Properties ML18311A151 
Open ADAMS Document (ERRATA-CLINTON POWER STATION-NBC INSPECTION 
REPORT 05000461 /2018051 AND PRELIMINARY WHITE FINDING (public)) 

Thank you, 

13 ve,n,dcv W aJv 
Lead Administrative Assistant 

Division of Reactor Projects 

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 

(630) 829-9602 

r ,) RC 

Document is publicly available at 
https://www.nrc.gov/docs/ML 1831/ML 18311 A 151.pdf 



From : 

To : 

Subject : 
Date: 

Agreed. 

Stoedter Karla 
Louden Patrick ; Kozak Laura ; Riemer Kenneth ; Lara Julio 
RE: next Clinton regu latory conference briefing for Steve - November 20 

Thursday, November 08, 2018 10:06:59 AM 

From: Louden, Patrick 

Sent: Thursday, November 08, 2018 7:53 AM 

To: Kozak, Laura <Laura.Kozak@ nrc.gov>; Riemer, Kenneth <Ken neth .Riemer@nrc.gov>; Stoedter, 

Karla <Karla.Stoedter@nrc.gov>; Lara, Julio <Julio.Lara@nrc.gov> 

Subject: Re: next Cli nton regulatory conference briefing fo r Steve - November 20 

Agree 

-------- Original Message --------
From: "Kozak, Laura" <Laura.Kozak@nrc.gov> 
Date: Thu, November 08, 2018 7:49 AM -0500 
To: "Riemer, Kenneth" <Kenneth.Riemer@nrc.gov>, "Stoedter, Karla" 
<Karla.Stoedter@nrc.gov>, "Lara, Julio" <Julio.Lara@nrc.gov>, "Louden, Patrick" 
<Patrick.Louden@nrc.gov> 
Subject: next Clinton regulatory conference briefing for Steve - November 20 

I spoke with Jeff yesterday about preparing for the regulatory conference. He is going to 
revise the presentation that he prepared for the SERP to include licensee positions, our 
views, potential points of discussion at the conference, etc. 

He is planning to brief folks in HQ with this in the next couple of weeks. I suggest we invite 
him (and others) to the November 20 briefing with Steve, so that we can all get on the same 
page. 

Thoughts? 



From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject : 
Date: 

Kozak Laura 
Stoedter Karla; Mancuso Joseph; Riemer Kenneth 
St Peters Courtney; Pbillios Charles; Alvarado Gujlloty Lydjana 
RE: Hopefully final draft 
Friday, November 09, 2018 9:31 :09 AM 

Are you discussing the meeting notice? 

If you add Jeff, his title is Senior Reliability and Risk Analyst 

From: Stoedter, Karla 

Sent: Friday, November 09, 2018 9:29 AM 

To: Mancuso, Joseph <Joseph.Mancuso@nrc.gov>; Riemer, Kenneth <Kenneth.Riemer@nrc.gov> 

Cc: St. Peters, Courtney <Courtney.St.Peters@nrc.gov>; Phil lips, Charles <Charles.Phi llips@nrc.gov>; 

Alvarado Guilloty, Lyd iana <Lydiana.Alva radoGuilloty@nrc.gov>; Kozak, Laura 

<Laura.Kozak@nrc.gov> 

Subject: RE: Hopefully fina l draft 

OK ... one last thought (perhaps two) 

Do we want to include Mike Franovich on the NRC list of attendees since he will be here in 
person? Mike is the Director of the Division of Risk Assessment in NRR. 

Also, do we want to add Jeff Mitman who is the SRA responsible for the risk assessment 
for this issue? Jeff is also in the Division of Risk Assessment. 

I personally think we should add both invididuals. 

From: Mancuso, Joseph 

Sent: Friday, November 09, 2018 9:23 AM 

To: Stoedter, Karla <Karla Stoedter@nrc gov>; Riemer, Kenneth <Kenneth Rjemer@nrc gov> 

Cc: St. Peters, Courtney <Courtney St Peters@nrc gov>; Phill ips, Charles <Charles Philljps@nrc gov>; 

Alvarado Guilloty, Lyd iana <Lydjana AlvaradoGu illoty@nrc gov> 

Subject: Hopefu lly final draft 

I think we've addressed all the comments that people have had, but maybe one last sanity 
check before we refinalize it. 

Courtney and I will both be here till 11 :30-11 :45 if you need anything else. 

Thanks a lot, and have a great day! 

Joe 



From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject : 
Date: 

Mancuso Joseph 
Riemer Kenneth; Stoedter Karla 
St Peters Courtney; Phillips Charles; Alvarado Guilloty Lydiana 
RE: Hopefully final draft 
Friday, November 09, 2018 9:28:37 AM 

Won't he still be deputy at that point? 

From: Riemer, Kenneth 

Sent: Friday, November 09, 2018 9:28 AM 

To: Mancuso, Joseph <Joseph.Mancuso@nrc.gov>; Stoedter, Karla <Karla.Stoedter@nrc.gov> 

Cc: St. Peters, Courtney <Courtney.St.Peters@nrc.gov>; Phil lips, Charles <Charles.Phillips@nrc.gov>; 

Alvarado Guilloty, Lyd iana <Lydiana.AlvaradoGuilloty@nrc.gov> 

Subject: RE: Hopefully fina l draft 

Make the change to show Julio as the Director (not Deputy Director) based on the recent 
announcement and we should be good to go. 

Karla - Do you remember for the prior White at Clinton, did you also issue a meeting letter 
directly to Exelon or did you only issue the public meeting notice? 

Ken 

From: Mancuso, Joseph 

Sent: Friday, November 09, 2018 9:23 AM 

To: Stoedter, Karla <Karla Stoedter@nrc gov>; Riemer, Kenneth <Kenneth Rjemer@nrc gov> 

Cc: St. Peters, Courtney <Courtney.St.Peters@nrc.gov>; Phill ips, Charles <Charles.Phillips@nrc.gov>; 

Alvarado Guilloty, Lyd iana <Lydiana.AlvaradoGuilloty@nrc.gov> 

Subject: Hopefully final draft 

I think we've addressed all the comments that people have had, but maybe one last sanity 
check before we refinalize it. 

Courtney and I will both be here till 11 :30-11 :45 if you need anything else. 

Thanks a lot, and have a great day! 

Joe 



From: 
To: 

Cc: 
Subject : 

Date: 
Attachments: 

Mitman Jeffrey 
!:Qo.g.__QJ; franovich Mike 
Kozak Laura 
RE: ERRATA- CLINTON POWER STATION-NRG INSPECTION REPORT 05000461/2018051 AND PRELIMINARY 
WHITE FINDING 

Monday, November 12, 201 8 9 :23:14 AM 

imaoeoo2 ona 

As Laura says in here email, Region Ill re-issued the choice letter last week to correct minor issues 

with the origina l. The errata did not change the evaluat ion or conculusions. 

From: Kozak, Laura 

Sent: Wednesday, November 7, 2018 11:33 AM 

To: Mitman, Jeffrey <Jeffrey.Mitman@nrc.gov>; Aird, David <David.Aird@nrc.gov>; Garmoe, Alex 

<Alex.Garmoe@nrc.gov> 

Subject: Fw: ERRATA-CLINTON POWER STATION-NRC INSPECTION REPORT 05000461/2018051 

AND PRELIMINARY WHITE FINDING 

FYI. We re-issued the Clinton inspection report - choice letter - for the preliminary White 
finding to correct a few minor typos and omissions. No changes to overall evaluation or 
conclusion. 

From: Wilk, Brenda 

Sent: Wednesday, November 7, 2018 10:25 AM 

To: Cook, Christopher; RidsNrrDorlLpl3 Resource; RidsNrrPMClinton Resource; NrrDirslrib Resource; 

West, Steven; Roberts, Darrell; Cameron, Jamnes; Barker, Allan; DRSII I; DRPI II; ROPreports Resource 
Subject: ERRATA-CLINTON POWER STATION-NRC INSPECTION REPORT 05000461/2018051 AND 

PRELIMINARY WHITE FINDING 

The below attached document has been added to ADAMS. 

View ADAMS Properties ML 18311A151 
Open ADAMS Document (ERRATA-CLINTON POWER STATION-NBC INSPECTION 
REPORT 05000461/2018051 AND PRELIMINARY WHITE FINDING (public)) 

Thank you, 

13 ve-ruicv W aJv 
Lead Administrative Assistant 

Division of Reactor Projects 

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 

(630) 829-9602 



From : 

To: 
Subject : 
Date: 

Lara Julio 
Kozak Laura 
Clinton brief 

Wednesday, November 14, 2018 3:51 :55 PM (b )(6) 

Fyi. West not avail 11/20. Consider proceeding to ----------------ensure alignment with updated material from mittman. 

Thx 



From : Wilk Brenda 
To : Cook Christopher; RidsNrrDodlpl3 Resource ; RidsNrrPMCl inton Resource ; NrrDjrs lrib Resource ; West Steven ; 

Roberts Darrell ; Cameron Jamnes ; Barker Allan; !IBfil.!!; DRPIII ; ROPassessment Resource 
Subject : CLI NTON POWER STATION- REGULATORY CONFERENCE 
Date: Thursday, November 15, 2018 3:31 :26 PM 
Attachments : imaae_O_OJ .ona 

The below attached document has been added to ADAMS. 

View ADAMS Properties ML 18319A304 
Open ADAMS Document (CLINTON POWER STATION-REGULATORY CONFERENCE) 

Thank you , 

13 ve-ruicv W Cl1v 
Lead Administrative Ass istant 
Division of Reactor Projects 
U.S . uclear Regulatory Commission 
(630) 829-9602 

( 

Document publicly available at 
https ://www.nrc.gov/docs/M L 1831/ML 18319A304.pdf 



From: 
To: 

Subject: 
Date: 
Attachments: 

nrc mail r3 resource 
Hanna John 
CLINTON POWER STATION-REGULATORY CONFERENCE 
Friday, November 16, 2018 9:06:16 PM 
2018 cu Reg Conference MeetingJJiller to Licensee.QO'f 

SUBJECT: CLINTON POWER STATION- REGULATORY CONFERENCE 

ADAMS Accession Number ML 18319A304 

The attached document is being sent to you per your request to receive electronic 
mailings, if you wish to be removed follow the instructions below. The document 
is publicly available and will be accessible via the public web site Electronic 
Reading Room in the Agency Document Access and Management System (ADAMS), 
http-//www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/adams.html , generally within six days. To access 
this document use the ADAMS number provided in this email. 

Documents containing proprietary or safeguards information are not publicly 
available and will not be sent using the electronic mailing system. 

You are currently subscribed to clinton as: john.hanna@nrc.gov . 

To unsubscribe: Please go to the NRC's public website 
http://www.nrc.gov/public-involve/listserver/plants-by-region.html 

Once at the site, type in your e-mail address in the space provided and check the box(es) that 
correspond to the list(s) you would like to unsubscribe from. Then click the Unsubscribe 
button. 

or send an email to Jyrjs@nrc.gov with the following information in the subject line 
unsubscribe clinton john.hanna@nrc.gov 



EA-18-104 

Mr. Bryan C. Hanson 

UNITED STATES 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

REGION Ill 
2443 WARRENVILLE ROAD, SUITE 210 

LISLE, ILLINOIS 60532-4352 

November 15, 2018 

Senior VP, Exelon Generation Company, LLC 
President and CNO, Exelon Nuclear 
4300 Winfield Road 
Warrenville, IL 60555 

SUBJECT: CLINTON POWER STATION-REGULATORY CONFERENCE 

Dear Mr. Hanson: 

This letter confirms our plans, as discussed between members of our staffs, to hold a 
Regulatory Conference to discuss a preliminary White finding . The details regarding the issue 
were conveyed to you in NRG Inspection Report 05000461/2018051 dated November 6, 2018. 
The meeting will begin at 1 :00 p.m. (CST) on Friday, November 30, 2018, at the U.S. Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission (NRG) Region Ill Office, 2443 Warrenville Road, Suite 210, Lisle, IL 
60532-4352 . This meeting will be open to the public. 

The Regulatory Conference is being held to obtain information to assist the NRG in determining 
the safety significance of the finding and apparent violation detailed in the referenced inspection 
report. The conference will provide an opportunity for you to present your perspective on the 
facts and assumptions used by the NRG to arrive at the finding, your assessment of the 
significance of the finding , and any other information that you believe the NRG should take into 
consideration in making an enforcement decision. 

The NRG would appreciate receiving any supporting documents no later than Friday, 
November 23, 2018, in order to make the conference more effective and efficient. 

Following the conference, you will be advised by separate correspondence of the results of our 
deliberations on this matter. 



B. Hanson - 2 -

This letter, its enclosure, and your response {if any) will be made available for public inspection 
and copying at http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/adams.html and at the NRC Public Document 
Room in accordance with 10 CFR 2.390, "Public Inspections, Exemptions, Requests for 
Withholding. " 

If you have any questions regarding this meeting, please contact me at 630-829-9628 

Sincerely, 

Docket No. 50-461 
License No. NPF-62 

cc: Distribution via LISTSERV® 

IRA Karla Stoedter Acting for/ 

Kenneth Riemer, Chief 
Branch 1 
Division of Reactor Projects 
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Letter to Bryan C. Hanson from Kenneth Riemer dated November 15, 2018 

SUBJECT: CLINTON POWER STATION-REGULATORY CONFERENCE 

DISTRIBUTION: 
Christopher Cook 
RidsNrrDorlLpl3 
RidsNrrPMClinton Resource 
RidsNrrDirslrib Resource 
Steven West 
Darrell Roberts 
Jamnes Cameron 
Allan Barker 
DRSIII 
DRPIII 
ROPassessment. Re sou rce@nrc.gov 

ADAMS Accession Number: ML 18319A304 

OFFICE RIii I 
NAME KStoedter for 

KRiemer:bw 
DATE 11/15/2018 

I 

OFFICIAL RECORD COPY 

I I 



From: Shelton Dale A-/Genco-Nuc) 
To: Riemer Kenneth; Kozak Laura; Sanchez Santiago Elba; Sargis Daniel 
Cc: Gellrjch George·/Genco-Nuc); stoner Theodore R·/Genco-Nuc) ; Kapenas Bradley J·/Genco-NucJ; Weissinger 

Hoy Johw/GenCo-Nuc\; Gullott Dayid M ·/GenCo-Nuc}; Simpson Patrick R ·/GenCo-Nucl 
Subject: [External_Sender] Clinton Division 2 DG Regulatory Conference Slides 
Date: Monday, November 19, 2018 4:12:27 PM 

Attachments: Clinton Div 2 PG Regulatory Conference Slide Presentation - 1130201 s pdl 

Ken, 
Attachment is non-responsive due to narrowing the 
request to exclude licensee originated documents. 

Attached is the Exelon slide presentation for the Division 2 Diesel Generator Regulatory Conference 

scheduled for November 30, 2018. The original hardcopy wi ll be sent vis FedEx tomorrow. Please 

cal l me if you have any questions regard ing this submitta l. 

Respectfully, 

Da le Shelton 

Regu latory Assurance Manager 

Clinton Power Station -- Exelon Generntion 
8401 Power Road 

Clinton. Illinois 61727 

(217) 937-2800 Office 

I 
1 

!Mobile 
(b )(6) i 

This Email message and any attachment may contain information that is proprietary, legally 
privileged, confidential andlor subject to copyright belonging to Exelon Corporation or its 
affiliates ("Exelon"). This Email is intended solely for the use of the person(s) to which it is 
addressed. If you are not an intended recipient, or the employee or agent responsib le for 
delivery of this Email to the intended recipient(s), you are hereby notified that any 
dissemination, distribution or copying of this Email is strictly prohibited. If you have received 
this message in error, please immediately notify the sender and permanently delete this Email 
and any copies. Exelon policies expressly prohibit employees from making defamatory or 
offensive statements and infringing any copyright or any other legal right by Email 
communication. Exelon will not accept any liability in respect of such communications. -
EXCIP 



From: 

To: 
Subject : 
Date: 

Gjessner John 
Louden Patrick ; Lara Julio 
Reg conference 

Monday, November 19, 2018 4:40:00 PM 

Steve wanted to make sure I was going to the Reg cont for Clinton (I won't be saying 
anything- just listening) . I am going. I will attend the 3Pm brief tomorrow if that's OK. 
Jack 



From: 
To: 

Subject : 
Date: 

Shelton Dale A-/Genco-Nuc) 
Riemer Kenneth 
(External_Sender) RE: Clinton Division 2 DG Regulatory Conference Slides 
Tuesday, November 20, 2018 7:07:25 AM 

Thank you. I see a scheduled conference cal l between Brad Kapel las and you at 1000. He is 

scheduled to call you. Any conflicts? 

From: Riemer, Kenneth <Kenneth.Riemer@nrc.gov> 

Sent: Tuesday, November 20, 2018 6:57 AM 

To: Shelton, Dale A:(GenCo-Nuc) <Dale.Shelton@exeloncorp.com> 

Subject: RE: Clinton Division 2 DG Regulatory Conference Slides 

Got them - thanks. I'll check with folks here and if there are any questions we'll give you a 
call. 

Ken 

From: Shelton, Da le A:(GenCo-Nuc) [mailto:Dale.Shelton@exeloncorp.com) 

Sent: Monday, November 19, 2018 4:11 PM 

To: Riemer, Kenneth <Kenneth.Riemer@nrc.gov>; Kozak, Laura <Laura.Kozak@nrc.gov>; Sanchez 

Santiago, Elba <Elba.SanchezSantiago@ nrc.gov>; Sargis, Daniel <Daniel.Sargis@nrc.gov> 

Cc: Gel lrich, George:(GenCo-Nuc) <george.gellrich@exeloncorp.com>; Stoner, Theodore R:(GenCo

Nuc) <Theodore.Stoner@exeloncorp.com>; Kapellas, Bradley T:(GenCo-Nuc) 

<bradley.kapellas@exeloncorp.com>; Weissinger, Hoy John:(GenCo-Nuc) 

<John.Weissinger@exeloncorp.com>; Gullatt, David M.:(GenCo-Nuc) 

<David.Gullott@exeloncorp.com>; Simpson, Patrick R.:(GenCo-Nuc) 

<patrick.simpson@exeloncorp.com> 

Subject: [Externa l_Sender] Clinton Division 2 DG Regulatory Conference Slides 

Ken, 

Attached is the Exelon sl ide presentation for the Division 2 Diesel Generator Regulatory Conference 

scheduled for November 30, 2018. The original hardcopy will be sent vis FedEx tomorrow. Please 

cal l me if you have any quest ions regard ing this submitta l. 

Respectfully, 

Dale Shelton 

Regulatory Assurance Manager 

Clinton Power Station -- ExelonGtneralion 
8401 Power Road 

Clinton. Illinois 61727 

(217) 937-2800 Office 

(b)(6~ .... !Mobile 



This Email message and any attachment may contain information that is proprietary, legally 
privileged, confidential and/or subject to copyright belonging to Exelon Corporation or its 
affiliates ("Exelon"). This Email is intended solely for the use of the person(s) to which it is 
addressed. If you are not an intended recipient, or the employee or agent responsible for 
delivery of this Email to the intended recipient(s), you are hereby notified that any 
dissemination, distribution or copying of this Email is strictly prohibited. If you have received 
this message in error, please immediately notify the sender and permanently delete this Email 
and any copies. Exelon policies expressly prohibit employees from making defamatory or 
offensive statements and infringing any copyright or any other legal right by Email 
communication. Exelon will not accept any liability in respect of such communications. -
EXCIP 



From: 
To: 

Subject : 
Date: 

Shelton Dale A-/Genco-Nuc) 
Riemer Kenneth 
(External_Sender) RE: RE: Clinton Division 2 DG Regulatory Conference Slides 
Tuesday, November 20, 2018 7:27:03 AM 

Sorry. Yes it is at 10:30. 

From: Riemer, Kenneth <Kenneth.Riemer@nrc.gov> 

Sent: Tuesday, November 20, 2018 7:10 AM 

To: Shelton, Dale A:(GenCo-Nuc) <Dale.Shelton@exeloncorp.com> 

Subject: RE: RE : Clinton Division 2 DG Regu latory Conference Slides 

No conflicts on my end, though one question. On my calendar it shows the call at 10:30. 
can support either 10:00 or 10:30 (it's pretty quiet here as we get ready for the Holiday). 

This will be our first, routine call. If you hear anything about the specific time, let me know. 
As mentioned I can support either time. 

Ken 

From: Shelton, Da le A:(GenCo-Nuc) [mailto:Dale.Shelton@exeloncorp.com] 

Sent: Tuesday, November 20, 2018 7:07 AM 

To: Riemer, Kenneth <Kenneth.Rjemer@nrc.gov> 

Subject: [External_Sender] RE : Clinton Division 2 DG Regulatory Conference Slides 

Thank you. t see a schedu led conference cal l between Brad Kapel las and you at 1000. He is 

scheduled to call you. Any conflicts? 

From: Riemer, Kenneth <Kenneth Riemer@nrc gov> 

Sent: Tuesday, November 20, 2018 6:57 AM 

To: Shelton, Dale A:(GenCo-Nuc) <Dale Shelton@exeloncorp com> 

Subject: RE: Clinton Division 2 DG Regulatory Conference Slides 

Got them - thanks. I'll check with folks here and if there are any questions we"II give you a 
call. 

Ken 

From: Shelton, Da le A:(GenCo-Nuc) [mailto:Dale.Shelton@exeloncorp.com] 

Sent: Monday, November 19, 2018 4:11 PM 

To: Riemer, Kenneth <Kenneth Riemer@nrc.gov>; Kozak, Laura <Laura Kozak@nrc.gov>; Sanchez 

Santiago, Elba <Elba.SanchezSantiago@nrc.gov>; Sargis, Daniel <Daniel.Sargis@nrc.gov> 

Cc: Gel lrich, George:(GenCo-Nuc) <george.gellrich@exeloncorp.com>; Stoner, Theodore R: (GenCo

Nuc) <Theodore Stoner@exeloncorp com>; Kapellas, Bradley T:(GenCo-Nuc) 

<brad ley kape llas@exeloncorp com>; Weissinger, Hoy John:(GenCo-Nuc) 

<John.Weissinger@exeloncorp.com>; Gullet t, David M.:(GenCo-Nuc) 



<David Gullott@exeloncorp com>; Simpson, Patrick R.: {GenCo-Nuc) 

<patrick.si m psoo@exeloocorp.com> 
Subject: [Externa l_Sender] Clinton Division 2 DG Regulatory Conference Slides 

Ken, 

Attached is t he Exelon slide presentation for the Division 2 Diesel Generator Regulatory Conference 

schedu led for November 30, 2018. The original hardcopy wi ll be sent vis FedEx tomorrow. Please 

cal l me if you have any questions regarding this submitta l. 

Respectfully, 

Da le Shelton 

Regu latory Assurance Manager 

Clinton Power Station -,=- Exelon Generation 
8401 Power Road 

Clinton. Il linois 61727 

(217) 937-2800 Office 

I 1 ! Mobile 

(b )(6) :i, 

This Email message and any attachment may contain information that is proprietary, legally 
privileged, confidential and/or subject to copyright belonging to Exelon Corporation or its 
affiliates ("Exelon"). This Email is intended sole ly for the use of the person(s) to whic h it is 
addressed. If you are not an intended recipient, or the employee or agent responsible for 
delivery of this Email to the intended recipient(s), you are hereby notified that any 
dissemination, distribution or copying of this Email is strictly prohibited. If you have received 
this message in en-or, please immediately notify the sender and permanently delete this Email 
and any copies. Exelon policies expressly prohibit employees from making defamatory or 
offensive statements and infringing any copyright or any other legal right by Email 
communication. Exelon will not accept any liability in respect of such communications. -
EXCIP 



From: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject : 
Date: 
Attachments: 

Ken, 

Attachment is non-responsive due to narrowing the 
request to exclude licensee originated documents. 

Shelton Dale A-/Genco-Nuc) 
Riemer Kenneth; Sanchez Santiago Elba: Sargis Daniel; Kozak Laura 
Stoner Theodore R·/GenCo-Nuc} ; Kaoellas Bradley J·/GenCo-Nuc); Nicely Ken M ·/GenCo-Nuc); Weissinger 
Hoy Johw<GenCo-Nuc); Simoson Patrick R ·<GenCo-NucJ ; Gullatt Dayid M ·<GenCo-NucJ ; Gellrich George· 
<Genco-Nuc}; Kelly Eugene M·<Genco-NucJ ; Mayer Mark A-/Genco-NucJ 
[External_Sender] Updated Clinton Diesel Generator Regulatory Conference presentation 

Tuesday, November 20, 2018 5:17:53 PM 
cps Div 2 PG Reg Cont Presentation OJ -l 9-J 8H01} Qdf 

Attached is an updated presentation for the Clinton Regulatory Conference scheduled for November 

30, 2018. Slide 33 has been updated to remove any mention to the number of Security Force 

Members ava ilable to support FLEX implementation as discussed earlier today. We were ab le to 

retrieve the hardcopies before they went out in t he mail. As a result, the hardcopy you receive will 

reflect the attached. If you have any additiona l questions or concerns, please do not hesitate to 

reach out to me. 

Da le Shelton 

Regu latory Assurance Manager 

Clinton Power Station -- Exelon G1.n~r a lion 
8401 Power Road 

Clinton. Il linois 61727 

(217) 937-2800 Office 

I !Mobile 

(b )(6) \ 

This Email message and any attachment may contain information that is proprietary, legally 
privileged, confidential and/or subject to copyright belonging to Exelon Corporation or its 
affiliates ("Exelon"). This Email is intended solely for the use of the person(s) to which it is 
addressed. If you are not an intended recipient, or the employee or agent responsible for 
delivery of this Email to the intended recipient(s), you are hereby notified that any 
dissemination, distribution or copying of this Email is strictly prohibited. If you have received 
this message in error, please immediately notify the sender and permanently delete this Email 
and any copies. Exelon policies expressly prohibit employees from making defamatory or 
offensive statements and infringing any copyright or any other legal right by Email 
communication. Exelon will not accept any liability in respect of such communications. -
EXCIP 



From: 
To: 

Subject: 
Date: 
Attachments: 

O"Brieo Kenneth 
west Steven 
Accepted: FW: RA - Clinton Reg Conf. Prep Briefing (Cont.) 

Tuesday, November 20, 2018 10:58:47 AM 

~ 

-----Original Appointment----
From: West, Steven 
Sent: Tuesday, November 06, 2018 12:20 PM 

The attachment to this email only 
came out as pure text , and it is the 
same information as in the body of 
this document. 

To: West, Steven; Kozak, Laura; Riemer, Kenneth; Stoedter, Karla; Lara, Julio; Louden, 
Patrick 
Cc : Wilk, Brenda; Roberts, Da1Tel1; Velarde, Vanessa 
Subject: FW: RA - Clinton Reg Conf. Prep Briefing (Cont.) 
When: Tuesday, November 20, 2018 3:00 PM-4:00 PM (UTC-06:00) Central Time (US & 
Canada). 
Where: Executive Conference Room 

For Mo and Ken 

-----Original Appointment----
From: West, Steven 
Sent: Friday, November 02, 2018 1:48 PM 
To: West, Steven; Kozak, Laura; Riemer, Kenneth; Stoedter, Karla; Lara, Julio; Louden, 
Patrick 
Cc: Wilk, Brenda; Roberts, Da1Tell 
Subject: RA - Clinton Reg Conf. Prep Briefing (Cont.) 
When: Tuesday, November 20, 2018 3:00 PM-4:00 PM (UTC-06:00) Central Time (US & 
Canada). 
Where: Executive Conference Room 



From : 
To: 
Cc : 

Subject : 
Start : 
End: 
Location: 
Attachments : 

Olteanu. Carmen on behalf of West. Steven 

Kozak. Laura; Riemer. Kenneth ; Stoedter. Karla; Lara. Julio; Louden. Patrick 
Wilk Brenda; Roberts Darren ; Velarde Vanessa ; Q"Brien Kenneth ; Shuaibi Mohammed; -M-it=m_a-n~J~e-tl~ce-y; 
Cameron Jamnes; Sanchez Santiago Elba; Sargis Daniel; Lambert Kenneth 
RA - Clinton Reg Cont. Prep Briefing (Cont.) 

Tuesday. November 20. 2018 3:00:00 PM 

Tuesday, November 20. 2018 4:00 :00 PM (b)(6) 
Executive Conference Room - Bridgeline No. 888-469-1353; passcode! ··+ ··· ;;;..;;;;;.!::::====!...., (b)(6) 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 

norepliesplease@mymeetings.com 

Tue, 20 Nov 2018 16:48:45 +0000 

Olteanu, Carmen 
Subject: 
8460720) 

[External_Sender] Conference Details (NOV 20, 2018--03:00 PM CT--Conf# 

Meetin Information: 
Leader: 
Phone number: 
Contact: 
Phone number: 
Service level: 

Your conference details are enclosed. 

MS CARMEN OL TEANU 
1-630-829-9657 
MR MICHAEL HACKETT 
1-301-415-7026 
Unattended 

Number of lines: 
Call date: 

Total=5 Dialout=O Meet Me=5 Meet Me Toll=O 
NOV-20-2018 (Tuesday) 

Call time: 03:00 PM CENTRAL TIME 
Duration: 1 hr 
Confirmation number: 8460720 
Company: NWX-US NUCLEAR REGULATORY COM 
CRC: 

Passcodes/Pin codes: 
I Participant passcode:! 

For security reasons, the passcode will be required to join the conference. 

Dial in numbers: 
Freephone/ 

I USA 

Country Toll Numbers Toll Free Number 
I 888-469-1353 

Restrictions may exist when accessing freephone/toll free numbers using a mobile telephone. 

In-Conference Features: 
All participants must use a touch-tone phone to participate in an Audio Conference. The following 
features are available for you to use on your phone during an active conference: 

• Press *O operator assistance (small fee may apply) 
• Press *6 mute/unmute individual line 

Selected Conference Features: 

I Audio 
Tones 

A cancellation fee will be assessed per reserved line, in the event that the conference is not cancelled 
within 30 minutes prior to the scheduled start time. 



An overbooking fee will be assessed for each unused, reserved line after the first 50 unused lines, per 
completed conference . There will be no fee assessed for the first 50 unused, reserved lines. 

Leaders can schedule, modify or cancel a reservation by using Conference Scheduling Assistant, an 
online scheduling tool. To reschedule or cancel this reservation , click here. 

For additional assistance, contact customer service at 800-857-8777. 

The Conferencing Center would like to send you e-mail notes to keep you informed of new or enhanced products and services, 
conferencing tips , or special offers, etc. If you would prefer not to receive these messages, you may unsubscribe now. Thank you. 



From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject : 
Date: 
Attachments: 

Thx! 

Gjessner John 
Lara Julio; Louden Patrick 
Wilk Brenda 
RE: Clinton Division 2 DG Regulatory Conference Slides 
Tuesday, November 20, 2018 8:15:00 AM 
imaaeoo1 jpa 

I did a quick review for content and I noticed on page 33 that it lists the number of security 
force members. I think that is QUO- security. May want to have someone check that, and 
the whole document, before you put in public Adams 

From: Lara, Julio 

Sent: Monday, November 19, 2018 4:45 PM 

To: Giessner, John <John.Giessner@nrc.gov> 

Subject: FW: Clinton Division 2 DG Regulatory Conference SI ides 

Just came in 

From: Kozak, Laura 

Sent: Monday, November 19, 2018 4:33 PM 

To: Lara, Julio <Julio Lara@nrc gov>; Louden, Patrick <Patrick Louden@nrc gov>; O'Brien, Kenneth 

<Kenneth.O'Brien@nrc.gov>; Shuaibi, Mohammed <Mohammed Shuaibi@nrc.gov>; Mitman, Jeffrey 

<Jeffrey Mitman@nrc gov> 
Subject: FW: Clinton Division 2 DG Regulatory Conference SI ides 

From: Shelton, Da le A:(GenCo-Nuc) [mailto:Dale.Shelton@exeloncorp.com] 
Sent: Monday, November 19, 2018 4:11 PM 

To: Riemer, Kenneth <Kenneth.Riemer@nrc gov>; Kozak, Laura <Laura Kozak@nrc gov>; Sanchez 

Santiago, Elba <Elba SanchezSantjago@nrc gov>; Sargis, Daniel <Daniel Sargjs@nrc.gov> 
Cc: Gel lrich, George:(GenCo-Nuc) <george.gellrich@exeloncorp.com>; Stoner, Theodore R:(GenCo

Nuc) <Theodore.Stoner@exeloncorp.com>; Kapellas, Bradley T:(GenCo-Nuc) 

<bradley.kapellas@exeloncorp com>; Weissinger, Hoy John:(GenCo-Nuc) 

<John Weissjnger@exeloncorp com>; Gullett, David M.:(GenCo-Nuc) 

<David Gullott@exeloncorp com>; Simpson, Patrick R.:(GenCo-Nuc) 

<patrick.si m pson@exeloncorp.com> 
Subject: [External_Sender] Clinton Division 2 DG Regulatory Conference Slides 

Ken, 

Attached is the Exelon slide presentation for the Division 2 Diesel Generator Regulatory Conference 

schedu led for November 30, 2018. The original hardcopy will be sent vis FedEx tomorrow. Please ca ll 

me if you have any questions regarding this submittal. 

Respectfully, 

Da le Shelton 

Regu latory Assurance Manager 

Clinton Power Station 

8401 Power Road 

Clinton. Illinois 61727 

(217) 937-2800 Office 

I I Mobile 
(b )(6) \ 

\ 



This Email message and any attachment may contain information that is proprietary, legally 
privileged, confidential and/or subject to copyright belonging to Exelon Corporation or its 
affiliates ("Exelon"). This Email is intended solely for the use of the person(s) to which it is 
addressed. If you are not an intended recipient, or the employee or agent responsible for 
delivery of this Email to the intended recipient(s) , you are hereby notified that any 
dissemination, distribution or copying of this Email is strictly prohibited. If you have received 
this message in error, please immediately notify the sender and permanently delete this Email 
and any copies. Exelon policies expressly prohibit employees from making defamatory or 
offensive statements and infringing any copyright or any other legal right by Email 
communication. Exelon will not accept any liability in respect of such communications. -
EXCIP 



From: 
To: 
Subject : 
Date: 
Attachments: 

Giessner John 
Biemer Kenneth; Orth Steven; Kut1esa Jure 
RE: Clinton Division 2 DG Regulatory Conference Slides 
Tuesday, November 20, 2018 1 :1 1 :00 PM 
image001.jpg 

Thanks for the follow-up! 

From: Riemer, Kenneth 

Sent: Tuesday, November 20, 2018 1:10 PM 

To: Louden, Patrick <Patrick.Louden@nrc.gov>; Stoedter, Karla <Karla.Stoedter@nrc.gov>; Kozak, 

Laura <Laura.Kozak@nrc.gov> 

Cc: Lara, Ju lio <Julio.Lara@nrc.gov>; Gorski, Lindsay <lindsay.Gorski@nrc.gov>; Sanchez Santiago, 

Elba <Elba.SanchezSantiago@nrc.gov>; Sargis, Daniel <Daniel.Sargis@ nrc.gov>; Stoedter, Karla 

<Karla.Stoedter@nrc.gov>; Phil lips, Charles <Charles.Phil lips@nrc.gov>; St. Peters, Courtney 

<Courtney.St.Peters@nrc.gov>; Giessner, John <John.Giessner@nrc.gov>; O'Brien, Kenneth 

<Kenneth.O'Brien@nrc.gov>; Shuaibi, Mohammed <Mohammed.Shuaibi@nrc.gov>; Mitman, Jeffrey 

<Jeffrey.Mitman@nrc.gov>; Cameron, Jamnes <Jamnes.Cameron@nrc.gov>; Orth, Steven 

<Steven.Orth@nrc.gov>; Kutlesa, Jure <Jure.Kutlesa@nrc.gov>; Riemer, Kenneth 

<Kenneth.Riemer@nrc.gov> 

Subject: RE: Clinton Division 2 DG Regulatory Conference Slides 

Steve Orth, Jure Kutlesa, and myself have run this down and discussed with Clinton staff 
(acting Security Mgr, Reg Affairs Mgr, & Plant Manager). Based on information provided by 
the station and an independent review of Clinton specific documentation, we have 
concluded the original attached presentation slides do !!JQtrepresent SGI or OUO material. 
Nonetheless, Clinton will send me/us a new presentation that does not include specific 
numbers of security officers. 
When I get that new presentation I will forward on to all parties. Once you receive it, I would 
recommend that you delete your original version. Exelon has also sent me a hard copy of 
the presentation; when I receive that I will shred it and wait for the updated version. 
If you have any questions feel free to contact Steve, Jure, or myself. 
Ken 

From: Louden, Patrick 

Sent: Tuesday, November 20, 2018 8:42 AM 

To: Stoedter, Karla <Karla Stoedter@nrc gov>; Riemer, Kenneth <Kenneth Rjemer@nrc gov>; Kozak, 

Laura <Laura,Kozak@nrc,gov> 
Cc: Lara, Ju lio <Julio.Lara@nrc.gov>; Gorski, Lindsay <Lindsay.Gorski@nrc.gov> 

Subject: FW: Clinton Division 2 DG Regulatory Conference SI ides 

See note below regarding Clinton slides ... 

From: Giessner, John 

Sent: Tuesday, November 20, 2018 8:16 AM 

To: Lara, Julio <Julio Lara@nrc gov>; Louden, Patrick <Patriclk Louden@nrc gov> 

Cc: Wilk, Brenda <Brenda.Wilk@nrc,gov> 
Subject: RE: Clinton Division 2 DG Regulatory Conference Slides 

Thx! 
I did a quick review for content and I noticed on page 33 that it lists the number of security 
force members. I think that is OUO- security. Ma want to have someone check that and 
the whole document, before you put in public Adams 



From: Lara, Julio 

Sent: Monday, November 19, 2018 4:45 PM 

To: Giessner, John <John Giessner@nrc.gov> 
Subject: FW: Clinton Division 2 DG Regulatory Conference SI ides 

Just came in 

From: Kozak, Laura 

Sent: Monday, November 19, 2018 4:33 PM 

To: Lara, Julio <Julio Lara@nrc gov>; Louden, Patrick <Patrick Louden@nrc gov>; O'Brien, Kenneth 

<Kenneth.O'Brien@nrc.gov>; Shuaibi, Mohammed <Mohammed.Shua jbj@nrc.gov>; Mitman, Jeffrey 

<Jeffrey. M itma o@nrc.gov> 
Subject: FW: Clinton Division 2 DG Regulatory Conference SI ides 

From: Shelton, Da le A:(GenCo-Nuc) [mailto:Dale.Shelton@exeloncorp.com] 

Sent: Monday, November 19, 2018 4:11 PM 

To: Riemer, Kenneth <Kenneth.Riemer@nrc.gov>; Kozak, Laura <Laura.Kozak@nrc gov>; Sanchez 

Santiago, Elba <Elba.SanchezSantjago@nrc.gov>; Sargis, Daniel <DanieLSargis@nrc.gov> 
Cc: Gel lrich, George:(GenCo-Nuc) <george.gellrich@exeloncorp.com>; Stoner, Theodore R:(GenCo

Nuc) <Theodore.Stoner@exeloncorp.com>; Kapellas, Bradley T:(GenCo-Nuc) 

<bradley.kapeilas@exeloncorp.com>; Weissinger, Hoy John:(GenCo-Nuc) 

<John.Weissjnger@exeloncorp.com>; Gullatt, David M.:(GenCo-Nuc) 
<David Guliott@exeloncorp.com>; Simpson, Patrick R.:(GenCo-Nuc) 

<patrick.si m pson@exeloncorp.com> 
Subject: [External_Sender] Clinton Division 2 DG Regulatory Conference Slides 

Ken, 

Attached is the Exelon sl ide presentation for the Division 2 Diesel Generator Regulatory Conference 

scheduled for November 30, 2018. The original hardcopy will be sent vis FedEx tomorrow. Please ca ll 

me if you have any questions regarding this submitta l. 

Respectfully, 

Da le Shelton 

Regu latory Assurance Manager 

Clinton Power Station 

[U ___=] 
8401 Power Road 

Clinton. Illinois 61727 

(217) 937-2800 Office 

I . !Mobile 
(b )(6) \ 

This Email message and any attachment may contain information that is proprietary, legally 
privileged, confidential and/or subject to copyright belonging to Exelon Corporation or its 
affiliates ("Exelon"). This Email is intended sole ly for the use of the person(s) to which it is 
addressed. If you are not an intended recipient, or the employee or agent responsible for 
delivery of this Email to the intended recipient(s), you are hereby notified that any 
dissemination, distribution or copying of this Email is strictly prohibited. If you have received 
this message in error, please immediately notify the sender and permanently delete this Email 
and any copies. Exelon policies expressly prohibit employees from making defamatory or 
offensive statements and infringing any copyright or any other legal right by Email 



communication. Exelon will not accept any liability in respect of such communications. -
EXCIP 



From: 
To: 

Subject : 
Date: 

stoedter Karla 
Riemer Kenneth 
RE: Clinton Division 2 DG Regulatory Conference Slides 
Tuesday, November 20, 2018 10:04:29 AM 

Did the residents get a copy of the slides too? May need to let them know. 

From: Riemer, Kenneth 

Sent: Tuesday, November 20, 2018 9:27 AM 

To: Louden, Patrick <Patrick.Louden@nrc.gov>; Stoedter, Karla <Karla.Stoedter@nrc.gov>; Kozak, 

Laura <Laura.Kozak@nrc.gov> 

Cc: Lara, Ju lio <Julio.Lara@nrc.gov>; Gorski, Lindsay <Lindsay.Gorski@nrc.gov>; Giessner, John 

<John.Giessner@nrc.gov>; Lara, Julio <Julio.Lara@nrc.gov>; W ilk, Brenda <Brenda.Wilk@nrc.gov>; 

Orth, Steven <Steven.Orth@nrc.gov>; Kutlesa, Jure <Jure.Kut lesa@nrc.gov> 

Subject: RE: Clinton Division 2 DG Regulatory Conference Slides 

Steve Orth and I have calls out to Clinton to track this down. In the meantime, please do 
not forward the email with the slides to anyone until we get this straightened out. Thanks, 

Ken 

From: Louden, Patrick 

Sent: Tuesday, November 20, 2018 8:42 AM 

To: Stoedter, Karla <Karla Stoedter@nrc gov>; Riemer, Kenneth <Kenneth Rjemer@nrc gov>; Kozak, 

Laura <Laura.Kozak@nrc.gov> 

Cc: Lara, Ju lio <Julio Lara@nrc gov>; Gorski, Lindsay <Lindsay Gorski@nrc gov> 

Subject: FW: Clinton Division 2 DG Regu latory Conference SI ides 

See note below regarding Clinton slides ... 

From: Giessner, John 

Sent: Tuesday, November 20, 2018 8:16 AM 

To: Lara, Julio <Ju lio,Lara@nrc,gov>; Louden, Patrick <Patrick,Louden@nrc.gov> 

Cc: Wilk, Brenda <Brenda.Wilk@nrc.gov> 

Subject: RE: Clinton Division 2 DG Regulatory Conference Slides 

Thx! 
I did a quick review for content and I noticed on page 33 that it lists the number of securit 
force members. I think that is OUO- security. Mqy want to have someone check that, and 
the whole document, before you ut in ublic Adams 

From: Lara, Julio 

Sent: Monday, November 19, 2018 4:45 PM 

To: Giessner, John <John Gjessner@nrc.gov> 

Subject: FW: Clinton Division 2 DG Regulatory Conference SI ides 



Just came in 

From: Kozak, Laura 

Sent: Monday, November 19, 2018 4:33 PM 

To: Lara, Julio <Ju lio.Lara@nrc.iNv>; Louden, Patrick <Patriclk.Louden@nrc.gov>; O'Brien, Kenneth 

<Kenneth.O'Brien@nrc.gov>; Shuaibi, Mohammed <Mohammed.Shuaibi@nrc.gov>; Mitman, Jeffrey 

<Jeffrey.Mitmao@nrc.gov> 

Subject: FW: Clinton Division 2 DG Regulatory Conference SI ides 

From: Shelton, Da le A:(GenCo-Nuc) [mai lto:Dale.Shelton@exeloncorp.com] 

Sent: Monday, November 19, 2018 4:11 PM 

To: Riemer, Kenneth <Kennet h Riemer@nrc gov>; Kozak, Laura <Laura Kozak@nrc gov>; Sanchez 

Santiago, Elba <Elba.SanchezSantiago@nrc.gov>; Sargis, Daniel <Daniel.Sargis@nrc.gov> 

Cc: Gel lrich, George:(GenCo-Nuc) <george.gellrjch@exeloncorp.com>; Stoner, Theodore R:(GenCo

Nuc) <Theodore.Stoner@exeloncorp.com>; Kapellas, Bradley T:(GenCo-Nuc) 

<brad ley.kape llas@exeloncorp com>; Weissinger, Hoy John:(GenCo-Nuc) 

<John.Weissinger@exeloncorp.com>; Gullett, David M.:(GenCo-Nuc) 

<David Gullott@exeloncorp.com>; Simpson, Patrick R. :(GenCo-Nuc) 

<patrick.simpson@exeloncorp.com> 

Subject: [Externa l_Sender] Clinton Division 2 DG Regulatory Conference Slides 

Ken, 

Att ached is t he Exelon slide presentation for t he Division 2 Diesel Generator Regulatory Conference 

schedu led for November 30, 2018. The original hardcopy will be sent vis FedEx tomorrow. Please 

cal l me if you have any questions regarding this submitta l. 

Respectfully, 

Da le Shelton 

Regu latory Assurance Manager 

Clinton Power Station -- Exelon Gentralion 
8401 Power Road 

Clinton. Il linois 61727 

(217) 937-2800 Office 

I !Mobile 

(b)(6) 

This Email message and any attachment may contain information that is proprietary, legally 
privileged, confidential and/or subject to copyright belonging to Exelon Corporation or its 



affiliates ("Exelon"). This Email is intended solely for the use of the person(s) to which it is 
addressed. If you are not an intended recipient, or the employee or agent responsible for 
delivery of this Email to the intended recipient(s) , you are hereby notified that any 
dissemination, distribution or copying of this Email is strictly prohibited. If you have received 
this message in error, please immediately notify the sender and permanently delete this Email 
and any copies. Exelon policies expressly prohibit employees from making defamatory or 
offensive statements and infringing any copyright or any other legal right by Email 
communication. Exelon will not accept any liability in respect of such communications. -
EXCIP 



From: 
To: 

Subject : 
Date: 
Attachments: 

Kozak Laura 
Mitman Jeffrey 
Fw: Updated Clinton Diesel Generator Regulatory Conference presentation 
Wednesday, November 21 , 2018 7:40:43 AM 

CPS Div 2 PG Reg Cont Presentation 01 • l 9-J BHO]) pdf 

Attachment is non-responsive due to 
narrowing the request to exclude 
licensee originated documents. 

Jeff, the previous version was not security-related inform ation. But the licensee updated the 

slides to remove it to make sure we don't have any conversation around that point that cou ld 

lead us into security-related information. Please distribute this version. 

Laura 

From: Shelton, Da le A:(GenCo-Nuc) <Dale.Shelton@exeloncorp.com> 

Sent: Tuesday, November 20, 2018 5:17 PM 

To: Riemer, Kenneth; Sanchez Santiago, Elba; Sargis, Daniel; Kozak, Laura 

Cc: Stoner, Theodore R:(GenCo-Nuc); Kapellas, Bradley T:(GenCo-Nuc); Nicely, Ken M.:(GenCo-Nuc); 

Weissinger, Hoy John:(GenCo-Nuc); Simpson, Patrick R.:(GeriCo-Nuc); Gullatt, David M.:(GenCo

Nuc); Gellrich, George:(GenCo-Nuc); Kelly, Eugene M:(GenCo-Nuc); Mayer, Mark A:(GenCo-Nuc) 

Subject: [External_Sender] Updated Clinton Diesel Generator Regulatory Conference presentat ion 

Ken, 

Attached is an updated presentation for the Clinton Regulatory Conference scheduled for 

November 30, 2018. Slide 33 has been updated to remove any mention to the number of 

Security Force Members available to support FLEX implementation as discussed earlier today. 

We were able to retrieve the hardcopies before they went out in the mail. As a resu lt, the 

hardcopy you receive will reflect the attached. If you have any additional questions or 

concerns, please do not hesitate to reach out to me. 

Dale Shelton 

Regulatory Assurance Manager 

Clinton Power Station -- Exelon Gener at ion 
8401 Power Road 

Clinton. Illinois 61727 

(217) 937-2800 Office 

I !Mobile 

(b)(6) I 

This Email message and any attachment may contain information that is proprietary, legal ly 
privileged, confidential and/or subject to copyright belonging to Exelon Corporation or its 
affiliates ("Exelon"). This Email is intended solely for the use of the person(s) to which it is 



addressed. If you are not an intended recipient, or the employee or agent responsible for 
delivery of this Email to the intended recipient(s), you are hereby notified that any 
dissemination, distribution or copying of this Email is strict ly prohibited . If you have received 
this message in error, please immediate ly notify the sender and permanently delete this Email 
and any copies. Exelon po licies expressly proh ibit employees from making defamatory or 
offensive statements and infringing any copyright or any other legal right by Email 

communication. Exelon will not accept any liability in respect of such communications. -EXCIP 



From: 
To : 

Subject : 

Date: 
Attachments : 

B-SA 

B-SA 

B-5.11. 

Kozak Laura 
Mitman Jeffrey 
Just a reminder that many annunciators are load shed so any cues related to the need to isolate the RHR system 
8 and 9 valves many not be available. Happy Thanksgiving! 

Wednesday, November 21 , 2018 11 :19:40 AM 
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From: 
To: 
Cc : 
Subject : 
Date: 

Louden Patrick 
Lambert Kenneth 
Riemer Kenneth ; Cameron Jamnes 
RE: Regulatory conference script 

Wednesday, November 21, 2018 8:49:58 AM 

Thanks Ken - this is what I recalled from a few years back. 

Gives us something to work with. 

From: Lambert, Kenneth 

Sent: Wednesday, November 21, 2018 8:01 AM 

To: Louden, Patrick <Patrick.Louden@ nrc.gov> 

Cc: Riemer, Kenneth <Kenneth.Riemer@nrc.gov>; Cameron, Ja mnes <Jamnes.Cameron@n rc.gov> 

Subject: Regu latory conference script 

Pat, 

Attached is a generic script that can be modified and used for the Clinton Reg Conference. 

Ken 

Ken Lambert 
Sr. Enforcement Specialist 
Region Ill 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
630-810-4376 
kenneth.lambert@nrc.gov 



From: 
To: 
Cc : 
Subject : 
Date: 
Attachments: 

Pat, 

Lambert Kenneth 
Louden Patrick 
Riemer Kenneth ; Cameron Jamnes 
Regulatory confe rence script 
Wednesday, November 21, 2018 8:00:58 AM 
Generic Open Division Director Opening Remarks Reg Conference.docx 

Attached is a generic script that can be modified and used for the Clinton Reg Conference. 

Ken 

Ken Lambert 
Sr. Enforcement Specialist 
Region Ill 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
630-810-4376 
kenneth.lambert@nrc.gov 



GENERIC REG CONFERENCE DIVISION DIRECTOR REMARKS 

Good afternoon, I'm [name and title]. Welcome to Region Ill. 

We'll do introductions in a moment. 

This is a regulatory conference between the NRC and [name] to discuss issues 
associated with [topic] at [facility name]. 

The conference is OPEN to public observation. Members of the public who are in 
attendance at this meeting, you should be aware that this is a meeting between the 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission and [licensee]. Following the conference, NRC staff 
will be available to answer questions and receive comments from members of the public 
concerning matters discussed at this conference. 

But before we begin discussing the issues, let's start by doing introductions. Again I'm 
[name] 

<INTRODUCTIONS at table or in room at speaker's discretion> 

I would now ask that any members of the public in the audience or listening over 
the phone introduce themselves. 

OPERATOR, PLEASE OPEN ALL LINES. 

<When introductions completed> Thank you. OPERATOR, PLEASE MUTE ALL LINES. 

For our agenda this morning/afternoon, I'll start with the purpose of this regulatory 
conference. Then [enforcement officer) will discuss aspects of our enforcement 
policy, as they relate to the matters before us today. 

Then [inspector or branch chief] will briefly summarize our inspection finding and 
present our preliminary significance determination. 

After which I'll turn the meeting over to you to discuss the issues and to provide any 
additional information that you want us to consider in making our final decision on the 
significance of the finding. Normally, the NRC asks questions during the presentation. 
However, you should not take questions, or their absence, to indicate an NRC position 
on the issues. We are using this opportunity to obtain more information concerning the 
issues, so that we can develop a final decision that considers all relevant aspects of the 
issues. 

After your presentation, we'll break for a quick caucus of the NRC staff to discuss the 
information that you provided and to formulate any additional questions we want to ask 
before we end the meeting. 

Are there any questions about the meeting agenda? 

A Regulatory Conference is the last step of the inspection process before the NRC 
makes its final decision on the significance of the inspection findings. The purpose of 
this conference, which you requested, is to allow you to identify your disagreements, in 
part or all, with the facts and assumptions that the NRC used to make its preliminary 



significance determination, and to allow you to present new information that may assist 
the NRC in arriving at the most appropriate final significance determination. 

We would also appreciate your views as to whether there is any other information that 
may be relevant to the application of the significance determination in this case, 
including your position on the content and accuracy of the inspection report findings 
which were provided to you in advance of this conference. If you have any additional 
information that is under development and is not available to be presented at this 
regulatory conference, please inform us of the nature of the information. The NRC must 
receive any additional information which you would like us to consider by no later than 
fifteen days from this conference if you would like us to consider it as part of our review. 

In addition to discussing your views on the safety significance of the finding, you may 
want to present your views on the identified apparent violation. The primary purpose of 
this meeting is to discuss issues related to the safety significance of the finding, which 
informs the outcome of the apparent violation. However, because a separate 
predecisional enforcement conference is normally not convened to discuss the apparent 
violation, any discussion concerning apparent violations and the applicable corrective 
actions will be considered. 

We will use the information obtained today, and any followup information supplied to 
reach a significance determination and enforcement decision. As a reminder, the NRC's 
goal is to issue the final significance determination letter within 90-days of the first official 
notification describing the finding. 

If you have any questions now or at any time during this conference, we would be 
pleased to answer them. However, this meeting is not intended to be a debate, 
especially when it comes to the probabilistic methods used. 

Offer RA/ORA/Other Senior Managers opportunity to speak: Before I turn things 
over to the Enforcement Officer, [RA/ORA] would you like to add anything? 

Turn over to Enforcement Officer to discuss enforcement details: [Enforcement 
representative] will now refresh us on those aspects of our enforcement policy that are 
germane to the matters before us today. 

Turn over to the branch chief or inspector to discuss violations: Thank you 
[Enforcement representative.) [Branch chief/inspector] will briefly summarize our 
inspection findings and present our preliminary significance determination. 

<The inspector or branch chief will briefly go over the facts of each apparent violation, 
specifically mentioning what requirement was violated. Severity level for a traditional 
violation is NOT mentioned.> 

<Turn over to senior risk analyst to discuss risk.> 

Turn over to licensee: [Licensee main person], I now turn the meeting over to you. 
For those who will be following the licensee's presentation on the phone, and who have 
access to a computer, the licensee's slides are available in the NRC's ADAMS 
document system at ML . <If members of the public are in the room: A 
few copies are available on the counters here in the room.> 



<During the meeting, NRC will ask questions based on issues pertinent to the case, as 
discussed during the pre-conference caucus. However, the purpose is to understand 
what new information the licensee is providing, not to engage in a debate with them. 
Even if the NRC disagrees with the licensee's position, it may be enough to ask them if 
they are providing new information from what was previously considered by the NRC in 
the inspection report, state that it appears to have already been considered, and move 
on .> 

CAUCUS 

<The purpose of the caucus is to determine if there are any outstanding questions to be 
asked prior to closing the conference.> 

CLOSING 

I want to thank you for taking advantage of this aspect of our enforcement process and 
for making the trip to our offices to discuss the issues and their significance. Highlight 
any commitments made and timeframe when they will provide it. 

Enforcement Representative will go over the next steps in the enforcement process. 
He will specifically ask the licensee if they agree or disagree with each violation. 

The RA/ORA is then offered a chance to make closing remarks. 



From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject : 
Date: 

Ken, 

Shelton Dale A-/Genco-Nuc) 
Riemer Kenneth 
Sanchez Santiago Elba; Simpson Patrick B ·/Genco-Nuc) 
[External_Sender] Additional Exelon Attendees at November 30 Clinton Reg Conference 
Monday, November 26, 2018 12:34:06 PM 

I have confirmed the Exelon attendees listed in the Reg Conference meeting notice. I have severa l 

other Exelon personnel that will also be in attendance. Please give me a ca ll if you need any 

add it ional information. Thank you. 

Already listed: 

Dan Enright 

Brad Fewell 

Scot Greenlee 

George Gellrich 

Shane Marik 

Ted Stoner 

Brad Kapellas 

Jeff Stone 

Johnny Weissinger 

We need to add: 

Gene Kelly, Senior Manager, Risk Management 

David Gul latt, Director Licensing, Cantera 

Patrick Simpson, Manager, Licensing, Cantera 

Da le Shelton, Clinton Regulatory Assurance Manager 

Mike Antonell i, Clinton Senior Reactor Operator 

Chris Spille, Clinton Equipment Operator 

Ken Nicely, Principle Regulatory Engineer, Cantera 

Wes Brinsfield, Jensen Hughes 

Jeff Julius, Jensen Hughes 

Da le Shelton 

Regu latory Assurance Manager 

Clinton Power Station - Exelon Gtncr ~lion 
8401 Power Road 

Clinton. Il linois 61727 

(217) 937-2800 Office 

I Mobile 

(b)(6) ... 

This Email message and any attachment may contain information that is proprietary, legally 
privileged, confidential and/or subject to copyright belonging to Exelon Corporation or its 



affiliates ("Exelon"). This Email is intended solely for the use of the person(s) to which it is 
addressed. If you are not an intended recipient, or the employee or agent responsible for 
delivery of this Email to the intended recipient(s), you are hereby notified that any 
dissemination, distribution or copying of this Email is strictly prohibited. If you have received 
this message in error, please immediately notify the sender and permanently delete this Email 
and any copies. Exelon policies expressly prohibit employees from making defamatory or 
offensive statements and infringing any copyright or any other legal right by Email 
communication. Exelon will not accept any liability in respect of such communications. -
EXCIP 



From: 
To: 

Subject : 
Date: 

Riemer Kenneth 
Wilk Brenda; Gorski Lindsay 
FW: Additional Exelon Attendees at November 30 Clinton Reg Conference 
Monday, November 26, 2018 2:58:00 PM 

Let me know which people you'll still need specific titles for and we'll get those. 

Ken 

From: Riemer, Kenneth 

Sent: Monday, November 26, 2018 2:49 PM 

To: Wilk, Brenda <Brenda.Wilk@nrc.gov>; Gorski, Lindsay <Lindsay.Gorski@nrc.gov> 

Cc: Riemer, Kenneth <Kenneth.Riemer@nrc.gov> 

Subject: FW: Additional Exelon Attendees at November 30 Clinton Reg Conference 

From: Shelton, Da le A:(GenCo-Nuc) [mailto:Dale.Shelton@exeloncorp,com] 
Sent: Monday, November 26, 2018 12:34 PM 

To: Riemer, Kenneth <Kenneth,Riemer@nrc.gov> 
Cc: Sanchez Santiago, Elba <Elba.SanchezSantiago@nrc.gov>; Simpson, Patrick R. :(GenCo-N uc) 

<patrick.simpson@exeloncorp.com> 
Subject: [External_Sender] Add itional Exelon Attendees at November 30 Clinton Reg Conference 

Ken, 

I have confirmed the Exelon attendees listed in the Reg Conference meeting notice. I have severa l 

other Exelon personnel that will also be in attendance. Please give me a ca ll if you need any 

additional information. Thank you. 

Al ready listed: 

Dan Enright 

Brad Fewell 

Scot Greenlee 

George Gellrich 

Shane Marik 

Ted Stoner 

Brad Kapellas 

Jeff Stone 

Johnny Weissinger 

We need to add: 

Gene Kelly, Senior Manager, Risk Management 

David Gullott, Director Licensing, Cantera 

Patrick Simpson, Manager, Licensing, Cantera 

Da le Shelton, Clinton Regulatory Assurance Manager 

Mike Antonell i, Clinton Senior Reactor Operator 



Chris Spi ll e, Cl inton Equ ipment Operator 

Ken Nice ly, Principle Regulatory Engineer, Cantera 

Wes Brinsfield, Jensen Hughes 

Jeff Jul ius, Jensen Hughes 

Dale Shelton 

Regulatory Assurance Manager 

Clinton Power Station - Exelon Generation 
8401 Power Road 

Clinton. Illinois 61727 

(217) 937-2800 Office 

I . !Mobile 
(b )(6) ; 

This Email message and any attachment may contain information that is proprietary, legally 
privileged, confidential and/or subject to copyright belonging to Exelon Corporation or its 
affiliates ("Exelon"). This Email is intended solely for the use of the person(s) to which it is 
addressed. If you are not an intended recipient, or the employee or agent responsible for 
delivery of thjs Email to the intended recipient(s) , you are hereby notified that any 
dissemination, distribution or copying of thls Email is strictly prohibited. If you have received 
this message in error, please immediately notify the sender and pe1manently delete this Email 
and any copies. Exelon policies expressly prohibit employees from making defamatory or 
offensive statements and infringing any copyright or any other legal right by Email 
communication. Exelon will not accept any liability in respect of such communications. -
EXCIP 



From: 
To: 

Subject : 
Date: 

Riemer Kenneth 
Sanchez Santiago Elba; Sargis Daniel 
FW: Additional Exelon Attendees at November 30 Clinton Reg Conference 
Monday, November 26, 2018 2:58:00 PM 

Forgot to include you guys on this. 

From: Riemer, Kenneth 

Sent: Monday, November 26, 2018 2:49 PM 

To: Wilk, Brenda <Brenda.Wi lk@nrc.gov>; Gorski, Lindsay <Lindsay.Gorski@nrc.gov> 

Cc: Riemer, Kenneth <Kennet h.Riemer@nrc.gov> 

Subject: FW: Additional Exelon Attendees at November 30 Clinton Reg Conference 

From: Shelton, Da le A:(GenCo-Nuc) [mailto:Dale.Shelton@exeloncorp.com] 

Sent: Monday, November 26, 2018 12:34 PM 

To: Riemer, Kenneth <Kennet h.Riemer@nrc.gov> 

Cc: Sanchez Santiago, Elba <Elba.SanchezSantjago@nrc.gov>; Simpson, Patrick R.:(GenCo-Nuc) 

<patrick.simpsoo@exeloncorp.com> 

Subject: [Externa l_Sender] Add it ional Exelon Attendees at November 30 Clinton Reg Conference 

Ken, 

I have confirmed the Exelon attendees listed in the Reg Conference meeting notice. I have severa l 

other Exelon personnel that will also be in attendance. Please give me a ca ll if you need any 

add it ional information. Thank you. 

Already listed: 

Dan Enright 

Brad Fewell 

Scot Greenlee 

George Gellrich 

Shane Marik 

Ted Stoner 

Brad Kapellas 

Jeff Stone 

Johnny Weissinger 

We need to add: 

Gene Kelly, Senior Manager, Risk Management 

David Gullott, Director Licensing, Cantera 

Patrick Simpson, Manager, Licensing, Cantera 

Da le Shelton, Clinton Regulatory Assurance Manager 

Mike Antonell i, Clinton Senior Reactor Operator 

Chris Spille, Clinton Equipment Operator 

Ken Nicely, Principle Regulatory Engineer, Cantera 



Wes Brinsfield, Jensen Hughes 

Jeff Julius, Jensen Hughes 

Dale Shelton 

Regulatory Assurance Manager 

Clinton Power Station -Exelon Generation 
8401 Power Road 

Clinton. Illinois 61727 

(217) 937-2800 Office 

I !Mobile 

(b )(6} 

This Email message and any attachment may contain information that is proprietary, legally 
privileged, confidential and/or subject to copyright belonging to Exelon Corporation or its 
affiliates ("Exelon"). This Email is intended solely for the use of the person(s) to which it is 
addressed. If you are not an intended recipient, or the employee or agent responsible for 
delivery of this Email to the intended recipient(s), you are hereby notified that any 
dissemination, distribution or copying of this Email is strictly prohibited. If you have received 
this message in error, please immediately notify the sender and permanently delete this Email 
and any copies. Exelon policies expressly prohibit employees from making defamatory or 
offensive statements and infringing any copyright or any other legal right by Email 
communication. Exelon will not accept any liability in respect of such communications. -
EXCIP 



From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject : 
Date: 

Riemer Kenneth 
Wilk Brenda; Gorski Lindsay 
Riemer Kenneth 
FW: Info for Reg Cont meeting notice. 
Monday, November 26, 2018 2:48:00 PM 

This is the first of about three emails on the Clinton Reg Cont. The attendees below are 
Exelon people who will be at the table and will need name tents. I'll forward a second email 
with additional names. I'm not sure who among the additional names (if any) will be at the 
table but we might as well be conservative and make name tents for them also. Lastly I'll 
send the NRC attendees. 

Ken 

From: Sargis, Daniel 

Sent: Thursday, November 01, 2018 10:42 AM 

To: Riemer, Kenneth <Kenneth.Riemer@nrc.gov> 

Cc: Sanchez Santiago, Elba <Elba.SanchezSantiago@nrc.gov>; Mancuso, Joseph 

<Joseph.Mancuso@nrc.gov>; Phi ll ips, Charles <Charles.Phill ips@nrc.gov>; Alvarado Guilloty, Lydiana 

<Lydiana.AlvaradoGuilloty@nrc.gov>; St. Peters, Courtney <Courtney.St.Peters@nrc.gov> 

Subject: RE: Info for Reg Conf meeting notice. 

Here you go: 

Brad Fewell - Senior Vice President, Regulatory Affairs & General Counsel 
Scot Greenlee - Senior Vice President, Engineering & Technical Services 
Dan Enright - Senior Vice President, Operations 
Ted Stoner - Site Vice President, Clinton Power Station 
Brad Kapellas - Plant Manager, Clinton Power Station 

From: Riemer, Kenneth 

Sent: Wednesday, October 31, 2018 3:25 PM 

To: Sargis, Daniel <Daniel.Sargis@nrc.gov> 

Cc: Sanchez Sant iago, Elba <Elba.SanchezSantjago@nrc.gov>; Mancuso, Joseph 

<Joseph Mancuso@nrc,gov>; Phi ll ips, Charles <Charles Phj llj ps@nrc.gov>; Alvarado Guilloty, Lydiana 

<Lydiaoa,AlvaradoGuil loty@nrc.gov>; St. Peters, Courtney <Courtney.St.Peters@nrc.gov> 
Subject: Info for Reg Conf meeting notice. 

Dan 

Not urgent, but in the next day or so can you verify the spelling and positions/titles of the 
following people? They will be Exelon's attendees at the EOG Reg Cont. Please respond 
with the info to all - Joe Mancuso will start drafting up the meeting notice when he returns 
to the office from Dresden. Thx! 

Brad Fuel 
Scott Greenlee 



Dan Enright 
Ted Stoner 
Brad Kappelas 

Ken 



From : 
To: 
Cc : 
Subject : 
Date: 

Biemer Kenneth 
Wilk Brenda; Gorski Lindsay 
Kozak Laura ; Stoedter Karla fKarla Stoedter@nrc gov}; Cameron Jamnes 
N RC attendees for cl inton reg cont 

Monday, November 26, 2018 3 :02:00 PM 

Brenda/Lindsey, 

Below are NRG attendees for the Reg Cont. 

Steve West 
Jack Giessner 
Pat Louden 
Julio Lara 
Ken O'Brien 
Jamnes Cameron 
Karla Stoedter 
Ken Riemer 
Laura Kozak 
Jeff Mitman 
Elba Sanchez 

Karla/Laura/Jamnes, 

Any other NRG attendees that you are aware of? 

Ken 



From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject : 
Date: 

Kozak Laura 
Stoedter Karla; Biemer Kenneth; Miller Chris 
Wilk Brenda; Gorski Lindsay 
Re: NRC attendees for clinton reg cont 
Monday, November 26, 2018 7:05:36 PM 

C.J Fong and Mike Franovich 

From: Stoedter, Karla 
Sent: Monday, November 26, 2018 3:05 PM 

To: Riemer, Kenneth; Miller, Chris 
Cc: Wilk, Brenda; Gorski, Lindsay; Kozak, Laura 
Subject: RE: NRC attendees for clinton reg conf 

I believe we will have Chris Miller from DIRS participating by phone and at least one 
other individual from OE (Jamnes should be able to provide the OE name) . 

Karla 

From: Riemer, Kenneth 

Sent: Monday, November 26, 2018 3:03 PM 

To: Wilk, Brenda <Brenda.Wilk@nrc.gov>; Gorski, Lindsay <Lindsay.Gorski@nrc.gov> 

Cc: Kozak, Laura <Laura.Kozak@nrc.gov>; Stoedter, Karla <Karla.Stoedter@nrc.gov>; 

Cameron, Jamnes <Jamnes.Cameron@nrc.gov> 

Subject: NRC attendees for clinton reg conf 

Brenda/Lindsey, 

Below are NRC attendees for the Reg Cont. 

Steve West 
Jack Giessner 
Pat Louden 
Julio Lara 
Ken O'Brien 
Jamnes Cameron 
Karla Stoedter 
Ken Riemer 
Laura Kozak 
Jeff Mitman 
Elba Sanchez 

Karla/Laura/Jamnes, 



Any other NRC attendees that you are aware of? 

Ken 



From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject : 
Date: 

stoedter Karla 
Riemer Kenneth; Miller Chris 
Wilk Brenda; Gorski Lindsay; Kozak Laura 
RE: NRG attendees for clinton reg conf 
Monday, November 26, 2018 3:05:55 PM 

I believe we will have Chris Miller from DIRS participating by phone and at least one other 
individual from OE (Jamnes should be able to provide the OE name). 

Karla 

From: Riemer, Kenneth 

Sent: Monday, November 26, 2018 3:03 PM 

To: Wilk, Brenda <Brenda.Wi lk@nrc.gov>; Gorski, Lindsay <Lindsay.Gorski@nrc.gov> 

Cc: Koza k, Laura <Laura.Kozak@ nrc.gov>; Stoedter, Karla <Karla.Stoedter@ nrc.gov>; Cameron, 

Jamnes <Jamnes.Cameron@nrc.gov> 

Subject: NRC at tendees for d inton reg conf 

Brenda/Lindsey, 

Below are NRC attendees for the Reg Cont. 

Steve West 
Jack Giessner 
Pat Louden 
Julio Lara 
Ken O'Brien 
Jamnes Cameron 
Karla Stoedter 
Ken Riemer 
Laura Kozak 
Jeff Mitman 
Elba Sanchez 

Karla/Laura/Jamnes, 

Any other NRC attendees that you are aware of? 

Ken 



From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject : 
Date: 

stoedter Karla 
Riemer Kenneth; Wilk Brenda; Gorski Lindsay 
Kozak Laura; Cameron Jamnes 
RE: NRG attendees for clinton reg conf 
Monday, November 26, 2018 3:04:10 PM 

Yep. CJ Fong and Mike Franovich from HQ 

From: Riemer, Kenneth 

Sent: Monday, November 26, 2018 3:03 PM 

To: Wilk, Brenda <Brenda.Wilk@nrc.gov>; Gorski, Lindsay <Lindsay.Gorski@nrc.gov> 

Cc: Kozak, Laura <Laura.Kozak@ nrc.gov>; Stoedter, Karla <Karla.Stoedter@nrc.gov>; Cameron, 

Jamnes <Jamnes.Cameron@nrc.gov> 

Subject: NRC attendees for d inton reg conf 

Brenda/Lindsey, 

Below are NRC attendees for the Reg Cont. 

Steve West 
Jack Giessner 
Pat Louden 
Julio Lara 
Ken O'Brien 
Jamnes Cameron 
Karla Stoedter 
Ken Riemer 
Laura Kozak 
Jeff Mitman 
Elba Sanchez 

Karla/Laura/Jamnes, 

Any other NRC attendees that you are aware of? 

Ken 



From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject : 
Date: 

Shelton Dale A-/Genco-Nuc) 
Riemer Kenneth 
Sanchez Santiago Elba; Simpson Patrick B ·/Genco-Nuc) 
[External_Sender] RE: Additional Exelon Attendees at November 30 Clinton Reg Conference 
Tuesday, November 27, 2018 2:47:34 PM 

Ken, I have one additional Exelon attendee. I have scoured t he bushes and believe t hat this is the 

fina l list. Please cal l me if you have any questions. Thank you ! 

Please add: Thomas Poindexter, Morgan, Lewis & Bockius LLP 

From: Shelton, Da le A:(GenCo-Nuc) 

Sent: Monday, November 26, 2018 12:34 PM 

To: 'Riemer, Kenneth' <Kenneth.Riemer@nrc.gov> 

Cc: Elba Sanchez Santiago <Elba.SanchezSant iago@nrc.gov>; Simpson, Patrick R.:(GenCo-Nuc) 

<patrick.simpson@exeloncorp.com> 

Subject: Addit ional Exelon Attendees at November 30 Clinton Reg Conference 

Ken, 

I have confirmed the Exelon attendees listed in the Reg Conference meeting notice. I have severa l 

other Exelon personnel that w ill also be in attendance. Please give me a ca ll if you need any 

add it ional information. Thank you. 

Al ready listed: 

Dan Enright 

Brad Fewell 

Scot Greenlee 

George Gellrich 

Shane Marik 

Ted Stoner 

Brad Kapellas 

Jeff Stone 

Johnny Weissinger 

We need to add: 

Gene Kelly, Senior Manager, Risk Management 

David Gul latt, Director Licensing, Cantera 

Patrick Simpson, Manager, Licensing, Cantera 

Dale Shelton, Clinton Regulatory Assurance Manager 

Mike Antonell i, Clinton Senior Reactor Operator 

Chris Spille, Clinton Equipment Operator 

Ken Nicely, Principle Regulatory Engineer, Cantera 

Wes Brinsfield, Jensen Hughes 

Jeff Julius, Jensen Hughes 

Dale Shelton 



Regu latory Assurance Manager 

Clinton Power Station 

Exelon Gen ration 
8401 Power Road 

Clinton. Il li nois 61727 

(217) 937-2800 Office 

I !Mobile 

(b)(6)\ 

This Email message and any attachment may contain information that is proprietary, legally 
privileged, confidential and/or subject to copyright belonging to Exelon Corporation or its 
affiliates ("Exelon"). This Email is intended solely for the use of the person(s) to which it is 
addressed. If you are not an intended recipient, or the employee or agent responsible for 
delivery of this Email to the intended recipient(s) , you are hereby notified that any 
dissemination, distribution or copying of this Email is strictly prohibited. If you have received 
this message in error, please immediately notify the sender and permanently delete this Email 
and any copies. Exelon policies expressly prohibit employees from making defamatory or 
offensive statements and infringing any copyright or any other legal right by Email 
communication. Exelon will not accept any liability in respect of such communications. -
EXCIP 



From: 
To: 

Subject: 
Date: 

Kozak Laura 
Mitman Jeffrey 
Clinton Tl implementation plan 

Tuesday, November 27, 2018 11 :08:00 AM 

This is what is says 

After determination t hat installed emergency diesel generators cannot be restarted and off-site 

power cannot be resto red for a period greater than the S80 coping time (4 hours), the operating 

crew determines the event is an ELAP. It is assumed that this determination is made less t han one 1 

hour into the event. Overal l coping time for core cooling in Phase 1 is 6 hours. 



From: 
To: 
Subject : 
Date: 

FYI 

Kozak Laura 
Mitman Jeffrey; .EQng._QJ_; franoyicb Mike 
FW: Additional Exelon Attendees at November 30 Clinton Reg Conference 
Tuesday, November 27, 2018 12:35:00 PM 

From: Stoedter, Karla 

Sent: Tuesday, November 27, 2018 12:34 PM 

To: Kozak, Laura <Laura.Kozak@nrc.gov> 

Subject: FW: Additional Exelon Attendees at November 30 Clinton Reg Conference 

From: Sanchez Sant iago, Elba 

Sent: Monday, November 26, 2018 12:43 PM 

To: Stoedter, Karla <Karia,Stoedter@nrc,gov> 

Subject: FW: Additional Exelon Attendees at November 30 Clinton Reg Conference 

FYI 

From: Shelton, Da le A:(GenCo-Nuc) [mailto·Dale Shelton@exeloncorp com] 
Sent: Monday, November 26, 2018 12:34 PM 

To: Riemer, Kenneth <Kenneth Riemer@nrc gov> 
Cc: Sanchez Santiago, Elba <Elba.SanchezSantjago@nrc.gov>; Simpson, Patrick R.:(GenCo-Nuc) 

<pat rick simpson@exeloocorp com> 
Subject: [External_Sender] Add itional Exelon Attendees at November 30 Clinton Reg Conference 

Ken, 

I have confirmed the Exelon attendees listed in the Reg Conference meet ing notice. I have severa l 

other Exelon personnel that will also be in attendance. Please give me a ca ll if you need any 

addit ional information. Thank you. 

Al ready listed: 

Dan Enright 

Brad Fewell 

Scot Greenlee 

George Gellrich 

Shane Marik 

Ted Stoner 

Brad Kapellas 

Jeff Stone 

Johnny Weissinger 

We need to add: 

Gene Kelly, Senior Manager, Risk Management 



David Gullott, Director Licensing, Cantera 

Patrick Simpson, Manager, Li censi ng, Cantera 

Dale Shelton, Clinton Regulatory Assurance Manager 

M ike Antonelli, Cli nton Sen ior Reactor Operator 

Chris Spi ll e, Clinton Equipment Operator 

Ken Nicely, Principle Regulatory Engineer, Cantera 

Wes Brinsfield, Jensen Hughes 

Jeff Julius, Jensen Hughes 

Dale Shelton 

Regulatory Assurance Manager 

Clinton Power Station 

Exelon Generation 
8401 Power Road 

Clinton. Illinois 61727 

(217) 937-2800 Office 

(b)(6) L !Mobile 

This Email message and any attachment may contain information that is proprietary, legally 
privileged, confidential and/or subject to copyright belonging to Exelon Corporation or its 
affiliates ("Exelon"). This Email is intended solely for the use of the person(s) to which it is 
addressed. If you are not an intended recipient, or the employee or agent responsible for 
delivery of this Email to the intended recipient(s) , you are hereby notified that any 
dissemination, distribution or copying of this Email is strictly prohibited. If you have received 
this message in enor, please immediately notify the sender and permanently delete this Email 
and any copies. Exelon policies expressly prohibit employees from making defamatory or 
offensive statements and infringing any copyright or any other legal right by Email 
communication. Exelon will not accept any liability in respect of such communications. -
EXCIP 



From: 
To: 

Subject: 
Date: 
Attachments: 

Kozak Laura 
Mitman Jeffrey 
Fw: Regulatory conference script 
Tuesday, November 27, 2018 2:44:34 PM 
Generic Ooen Division Director Ooening Remarks Reg Conference.docx. 

From: Stoedter, Karla 

Sent: Tuesday, November 27, 2018 12:53 PM 

To: Kozak, Laura 

Subject: FW: Regulatory conference script 

Here's the script 

From: Riemer, Kenneth 

Sent: Tuesday, November 27, 2018 8:56 AM 

To: Stoedter, Karla <Karla.Stoedter@nrc.gov> 

Subject : FW: Regulatory conference script 

From: Lambert, Kenneth 

Sent: Wednesday, November 21, 2018 8:01 AM 

To: Louden, Patrick <Patrick Louden@nrc gov> 

Cc: Riemer, Kenneth <Kenneth Rjemer@nrc gov>; Cameron, Jamnes 

<Jamnes,Cameroo@orc.gov> 

Subject: Regulatory conference script 

Pat, 

Attached is a generic script that can be modified and used for the Clinton Reg 
Conference. 

Ken 

Ken Lambert 
Sr. Enforcement Specialist 
Region Ill 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
630-810-4376 
kenneth,lambert@nrc.gov 



GENERIC REG CONFERENCE DIVISION DIRECTOR REMARKS 

Good afternoon, I'm [name and title]. Welcome to Region Ill. 

We'll do introductions in a moment. 

This is a regulatory conference between the NRC and [name] to discuss issues 
associated with [topic] at [facility name]. 

The conference is OPEN to public observation. Members of the public who are in 
attendance at this meeting, you should be aware that this is a meeting between the 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission and [licensee]. Following the conference, NRC staff 
will be available to answer questions and receive comments from members of the public 
concerning matters discussed at this conference. 

But before we begin discussing the issues, let's start by doing introductions. Again I'm 
[name] 

<INTRODUCTIONS at table or in room at speaker's discretion> 

I would now ask that any members of the public in the audience or listening over 
the phone introduce themselves. 

OPERATOR, PLEASE OPEN ALL LINES. 

<When introductions completed> Thank you. OPERATOR, PLEASE MUTE ALL LINES. 

For our agenda this morning/afternoon, I'll start with the purpose of this regulatory 
conference. Then [enforcement officer) will discuss aspects of our enforcement 
policy, as they relate to the matters before us today. 

Then [inspector or branch chief] will briefly summarize our inspection finding and 
present our preliminary significance determination. 

After which I'll turn the meeting over to you to discuss the issues and to provide any 
additional information that you want us to consider in making our final decision on the 
significance of the finding. Normally, the NRC asks questions during the presentation. 
However, you should not take questions, or their absence, to indicate an NRC position 
on the issues. We are using this opportunity to obtain more information concerning the 
issues, so that we can develop a final decision that considers all relevant aspects of the 
issues. 

After your presentation, we'll break for a quick caucus of the NRC staff to discuss the 
information that you provided and to formulate any additional questions we want to ask 
before we end the meeting. 

Are there any questions about the meeting agenda? 

A Regulatory Conference is the last step of the inspection process before the NRC 
makes its final decision on the significance of the inspection findings. The purpose of 
this conference, which you requested, is to allow you to identify your disagreements, in 
part or all, with the facts and assumptions that the NRC used to make its preliminary 



significance determination, and to allow you to present new information that may assist 
the NRC in arriving at the most appropriate final significance determination. 

We would also appreciate your views as to whether there is any other information that 
may be relevant to the application of the significance determination in this case, 
including your position on the content and accuracy of the inspection report findings 
which were provided to you in advance of this conference. If you have any additional 
information that is under development and is not available to be presented at this 
regulatory conference, please inform us of the nature of the information. The NRC must 
receive any additional information which you would like us to consider by no later than 
fifteen days from this conference if you would like us to consider it as part of our review. 

In addition to discussing your views on the safety significance of the finding, you may 
want to present your views on the identified apparent violation. The primary purpose of 
this meeting is to discuss issues related to the safety significance of the finding, which 
informs the outcome of the apparent violation. However, because a separate 
predecisional enforcement conference is normally not convened to discuss the apparent 
violation, any discussion concerning apparent violations and the applicable corrective 
actions will be considered. 

We will use the information obtained today, and any followup information supplied to 
reach a significance determination and enforcement decision. As a reminder, the NRC's 
goal is to issue the final significance determination letter within 90-days of the first official 
notification describing the finding. 

If you have any questions now or at any time during this conference, we would be 
pleased to answer them. However, this meeting is not intended to be a debate, 
especially when it comes to the probabilistic methods used. 

Offer RA/ORA/Other Senior Managers opportunity to speak: Before I turn things 
over to the Enforcement Officer, [RA/ORA] would you like to add anything? 

Turn over to Enforcement Officer to discuss enforcement details: [Enforcement 
representative] will now refresh us on those aspects of our enforcement policy that are 
germane to the matters before us today. 

Turn over to the branch chief or inspector to discuss violations: Thank you 
[Enforcement representative.) [Branch chief/inspector] will briefly summarize our 
inspection findings and present our preliminary significance determination. 

<The inspector or branch chief will briefly go over the facts of each apparent violation, 
specifically mentioning what requirement was violated. Severity level for a traditional 
violation is NOT mentioned.> 

<Turn over to senior risk analyst to discuss risk.> 

Turn over to licensee: [Licensee main person], I now turn the meeting over to you. 
For those who will be following the licensee's presentation on the phone, and who have 
access to a computer, the licensee's slides are available in the NRC's ADAMS 
document system at ML . <If members of the public are in the room: A 
few copies are available on the counters here in the room.> 



<During the meeting, NRC will ask questions based on issues pertinent to the case, as 
discussed during the pre-conference caucus. However, the purpose is to understand 
what new information the licensee is providing, not to engage in a debate with them. 
Even if the NRC disagrees with the licensee's position, it may be enough to ask them if 
they are providing new information from what was previously considered by the NRC in 
the inspection report, state that it appears to have already been considered, and move 
on .> 

CAUCUS 

<The purpose of the caucus is to determine if there are any outstanding questions to be 
asked prior to closing the conference.> 

CLOSING 

I want to thank you for taking advantage of this aspect of our enforcement process and 
for making the trip to our offices to discuss the issues and their significance. Highlight 
any commitments made and timeframe when they will provide it. 

Enforcement Representative will go over the next steps in the enforcement process. 
He will specifically ask the licensee if they agree or disagree with each violation. 

The RA/ORA is then offered a chance to make closing remarks. 



From: 
To : 

Subject : 
Date: 

Cameron Jamnes 
Riemer Kenneth 
proposed agenda for Clinton reg conference 
Tuesday, November 27, 2018 8 :29: 12 AM 

Pat - introductions and opening remarks 

Ja mnes - Enforcement 

Ken - apparent violation 

Laura/John - risk 

Steve - opening remarks 

Licensee 

Caucus 

Additional questions (if needed) 

Pat - closing remarks 

Jamnes - closing enforcement remarks 

Steve - closing remarks 

thoughts? 



From: 
To: 

Cc: 
Subject : 
Date: 

Lindsey, 

Sanchez Santiago Elba 
Gorski Lindsay 
Riemer Kenneth 
RE: Additional Exelon Attendees at November 30 Clinton Reg Conference 
Tuesday, November 27, 2018 1 :44:16 PM 

Below are the requested titles: 

Shane Marik, Vice President, Fleet Support 
Jeff Stone, Director, Risk Management 
Johnny Weissinger, Director, Operations 

-Elba 

From: Riemer, Kenneth 

Sent: Tuesday, November 27, 2018 12:50 PM 

To: Sanchez Santiago, Elba <Elba.SanchezSantiago@nrc.gov> 

Cc: Gorski, Lindsay <lindsay.Gorski@nrc.gov> 

Subject: FW: Additional Exelon At tendees at November 30 Clinton Reg Conference 

Hi Elba, 

Can you provide the requested info to Lindsey? Thanks! 

Ken 

From: Gorski, Lindsay 

Sent: Tuesday, November 27, 2018 12:12 PM 

To: Riemer, Kenneth <Kenneth.Rjemer@nrc.gov> 

Subject: RE: Additional Exelon Attendees at November 30 Clinton Reg Conference 

Ken, 

I need the titles for Shane Marik, Jeff Stone, and Johnny Weissinger please. 

Thanks 

From: Riemer, Kenneth 

Sent: Monday, November 26, 2018 2:59 PM 

To: Wilk, Brenda <Brenda.Wilk@nrc.gov>; Gorski, Lindsay <Lindsay.Gorski@nrc.gov> 

Subject: FW: Additional Exelon Attendees at November 30 Clinton Reg Conference 

Let me know which people you'll still need specific titles for and we'll get those. 

Ken 



From: Riemer, Kenneth 

Sent: Monday, November 26, 2018 2:49 PM 

To: Wilk, Brenda <Brenda Wilk@nrc.gov>; Gorski, Lindsay <Lindsay Gorski@nrc gov> 
Cc: Riemer, Kenneth <Kenneth.Riemer@nrc.gov> 
Subject: FW: Additional Exelon Attendees at November 30 Clinton Reg Conference 

From: Shelton, Da le A:(GenCo-Nuc) [mailto·Dale.Shelton@exeloncorp.com] 
Sent: Monday, November 26, 2018 12:34 PM 

To: Riemer, Kenneth <Kenneth Biemer@nrc.gov> 
Cc: Sanchez Santiago, Elba <Elba SanchezSantjago@nrc gov>; Simpson, Patrick R.:(GenCo-Nuc) 

<patrick simpson@exeloncorp com> 
Subject: [Externa l_Sender] Add it ional Exelon Attendees at November 30 Clinton Reg Conference 

Ken, 

I have confirmed the Exelon attendees listed in the Reg Conference meeting notice. I have severa l 

other Exelon personnel that will also be in attendance. Please give me a ca ll if you need any 

additional informat ion. Thank you. 

Already listed: 

Dan Enright 

Brad Fewell 

Scot Greenlee 

George Gellrich 

Shane Marik 

Ted Stoner 

Brad Kapellas 

Jeff Stone 

Johnny Weissinger 

We need to add: 

Gene Kelly, Senior Manager, Risk Management 

David Gullatt, Director Licensing, Cantera 

Patrick Simpson, Manager, Licensing, Cantera 

Dale Shelton, Clinton Regulatory Assurance Manager 

Mike Antonell i, Clinton Senior Reactor Operator 

Chris Spille, Clinton Equipment Operator 

Ken Nicely, Principle Regulatory Engineer, Cantera 

Wes Brinsfield, Jensen Hughes 

Jeff Julius, Jensen Hughes 

Da le Shelton 

Regulatory Assurance Manager 

Clinton Power Station 



- Exelon Gen ration 
8401 Power Road 

Clinton. Il linois 61727 

(217) 937-2800 Office 

(b)(6) I J'A obile 

This Email message and any attachment may contain information that is proprietary, legaJly 
privileged, confidential and/or subject to copyright belonging to Exelon Corporation or its 
affiliates ("Exelon"). This Email is intended solely for the use of the person(s) to which it is 
addressed. If you are not an intended recipient, or the employee or agent responsible for 
delivery of this Email to the intended recipient(s), you are hereby notified that any 
dissemination, distribution or copying of this Email is strictly prohibited. If you have received 
this message in error, please immediately notify the sender and permanently delete this Email 
and any copies. Exelon policies expressly prohibit employees from making defamatory or 
offensive statements and infringing any copyright or any other legal right by Email 
communication. Exelon will not accept any liability in respect of such communications. -
EXCIP 



From: 
To: 

Subject : 
Date: 

Hi Ken, 

Wilk Brenda 
Riemer Kenneth; Gorski Lindsay 
RE: Additional Exelon Attendees at November 30 Clinton Reg Conference 
Tuesday, November 27, 2018 11 :11 :50 AM 

All the names that are external from the NRC have been added to the VARS system for the 
guards. Lindsay is working on the name tents. 

Jim Clay will be providing the water pitchers and cups for the day of the meeting. 

Thank you, 

Brenda 

From: Riemer, Kenneth 

Sent: Monday, November 26, 2018 2:59 PM 

To: Wilk, Brenda <Brenda.Wi lk@nrc.gov>; Gorski, Lindsay <Lindsay.Gorski@nrc.gov> 

Subject: FW: Additional Exelon Attendees at November 30 Clinton Reg Conference 

Let me know which people you'll still need specific titles for and we'll get those. 

Ken 

From: Riemer, Kenneth 

Sent: Monday, November 26, 2018 2:49 PM 

To: Wilk, Brenda <Brenda.Wilk@nrc.gov>; Gorski, Lindsay <Lindsay.Gorski@nrc.gov> 

Cc: Riemer, Kenneth <Kenneth Biemer@nrc gov> 

Subject: FW: Additional Exelon Attendees at November 30 Clinton Reg Conference 

From: Shelton, Da le A:(GenCo-Nuc) [mai lto·Dale Shelton@exeloncorp com] 

Sent: Monday, November 26, 2018 12:34 PM 

To: Riemer, Kenneth <Kenneth Biemer@nrc gov> 

Cc: Sanchez Santiago, Elba <Elba SanchezSantiago@nrc gov>; Simpson, Patrick R.:(GenCo-Nuc) 

<patrick sjmpson@exeloncorp com> 

Subject: [Externa l_Sender] Add it ional Exelon Attendees at November 30 Clinton Reg Conference 

Ken, 

I have confirmed the Exelon attendees listed in the Reg Conference meeting notice. I have severa l 

other Exelon personnel that will also be in attendance. Please give me a ca ll if you need any 

add it ional information. Thank you. 

Already list ed: 

Dan Enright 



Brad Fewell 

Scot Greenlee 

George Gellrich 

Shane Marik 

Ted Stoner 

Brad Kapellas 

Jeff Stone 

Johnny Weissinger 

We need to add: 

Gene Kelly, Senior Manager, Risk Management 

David Gul latt, Director Licensing, Cantera 

Patrick Simpson, Manager, Licensing, Cantera 

Dale Shelton, Clinton Regulatory Assurance Manager 

Mike Antonell i, Clinton Senior Reactor Operator 

Chris Spille, Clinton Equipment Operator 

Ken Nicely, Principle Regulatory Engineer, Cantera 

Wes Brinsfield, Jensen Hughes 

Jeff Julius, Jensen Hughes 

Da le Shelton 

Regu latory Assurance Manager 

Clinton Power Station -- Exelon Genu·ation 
8401 Power Road 

Clinton. Il linois 61727 

(217) 937-2800 Office 

I 1 !Mobile 

(b )(6) \ 

This Email message and any attachment may contain information that is proprietary, legally 
privileged, confidential and/or subject to copyright belonging to Exelon Corporation or its 
affiliates ("Exelon"). This Email is intended solely for the use of the person(s) to which it is 
addressed. If you are not an intended recipient, or the employee or agent responsible for 
delivery of this Email to the intended recipient(s), you are hereby notified that any 
dissemination, distribution or copying of this Email is strictly prohibited. If you have received 
this message in error, please immediately notify the sender and permanently delete thi.s Email 
and any copies. Exelon policies expressly prohibit employees from making defamatory or 
offensive statements and infringing any copyright or any other legal right by Email 
communication. Exelon will not accept any liability in respect of such communications. -
EXCIP 



From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject : 
Date: 

Ken, 

Simoson Patrick B ·tGenco-Nuc} 
Riemer Kenneth; Shelton Dale A·fGenCo-Nuc} 
Sanchez Santiago Elba; Pbillips Charles; Stoedter Karla 
[External_Sender] RE: RE: Additional Exelon Attendees at November 30 Clinton Reg Conference 
Wednesday, November 28, 2018 7:22:53 AM 

As we discussed previously, I would like to arrive early on Friday to set-up the laptop, etc so the 

meeting can start promptly at 1300. Will someone be able to let me in if I arrive about 1200? 

Pat 

From: Riemer, Kenneth <Kenneth.Riemer@nrc.gov> 

Sent: Wednesday, November 28, 2018 6:46 AM 
To: Shelton, Dale A:{GenCo-Nuc) <Dale.Shelton@exeloncorp.com> 

Cc: Elba Sanchez Santiago <Elba.SanchezSantiago@nrc.gov>; Simpson, Patrick R.:{GenCo-Nuc) 

<patrick.simpson@exeloncorp.com>; Phil lips, Charles <Charlles.Phill ips@nrc.gov>; Stoedter, Karla 

<Karla.Stoedter@nrc.gov> 

Subject: RE: RE: Additional Exelon Attendees at November 30 Clinton Reg Conference 

Got it - thanks. 
(b )(6) 

(b)(6 For any last minute logistical details it would be best to work with Chuck Phillips 
and/or Karla Stoedter. Thanks, 

Ken 

From: Shelton, Da le A:(GenCo-Nuc) [mailto·Dale Shelton@exeloncorp com] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 27, 2018 2:46 PM 

To: Riemer, Kenneth <Kenneth Riemer@nrc gov> 

Cc: Sanchez Santiago, Elba <Elba SanchezSantiago@nrc gov>; Simpson, Patrick R.:(GenCo-Nuc) 

<patrick simpson@exeloncorp com> 
Subject: [External_Sender] RE: Additional Exelon Attendees at November 30 Clinton Reg Conference 

Ken, I have one additional Exelon attendee. I have scoured t he bushes and believe that this is the 

fina l list. Please cal l me if you have any questions. Thank you ! 

Please add: Thomas Poindexter, Morgan, Lewis & Beckius LLP 

From: Shelton, Da le A:(GenCo-Nuc) 

Sent: Monday, November 26, 2018 12:34 PM 

To: 'Riemer, Kenneth' <Kenneth.Riemer@nrc,gov> 

Cc: Elba Sanchez Santiago <Elba SanchezSantiago@nrc gov>; Simpson, Patrick R.:(GenCo-Nuc) 

<patrick,simpson@exeloncorp com> 



Subject: Addit ional Exelon Attendees at November 30 Clinton Reg Conference 

Ken, 

I have confirmed the Exelon attendees listed in the Reg Conference meeting notice. I have severa l 

other Exelon personnel that will also be in attendance. Please give me a ca ll if you need any 

add it ional information. Thank you. 

Already listed: 

Dan Enright 

Brad Fewell 

Scot Greenlee 

George Gellrich 

Shane Marik 

Ted Stoner 

Brad Kapellas 

Jeff Stone 

Johnny Weissinger 

We need to add: 

Gene Kelly, Senior Manager, Risk Management 

David Gullatt, Director Licensing, Cantera 

Patrick Simpson, Manager, Licensing, Cantera 

Da le Shelton, Clinton Regulatory Assurance Manager 

Mike Antonell i, Clinton Senior Reactor Operator 

Chris Spille, Clinton Equipment Operator 

Ken Nicely, Pri nciple Regulatory Engineer, Cantera 

Wes Brinsfield, Jensen Hughes 

Jeff Julius, Jensen Hughes 

Da le Shelton 

Regulatory Assurance Manager 

Clinton Power Station -= Exelon Generation 
8401 Power Road 

Clinton. Ill inois 61727 

(217) 937-2800 Office 

! !Mobile 

(b )(6\ 

This Email message and any attachment may contain information that is proprietary, legally 
privileged, confidential and/or subject to copyright belonging to Exelon Corporation or its 
affiliates ("Exelon"). This Email is intended solely for the use of the person(s) to which it is 
addressed. If you are not an intended recipient, or the employee or agent responsible for 



delivery of this Email to the intended recipient(s), you are hereby notified that any 
dissemination, distribution or copying of this Email is strictly prohibited. If you have received 
this message in error, please immediately notify the sender and permanently delete this Email 
and any copies. Exelon policies expressly prohibit employees from making defamatory or 
offensive statements and infringing any copyright or any other legal right by Email 
communication. Exelon will not accept any liability in respect of such communications. -
EXCIP 



From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject : 
Date: 
Attachments: 

Hi Chuck, 

Simpson Patrick B ·tGenco-Nuc} 
Phillips Charles 
Riemer Kenneth 
[External_Sender] RE: Reg Cont seating arrangement 
Wednesday, November 28, 2018 2:12:52 PM 
imaae004 one 

The following folks will be seated at the table for Exelon: 

Ted Stoner 

Brad Kapellas 

Brad Fewell 

Johnny Weissinger 

Gene Kelly 

George Gellrich 

Dan Enright 

Scot Greenlee 

Shane Marik 

Patrick Simpson 
Exelon Generation Company, LLC 
Licensing Manager 

(630) 657 ·282~Work 
(b )(6) I !Mobile 

"patnck.s1mp~on@exeloncorp.com 
4300 Winfield Road 
Warrenville, IL 60555 

From: Phillips, Charles <Charles.Phillips@nrc.gov> 

Sent: Wednesday, November 28, 2018 1:29 PM 

To: Simpson, Patrick R.:(GenCo-Nuc) <patrick.simpson@exeloncorp.com> 

Cc: Riemer, Kenneth <Kenneth.Riemer@nrc.gov> 

Subject: [EXTERNAL] Reg Conf seating arrangement 

Pat, 

We don't have room at the main table in our main conference room for all 19 of the 
individuals you have planned to attend the Regulatory Conference. Currently there is room 
for 9. Would you please let us know who you wish to be seated at the main table? If more 
than 9 is required we need to know. 

Thank you, 



Project Engineer 
630-829-9572 - Office 

(b)(6) I .. ~ Cell 
Charles.Phill ips@nrc.gov 

This Email message and any attachment may contain information that is proprietary, legally 
privileged, confidential and/or subject to copyright belonging to Exelon Corporation or its 
affiliates ("Exelon"). This Email is intended solely for the use of the person(s) to which it is 
addressed. If you are not an intended recipient, or the employee or agent responsible for 
delivery of this Email to the intended recipient(s), you are hereby notified that any 
dissemination, distribution or copying of this Email is strictly prohibited. If you have received 
this message in error, please immediately notify the sender and pe1manently delete this Email 
and any copies. Exelon policies expressly prohibit employees from making defamatory or 
offensive statements and infringing any copyright or any other legal right by Email 
communication. Exelon will not accept any liability in respect of such communications. -
EXCIP 



From : 
To : 

Subject : 

Date: 
Attachments: 

Gorski Lindsay 
Cook Christopher; RidsNrrDodLpl3 Resource ; RidsNrrPMCl inton Resource ; NrrDirs lrib Resource ; West Steven ; 
Roberts Darrell ; Cameron Jamnes ; Barker Allan; !IBfil.!!; DRPIII ; ROPreports Resource 
CLI NTON POWER STATION-NRG 95001 SUPPLEMENTAL INSPECTION REPORT 05000461/2018041 AND 
ASSESSMENT FOLLOW-UP LETIER 
Wednesday, November 28, 2018 1 :20:20 PM 
imaaeoo1 ona 

The below attached document has been added to ADAMS. 

View ADAMS Properties ML18332A417 
Open ADAMS Document (CLINTON POWER STATION-NRC 95001 SUPPLEMENTAL 
INSPECTION REPORT 05000461/2018041 AND ASSESSMENT FOLLOW-UP LETTER) 

Document publicly available at 
https ://www.nrc.gov/docs/ML 1833/ML 18332A417 .pdf 

Lindsay Gorski 
Administrative Assistant 

Division of Reactor Projects 

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comm ission 

(630) 829-9605 



From : 

To: 

Cc: 
Subject : 
Date: 
Attachments: 

Chandrathil Prema 
West Steven ; Roberts Darrell ; El.!.; Lara Julio ; Q"Brien Kenneth ; Shuaibi Mohammed; Barker Allan ; ~ 
!::!.allil!; Riemer Kenneth ; Sanchez Santiago Elba ; Sargis Daniel ; Stoedter Karla 
Mitlyng Viktoria 
Press Release to be issued 

Wednesday, November 28, 2018 10:57 :03 AM 
1 a-030 iii Clinton Rea Cont pdt 

This press re lease will be issued shortly. 

Prema 

Prema Chand rath il 

Public Affairs Officer 

U.S. NRC Region Ill 

630-829-9663 



No: III-18-030 
Contact: Viktoria Mitlyng, 630-829-9662 

Prema Chandrathil, 630-829-9663 

November 28, 2018 

NRC Schedules Regulatory Conference to Discuss 
Preliminary Inspection Finding at Clinton Nuclear Power Plant 

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission wi ll meet with Exelon Generation officials on Nov. 30 to 
discuss a preliminary inspection finding regarding the licensee 's failure to follow multiple procedures 
to ensure an emergency diesel generator was operable during a recent refueling outage at the Clinton 
nuclear power plant, located in Clinton, Ill. 

The 1 p.m., meeting will be open to the public and will be held at the NRC's Region III office, 
located at 2443 Warrenville Road, Suite 210, in Lisle, Ill. A phone bridge line is available at 
1-877-952-8632, passcode 13959#. Following the NRC 's discussion with Exelon, members of the 
public will be able to ask questions of agency staff. 

The NRC inspection report documents the apparent violation, preliminarily determined to be of 
low to moderate (white) safety significance. The NRC evaluates regulatory perfonnance at commercial 
nuclear plants with a color-coded process that classifies inspection findings as green, white, yellow or 
red in order of increasing safety significance. 

The NRC officials will not make a decision on this issue at the meeting, rather they will 
carefully review the information provided. The decision will be documented in publicly available 
correspondence. 



From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject : 
Date: 
Attachments: 

Kozak Laura 
Cameron Jamnes: Biemer Kenneth; Stoedter Karla 
Lara Juljo; Louden Patrick 
FW: Risk Summary.doc 
Thursday, November 29, 2018 8:57:11 AM 

Risk Summary 11 ).doc 

Jeff's comments for the opening script. 

From: Mitman, Jeffrey 

Sent: Thursday, November 29, 2018 8:31 AM 

To: Kozak, Laura <Laura.Kozak@nrc.gov> 

Subject: RE: Risk Summary.doc 

How does this look? 

Jeff Mitman 

From: Kozak, Laura 

Sent: Wednesday, November 28, 2018 2:21 PM 

To: Mitman, Jeffrey <Jeffrey Mitman@nrc gov> 
Subject: Re: Risk Summary.doc 

Some comments for you to consider. 

From: Mitman, Jeffrey 

Sent: Wednesday, November 28, 2018 1:37 PM 

To: Kozak, Laura 

Subject: Risk Summary.doc 

Attached is my first stab at the risk summary for the opening remarks. Comments are 
appreciated. 

Thanks. 

Jeff Mitman 



Clinton EDG2 SDP 

Risk Summary 

11/28/2018 
Jeff Mitman 

The preliminary best estimate risk evaluation yielded a 3.8E-6 delta core damage frequency 
which is a white finding. This analysis was calculated using standard and well established NRG 
probabilistic risk assessment tools and methods and considered the as-built, as-operated plant. 
We believe this estimate to be realistic. The preliminary risk evaluation considered perspectives 
provided by Exelon. In addition, sensitivity cases we're performed to evaluate the relationship 
between key input assumptions and the best estimate risk evaluation. Sensitivity analysis results 
showed that the finding could range from green to yellow. 

The dominant sequence begins with a loss of offsite power followed by: A failure of the Division 2 
Emergency Diesel Generator to start, failure to depressurize the reactor, failure of all high 
pressure injection systems, and finally, failure to cross tie the functional Division 3 electrical 
distribution system to the Division 2 system. 

We look forward to additional insights from today's discussion. Insights gained will be evaluated 
to decide whether to perform additional risk analysis. It should be noted that re-evaluation would 
revisit .ill! assumptions and inputs and that the final risk result may increase or decrease. 

04/28/2020 



From: 

To: 

Subject: 
Date: 

west Steven 
Kozak Laura; Roberts Darrell; Gjessner John; Louden Patrick; Lara Julio; O"Brien Kenneth; ~ 
Mohammed; Biemer Kenneth; stoedter Karla; Cameron Jamnes; franovicb Mike;~ ; Mitman Jeffrey; 
Phillips Charles; Sanchez Santiago Elba; Sargis Daniel 

Re: Clinton regulatory conference 

Thursday, November 29, 2018 5:49:43 PM 

Thank you. W.ill come in handy tomorrow. 

Steve 

-------- Original Message --------
From: "Kozak, Laura" <Laura.Kozak@nrc.gov> 
Date: Thu, November 29, 201 8 3:48 PM -0600 
To: "West, Steven" <Steven.West@nrc.gov>, "Roberts, Darrell" <Da.rrell.Roberts@nrc.gov>, 
"Giessner, John" <John.Giessner@nrc.gov>, "Louden, Pa.trick" <Patrick.Louden@nrc.gov>, 
"Lara, Julio" <Julio.Lara@nrc.gov>, "O'Brien, Kenneth" <Kenneth.O'Brien@nrc.gov>, 
"Shuaibi, Mohammed" <Mohammed.Shuaibi@nrc.gov>, "Riemer, Kenneth" 
<Kenneth.Riemer@nrc.gov>, "Stoedter, Karla" <Karla.Stoedter@nrc.gov>, "Cameron, 
Jamnes" <Jamnes.Cameron@nrc.gov>, "Franovich, Mike" <Mike.Franovich@nrc.gov>, 
"Fong, CJ" <CJ.Fong@nrc.gov>, "Mitman, Jeffrey" <Jeffrey.Mitman@nrc.gov>, "Phillips, 
Charles" <Charles.Phillips@nrc.gov>, "Sanchez Santiago, Elba" 
<Elba.SanchezSantiago@m·c.gov>, "Sargis, Daniel" <Daniel.Sargis@nrc.gov> 
Subject: Clinton regulatory conference 

Jeff and I put together the attached one-page document. 

The document covers what we think is new information, what we think are areas of 
disagreement but is not new information, and some important points to keep in mind during 
tomorrow's meeting. 

If anyone has any questions before the conference, we will both be available. Please share 
this document as necessary with others for information. 

Laura 



From : 
To : 

Cc: 
Subject : 
Date: 

Kozak Laura 
Mitman Jeffrey 
zoulis Antonios 
Re : Comments on Exelon presentation 

Thursday, November 29, 2018 8:12:35 PM 

I think these are good comments. However, the yellow highlighting is blocking t he text for 

me. Should I be viewing this a specific way so that the text can be seen? 

From: Mitman, Jeffrey 

Sent: Thursday, November 29, 2018 7:46 PM 

To: Kozak, La ura 

Cc: Mit man, Jeffrey; Zou li s, Antonios 

Subject: Comments on Exelon presentation 

Laura, 

As promised. 

Jeff Mitman 



From: Wilk Brenda 
To : Biemer Kenneth; Lara Julio; Louden Patrick; Phill ips Charles 
Subject : 
Date: 

Regu latory Enforcement Conference Sl ides for Clinton Power Station on November 30, 2018) 

Thursday, November 29, 2018 3:15:18 PM 

Attachments: ~Q!lg 

The below attached document has been added to ADAMS. 

View ADAMS Properties ML 18333A333 
Open ADAMS Document (Regulatory Enforcement Conference Slides for Clinton Power 
Station on November 30, 2018) 

Thank you , 

13 ve-rtd.cv W aJv 
Lead Administrative Assistant 
Division of Reactor Projects 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
(630) 829-9602 

Document publicly available at 
https://www.nrc.gov/docs/M L 1833/M L 18333A333. pdf 



From : 
To : 

Date: 
Attachments : 

Gorski Lindsay 
Biemer Kenneth 
Friday, November 30, 2018 9:58:01 AM 
Clinton Division Director Opening Remarks Reg Conference.docx 
imaae001 .png 

Lindsay Gorski 
Administrative Assistant 

Division of Reactor Projects 

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comm ission 

(630) 829-9605 

( 



CLINTON REGULATORY CONFERENCE 
DIVISION DIRECTOR REIMARKS 

Good afternoon, I'm Pat Louden, DRP Director. Welcome to Region Il l. 

This is a regulatory conference between the NRC and Exelon to discuss an apparent 
violation and preliminary White finding concerning the Clinton Power Station. 

The conference is OPEN to public observation. Members of the public who are in 
attendance at this meeting, you should be aware that this is a meeting between the 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission and Exelon. Following the conference, NRC staff will 
be available to answer questions and receive comments from members of the publ ic 
concerning matters discussed at this conference. 

But before we begin discussing the issues, let's start by doing introductions. Again I'm 
Pat Louden. 

<INTRODUCTIONS of those sitting at table. I'd also ask that if other NRC staff or 
Exelon members participate in the discussions, please introduce yourselves as 
well at the time. 

I would now ask that any members of the public please introduce themselves. 

Any member of the public listening over the phone please introduce yourselves. 

Thank you. We will mute the phone bridge lines until the end of the conference. 

For our agenda this afternoon, we will cover: 

• Purpose of this regulatory conference; 

• Jamnes Cameron, Enforcement Officer, will discuss aspects of our enforcement 
policy, as they relate to the matters before us today; 

• Ken Riemer, will briefly summarize our inspection finding and preliminary 
significance determination; 

• Jeff Mitman will provide a summary of our risk analysis developed as part of the 
SOP; and 

• Steve West, Regional Administrator. 

After which I'll turn the meeting over to Exelon to discuss the issues and to provide any 
additional information that you want us to consider in making our final decision on the 
significance of the finding. Normally, the NRC asks questions during the presentation. 
However, you should not take questions, or their absence, to indicate an NRC position 
on the issues. We are using this opportunity to obtain more information concerning the 
issues, so that we can develop a final decision that considers all relevant aspects of the 
issues. 

After your presentation, we'll break for a quick caucus of the NRC staff to discuss the 
information that you provided and to formulate any additional questions we want to ask 
before we end the meeting. 



Are there any questions about the meeting agenda? 

Purpose of this regulatory conference - PAT 

A Regulatory Conference is the last step of the inspection process before the NRC 
makes its final decision on the significance of the inspection find ings. The purpose of 
this conference is to allow you to identify any disagreements with the facts and 
assumptions that the NRC used to make its preliminary significance determination, and 
to allow you to present new information that may assist the NRC in arriving at the most 
appropriate final significance determination. 

We would also appreciate your views as to whether there is any other information that 
may be relevant to the application of the significance determination in this case. 

If you have any additional information that is under development and is not available to 
be presented at this regulatory conference, please inform us of the nature of the 
information. The NRC must receive any additional information which you would like us 
to consider by no later than fifteen days from this conference if you would like us to 
consider it as part of our review. 

In addition to discussing your views on the safety significance of the finding, you may 
want to present your views on the identified apparent violation. The primary purpose of 
this meeting is to discuss issues related to the safety significance of the finding, which 
informs the outcome of the apparent violation. However, because a separate 
predecisional enforcement conference is normally not convened to discuss the apparent 
violation, any discussion concerning apparent violations and the applicable corrective 
actions will be considered. 

We will use the information obtained today, and any followup information supplied to 
reach a significance determination and enforcement decision. As a reminder, the NRC's 
goal is to be timely in the issuance of a final significance determination. 

If you have any questions now or at any time during this conference, we would be 
pleased to answer them. However, this meeting is not intended to be a debate, 
especially when it comes to the probabilistic methods used. 

Enforcement Policy - Jamnes Cameron 

Summary of Inspection finding and Preliminary Significance Determination - Ken Riemer 
and Jeff Mitman 

• Briefly go over the facts of the apparent violation, specifically mentioning wlhat 
requirement was violated. 

• Jeff Mitman: senior reliability and risk analyst to discuss risk aspects of the 
apparent violation. 

Turn over to licensee: [Licensee main person], I now turn the meeting over to you. 
For those who will be following the licensee's presentation on the phone, and who have 
access to a computer, the licensee's slides are available in the NRC's ADAMS 
document system at ML 18333A333. A few copies are available on the counters here in 
the room.> 

Regional Administrator Comments 



CAUCUS 

The purpose of the caucus is to determine if there are any outstanding questions to be 
asked prior to closing the conference. 

CLOSING 

I want to thank you for taking advantage of this aspect of our enforcement process and 
for making the trip to our offices to discuss the issues and their significance. Highlight 
any commitments made and timeframe when they will provide it. 

Enforcement Representative will go over the next steps in the enforcement process. 
He will specifically ask the licensee if they agree or disagree with each violation . 

The RA/DRA is then offered a chance to make closing remarks. 



From: 
To : 

Subject : 
Date: 

Kozak Laura 
Lara Julio ; Mitman Jeffrey: Sanchez Santiago Elba 
call with Clinton tomorrow to discuss the information 

Monday, December 03, 2018 3:42:00 PM 

Dale Shelton is going to set up a call at 1 :30 pm tomorrow afternoon (central) . 



From: 
To : 

Subject : 
Date: 
Attachments: 

Kozak Laura 
Lambert Kenneth 
RE: Clinton presentation at reg con ference 
Monday, December 03, 2018 3:41 :00 PM 
CPS Div 2 DG ReQ Conf Presentat ion 11.1:.19:.18J/fil).Qdf 

From: Lambert , Kenneth 

Sent: Monday, December 03, 20181:17 PM 

To: Kozak, La ura <Laura.Kozak@ nrc.gov> 

Subject: Clinton presentation at reg con fe rence 

Attachment is non-responsive due to 
narrowing the request to exclude 
licensee originated documents . 

Can you send me an electronic copy of Clinton's presentation at the regulatory conference? 

Ken 

Ken Lambert 
Sr. Enforcement Specialist 
Region Ill 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
630-810-4376 
kenneth.lambert@nrc.gov 



From: 
To: 

Subject: 
Date: 

Shelton Dale A-/Genco-Nuc) 
Kozak Laura 
(External_Sender) Re: Discuss Clinton Reg Conference Follow-up submittal content 
Tuesday, December 04, 2018 6:34:14 AM 

Thank you. See you at 1330. 

Get Outlook for iOS 

From: Kozak, Laura <Laura .Kozak@nrc.gov> 

Sent: Tuesday, December 4, 2018 6:31:32 AM 

To: Shelton, Dale A:(GenCo-Nuc) 

Subject: RE: Discuss Clinton Reg Conference Follow-up submittal content 

Dale, I forwarded the appointment to Jeff as requested. 

Laura 

-----Original Appointment-----

From: Shelton, Da le A:(GenCo-Nuc) [mailto:Dale.Shelton@exeloncorp.com] 
Sent: Monday, December 03,. 2018 5:44 PM 

To: Shelton, Dale A:(GenCo-Nuc); Kozak, Laura; Antonelli, Michael K.:(GenCo-Nuc); 
wbrinsfield@jensenhughes.com 

Cc: Gullott, David M. :(GenCo-Nuc); Simpson, Patrick R. :(GenCo-Nuc); Sanchez Santiago, Elba 

Subject: [External_Sender] Discuss Clinton Reg Conference Fol low-up submittal content 

When: Tuesday, December 04, 2018 1:30 PM-2:30 PM (UTC-06:00) Central Time (US & Canada}. 

Where: Conference Line 

This call is to ensure that the necessary information is submitted on the docket by 
Exelon to support final SOP determination of the D2 DG inoperability Preliminary 
White Finding. Dale Shelton will sign in with the Leader Code. 

Laura - can you please forward to Jeff, I do not have is email address. Thank you. 

Conference Number: 1-855-723-8900 

Conference ID:! ·· - L.Ct:>)(€5) 

Leader PIN: I ! ... {~K~L 

This Email message and any attachment may contain information that is proprietary, 
legally privileged, confidential and/or subject to copyright belonging to Exelon 



Corporation or its affiliates ("Exelon"). This Email is intended solely for the use of the 
person(s) to which it is addressed. If you are not an intended recipient, or the 
employee or agent responsible for delivery of this Email to the intended recipient(s), 
you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution or copying of this Email is 
strictly prohibited. If you have received this message in error, please immediately 
notify the sender and permanently delete this Email and any copies. Exelon policies 
expressly prohibit employees from making defamatory or offensive statements and 
infringing any copyright or any other legal right by Email communication. Exelon will 
not accept any liability in respect of such communications. -EXCIP 



From : 

To : 

Subject : 
Date: 
Attachments: 

Kozak Laura 
Mitman Jeffrey ; Sanchez Santiago Elba 
Clinton discussion today 

Tuesday, December 04, 2018 7:23:00 AM 
Cli!l1lfilBeguJato_ry~rence Notes r~ . 

I cleaned the document up a bit - see attached for today's discussion. 

I plan to run through the list - Jeff, you chime in as necessary. 

Laura 



Clinton Regulatory Conference Notes 

New information: 5 areas of new information to be considered. 

Battery Life 
• Battery life extension evaluation 

Recovery of the DG 
• Copy of training material referenced in slide 9 "Assumption 13" 

• Copy of the completed questionnaires sent to the 28 SROs as referenced in slide 18 
Copy of the completed surveys provided to the six CPS shift managers referenced on 
slide 18 

• Copy of time validation described in slide 19 

• Copy of the DG air start flow path training referenced in slide 26 

Isolation of SOC 
• Copy of 1procedure(s) and training (including shutdown simulator exercises) that would 

direct closure of the shutdown cooling valves as reference in slide 10 

• Copy of HEP analysis for operator action to close the shutdown cooling valves 

Pressure Control 
• Copy of procedures ~nd training (including shutdown simulator exercises) to support 

maintaining RPV pressure below 100 psig without low pressure injection as discussed 
on slide 45. 

Division 3 Cross-tie 
• Copy of time validations for evolutions described in slides 10 (cross-tie) 

Questions (not necessarily related to new information): 
• Any additional shutdown SBO training? If so provide training materials. 

• Would the control room annunciators be impacted by the DC load shed? 

• When would SAE and GE be declared for a shutdown SBO? How would this impact 
personnel availability? 

·• Any additional FLEX or cross-tie training materials to provide? 

• What was the water level in the reactor vessel during the timeframe when both Division 
1 and Division 2 diesels were unavailable? 

• Exelon indicated that the credit we were giving re FLEX was inconsistent with the NRC 
FLEX SER. Please supplies details. (Franovich's question) 

Commented [JTM1]: CPS 4001.01"Reactor Coolant 
Leakage" Step 4.3 directs closure of both the FOOS and 
F009. I assume this is the procedure they are 
referencing but I would like them to confirm. 

Commented [JTM2]: It is my understanding that CPS 
4001.01 Step 4.6.3.2 directs entry into EOP 4401.01on 
RCS level concems. 4401.01 in the pressure control 
discussion states: "Hold RPV pressure below shutdown 
cooling interlock 
(104 psig) using other pressure control systems 
(4411.09)." If this Is the case, I'd like a copies of 
441 1.09 and their version of EOPs effective during PD. 



From: ~ 
Mitman Jeffrey 
declaring ELAP 

To : 
Subject: 
Date: 
Attachments: 

Tuesday, December 04. 20 18 6:46:00 AM 

imaoe003 ono 
imaoe004 ooo 

Take a look at the HEP evaluation staring on D-54. I didn't fu lly appreciate th is before but it is the diagnosis error for 
declaring ELAP and entering FLEX from the licensee's at-power model that they are currently using in their ACI/SRV 
node, after the cross-tie node, which makes no sense to me. 

Additionally, there is the statement by the SRO quoted in appendix C that indicates the cross-tie could provide the high 
assurance but refers to being in ELAP 

Per Mike Antonell i (Clinton SRO, 7/9/2018): 

'With regards to div3 DG: we wou ldn't start that unti l we got past the 1 hour point. I think we would 
pursue it regardless of the ELAP because we have resources, whether it's the MGR or the TSC/ERO, It 
doesn't matter, we would continue pursuing it. It might be the means that we use to say we have a high 
assurance we can not exceed the 4 hour SBO coping time. The DG running just means we might take 
some actions to shut it down and reset it while we are doing the cross tie. 

I don't think we would prioritize cross tie over restoring div 2 DG until we identified something that 
would make us think that restoration of the div 2 d would not be successful." 

From D-54 

Identification and Definition 
The purpose of this HFE is to model recognition (or lack thereof) for the need lo begin FLEX actions. 
One primary purpose of FLEX actions is to support extended Low pressure RPV injection during an 
extended loss of AC power scenario, or during any scenario in which an alternative makeup strategy is 
required, and to ensure adequate suppression pool cooling is achieved. 



From: 
To : 

Subject : 
Date: 
Attachments: 

FYI 

Kozak Laura 
Mitman Jeffrey 
FW: CC-GL-118-1 003.pdf 

Attachment is non-responsive due to narrowing the 
request to exclude licensee originated documents. 
Attachment is: CC-CL-118-1003, Rev. 0, Clinton Power 
Station Unit 1, "Final Integrated Plan Document: Mitigating 
Strategies NRC Order EA-12-049", Dec. 2015. 

Tuesday, December 04, 2018 3:39:00 PM 
CC-CL-118-1003.r,df 

From: Sanchez Santiago, Elba 

Sent: Tuesday, December 04, 2018 2:42 PM 

To: Kozak, La ura <Laura.Kozak@ nrc.gov> 

Cc: Phillips, Charles <Charles .Phill ips@ nrc.gov> 

Subject: CC-CL-118-1003.pdf 

Laura, 

Attached is the Clinton FLEX implementation plan. The portion I was discussing with you is 
on page 24 and I highlighted the pertinent sections. 

-Elba 



From: Mitman Jeffrey 
Kozak Laura To: 

Subject : FW: Clinton Gothic Analysis 
Date: Tuesday, December 04, 2018 3:39:20 PM 

FYI 

Jeff Mitman 

From: Helton, Donald 

Sent: Tuesday, December 4, 2018 3:36 PM 

To: Mitman, Jeffrey <Jeffrey.Mitman@nrc.gov> 

Subject: RE: Clinton Gothic Ana lysis 

Jeff, 

I've skimmed the GOTHIC analysis. I don't have any major heartburn about what they've 
done. In light of how this is used in relation to the uncertainties in the HRA and the accident 
sequence formulation, and in light of the fortune (on their part) that this happened mid
outage and after refueling (low decay heat), it seems reasonable. There are a few aspects 
that I'd like to discuss with you (and Laura, if you like) when you get a chance, just to make 
sure we are on the same page. These are: 

1. I note your initial identification that the drain path and the SRV take-off points are not 
faithfully modeled, elevation-wise. I don't see that as making a big difference here. 
Similarly, the way they've modeled heat exchange between CV 1 and CV 2 seems 
very odd to me (thermal connector versus letting buoyantly-driven flow determine the 
mass and heat exchange), but it does appear to bias the results in a conservative 
manner. 

2. There doesn't seem to be any consideration of containment heatup and 
pressurization. It is probably not an issue for these accident sequences (b/c of the 
low decay heat), but I always get skiddish when folks run 24-hour long calculations 
without SPC, with no look at what containment conditions are. 

3. The SRVs are credited for being manually cycled and/or for cycling automatically 
many times, without consideration of a valve failing to reclose. Failure to reclose 
would exacerbate inventory loss, and accelerate uncovery. Compounding this is that 
the writeup is not clear on how non-condensables are treated (pg. 14), which would 
directly affect pressurization. There is also the related matter of crediting Division II 
batteries for 11 hours, and you may have insight in to the reasonableness of that. 

4. Were head bolts tensioned during the exposure time? 
s. Is failure to isolate the drain path, the head vent paths, and the RHR vent paths 

considered, as these have a big impact on time to TAF? 
o If isolation fails, is it important that an induced LOCA would occur in the 

connected systems (e.g., RadWaste)? 
o If isolation fails, the way they have calculated the drain path equivalent 

diameter and loss coefficient, and separately the RHR vent valve flow rates, 
seems somewhat suspect. 



I've got decent availability over the coming days (except tomorrow of course), so let me 
know what works for you .. . I think a half-hour would be plenty ... 

Don 

From: Mitman, Jeffrey 

Sent: Monday, December 03, 2018 5 :02 PM 

To: Helton, Donald <Donald Helton@nrc gov> 

Subject: RE: Clinton Gothic Analysis 

I'm using a plant Clinton specific fee billable CAC (000502/05000461 / l-2018-092-0000). As 
this is a Region Ill controlled CAC, I'm not sure what the approval process is. 

Jeff Mitman 

From: Helton, Dona ld 

Se nt: Monday, December 03,. 2018 5:00 PM 

To: Mit man, Jeffrey <Jeffrey Mjtman@nrc gov> 

Subject: RE: Clinton Gothic Ana lysis 

We're not using a plant-specific CAC for this? 

From: Mit man, Jeffrey 

Sent: Monday, December 03, 2018 4:39 PM 

To: Helton, Donald <Donald,Helton@nrc.gov> 

Cc: Robinson, Jay <Jay.Robinson@nrc gov> 

Subject: RE: Clinton Gothic Analysis 

A11017 

Jeff Mitman 

From: Helton, Dona ld 

Se nt: Monday, December 03, 2018 4:26 PM 

To: Mit man, Jeffrey <Jeffrey.Mjtman@nrc gov> 

Subject: RE: Clinton Got hic Analysis 

Can you send me the CAC for this SDP ... (or just direct Jay to include me on its usage) ... ? 

Thanks. 

From: Helton, Donald 

Sent: Monday, December 03, 2018 12:59 PM 

To: Mit man, Jeffrey <Jeffrey.Mitman@nrc.gov> 



Cc: Kozak, Laura <Laura Kozak@nrc gov> 
Subject: RE: Clinton Gothic Ana lysis 

Got it. As we discussed, I'll take the '1 hour look' later this week and get you any knee-jerks 
I have by COB Friday. 

From: Mitman, Jeffrey 

Sent: Monday, December 03, 2018 11:59 AM 

To: Helton, Donald <Donald,Heltoo@orc.gov> 
Cc: Kozak, Laura <Laura Kozak@ nrc gov> 

Subject: Clinton Gothic Analysis 

Don, as we discussed, attached is the Clinton Gothic analysis for shutdown. Exelon 
performed the analysis. 

Just a reminder, Clinton is a BWR 6 with a Mark Ill containment. 

The elevations/levels referenced in the calculation appear to be from mean sea level. In 
any case: 
Vessel top invert: 813.31 feet 
Bottom of main steam lines (MSL) nozzle: 796.2 feet 
TAF: 773.88 feet 
Core plate: 760 feet 
Vessel bottom invert: 744.35 feet 

The gothic model has no representation of the RPV shroud. 

Likewise the "drain paths" modeled are from the below core region (Volume 2 in the write 
ups terminology). The drain paths 3, 4, 5 & 6 are from RHR suction relief valves. In reality 
the RHR system takes suction from somewhat higher up in the vessel, i.e., above 760' and 
outside the shroud. These are obvious simplifications in the model but I don't know if they 
are significant. 

Control volumes 7 and 8 are to atmospheric conditions. In reality the RHR relief valves 
would discharge to equipment drain sumps near the RHR pumps in the aux building. This 
is modeled as control volume 7. 

While control volume 8 would be the suppression pool. As we discussed, the MSL exit the 
RPV turn downward and turn horizontal before exiting the containment. The SRVs are 
below MSL nozzles. 

I'm looking for your opinion about whether the model is reasonable. From my perspective, 
if it is off by 1 0% that is okay. 

Thanks for your insights. 

Jeff Mitman 



From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject : 
Date: 

Kozak Laura 
Riemer Kenneth; Phi nips Charles 
Sanchez Santiago Elba; st Peters Courtney 
RE: Reg Conference mtg Summary draft 
Tuesday, December 11 , 2018 1 :37:00 PM 

I like your suggested sentence and agree the less specific the better. The ball was/is in the 
licensee's court to provide what they think is the new information for us to consider. 

From: Riemer, Kenneth 
Sent: Tuesday, December 11, 2018 1:11 PM 

To: Kozak, Laura <Laura.Kozak@nrc.gov>; Phi llips, Charles <Charles.Phil lips@nrc.gov> 

Cc: Sanchez Santiago, Elba <Elba.SanchezSantiago@nrc.gov>; St. Peters, Courtney 

<Courtney.St. Peters@nrc.gov> 

Subject: RE: Reg Conference mtg Summary draft 

Laura, 

Were you ok with the sentence "The licensee agreed to provide details to the NRG on the 
Docket in regards to specific training for operators that was conducted prior to the event 
and operational procedural guidance that was referenced in the slides by Friday December 
14, 2018', or would it be cleaner to say something along the lines of " .. . the licensee agreed 
to provide additional details to the NRG as requested at the reg cont ... "? 

I'm leery of providing an opportunity for the licensee to reference the meeting summary and 
say they gave us what we requested if there was more, or more specific, items we asked to 
receive. 

Ken 

From: Kozak, Laura 

Sent: Tuesday, December 11, 2018 12:29 PM 

To: Phi ll ips, Charles <Charles.Ph i11 ips@nrc.gov>; Riemer, Kenneth <Kenneth.Riemer@nrc.gov> 
Cc: Sanchez Sant iago, Elba <Elba.SanchezSant iago@nrc.gov>; St. Peters, Courtney 

<Courtney.St.Peters@nrc.gov> 
Subject: RE: Reg Conference mtg Summary draft 

Can we strike the sentence that the reasons for difference were clearly described in the 
slides? 

I don't think they clearly described the reasons. 

From: Phillips, Charles 

Sent: Tuesday, December 11, 2018 9:38 AM 

To: Riemer, Kenneth <Kennet h.Riemer@nrc.gov> 

Cc: Kozak, Laura <Laura.Kozak@nrc.gov>; Sanchez Sant iago, Elba <Elba SanchezSantiago@nrc.gov>; 

St. Peters, Courtney <Courtney.St.Peters@orc.iNY> 
Subject: Reg Conference mtg Summary draft 



Here is my draft. I th ink everything is here. If you want more detail let me know. 



From : 

To : 

Cc : 

Subject : 
Date: 

Biemer Kenneth 
Phillips Charles 
Kozak Laura ; Sanchez Santiago Elba; st Peters Courtney 
RE: Reg Conference mtg Summary draft 

Tuesday, December 11, 2018 1 :13:20 PM 

One additional question: 

Should we include a sentence stating that the NRC's final significance determination will be 
documented in a subsequent letter? That way we don't give the public the impression that 
our preliminary white determination is the NRC's final decision on the matter. 

ken 

From: Phil lips, Charles 

Sent: Tuesday, December 11, 2018 9:38 AM 

To: Riemer, Kenneth <Ken neth.Riemer@nrc.gov> 

Cc: Kozak, La ura <Laura.Kozak@ nrc.gov>; Sa nchez Sant iago, Elba <E lba.SanchezSant iago@nrc.gov>; 

St. Pete rs, Courtney <Courtney.St.Peters@nrc.gov> 

Subject: Reg Conference mtg Summary draft 

Here is my draft. I th ink everything is here. It you want more detail let me know. 



From: 
To: 

Subject : 
Date: 

Kozak Laura 
Baker Randal 
Re: discuss Clinton 
Wednesday, December 12, 2018 7:50:10 AM 

Are you in next week? 

From: Baker, Randal 
Sent: Wednesday, December 12, 2018 7:11 AM 
To: Kozak, Laura 
Subject: RE: discuss Clinton 

Good morning Laura, 

I am at Byron doing the onsite validation of their Initial License Exam and the schedule is 
rather full every day this week until about 4:00 pm. I don't know how late you are available, 
but later in the day is better! 

If you are in the office I may be able to call you around noon today. 

Randy 

From: Kozak, Laura 
Sent: Wednesday, December 12, 2018 6:36 AM 
To: Baker, Randal <Randal.Baker@nrc.gov> 
Subject: discuss Clinton 

Hi Randy 

Do you have some time to talk tomorrow? Would you be able to call me in the morning? 

would like to get your perspectives 

Laura 



From: 
To: 

Subject: 
Date: 

Jesse 

Kozak Laura 
Seymour Jesse 
Re: Regulatory Conference Discussion 
Wednesday, December 12, 2018 11 :15:24 AM 

Let's try to get together tomorrow morning. I would just like to talk and get any impressions 

that you had. 

Laura 

From: Seymour, Jesse 

Sent: Wednesday, December 12, 2018 9:46:43 AM 

To: Kozak, Laura 

Cc: Baker, Randa l; Orlikowski, Robert 

Subject: Regulatory Conference Discussion 

Laura, 

Randy Baker mentioned that you wanted to have a discussion regarding the recent 
regulatory conference. Randy is currently out at Byron, however, I also attended the 
conference and am available in the office through Thursday this week (and all of next week 
as well) . Please let me know if there is something that I can assist with. 

Thank you, 

Jesse Seymour 

Operations Engineer 
Division of Reactor Safety, Operator Licensing 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Region Il l 
2443 Warrenville Road, Suite 210 
Lisle, IL 60532 
Phone: 630-829-956 1 
Email: jesse seymour@nrc ~ov 



From: 
To: 

Subject: 
Date: 

Laura, 

Mitman Jeffrey 
Kozak Laura 
White paper comments 
Sunday, December 16, 2018 5:49:34 PM 

I've started to review the White paper. I'm only about a th ird of the way through. Based on t his 

partia l review, could we get a copy of 

procedure CPS 4200.01C004, i.e., the one that closes the FOOS va lve? 

Jeff Mitman 



From : 
To: 
Subject : 
Date: 

Kozak Laura 
Sanchez Santiago Elba ; Riemer Kenneth: Cameron Jarnnes; Phillips Charles 
Clinton information 
Monday, December 17, 2018 9:49:35 AM 

I received the FedEx package and I copied the information to the S:\Clinton 2018 regulatory 
conference 



From : 
To: 
Subject : 
Date: 
Attachments: 

Kozak Laura 
Lara Julio ; Louden Patrick; Riemer Kenneth ; Stoedter Karla ; Phillips Charles ; Sanchez Santiago Elba 
Clinton 
Monday, December 17, 2018 5:02 :02 PM 

~Q!lg 

We are still going through the licensee information but I thought I would share one piece of 
information. See excerpt from the CPS Shift Manager survey on declaring ELAP. 
The information provided to the shift managers was that the valves were identified as shut 
at t=45 minutes - meaning diagnosis of the failure was successful. We agree this is 
successful recovery and ELAP would not be declared. 

It appears that Exelon did not pose the right question in determining if ELAP would be 
declared. 

The division 2 0G fails to start. Locally at 1PL12JB, the equipment operator identifies that 5285-3D and 

3E are alarming (Failure To Start and Lockout Relay Tripped). ARPs are available if requested. At t = 45 

minutes, the local operator identifies that 1DG160 and 1DG161 are SHUT ("A" and "B" air receiver outlet 

valves). There is no visible damage to the division 2 DG. No work was performed on the division 2 diesel 

generator. The generator was recently tagged out for a system outage window. 
There is no power to the div 1 AC or div 2 AC busses. Div 3 DG starts and loads its bus successfully. 



From: 

To: 
Cc: 
Subject : 
Date: 
Attachments: 

Riemer Kenneth 
Lara Julio; Louden Patrick 
Kozak Laura 
FW: RS-18-146 Exelon Evaluation of Preliminary White Finding 

Monday, December 17, 2018 7:10:18 AM 

RS-18-146 <Attachments 1 and 2),odf 

See attached for Exelon's response. 

Attachment is non
responsive due to 
narrowing the request to 
exclude licensee originated 
documents. 

Laura raised a good point. In Exelon's response they mention Laura and Jeff by name 
(pretty unusual in my experience to publicly name someone on the docket); what's even a 
little more disingenuous, is that they are inaccurate in the context of how they characterize 
the interaction with Laura and Jett. Perhaps we respond on the docket "thanking" them tor 
their response and clearly sett the record straight. 

I've cc'ed Laura on this; she can provide further context. 

Ken 

From: Sanchez Santiago, Elba 

Sent: Friday, December 14, 2018 2:37 PM 

To: Riemer, Kenneth <Kenneth.Riemer@nrc.gov>; Kozak, Laura <Laura.Kozak@nrc.gov>; Mitman, 

Jeffrey <Jeffrey.M itman@nrc.gov> 

Subject: FW: RS-18-146 Exelon Evaluation of Preliminary White Finding 

Attached is the licensee's white paper and their response to our post reg conference 
questions. As the title of the document indicates, this document contains only attachments 
1 and 2. The bulk of the information related to our questions are in attachments 3 - 15. 
Those attachments total over 2000 pages and will be sent in the form of a disc to Laura and 
Jeff. They will also be sent as hardcopies to the R3 RA office and document control desk in 
HQ. 

From: Gaynor, Ellen M:(GenCo-Nuc) [mailto:E llen.Gaynor@exeloncorp.com] 

Sent: Friday, December 14, 2018 2:15 PM 

Cc: ken evans@illinois gov; jason fields@illinois.gov; steven reynolds@illinois gov; Sanchez Santiago, 

Elba <Elba SanchezSantiago@nrc.gov> 

Subject: [Externa l_Sender] RS-18-146 Exelon Eva luation of Preliminary Wh ite Find ing 

Thank you! 

Have a great weekend. 

Ellen Gaynor 

OSS - Licensing 

This Email message and any attachment may contain information that is proprietary, legally 
privileged, confidential and/or subject to copyright belonging to Exelon Corporation or its 



From: 

To : 

Cc: 
Subject : 
Date: 

Kozak Laura 
Riemer Kenneth ; Phillips Charles 
Lara Julio; Louden Patrick 
Clin ton - estimate for f inal SERP 

Tuesday, December 18, 2018 2:58:46 PM 

I talked with Jeff today in preparation for tomorrow's meeting. Our estimate is completion of 
review of licensee information by January 31 to support a SERP the following week. 

Laura 



From: ~ 
To: ~;~;~ 

Sublec:t : <:aoton 
Oat~ : Tu!Mlday. Deot1~ J8. 2018.&!1>6:4>0 AM 

A1tachrnent1: Qo,gg BcO!il!ktCY f-OOIMMXE iolOOD!liOO @ISM dltf -
For tomorrow's discussion, I provided the excerpt below from IMC 0609. I believe the purpose ot the meeting is to go over the technical and risk information and determine what is 
"new". We will not know what the impact or outcome of considering the ~new" Information but maybe we can at leasl align on the scope ol the review. 

I believe the scope of the review is In the attached -which are the notes we prepared post-regulatory conference, from the licensee's slides, In an attempt 10 deline the potentially 
"new" information. As you know we were out of process because the licensee should have submitted what they considered to be "new" one week prior to the regulatory conference. 

I had previously provided the attached document to SERP members and those that attended the regulatory conference but it may be worthwhile to distribute it to the people invited 
lo tomorrow's discussion. 

Laura 

04.01 Post-Conference Review. 

In some cases the licensee provides the NRC staff with both technica l and risk information early 
on in the inspection process. Th is information provided by the licensee, along with the 
information that the staff has gathered, supports the staffs independent assessment of the 
safety or security significance of the finding . However the licensee's formal response to the 
preliminary determination letter is provided via written response or participation in a Regulatory 
Conference. The NRC staff that participated in the Regulatory Conference or reviewed a written 
response should hold a Post-Conference Review to go over the technical and risk information 
provided by the licensee to determine whether any of the information is considered new and if 
any new information has a significant effect on the preliminary determination . New information 
should be considered to have a significant effect on the preliminary determination , if it could 
reasonably change the sign ificance determination (i.e. color). If it is determined that no new 
information was provided at the Regulatory Conference or in a written letter, or new information 
was provided but it did not have a sign ificant effect on the preliminary determination, and the 
enforcement strategy remains val id, the Post-Conference Review can arrive at a final 
significance determination . The Post-Conference Review does not have to be a formal meeting 
and can be completed by teleconference or email; however, it should occur as close to the 
completion of the Regulatory Conference or receipt of the written response as possible. The 
participants in the Post-Conference review are the same participants in the SERP. 

If the staff determines that new technical or risk information was provided that warrants 
reconsideration of the find ing, the preliminary sign ificance determination , or enforcement, the 
staff should convene a fina l SERP (see section 04.02). 



Clinton Regulatory Conference Notes 

New information: 5 areas of new information to be considered. 

Battery Life 

• Battery life extension evaluation to support 24 hour battery life 

Recovery of the DG 
• Copy of training material referenced in slide 9 "Assumption 13" 

• Copy of the completed questionnaires sent to the 28 SR Os as referenced in slide 18 
Copy of the completed surveys provided to the six CPS shift managers referenced on 
slide 18 

• Copy of time validation described in slide 19 

• Copy of the DG air start flow path training referenced in slide 26 

Isolation of SDC 
• Copy of procedure(s) and training (including shutdown simulator exercises) that would 

direct closure of the shutdown cooling valve.§. as referenced in slide 10 

• Copy of HEP analysis for operator action to close the shutdown cooling valves 
referenced in slide 45 

Pressure Control 
• Copy of procedures and training (including shutdown simulator exercises) to support 

maintaining RPV pressure below 100 psig without low pressure injection as discussed 
on slide 45. 

Division 3 Cross-tie 
• Copy of time validations for evolutions described in slides 10 (cross-tie) 

Questions (not necessarily related to new information): 

• Any additional shutdown SBO training? If so provide training materials. 

• Would the control room annunciators be impacted by the DC load shed? 

• When would SAE and GE be declared for a shutdown SBO? How would this impact 
personnel availability? 

• Any additional FLEX or cross-tie training materials to provide? 

• What was the water level in the reactor vessel during the timeframe when both Division 
1 and Division 2 diesels were unavailable? 

• Exelon indicated that the credit we were giving re FLEX was inconsistent with the NRC 
FLEX SER. Please supplies details. 



Fro,m: ~ 

To: ~ 

Sublett; Cli'ILCJ1m::111ra1ianof El.N' 
DIi ie: TulflflCl&~.~r 18. 20187:23:00,1,~, 
Attaichmeti ls : lllilllWIO.l..a 

One of the 28 SRO surveys - no1e the answe, to th<> 3•• quesfion. 

There are other similar answers. 

Answer all 3 questions 

Ini tial Cond it ions: 
Unit is in OPCON 4 
Reactor Level is 85" 

D-11 D/G is tagged oos for maintenance 

At T=O Undervoltage alarms are received on the 101 and 201 busses indicating a loss of off site power. 

At T= 10 sec D-12 failure to start annunciator is received in the MCR. The PRO identifies that the D-12 
D/G fails to start and dispatches an EO to the D/G. 
At T=lS minutes the EO calls the MCR and states that he found both starting air receiver outlet valves 
CLOSED for the D-12 D/G 

1. Do you declare an ELAP at t=l hr? 

No, there is high assurance that Div 2 On-site AC power can be restored within the 4 hour coping 

strategy. 

2. Assume same initial condit ions, but EO makes the same report at T=SS min? 

No, there is a high assurance that Div 2 On-site AC power can be restored within the 4 hour cooping 

strategy. 

3. Assume same initial conditions, but EO makes the same report at t=4 hours? 

Yes, declare an ELAP at the 1 hour mark. At that point, there is no action taken that can assure that 
some AC power can be restored within the 4 hour coping strategy. 



From: ~ 

To: £1m.J.1 
S1.1t>)kl : FW!Cll\tOn 
Datto: Tueeday, Oettemb@f 18, 2018 12:57:00 f l,( 

A1t11C1h"'"''': <Jnlon Bn0d1torv owrrmxn iotwralioo rm,rll doc, 
~IOIOOI.CtlQ 

From: Kozak, l aura 
Sent: Tuesday, December 18, 201811:33 AM 
To: Mitman, Jeffrey <Jeffrey.Mitman@nrc.gov> 
Subject: FW: Clin ton 

from: 1Coz.1k, laur.1 
Sent, Tuesday, December 18, 2018 8,07 AM 
To: Came,on,Jamne$<1dmoe\ Cdmcmo@orc 9g9; Riemer, Kenneth <Keooeth B1emec./filocc eav>; Phillip$, Charles <Cbdtle\ Pb,11,as@ocr sav> 
Subject: Clinton 

For tomorrow's discussion, I provided the excerpt below from IMC 0609. I believe lhe purpose of the meeting is to go over the technical and risk information and determine what is 
··new· . We will not know what the impact or outcome of considering lhe ~new" lnformalion but maybe we can at least align on the scope of lhe review. 

I believe tho scope of the review is in the attached - which are the notes we prepared posHegulalory conference, from tho licensee's slides, in an attempt lo detin,o the potentially 
"new'" information. As you know we were out of process because the licensee should have submitted what they considered to be "newH one week prior 10 the regulatory conference. 

I had previously provided the attached document to SERP members and lhose thal attended the regulatory conference but it may be worthwhile to distribute it to lhe people invited 
lo tomorrow's discussion. 

l aura 

04.01 Post-Conference Review. 

In some cases the licensee provides the NRC staff with both technical and risk information early 
on in the inspection process. This information provided by the licensee, along with the 
information that the staff has gathered, supports the staffs independent assessment of the 
safety or security significance of the finding . However the licensee's formal response to the 
preliminary determination letter is provided via written response or participation in a Regulatory 
Conference. The NRC staff that participated in the Regulatory Conference or reviewed a written 
response should hold a Post-Conference Review to go over the technical and risk information 
provided by the licensee to determine whether any of the information is considered new and if 
any new information has a .significant effect on the preliminary determination. New information 
should be considered to have a significant effect on the preliminary determination, if it could 
reasonably change the significance determination (i.e. color). If it is determined that no new 
information was provided at the Regulatory Conference or in a written letter, or new information 
was provided but it did not have a significant effect on the preliminary determination, and the 
enforcement strategy remains valid, the Post-Conference Review can arrive at a final 
significance determination. The Post-Conference Review does not have to be a formal meeting 
and can be completed by teleconference or email; however, it should occur as close to the 
completion of the Regulatory Conference or receipt of the written response as possible. The 
participants in the Post-Conference review are the same participants in the SERP. 

If the staff determines that new technical or risk information was provided that warrants 
reconsideration of the finding, the preliminary significance determination, or enforcement, the 
staff should convene a final SERP (see section 04.02). 



Clinton Regulatory Conference Notes 

New information: 5 areas of new information to be considered. 

Battery Life 

• Battery life extension evaluation to support 24 hour battery life 

Recovery of the DG 
• Copy of training material referenced in slide 9 "Assumption 13" 

• Copy of the completed questionnaires sent to the 28 SR Os as referenced in slide 18 
Copy of the completed surveys provided to the six CPS shift managers referenced on 
slide 18 

• Copy of time validation described in slide 19 

• Copy of the DG air start flow path training referenced in slide 26 

Isolation of SDC 
• Copy of procedure(s) and training (including shutdown simulator exercises) that would 

direct closure of the shutdown cooling valve.§. as referenced in slide 10 

• Copy of HEP analysis for operator action to close the shutdown cooling valves 
referenced in slide 45 

Pressure Control 
• Copy of procedures and training (including shutdown simulator exercises) to support 

maintaining RPV pressure below 100 psig without low pressure injection as discussed 
on slide 45. 

Division 3 Cross-tie 
• Copy of time validations for evolutions described in slides 10 (cross-tie) 

Questions (not necessarily related to new information): 

• Any additional shutdown SBO training? If so provide training materials. 

• Would the control room annunciators be impacted by the DC load shed? 

• When would SAE and GE be declared for a shutdown SBO? How would this impact 
personnel availability? 

• Any additional FLEX or cross-tie training materials to provide? 

• What was the water level in the reactor vessel during the timeframe when both Division 
1 and Division 2 diesels were unavailable? 

• Exelon indicated that the credit we were giving re FLEX was inconsistent with the NRC 
FLEX SER. Please supplies details. 



From: 
To: 
Subject : 
Date: 

Kozak Laura 
Mitman Jeffrey 
FW: CPS 4200.01C004 as requested 
Tuesday, December 18, 2018 10:52:00 AM 

Attachment is non-responsive due to narrowing the 
re uest to exclude licensee ori inated documents. 

Attachments: CPS 4200.01C004 Manual Containment Isolation During SBO.odf 

FYI. I also copied the procedure to the share point site. 

From: Shelton, Da le A:(GenCo-Nuc) [mailto:Dale.Shelton@exeloncorp.com] 

Sent: Tuesday, December 18, 2018 9:45 AM 

To: Kozak, Laura <Laura.Kozak@nrc.gov> 

Cc: Sanchez Santiago, Elba <Elba.SanchezSantiago@nrc.gov> 

Subject: [External_Sender] CPS 4200.01C004 as requested 

Laura, 

Attached is a copy of CPS 4200.01C004, Manual Containment Isolation During an SBO, as requested. 

If there is anything else that you need, don't hesitate to reach out. Thank you! 

Da le Shelton 

Regu latory Assurance Manager 

Clinton Power Station -- ExelonGenuation 
8401 Power Road 

Clinton. Illinois 61727 

(217) 937-2800 Office 

(b)(6) L !Mobile 

This Email message and any attachment may contain information that is proprietary, legally 
privileged, confidential and/or subject to copyright belonging to Exelon Corporation or its 
affiliates ("Exelon"). This Email is intended solely for the use of the person(s) to which it is 
addressed. If you are not an intended recipient, or the employee or agent responsible for 
delivery of this Email to the intended recipient(s), you are hereby notified that any 
dissemination, distribution or copying of this Email is strictl y prohibited. If you have received 
this message in error, please immediately notify the sender and permanently delete this Email 
and any copies. Exelon policies expressly prohibit employees from making defamatory or 
offensive statements and infringing any copyright or any other legal right by Email 
communication. Exelon will not accept any liability in respect of such communications. -
EXCIP 



From : 
To: 
Subject : 
Date: 
Attachments: 

Louden Patrick 
Kozak Laura; Lara Julio; Riemer Kenneth ; stoedter Karla ; Phillips Charles; Sanchez Santiago Elba 
RE: Clinton 
Tuesday, December 18, 2018 10:49 :35 AM 

~Q!lg 

Agree - this scenario as presented would be a success with reasonable assurance to 
return the ESG - not applicable in my mind. 

From: Kozak, Laura 

Sent: M onday, December 17, 2018 5:02 PM 

To: Lara, Jul io <Ju lio.Lara@nrc.gov>; Louden, Patrick <Patrick.Louden@nrc.gov>; Riemer, Ken neth 

<Ken net h.Riemer@nrc.gov>; Stoedter, Ka rl a <Karla.Stoedter@nrc.gov>; Phill ips, Charl es 

<Charles. Phill ips@nrc.gov>; Sanchez Santiago, Elba <El ba.SanchezSanti ago@nrc.gov> 

Subject: Clinton 

We are stil l going through the licensee information but I thought I would share one piece of 
information . See excerpt from the CPS Shift Manager survey on declaring ELAP. 

The information provided to the shift managers was that the valves were identified as shut 
at t=45 minutes - meaning diagnosis of the failure was successful. We agree this is 
successfu l recovery and ELAP would not be declared. 

It appears that Exelon did not P-OSe the right guestion in determining if ELAP would be 
declared. 

rt. Locally t 1PL12JB, the equlpm toper tor Id nti s th t 5285-30 and 
3E re !arming (F llur To St rt nd Lockout Relay Tripped). ARPs af a allabl if requested. At t "' 4S 
min es, h loul ope~tor Id nti s that 1DG160 nd 1DG161 re SHUT i-A· and •a• air rec I r outlet 

v I s). Th r is no visibl d m s perform don t d" ision 2 di I 
gen ator. The gen rator was recently t ed out for syst mo e ndow. 
There Is no po r to th d 1 AC or d 2 AC bus~s. Div 3 0G arts and loads i bus su cessfully. 



From: 

To: 
Subject : 
Date: 

Kozak Laura ; Mitman Jeffrey 
tomorrow"s call 

Tuesday, December 18, 2018 12:51 :38 PM 

Hi, guys - do we have any additional clarity on the scope and objective of tomorrow's 
Clinton call? Mike F wants to know whether we are making a decision or simply agreeing 
on a plan to do more work. My impression talking to Jeff yesterday was that it's the latter 
but I figured it would be best to double check with you guys. 

Thanks, 

e9 'JOl«J, P. &. 
Chief, PRA Oversight Branch (APOB) 
Division of Risk Assessment 
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation 
(301) 415-8474 



f rci,n,: ~ 

To: ~ 

Subject: C1,n1on•dedtln1l11not[LAP 
D.lte : WII/J~. o.t.mbv1 1$, ~ 1$ l(U$,OOAM 

Att•,hfnenlt: im1!lll0Dl .a111 

Thought you might appreciate this excerpt from ooe o f the non·CPS SROs surveyed about declaring ELAP. ~is very last statement indicates he would declare at 1 hour. Other similar 
survey comments. 

Assume 2 hours to perform the S92 procedure to restore an inoperable/unavai lable D/G. 
Assume all actions for the 4 hour coping strategy can/will be performed. 

Answer all 3 questions 

Initial Conditions: 
Unit is in OPCON 4 

Reactor Level is 85" 
D-11 D/G is tagged oos for maintenance 

At T=O Undervoltage alarms are received on the 101 and 201 busses indicating a loss of off site power. 
At T= 10 sec D-12 failure to start annunciator is received in the MCR. The PRO identifies that the D-12 
D/G fails to start and dispatches an EO to the D/G. 
At T=15 minutes t he EO calls the MCR and states that he found both starting air receiver outlet va lves 
CLOSED for the D-12 D/G 

1. Do you declare an ELAP at t=l hr? 

No, I would not expect the loss of power to exceed 4 hours. Based on the information provided, I would 
expect to have an EOG running and providing power at T=2.25 hours. 

2. Assume same initial conditions, but EO makes the same report at T=55 min? 

No, I would no declare ELAP. The procedure states "If within 1 hour there has not been action taken". 
At T=SS, I am within the hour and taking action to restore within 4 hours. I would expect power 

returned at T=2 hours 55 min. 

3. Assume same initial conditions, but EO makes the same report at t=4 hours? 

Yes, I would have already declared ELAP. W ithin the 1 hour of loss of AC, the Shift manager is 
continuously assessing for if we are going to get power back and if it will be back within 4 hours. Since I 
would have already passed the IF/THEN in the procedure, I would be in CPS4306.01 which takes 
precedence to restoring the EOG. 



From : 
To : 

Subject : 
Date: 
Attachments: 

Billy 

Kozak Laura 
Dickson BiUy 
Clinton 
Wednesday, December 19, 2018 10:09:00 AM 

Cli!l1lfilBeguJato_ry~rence information req~ 

Here is the document we were discussing this morning. 

Laura 



Clinton Regulatory Conference Notes 

New information: 5 areas of new information to be considered. 

Battery Life 

• Battery life extension evaluation to support 24 hour battery life 

Recovery of the DG 
• Copy of training material referenced in slide 9 "Assumption 13" 

• Copy of the completed questionnaires sent to the 28 SR Os as referenced in slide 18 
Copy of the completed surveys provided to the six CPS shift managers referenced on 
slide 18 

• Copy of time validation described in slide 19 

• Copy of the DG air start flow path training referenced in slide 26 

Isolation of SDC 
• Copy of procedure(s) and training (including shutdown simulator exercises) that would 

direct closure of the shutdown cooling valve.§. as referenced in slide 10 

• Copy of HEP analysis for operator action to close the shutdown cooling valves 
referenced in slide 45 

Pressure Control 
• Copy of procedures and training (including shutdown simulator exercises) to support 

maintaining RPV pressure below 100 psig without low pressure injection as discussed 
on slide 45. 

Division 3 Cross-tie 
• Copy of time validations for evolutions described in slides 10 (cross-tie) 

Questions (not necessarily related to new information): 

• Any additional shutdown SBO training? If so provide training materials. 

• Would the control room annunciators be impacted by the DC load shed? 

• When would SAE and GE be declared for a shutdown SBO? How would this impact 
personnel availability? 

• Any additional FLEX or cross-tie training materials to provide? 

• What was the water level in the reactor vessel during the timeframe when both Division 
1 and Division 2 diesels were unavailable? 

• Exelon indicated that the credit we were giving re FLEX was inconsistent with the NRC 
FLEX SER. Please supplies details. 



f rci,n,: 

To: 
Subject: 
D.lte : 
Att•,hfnenlt: 

-l'ial..lwlD:~ 

Attached image is on the following page. 

Fwd: Clnton • d«l111t111n ol El» 
WII/J~.o.t.mbv11$,~19"$:$6:22Pl! 
im111110D2..Dn!I 

As we we were udking last night. Steve, it appears 1he info is kind of presented by ex.elon. ll appears the l icensee w11sn·1 exactly clear to us on the question they asked, so the implication 
from the actual question csscntiully could go ci!hcr way · which w;l~ the going in position. They could go to clap 

From: "Giessner. John" <John G1c::i:,urr(g':nn: rov> 
Subject: RE: Clinton. declaration of EI ... AP 
o .. 1e: 19 Dtc,mbcr201812:58 
To: " Kozak. Laura" <I ·mrn Konk@mT gnv> 

Thank you! Yes. 
This is crucial info to share. We all agree - if the valves are found before 1 hr, no way they go to ELAP. If the valves aren·t found until after the ELAP call - thafs where the rubber this 
the road. This Info shows unless something else occurs they are going to ELAP. And this Info doesn't match what they said In RC. It's sublle bul distinctive. At 1•15 o, 55 minutes lhe 
ELAP call hasn't been made yel -and ii the problem Is found 1h01 will get the EOG back. o belier prob1n_9 quest on wou d llavu been 11 n 1 hour (w 1111heso 1111t1al cor,d1t1ons) tho 
fl'.5G problem hasn t boon found . would ~a to ttAP, kno~ ~ oad st QQ.illQ ocds to bo cam'2!.Q!Qd 1r1 srud hour. But this m1o 1mi:2los wi:haul claril:t • o OMtomc1I stakeholder 
go to ELAP 

From: Kozak, L3ura 
Sent: Wednesday, December 19, 201810:19 AM 

To: Glessner, John <John,Giessner@nrc.gov> 
Subject: Chnton - declaration of ELAP 

Thought you might appreciate this excerpt from one of tho non~PS SROs surveyed about declaring ELAP. His very last statement indicates ho would declare at 1 hour. Other similar 
suo,ey commenls. 



Assume 2 hours to perform the S92 procedure to restore an inoperable/unavailable D/G. 
Assume all actions for the 4 hour coping strategy can/will be performed. 

Answer all 3 questions 

Initial Conditions: 
Unit is in OPCON 4 
Reactor Level is 85" 

D-11 D/G is tagged oos for maintenance 

At T =O Undervoltage alarms are received on the 101 and 201 busses indicating a loss of off site power. 
At T= 10 sec D-12 failure to start annunciator is received in the MCR. The PRO identifies that the D-12 
D/G fails to start and dispatches an EO to the D/G. 
At T =15 minutes the EO calls the MCR and states that he found both starting air receiver outlet valves 
CLOSED for the D-12 D/G 

1. Do you declare an ELAP at t=l hr? 

No, I would not expect the loss of power to exceed 4 hours. Based on the information provided, I would 
expect to have an EDG running and providing power at T=2.25 hours. 

2. Assume same initial conditions, but EO makes the same report at T =55 min? 

No, I would no declare ELAP. The procedure states "If within 1 hour there has not been action taken". 
At T =55, I am within the hour and taking action to restore within 4 hours. I would expect power 
returned at T=2 hours 55 min. 

3. Assume same initial conditions, but EO makes the same report at t=4 hours? 

Yes, I would have already declared ELAP. Within the 1 hour of loss of AC, the Shift manager is 
continuously assessing for if we are going to get power back and if it will be back within 4 hours. Since I 
would have already passed the IF/THEN in the procedure, I would be in CPS4306.0l which takes 
precedence to restoring the EDG. 



From: 
To: 

Subject: 
Date: 

Jeremy 

O"Brjen Kenneth 
Groom Jeremy; Lara Julio 
Re: Clinton Call 
Wednesday, December 19, 2018 8:50:54 AM 

I understand that we received 1000 pages of materials from the licensee post Reg conf and the 
staff were putting together a plan going forward. Julio likely has more detail. 

Thx 

Ken 

On: 19 December 2018 08:35, 
"Groom, Jeremy" <Jeremy.Groom@nrc.gov> wrote: 

Ken/Julio, 

I saw the call on the Clinton SOP we had scheduled for today was canceled. I wonder if 
either of you would have time for a quick call today on the path forward for that final SOP 
review. Ho was asking about it earlier this week and I wanted to make sure I could give 
him a good status. 

Thanks. 

Jeremy 

Jeremy Groom 

Deputy Director, Division of Inspection and Regional Support (Acting) 

Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation 

US Nuclear Regulatory Commission 

301-415-1004 



From: 
To: 
Subject : 
Date: 

Thx! 

O"Brjen Kenneth 
Lopez Crystal 
Re: Clinton Reg. Conference Meeting 
Wednesday, December 19, 2018 9:44:56 AM 

On: 19 December 2018 09:02, 
"Lopez, Crystal" <CrystaLLopez@nrc.gov> wrote: 

Bridge Line 
877-952-8632 

Passcode 
I ... J Jt,).(6) 

d~A~ 
Region Ill 
Division of Reactor Safety 
Administrative Assistant 
NAVAR Contractor 
Ccystal I opez@occ gov 
(630) 829-9704 



From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject : 
Date: 

Thanks Dale. 

Kozak Laura 
Shelton Dale A"/Genco-Nuc\ 
Sanchez Santiago Elba 
RE: CPS 4200.01C004 as requested 
Wednesday, December 19, 2018 3:58:00 PM 

I had another question. Can you call me at your convenience? I tried to call you but no 
answer and no voicemail. 

Thanks 
Laura 

From: Shelton, Da le A:(GenCo-Nuc) [mailto:Dale.Shelton@exeloncorp.com] 

Sent: Tuesday, December 18, 2018 9:45 AM 

To: Kozak, Laura <Laura.Kozak@nrc.gov> 

Cc: Sanchez Santiago, Elba <Elba.SanchezSantiago@nrc.gov> 

Subject: [External_Sender] CPS 4200.01C004 as requested 

Laura, 

Attached is a copy of CPS 4200.01C004, Manua l Containment Isolation During an SBO, as requested. 

If t here is anything else that you need, don't hesitate to reach out. Thank you! 

Da le Shelton 

Regu latory Assurance Manager 

Clinton Power Station -- ExelonGeneration 
8401 Power Road 

Clinton. Il linois 61727 

(217) 937-2800 Office 

! 1 !Mobile 
(b )(6) 

This Email message and any attachment may contain information that is proprietary, legally 
privileged, confidential and/or subject to copyright belonging to Exelon Corporation or its 
affiliates ("Exelon"). This Email is intended solely for the use of the person(s) to which it is 
addressed. If you are not an intended recipient, or the employee or agent responsible for 
delivery of this Email to the intended recipient(s), you are hereby notified that any 
dissemination, distribution or copying of this Email is strictly prohibited. If you have received 
this message in en or, please immediately notify the sender and permanently delete this Email 
and any copies. Exelon policies expressly prohibit employees from making defamatory or 
offensive statements and infringing any copyright or any other legal right by Email 
communication. Exelon will not accept any liabi lity in respect of such communications. -
EXCIP 



From : 

To : 

Subject : 
Date: 

Mitman Jeffrey 
Kozak Laura 
Time validation for Div 3 to 2 xtie 

Wednesday, December 19, 2018 3:40:52 PM 

Laura, the cross-tie HEP is addressed in the Exelon risk analysis in Appendix C. This 
appendix supplies a time validation for the cross-tie (and recovery of the electrical 
distribution system) of 3 hours and 7 minutes. However, the validation does not address 
procedure 4303.01 P023 Steps 1.2.1 through 1.2.21 some 32 steps. 

The HEP eval. goes on to assign an execution time of 6 hours. 

Another point to revisit if we reopen the quantification 

Jeff Mitman 



From: 
To: 
Cc : 
Subject : 
Date: 
Attachments: 

Laura/El ba, 

Sanders Garrett R·<GenCo-Nuc\ 
Kozak Laura ; Sanchez Santiago Elba 
Shelton Pale A-/Genco-Nuc} 
[External_Sender] Omitted Pages 

Thursday, December 20, 2018 12:29:22 PM 

Attachment 6 - Omitted Interview Pages.pd! 

Attachment is non-responsive due to 
narrowing the request to exclude 
licensee originated documents. 

The omitted pages from Attachment 6 (Exelon Letter RS-18-146) are provided in t he attached. 

Please let me know if you have any questions or require further information on the attached. 

Garrett Sanders 

Cl inton Power Station 

Regulatory Assurance 

(217) 937-2803 

This Email message and any attachment may contain information that is proprietary, legally 
privileged, confidential and/or subject to copyright belonging to Exelon Corporation or its 
affiliates ("Exelon"). This Email is intended solely for the use of the person(s) to which it is 
addressed. If you are not an intended recipient, or the employee or agent responsible for 
delivery of this Email to the intended recipient(s) , you a.re hereby notified that any 
dissemination, distribution or copying of this Email is strictly prohibited. If you have received 
this message in error, please immediately notify the sender and permanently delete this Email 
and any copies. Exelon policies expressly prohibit employees from making defamatory or 
offensive statements and infringing any copyright or any other legal right by Email 
communication. Exelon will not accept any liability in respect of such communications. -
EXCIP 



From: 

To : 

Cc: 
Subject : 
Date: 
Attachments: 

Chuck 

Kozak Laura 
Phillips Charles 
Mitman Jeffrey 
Clinton 

Thursday, December 20, 2018 11 :06 :00 AM 

2017 Training Material on DG Air Start Flow Path.pd! 

Attachment is non
responsive due to 
narrowing the request 
to exclude licensee 
originated documents. 

Could you take a quick look at the attached? Exelon sent this material to demonstrate the 
training on the air start system. Please look in particular at pages 56 and 57. Are the 
valves that are the subject of the PD even on the diagrams? 

Thanks 
Laura 



From : 

To : 

Subject : 
Date: 
Attachments: 

Chuck 

Kozak Laura 
Phillips Charles 
Clinton post regulatory con ference information 

Thursday, December 20, 2018 8 :28 :00 AM 
exelon letter.pd! 
SRO Surveys lredactedl.pdf 

Attachments are non-responsive due to 
narrowing the request to exclude licensee 
originated documents. 

CPS Shift Manager Surveys Regarding ELAP Scenarios /redacted} Qdf 

I am concerned about the completeness and accuracy of the information that Clinton 
provided. Would like a sanity check from you? 

Attached is the letter, the SRO (not Clinton) surveys, and the Clinton shift manager 
surveys. I tried to highlight the areas of conflict. Please read the letter first , then the other 
documents. 

Thanks 
Laura 



From: 
To: 

Subject : 
Date: 
Attachments: 

Kozak Laura 
Mitman Jeffrey 
FW: Omitted Pages 
Thursday, December 20, 2018 12:31 :00 PM 

Attachments · Omitted Interview Pages odf 

I will put on share point 

Attachment is non-responsive due 
to narrowing the request to exclude 
licensee originated documents. 

From: Sanders, Garrett R:(GenCo-Nuc) [ma ilto:Garrett.Sanders@exeloncorp.com] 

Sent: Thursday, December 20, 2018 12:29 PM 

To: Kozak, Laura <Laura.Kozak@nrc.gov>; Sanchez Santiago, Elba <Elba.SanchezSantiago@nrc.gov> 

Cc: Shelton, Dale A:(GenCo-N uc) <Dale.Shelton@exeloncorp.com> 

Subject: [Externa l_Sender] Omitted Pages 

Laura/Elba, 

The omitted pages from Attachment 6 (Exelon Letter RS-18-146} are provided in the attached. 

Please let me know if you have any questions or requ ire further information on the attached . 

Garrett Sanders 

Clinton Power Station 

Regu latory Assurance 

(217) 937-2803 

This Email message and any attachment may contain information that is proprietary, legally 
privileged, confidential and/or subject to copyright belonging to Exelon Corporation or its 
affiliates ("Exelon"). This Email is intended solely for the use of the person(s) to which it is 
addressed. If you are not an intended recipient, or the employee or agent responsib le for 
delivery of this Email to the intended recipient(s), you are hereby notified that any 
dissemination, distribution or copying of this Email is strictly prohibited. If you have received 
this message in error, please immediately notify the sender and permanently delete this Email 
and any copies. Exelon policies expressly prohibit employees from making defamatory or 
offensive statements and infringing any copyright or any other legal right by Email 
communication. Exelon will not accept any liabi lity in respect of such communications. -
EXCIP 



From: 
To: 

Subject : 
Date: 

Kozak Laura 
Sanchez Santiago Elba 
RE: CPS 4200.01C004 as requested 
Thursday, December 20, 2018 9:17:00 AM 

I think the surveys should be re-submitted, since they were originally submitted on the 
docket but were incomplete. 

I wasn't concerned about the procedure being submitted on the docket. 

From: Sanchez Santiago, Elba 

Sent: Thursday, December 20, 2018 8:58 AM 

To: Kozak, Laura <Laura.Kozak@nrc.gov> 

Subject: RE: CPS 4200.01C004 as requested 

Laura, 
(b )(6) 

I confirmed with the reg assurance staff that Dale is I 
(b)(6) I ., ! I made the request through them. They aske._d.,....,i .... f .... ,t-s_o_m_e...,.th .... in_g_t ... h_a_t -ne_e_d .... s_t_o .... b_e_ ...... 

·provided on the docket and I said yes, but that I would check with you to confirm. 

Thoughts? 

Elba 

From: Kozak, Laura 

Sent: Wednesday, December 19, 2018 3:59 PM 

To: Shelton, Dale A:(GenCo-Nuc) <Dale.Shelton@exeloncorp.com> 

Cc: Sanchez Santiago, Elba <Elba SanchezSantiago@nrc.gov> 
Subject: RE: CPS 4200.01C004 as requested 

Thanks Dale. 

I had another question. Can you call me at your convenience? I tried to call you but no 
answer and no voicemail. 

Thanks 
Laura 

From: Shelton, Da le A:{GenCo-Nuc) [mai lto·Dale Shelton@exeloncorp com] 
Sent: Tuesday, December 18, 2018 9:45 AM 

To: Kozak, Laura <Laura Kozak@nrc.gov> 

Cc: Sanchez Santiago, Elba <Elba.SanchezSantjago@nrc.gov> 
Subject: [Externa l_Sender] CPS 4200.01C004 as requested 

Laura, 

Attached is a copy of CPS 4200.01C004, Manual Containment Isolation During an SBO, as requested. 



If there is anything else that you need, don' t hesitate to reach out. Thank you! 

Dale Shelton 

Regu latory Assurance Manager 

Clinton Power Station 

Exelon Genera lion 
8401 Power Road 

Clinton. Il li nois 61727 

(217) 937-2800 Office 

I ~ obile 

(b )(6) 

This Email message and any attachment may contain information that is proprietary, legally 
privileged, confidential and/or subject to copyright belonging to Exelon Corporation or its 
affiliates ("Exelon"). This Email is intended solely for the use of the person(s) to which it is 
addressed. If you are not an intended recipient, or the employee or agent responsible for 
delivery of this Email to the intended recipient(s), you are hereby notified that any 
dissemination, distribution or copying of this Email is strictly prohibited. If you have received 
this message in error, please immediately notify the sender and pe1manently delete this Email 
and any copies. Exelon policies expressly prohibit employees from making defamatory or 
offensive statements and infringing any copyright or any other legal right by Email 
communication. Exelon will not accept any liability in respect of such communications. -
EXCIP 



From: 
To: 

Subject: 
Date: 

Jeff 

Kozak Laura 
Mitman Jeffrey 
training/experience as a negative PSF 
Thursday, December 20, 2018 11 :39:00 AM 

This is from the good pract ices NU REG. I think it helps support the selection of the PSF for 
the DG recovery. 

Laura 

B.1 Applicability and Suitability of Training/Experience 
For both in-control room and local actions, this is an important factor in assessing operator 
performance. For the most part, in nuclear plants, operators can be considered "trained at 
some 
minimum level" to perform their desired tasks. 
However, from an HRA perspective, the degree of familiarity with the type of sequences 
modeled in the PRA and the actions to be performed, can provide a negative or positive 
influence that should be used to assess the likelihood of operator success. In cases where 
the 
type of PRA sequence being examined or the actions to be taken are not periodically 
addressed 
in training (such as covered in classroom sessions or simulated every 1 to 2 years or even 
more 
often) or the actions are not performed as part of their normal experience or on-the-job 
duties 
this factor should be treated as a negative influence. The converse would result in a 
positive 
influence on overall operator performance. 
One should also attempt to identify systematic training biases that may affect operator 
performance either positively or negatively. For example, training guidance in a 
pressurizedwater 
reactor (PWR) may provide a reluctance to use "feed-and-bleed" in a situation where 
steam generator feed is expected to be recovered. Other biases may suggest operators are 
allowed to take certain actions before the procedural steps calling for those actions are 
reached, 
if the operators are sure the actions are needed. Such training "biases" could cause 
hesitation 
and result in higher HEPs for the desired actions, as in the first case above, or as in the 
case of 
not waiting to take obvious actions, they may be a positive influence. 
It is incumbent on the analyst to ensure that training and/or experience is relevant to the 
PRA 
sequence situation and desired actions. The more it can be argued that the training is 
current, 
"is like the real event," is varied enough to represent differences in the way the event can 
evolve, 
and proficiency is demonstrated on a periodic basis, the more positive this factor. If there is 
little 



or no training/experience or there are potentially negative training biases for the PRA 
sequence 
being examined, this factor should be considered to have a negative influence. 
8. 



From: 
To: 

Subject : 
Date: 
Attachments: 

Kozak Laura 
Mitman Jeffrey 
Fw: Supplement Post-Regulatory Conference Submittal 
Friday, December 21 , 2018 8:38:36 AM 
RS-18-150 (Suoclement Post-RC submittal) Final.od! 
Outlook-olo5ad2z.onq 

First attachment is non
responsive due to 
narrowing the request to 
exclude licensee originated 
documents. 

From: Sanders, Garrett R:(GenCo-Nuc) <Garrett.Sanders@exeloncorp.com> 

Sent: Friday, December 21, 2018 6:50 AM 

To: Kozak, Laura; Sanchez Santiago, Elba 

Cc: Shelton, Dale A:(GenCo-N uc) 

Subject: [External_Sender] Supplement Post-Regulatory Conference Submittal 

Laura/Elba, 

The attached letter was submitted yesterday. Please let me know if you have any questions or 

require further information. 

Garrett Sanders 

Clinton Power Station 

Regulatory Assurance 

(217) 937-2803\.® 

This Email message and any attachment may contain information that is proprietary, legally 

privileged, confidential and/or subject to copyright belonging to Exelon Corporation or its 
affiliates ("Exelon"). This Email is intended solely for the use of the person(s) to which it is 

addressed. If you are not an intended recipient, or the em ployee or agent responsible for 
delivery of this Email to the intended recipient(s), you are hereby notified that any 
dissemination, distribution or copying of t his Email is strictly prohibited. If you have received 

this message in error, please immediately notify the sender and permanently delete t h is Email 
and any copies. Exelon policies expressly prohibit employees from making defamatory or 

offensive statements and infringing any copyright or any other legal right by Email 

communication. Exelon w ill not accept any liability in respect of such communications. -EXCIP 



From : 
To : 

Subject : 

Date: 
Attachments : 

Gorski Lindsay 
RjdsNrrDorlLpl3 Resource ; RidsNrrPMClinton Resource ; NrrDirs lrib Resource; west Steven ; Roberts Darrell ; 
Cameron Jamnes; Barker Allan; Q.B.S!!! ; DRPII I ; ROPreports Resou rce ; Cook Chris 
SUMMARY OF NOVEMBER 30, 2018, MEETING WITH EXELON GENERATION COMPANY, LLC REGARDING THE 
PRELI MINARY SAFETY SIGNIFICANCE DETERMINATION IN NRC INSPECTION REPORT 05000461 / 2018051 
DATED NOVEMBER 6, 2018) 
Friday, December 21 , 2018 7:21 :32 AM 

image001 ong 

The below attached document has been added to ADAMS. 

View ADAMS Properties ML18355A272 
Open ADAMS Document (SUMMARY OF NOVEMBER 30, 2018, MEETING WITH 
EXELON GENERATION COMPANY, LLC REGARDING THE PRELIMINARY SAFETY 
SIGNIFICANCE DETERMINATION IN NRC INSPECTION REPORT 05000461/2018051 
DATED NOVEMBER 6, 2018) 

Lindsay Gorski 
Administrative Assistant 

Division of Reactor Projects 

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comm ission 

(630) 829-9605 

( 

Document is publicly available at 
https://www.nrc.gov/docs/M L 1835/M L 18355A272.pdf 



From: 
To: 

Subject : 
Date: 

FYI. 

Lara Julio 
Roberts Darren; Giessner John 
FW: Clinton • Revised DRE Results • White 
Monday, January 28, 2019 9:58:00 AM 

From: Kozak, Laura 

Sent: Monday, January 28, 2019 9:57 AM 

To: Phi ll ips, Charles <Charles.Ph ill ips@ nrc.gov>; Sanchez Sant iago, Elba 

<Elba.SanchezSant iago@nrc.gov>; Stoedter, Karla <Karla.Stoedter@nrc.gov>; Riemer, Kenneth 

<Kennet h.Riemer@nrc.gov>; Cameron, Jamnes <Jamnes.Cameron@ nrc.gov>; Orlikowski, Robert 

<Robert.Orl ikowski@nrc.gov>; Lara, Julio <Jul io.Lara@nrc.gov>; Hanna, John <John.Hanna@nrc.gov> 

Subject: Fw: Clinton - Revised DRE Results - White 

FYI. Just spoke with Jeff about Clinton this morning. 

We will prepare for the SERP February 14. 

From: Mitman, Jeffrey 

Sent: Monday, January 28, 2019 9:47 AM 

To: Fong, CJ; Franovich, M ike; Felts, Russell 

Cc: Koza k, Laura 

Subject: Clinton - Revised DRE Results - W hite 

We have reviewed Exelon's material submitted after the Regulatory Conference and 
incorporated it into the SPAR model. The revised risk evaluation is a about a factor of 
two lower (- 2E-6) and still in the White range. 

Areas that have been reviewed and/or revised: 
Recovery of the DG - necessitated restricting of the event tree to accommodate 

different plant response for whether in the SBO procedures or the ELAP/FLEX 
procedures 
Isolation of shutdown cooling - included three sets of cues to isolate SOC 
Pressure Control - incorporated cues to maintain pressure low or depressurize early 
in the sequences 
Division 3 Cross-tie - revisited the Division 3 to Division 2 crosstie credit 
Revisited most human error probabilities (HEPs) and added dependency anallysis 
among HEPs 

Laura and I are working to prepare material for the re-SERP. In addition, we are 
continuing to verify the model inputs to ensure result accuracy. 

Jeff Mitman 



From: 
To: 
Cc: 

Cameron /amoes 
Lambert Kenneth 

Subject : Clinton SERP and IMC 0609 guidance re consensus 
Monday, February 25, 2019 8:03:00 AM Date: 

Attachments: 

Jamnes, 

lala.0-~ 
imaae002 ona 

FYI. Below is IMC guidance which relies upon DIRS determination of whether or not to move forward. 

02.03 Participation in the SERP. 

The principal objective of the SERP is to discuss, review, and arrive at a consensus decision 
regarding the significance determination of the inspection finding and the appropriate 
enforcement actions to be taken, as applicable. All members of the SERP, indicated in the table 
below, will represent their respective organization and participate as voting members in 
reaching a consensus decision. The Director of DIRS, or designee, is responsible for 
determining whether there is sufficient consensus to move forward. Even though each 
participating organization has a distinct function, as defined in the table below, the panel 
members have the opportunity to question or challenge any of the information and analyses 
presented. 

If, after the SERP discussion and review, the DIRS Director or designee has determined that the 
members have reached consensus, then a preliminary determination has been reached. 
However, if consensus has not been reached on the characterization of the finding, the safety or 
security significance, and/or the enforcement action(s), the panel members should hold a follow
up SERP within a reasonably prompt timeframe (typically within 2 weeks) focusing on the areas 
of disagreement. Prior to the follow-up SERP, each voting member should provide the otherr 
voting members with a one page document summarizing their position on the areas of 
disagreement. If the DIRS Director, or designee, determines that consensus is still not reaclhed 
after the follow-up S!:.RP, then the S!:.RP members should raise the areas of disagreement to 
the applicable office directors and regional administrator and a SERP will be held with the office 
directors and regional administrator as decision-makers. Once again, before the final SERP, 
the voting members should document the areas of disagreement and various views and provide 
this to the other voting members and to the office directors and regional administrators involved 
in the final SERP. Should the office directors and regional administrator fail to reach consensus 
at the third SERP, the issue should be raised to the appropriate Deputy Executive Director for 
resolution. 

A modified SERP may be used as an efficiency enhancement when all the criteria below are 
satisfied. This process is expected to be conducted via an email being sent to all SERP 
members by the Sponsor. 

Issue Date: 10/23/18 

Julio Lara, P.E. 
Division Director 
Division of Reactor Projects, RIi i 

5 0609.01 
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From: 
To : 

Subject : 
Date: 

Jeff 

Kozak Laura 
Mitman Jeffrey 
SRO surveys 
Tuesday, January 08, 2019 6:04 :35 AM 

I just counted the surveys - I only count 27, not 28. Could you count also to check? 

thanks 

Laura 



From : 
To: 
Cc : 
Subject : 
Date: 

Gjessner John 
Lara Julio ; Heck Jared ; Orlikowski Robert 
Roberts Darren 
Action-possible ARB 50.9 
Thursday, January 10, 2019 8:05:00 AM 

I know you are considering this ARB for Clinton, and Laura chatted with me this morning as 
wel l. Before we decide to have the ARB, please talk to Darrell and me. 
Jack 



From: 
To: 

Subject: 
Date: 

Kozak Laura 
Mitman Jeffrey 
FW: Conference call to discuss NRC questions on Clinton Battery calculation 
Thursday, January 10, 2019 7:34:00 AM 

Are you available for the call on battery life today? 

From: Shelton, Da le A:(GenCo-Nuc) [mailto:Dale.Shelton@exeloncorp.com] 

Sent: Thursday, January 10, 2019 7:11 AM 

To: Kozak, Laura <Laura.Kozak@nrc.gov> 

Cc: Antonell i, M ichael K.:(GenCo-Nuc) <Michael.Antonelli@exeloncorp.com>; Edom, Joseph T: 

(Contractor - GenCo-Nuc) <Joe.Edom@exeloncorp.com>; Heger, Michael D:(GenCo-Nuc) 

<Michael.Heger@exeloncorp .com>; Cummings, Daniel R.:(GenCo-Nuc) 

<Daniel.Cummings@exeloncorp.com>; Kulasinsky, Joseph W:(GenCo-Nuc) 

<Joseph. Kulasi nsky@exeloncorp.com>; Sargis, Daniel <Daniel .Sargis@ nre.gov> 

Subject: [External_Sender] Conference cal l to discuss NRC qtJestions on Clinton Battery ca lculat ion 

Laura, 

The main person that should be on th is call for us is M ike Antonell i. He has! · 1 ........ J .l,))(6). 
(b)(6) . .. j . . !and wi ll have to leave site at 1330. If we can meet before t hat, it would be best for 

us. The next best solution wou ld be at 1330 central and he can ca ll in while t rave ling. He would not 

have access to his computer during that time if needed. He will not be available after 1430. If none 

of t hese work, we can set something up for tomorrow. Thank you. 

Da le 

This Email message and any attachment may contain information that is proprietary, legally 
privileged, confidential and/ or subject to copyright belonging to Exelon Corporation or its 
affiliates ("Exelon"). This Email is intended sole ly for the use of the person(s) to which it is 
addressed. If you are not an intended recipient, or the employee or agent responsible for 
delivery of this Email to the intended recipient(s), you are hereby notified that any 
dissemination, distribution or copying of this Email is strictly prohibited. If you have received 
this message in en-or, please immediately notify the sender and permanently delete this Email 
and any copies. Exelon policies expressly prohibit employees from making defamatory or 
offensive statements and infringing any copyright or any other legal right by Email 
communication. Exelon will not accept any liabi lity in respect of such communications. -
EXCIP 



From: 
To: 

Subject : 
Date: 

Dale 

Kozak Laura 
"Shelton Dale A ·<Genco-Nuc}" 
RE: Conference call to discuss NRC questions on Clinton Battery calculation 
Thursday, January 10, 2019 8:55:00 AM 

Could we have a call at 11 :00 am central? 

Laura 

From: Shelton, Da le A:(GenCo-Nuc) [mailto:Dale.Shelton@exeloncorp.com) 

Sent: Thursday, January 10, 2019 7:11 AM 

To: Kozak, Laura <Laura.Kozak@nrc.gov> 

Cc: Antonell i, M ichael K.:(GenCo-Nuc) <Michael.Antonell i@exeloncorp.com>; Edom, Joseph T: 

(Contractor - GenCo-Nuc) <Joe.Edom@exeloncorp.com>; Heger, Michael D:(GenCo-Nuc) 

<Michael.Heger@exeloncorp.com>; Cummings, Daniel R.:(GenCo-Nuc) 

<Daniel.Cummings@exeloncorp.com>; Ku lasinsky, Joseph W:(GenCo-Nuc) 

<Joseph.Kulasinsky@exeloncorp.com>; Sargis, Daniel <Daniel.Sargis@ nrc.gov> 

Subject: [Externa l_Sender) Conference cal l to discuss NRC q1Uestions on Clinton Battery ca lculation 

Laura, 

The main person that should be on th is call for us is Mike Antonell i. He has ! .............. I j~J(6) 

(b)(6) J !and wi ll have to leave site at 1330. If we can meet before that, it wou ld be best for 

us. The next best solution wou ld be at 1330 central and he can ca ll in while trave ling. He would not 

have access to his computer during that time if needed. He will not be available after 1430. If none 

of t hese work, we can set something up for tomorrow. Thank you. 

Da le 

This Email message and any attachment may contain information that is proprietary, legally 
privileged, confidential and/or subject to copyright belonging to Exelon Corporation or its 
affiliates ("Exelon"). This Email is intended solely for the use of the person(s) to which it is 
addressed. If you are not an intended recipient, or the employee or agent responsible for 
delivery of this Email to the intended recipient(s), you are hereby notified that any 
d issemination, d istribution or copying of this Email is strictly prohibited. If you have received 
this message in error, please immediately notify the sender and permanently delete this Email 
and any copies. Exelon policies expressly prohibit employees from making defamatory or 
offensive statements and infringing any copyright or any other legal right by Email 
communication. Exelon will not accept any liability in respect of such communications. -
EXCIP 



From: 
To: 

Subject : 
Date: 

Kozak Laura 
Lara Julio 
RE: Updated ARB 
Friday, January 18, 2019 7:50:00 AM 

Yes, I'm ready now. Adding references to the sections should be pretty easy. I'll do it 
today. 

I got the format from Heller, so I am generally assuming it is consistent with the manuals 
guidance. 

From: Lara, Julio 

Sent: Friday, January 18, 2019 7:45 AM 

To: Kozak, Laura <Laura.Kozak@nrc.gov> 

Subject: RE: Updated ARB 

I think there would be value in referencing the appropriate Ent or Allegation manual 
sections which are relevant here. Along with appropriate context as the how this ARB 
package is consistent with the manuals guidance. I think it will help everyone, and decision 
maker, have all relevant information within the ARB package. 

Lets see what thoughts Heller provides, as well as any additional thoughts from Heck in 
response to your last email to him. 

I know difficult to project, when do you think it will be 90/10 ready for ARB? Next wed-ish? 

From: Kozak, Laura 

Sent: Thursday, January 17, 2019 5:14 PM 

To: Lara, Julio <Ju tio.Lara@nrc gov> 
Subject: Updated ARB 

Added information about EGC pointing to our "major flawed assumption" 



From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 

Thanks Julio! 

Gjessner John 
Lara Julio; Roberts Darren 
Re: Clinton ARB 
Monday, January 21, 2019 2:56:03 PM 

I discussed the ideas of benchmarking you have with the pro/cons which I mentioned. to you. 
We were aligned that additional office review should not be done. Of course, talking with 
your peers is something you can always do. But a formal approach would create the 
appearance we are looking for answers that a lign with a specific perspective. We know there 
are diverse opinions and we should evaluate those on its merits. We should stay in the 
process. We should also be prioritizing coming to closure on our final safety assessment for 
the preliminary white. We don't want to lose that focus. 

Also Allowing folks that disagree with the decision the avenues they have is ok 

I'm flying tomorrow morn but available to chat. 

Jack 

On: 21 January 2019 14:13, 
"Lara, Julio" <JuJjo.Lara@nrc.gov> wrote: 

Darrell, Jack 

A status on on our review of the Clinton submittal re preliminary White. 

Evaluation of the licensee's information continues with a SERP planned for early Feb. 

A couple of weeks ago, I became aware of staff comments and views regarding the 
potential need for an ARB to consider a potential 50.9 violation. To ensure the agency 
exercises due diligence in this matter, I have given thought that the RIii ARB decision 
could benefit from input from other offices .. I believe this approach is consistent with 
agency focus as communicated by OEDO's office (e.g. , consistency, and coordination 
with other offices), and particularly due to potential interest across the agency. This 
approach would also be our lessons learned from how we processed recent complex 
issues such as Byron SFCP, Byron 50.54(x), .. etc. Even if we had complete 
alignment between staff on 01 referral, or not, I think this approach would be 
appropriate. 

At this point, there appear to be diverse views on the question of 01 referral. Hence, I 
believe seeking outside views would help the ARB make an informed agency 
decision. The differing views are in 3 principal areas: 

1. Clinton letter refers to a "postulated scenario". Some staff believe that the 
"postulated scenario" is undefined and hence, the licensee and RIii staff , may 
have different understanding and how that relates to potential incomplete or 



inaccurate statements within the letter. 
2. The Clinton letter refers to a survey of 28 SROs. The letter states that SROs 

responded to the survey by stating that ELAP would not be declared at the 1 
hour mark. Although not specific, letter appears to be direct to Question 2 of the 
licensee's survey. In response to the question 2 scenario, all SROs did answer 
as the licensee states. However, when you consider the entire survey, and not 
just Question 2, some SROs stated that a ELAP would have been declared at 
the 1 hour point. 

3. "in-process" review of licensee information. With respect to item 2 above, this 
relates to whether a licensee's information is complete and accurate, if the all 
the information is contained within the relevant documents, even if the 
information may be seemingly characterized otherwise. 

As the ARB package is nearing completion in draft, I briefly shared some of the above 
thoughts with Jack on Friday. At this point, I project an ARB on Feb. 4. I do have 
some ideas on how we could proceed to next steps. Unfortunately,! -- --1 _j b)(6) 

(b)(6) 1 ----- ---- --- -- - ! I am in RII so I am available by phone to continue the 
conversation. 

thanks 
Julio 



From : 

To: 
Subject : 
Date: 

Lara Julio 
Kozak Laura 
Re : Clinton 

Sunday, January 27, 2019 7:43:43 PM 

Ok. Lets go with it. Ill read in a.m. but lets get it to eics. Thx for your efforts . 

Julio 

From: Kozak, Laura 

Sent: Sunday, Ja nuary 27, 2019 4:44:05 PM 

To: La ra, Jul io 

Subject: Clinton 

I have re-writt en the ARB package given the feedback to date. 

I focused on the omission of material information at the regulatory conference. I've tried to 

better explain the "postulated scenario" and bring out the fact that it doesn't matter whether 

we actually relied on the information, only that it is important in the review. 

I'd like to submit to Heller on Monday. I needed a bit of a break from it to re-read before 

submittal. 



From: 
To : 

Subject : 
Date: 
Attachments: 

Kozak Laura 
Mitman Jeffrey 
Clinton 
Monday, January 28, 2019 9:10:08 AM 

Cli!l1lfilBeguJato_ry~rence information req~ 



Clinton Regulatory Conference Notes 

New information: 5 areas of new information to be considered. 

Battery Life 

• Battery life extension evaluation to support 24 hour battery life 

Recovery of the DG 
• Copy of training material referenced in slide 9 "Assumption 13" 

• Copy of the completed questionnaires sent to the 28 SR Os as referenced in slide 18 
Copy of the completed surveys provided to the six CPS shift managers referenced on 
slide 18 

• Copy of time validation described in slide 19 

• Copy of the DG air start flow path training referenced in slide 26 

Isolation of SDC 
• Copy of procedure(s) and training (including shutdown simulator exercises) that would 

direct closure of the shutdown cooling valve.§. as referenced in slide 10 

• Copy of HEP analysis for operator action to close the shutdown cooling valves 
referenced in slide 45 

Pressure Control 
• Copy of procedures and training (including shutdown simulator exercises) to support 

maintaining RPV pressure below 100 psig without low pressure injection as discussed 
on slide 45. 

Division 3 Cross-tie 
• Copy of time validations for evolutions described in slides 10 (cross-tie) 

Questions (not necessarily related to new information): 

• Any additional shutdown SBO training? If so provide training materials. 

• Would the control room annunciators be impacted by the DC load shed? 

• When would SAE and GE be declared for a shutdown SBO? How would this impact 
personnel availability? 

• Any additional FLEX or cross-tie training materials to provide? 

• What was the water level in the reactor vessel during the timeframe when both Division 
1 and Division 2 diesels were unavailable? 

• Exelon indicated that the credit we were giving re FLEX was inconsistent with the NRC 
FLEX SER. Please supplies details. 



From: 
To : 

Subject : 
Date: 

Kozak Laura 
Lara Julio 
Re : Clinton 

Monday, January 28, 2019 9 :07:15 AM 

I'm going to attach the surveys, the inspection report, and the presentation . 

From: Lara, Julio 

Sent: Monday, January 28, 2019 9:02 AM 

To: Kozak, Laura 

Subject: RE: Clinton 

I recommend attaching one of the representative completed surveys which contains the 
additional comments. 

From: Kozak, Laura 

Sent: Sunday, Ja nuary 27, 2019 4:44 PM 

To: Lara, Ju lio <Ju lio. Lara@nrc.gov> 

Subject: Clinton 

I have re-written the AR B package given the feedback to date. 

I focused on the omission of material information at the regulatory conference. I've tried to 

better explain the "postu lated scenario" and bring out the fact that it doesn't matter whether 

we actually relied on the information, only that it is important in the review. 

I'd like to submit to Heller on Monday. I needed a bit of a break from it to re-read before 

submittal. 



From : 

To: 
Subject : 
Date: 

Hi Doris 

Kozak Laura 
Chyu Doris 
RE: status of Clinton case 

Friday, February 01, 2019 12:54:00 PM 

We are planning to have a SERP in mid-February. 

Laura 

From: Chyu, Dori s 

Sent: Wednesday, January 30, 2019 12:19 PM 

To: Kozak, La ura <Laura.Kozak@ nrc.gov> 

Cc: Chyu, Doris <Dori s.Chyu@nrc.gov> 

Subject: status of Clinton case 

Hi , Laura: 

I was wondering if there is any update to the Clinton case. Last month , we provided the 
status to HQ as fallows: 

(MS) Prelim inary Wh ite finding fo r failure to follow several procedures that resu lted in 2 EDGs 

unavailable at t he same. The choice letter was issued on 10/15/2018. Licensee requested to have 

regulatory conference which was conducted on 11/30. Region Il l is scheduled to comp lete t he 

evaluation of t he licensee's written response fo ll owing t he regulatory conference by the end of 

Ja nuary 2019. 

Thanks! 



From: 
To: 
Subject : 

Date: 

Chris 

Kozak Laura 
Miller Chris 
Clinton 

Tuesday, February 12, 2019 4:55:00 PM 

I understand you had a briefing yesterday. Just wanted to offer that I'd be happy to have a 
short conversation with you to provide the regional SRA perspective. 

I realize you are busy and just offering, not necessary if you are comfortable with the issue. 

Laura 



From : 
To : 

Subject : 
Date: 

Mitman Jeffrey 
Kozak Laura 
NUREG/CR-1278 THERP 
Tuesday, February 12, 2019 4:14:46 PM 

I've loaded the subject document into SharePoint in the main directory. The discussion that 
I'm aware of on staff can be found on Page 18-7 at the bottom of the page. This is an old 
document that because of its age is often attached. But absent contrary evidence, in my 
opinion, it's hard to argue with. 

Jeff Mitman 



From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 

Kozak Laura 
Mitman Jeffrey 
Clinton 

Attachments: 
Wednesday, February 13, 2019 4:02:00 PM 

iroaoeoo1 coo 
image002.png 

Jeff 

I was again preparing for the Clinton DBAI inspection. In reviewing the licensee PRA 
Summary notebook, I came across the following list of model uncertainties. Note number 15. 
An accepted model uncertainty - so we can't credit ERO/don't know how in baseline PRA, but 
somehow we are supposed to do it in SOP?? 

Laura 

The combined NRC-EPRI list of generic sources of Level 1 and initial Level 2 model 

uncertainties are as follows: 

1. Grid Stability (includes LOSP initiating event and offsite AC recovery) 
2. Support System Initiating Events 
3. LOCA initiating event frequencies 
4. Operation of equipment after battery depletion 
5. RCP seal LOCA treatment - PWRs only 
6. Recirculation pump seal leakage treatment - BWRs with Isolation 

Condensers 
7. Impact of containment venting on core cooling system NPSH 
8. Core cooling success following containment failure or venting 

through non hard pipe vent paths 

(1l For specific applications, key assumptions and parameters should be examined both individually and in 
logical combinations. 

9. Room heatup calculations 
10. Battery life calculations 

3-1 CL-PRA-013 REV. 5 

Clinton PRA Summary 
Notebook 

11. Number of PORVs required for bleed and feed - PWRs only 
12. Containment sump/ strainer performance 
13. Impact of failure of pressure relief 
14. Operability of equipment in beyond design basis environments 
15. Credit for ERO 
16. Pipe failure modes 
17. Core melt arrest in-vessel 
18. Thermally induced failure of hot leg/SG tubes - PWRs only 
19. Vessel failure mode 



20. Ex-vessel cooling of lower head 
21. Core debris contact with containment 
22. ISLOCA Frequency determination 
23. Treatment of Hydrogen combustion in BWR Mark Ill and PWR 

ice condenser plants 



From: 
To: 
Cc : 
Subject : 
Date: 

Gjessner John 
Orlikowski Robert ; Lara Julio 
~ ; Roberts Darrell 
Exe lon drop in 

Wednesday, February 13, 2019 7:02:00 AM 

The drop in is scheduled for March 4. We should be sensitive to the drop in and issuing the 
fi nal Clinton letter as it will likely be right around there. 
Jack 



From: 
To: 

Cc: 
Subject : 
Date: 

O"Brieo Kenneth 
Roberts Darren ; Lara Julio ; Lipa Christine ; Shuaibi Mohammed; Giessner Jack; Orlikowski Robert ; Sanfilippo 
llil1hfill 
Sotiropoulos Dina 
Re: Agency Mission Meeting 
Wednesday, February 13, 2019 1 :48:08 PM 

Clinton White and EOC considerations going forward may be one or slightly premature 

On: 13 February 2019 13:44, 
"Roberts, Darrell" <Darrell.Roberts@nrc .gov> wrote: 

Folks, 

Are there any items you guys think I should raise at the AMM for RIii (begins in 20 mins)? 
Remember, threshold is pretty high (something that would be of interest to OEDO and 
others in attendance; like the fact we're in our EOG process, for example). 

Thx, 

DJR 



From: 
To: 

Subject : 
Date: 

Thanks! 

Kozak Laura 
Sanchez Santiago Elba 
RE: Procedures changes as a result of SDP eval for DG 
Thursday, February 14, 2019 11 :57:00 AM 

From: Sanchez Santiago, Elba 

Sent: Thursday, February 14, 2019 11:44 AM 

To: Koza k, Laura <Laura.Kozak@nrc.gov> 

Subject: RE: Procedures changes as a resu lt of SDP eval for DG 

Laura, 

I sent you an email with the updated AR. They have identified the portions of the procedure 
they want to change and the proposed changes are included in the AR. These changes 
have NOT been made to the procedure yet. 

Also, I will likely not be on the SERP call because we just got work that they SCRAMed the 
RX. More to come. 

Thanks, 
Elba 

From: Kozak, Laura 

Sent: Thursday, February 14, 2019 11:15 AM 

To: Sanchez Sant iago, Elba <Elba.SanchezSantiago@nrc.gov> 

Subject: RE: Procedures changes as a resu lt of SDP eval for DG 

Elba 

Is there a way to check the status of this AR and procedure changes? 

Laura 

From: Sanchez Santiago, Elba 

Sent: Wednesday, November 28, 2018 10:59 AM 

To: Kozak, Laura <Laura.Kozak@nrc.gov> 
Subject: Procedures changes as a result of SDP eva l for DG 

Laura, 

Attached is an AR the licensee wrote yesterday to document some recommended changes 
based on the SOP and Gothic analyses done as a result of the DG config control issue. It 
documents some of the things you were questioning regarding making changes to their 
response to certain events when in a shutdown condition such as the FLEX procedure and 
the loss of shutdown cooling procedure. It does not address any changes to the SBO 
procedure though which I know is one of the areas where we identified inconsistencies with 



what was written vs. what their approach would be. 

Just wanted to share this with you for FYI purposes. Let me know if you have any 
questions. 

Thanks, 
Elba 

From: elba .sanchezsantiago@nrc.gov [mailto:elba.sanchezsantiago@nrc.gov] 

Sent: Friday, November 30, 2018 5:46 AM 

To: Sanchez Santiago, Elba <Elba SanchezSantiago@nrc.gov> 
Subject: 



From: 
To: 

Cc: 
Subject : 
Date: 

Lara Julio 
Hanna John 
Kozak Laura 
RE: Clinton_FinalSERP _R3_Lara.docx 
Tuesday, February 26, 2019 11 :24:34 AM 

Looks great! I made 2 more tweaks and forwarded to Giessner and Darrell for their review. 

From: Hanna, John 

Sent: Tuesday, February 26, 2019 9:51 AM 

To: Lara, Julio <Julio.Lara@nrc.gov> 

Cc: Kozak, Laura <Laura.Kozak@ nrc.gov> 

Subject: RE: Clinton_FinalSERP _R3_Lara.docx 

Julio, 

I made some (relatively minor) changes in order to improve the "flow" of the one-pager. 
think it looks pretty good and makes a strong argument for remaining White. 

Hope you like the changes. 

John 

From: Lara, Julio 

Sent: Tuesday, February 26, 2019 7:27 AM 

To: Hanna, John <John Hanna@nrc gov>; Kozak, Laura <Laura Kozak@nrc gov> 
Subject: Clinton_FinalSERP _R3_Lara.docx 

A few more tweeks on my end. 

Once I get your thoughts/edits, I plan to forward to Giessner. Plan to forward to DIRS, by 
Wed, COB. 



(b )(6) 

From : 
To : 

Cc : 

Subject : 
Start : 
End: 
Location: 

Wilk. Brenda 

Kozak. Laura; Lara Julio; I.rain.er 
Riemer Kenneth; Orlikowski Robert Sanchez Santiago Elba ; IIBE.U..t; JIBSJ.1.1; Cameron Jamnes; ~ 
JSeo..ae1b. ; Shah Nirodh 
Discussion of Clinton White Finding 

Thursday. March 07. 2019 2 :00 :00 PM 

Thursday, March 07, 2019 3 :00:00 PM 

R3_DRPConf Resource; R3_DRSConf Resource 

--> Join S~-ype Meeting <https://skype.nrc.gov/meet/brenda. wilk/03 1 C DRK> 
Trouble Join ing? Try Skype Web App <https://skype.nrc.gov/meet/brenda.w ilk/03 1 C DR K?sl= I> 
Joi n by phone 
301-415-0333 <tel:30 1-4 15-0333> (HQ) English (United States) 
Find a local number <hll ps://skype.11rc.gov/dialin> 

__ Conft:rence.tO:E] 
Forgot your d ial-in PLN'> <hnps: //skype.nrc.gov/dialin> I Help <ht1ps://0 I S.officeredi r.microsof1.com.lr/rlidLync I5 '>cl id= I033&p 1=5&p2=2009> 

[!OC([ 1033])!] 



From : 
To : 

Subject : 
Date: 

Gjessner John 
Lara Julio ; Orlikowski Robert 
Clinton Final White 

Wednesday, March 20, 2019 7:26:00 AM 

Darrell and I discussed this and we aren't moving the drop-in. Our contingency - If the letter 
is not issued by COB Monday/maybe Tuesday AM , we'll hold so the letter is not 'right on 
the street' as they come in. 

Jack 



From: 
To : 

Subject : 
Date: 

Kozak Laura 
Lara Julio 
RE: SERP Decision-Making and Clinton 
Thursday, March 21, 2019 9:54:00 AM 

Yes, I talked to Alex earlier today. 

From: La ra, Jul io 

Sent: Thursday, March 21, 2019 9:54 AM 

To: Kozak, Laura <Laura.Kozak@ nrc.gov> 

Subject: FW: SERP Decision-M aking and Clinton 

Lets talk later today 

From: Garmoe, Alex 

Sent: Thursday, March 21, 2019 9:52 AM 

To: Lara, Jul io <J ulio Lara@nrc gov> 

Subject: SERP Decision-Making and Clinton 

Julio, 

I hope all is well in the Chicago area. When you have a bit of time, I'd be interested in 
hearing your thoughts/critiques on how the revised SERP decision-making guidance 
worked during the recent Clinton SERPs. As a refresher, the updated guidance included 
more information on what constitutes consensus decision-making and a revised process in 
the event a SERP fails to reach a consensus decision. I'd be happy to receive any 
feedback by e-mail or over the phone. 

Thank you , 
Alex 



From: 
To : 

Subject : 
Date: 

Kozak Laura 
Mitman Jeffrey 
Clinton final White 

Tuesday, March 26, 2019 2:27:00 PM 

Just FYI. I heard today that the plan is the issue the final letter next Monday. OE has also 
concurred and the notification to the Commission was sent up today (3 day notification 
required) . 



From : 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject : 
Date: 

Gjessner John 
Mit lynq Viktoria; Chandrathil Prema ; Barker Allan ; Loqaras Harral 

Roberts Darrell 
Clin ton White 

Wednesday, March 27, 2019 9:35:00 AM 

We are looking to sign and issue Monday. We are not doing a press release, but there may 
be some public interest. 
Jack 



From: 
To: 
Cc : 
Subject : 
Date: 

Jack, 

Mitlyng Yiktoria 
Giessner John ; Chandrathil Prema; Barker Allan ; Logaras Harral 
Roberts Darrell 
RE: Clinton White 
Wednesday, March 27, 2019 10:09:38 AM 

Thank you for letting us know. 
-Vika 

From: Giessner, John 

Sent: Wednesday, March 27, 2019 9:36 AM 

To: Mit lyng, Viktoria <Viktoria .M it lyng@nrc.gov>; Chandrathil, Prema 

<Prema.Chandrathil@n rc.gov>; Barker, Allan <Al la n.Barker@nrc.gov>; Logaras, Harra l 

<Harra l.Logaras@n rc.gov> 

Cc: Roberts, Darrell <Darrell.Roberts@nrc.gov> 

Subject: Clinton Wh ite 

We are looking to sign and issue Monday. We are not doing a press release , but there may 
be some public interest. 
Jack 



From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject : 
Date: 

Barker Allan 
Giessner John; Mitlyng Viktorja; Chandrathil Prema; Logaras Harral 

Roberts Darren 
Re : Clinton White 
Wednesday, March 27, 2019 9:51 :53 AM 

Thanks for the heads up, and I will inform the State. 
Allan 

-------- Original Message --------
From: "Giessner, John" <John.Giessner@nrc.gov> 
Date: Wed, March 27, 2019 10:35 AM -0400 
To: "Mitlyng, Viktoria" <Viktoria.Mitlyng@nrc.gov>, "Chandrathil, Prema" 
<Prema.Chandrathil@nrc.gov>, "Barker, Allan" <Allan.Barker@nrc.gov>, "Logaras, Harral" 
<Hairnl.Logaras@nrc.gov> 
CC: "Roberts, Dan·ell" <Darrell.Roberts@nrc.gov> 
Subject: Clinton White 

We are looking to sign and issue Monday. We are not doing a press release, but there may 
be some public interest. 
Jack 



From: 
To: 
Subject : 
Date: 

Roberts Parcell 
Cameron Jamnes: Giessner John 
RE: Nuclear Industry Pushing For Fewer Inspections At Plants 
Thursday, March 28, 2019 10:05:54 AM 

I see a vu lnerability re: our approach to the press release for Clinton. Let's discuss. 

DJR 

From: Cameron, Jamnes 

Sent: Thursday, March 28, 2019 9:09 AM 

To: Giessner, John <John.Giessner@nrc.gov>; Roberts, Darrell <Darrell.Roberts@nrc.gov> 

Subject: Fw: Nuclear Indust ry Pushing For Fewer Inspections At Plants 

FYI 

From: Peralta, Juan 

Sent: Thursday, March 28, 2019 6:48 AM 

To: Furst, David; Gulla, Gerald; Jones, David; Marenchin, Thomas; Marshfield, Mark; Sreenivas, 

Leelavath i; Torres, Edgardo; Woods, Susanne 

Cc: Klukan, Brett; Kowal, Mark; Vasquez, Michael; Cameron, Jamnes; Einberg, Christian; Bowman, 

Gregory 

Subject: Nuclear Industry Pushing For Fewer Inspections At Plants 

Nuclear Industry Pushing For Fewer Inspections At Plants 
By Ellen Knickmeyer 

Associated Press, March 14, 2019 

The nuclear power industry is pushing the Nuclear Regulatory Commission to cut back on inspections 

at nuclear power plants and throttle back what it tells the public about plant problems. The agency, 

whose board is dominated by Trump appointees, is listening. 

Commission staffers are weigh ing some of t he industry's requests as part of a sweeping review of 

how the agency enforces regulations governing the country's 98 commercially operating nuclear 

plants. Recommendations are due to the f ive-member NRC board in June. 

Annie Caputo, a former nuclear-energy lobbyist now serving as one of four board members 

appointed or reappointed by President Donald Trump, told an industry meeting t his week t hat she 

was "open to self-assessments" by nuclear plant operators, who are proposing that self-reporting by 

operators take the place of some NRC inspections. 

The Trump N RC appointees and industry representatives say changes in oversight are warranted to 

reflect the industry's overa ll improved safety records and its f inancial difficu lties, as the operating 

costs of the country's aging nuclear plants increase and affordable natural gas and solar and wind 

power gain in the energy market. 

But the prospect of the Trump administration's regu lation-cutting mission reaching the NRC alarms 

some independent industry watchdogs, who say t he words " nuclear safety" and "deregulation" 

don't go together. 

For example, "the deregulatory agenda at SEC is a significant concern as we ll, but it's not a nuclear 

power plant," said Geoffrey Fettus, a sen ior attorney for nuclear issues at the Natural Resources 

Defense Council, referring to the federa l government's Securities Exchange Commission. 

"For an industry that is increasingly under financial decline ... to take regulatory authority away from 



the NRC puts us on a col lision course," sa id Paul Gunter, of the anti-nuclear group Beyond Nuclear. 

With what? "With a nuclear accident," Gunter sa id . 

The industry made its requests for change in a letter delivered by the Nuclear Energy Instit ute group. 

A "high-priority" ask is to elim inate press releases about lower-level sa fety issues at plants -

mean ing the kind of problems that could trigger more inspections and oversight at a plant but not 

constitute an emergency. 

The industry group also asked that the NRC reduce the "burden of radiation -protection and 

emergency-preparedness inspections." 

Nuclear plant operators amplified their requests at an ann ua l meeting in the Washington, D.C, area 

this week. 

Scaling back disclosure of lower-level problems at plants is "more responsible ... than to put out a 

headl ine on the webpage to the world," said Greg Ha lnon, vice president of regula tory affairs for 

Ohio-based FirstEnergy Corp., which says its fleet of nuclear and other power plants supplies 6 

million customers in the Midwest and Mid-Atlantic. 

When the NRC makes public t he problems found at a plant, ut il ities get "pretty rapid calls from t he 

press, SEC fi lings get impacted because of potential financial impact," Halnon said. 

Requests by utilities for rate increases also can be affected, Halnon said. 

Trump has said he wants to help both the coal and nuclear power industries. So far, it's the more 

politically influential coa l ind ust ry t hat's gotten significant action on the regulatory rollbacks that it 

sought from the Environmental Protection Agency and other agencies. 

In January, Trump appointees to the NRC disappointed environmental groups by voting down a staf 

proposal that nuclea r plants be req uired to substantia lly - and expensively - harden themselves 

against major floods and other natural disasters. 

The proposal was meant to be a main NRC response to t he Fukushima nuclear plant disaster after 

Japa n's 9.0 earthquake and tsunami in 2011. 22 



Caputo, who previously worked for nuclear plant operator Exelon Corp, told operators this week her 

aim was " ri sk-informed decision-making," concentrating regulatory oversight on high-risk problems. 

"We shouldn't regulate to zero risk," said David Wright, a former South Carolina pub lic-utility 

commissioner appointed to t he NRC board last year. 

"The NRC mission is reasonable assurance of adequate protection - no more, no less," Wright said. 

Tony Vegel, a Texas-based reactor safety official for the NRC, pushed back when industry executives 

publicly made their case for fewer NRC inspections. 

"It's difficu lt to come across as an independent regu lator and rely on self-assessment" from plants, 

Vege l said . 

The current review, commissioned by the new NRC panel, was looki ng at the inspections issues and 

related ones, NRC spokesman Scott Burnel l said . Commissioners wil l decide after rece iving the staff 

recommendations whether to adopt any of them, Burnell said. 

Copyright 2019 Associated Press. All rights reserved. Th is material may not be published, broadcast, 

rewritten, or red istributed . 



From: 
To : 

Subject : 
Date: 
Attachments: 

Wilk Brenda 
Orlikowski Robert 
FW: EA-18-1 04 Clinton EOG final action.docx 

Friday, March 29, 2019 2 :37:35 PM 

EA:18~1inton EDG final action.docx: 

From: Olteanu, Carmen 

Sent: Friday, March 29, 2019 9:52 AM 

To: Wilk, Brenda <Brenda .Wilk@nrc.gov> 

Subject: EA-18-104 Clinton EOG fina l action .docx 

Please see attached. 



EA-18-104 

Mr. Bryan C. Hanson 

UNITED STATES 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

REGION 111 
2443 WARRENVILLE RD. SUITE 210 

LISLE, IL 60532-4352 

April 1, 2019 

Senior VP, Exelon Generation Company, LLC 
President and CNO, Exelon Nuclear 
4300 Winfield Road 
Warrenville, IL 60555 

SUBJECT: CLINTON POWER STATION - FINAL SIGNIFICANCE DETERMINATION OF A 
WHITE FINDING WITH ASSESSMENT FOLLOW-UP AND NOTICE OF 
VIOLATION; NRC INSPECTION REPORT NO. 05000461/2018092 

Dear Mr. Hanson: 

This letter provides you the final significance determination of the preliminary White finding 
discussed in our previous communication, dated November 6, 2018, which included Inspection 
Report 05000461/2018051. The preliminary finding involved an apparent violation of Title 10 of 
the Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion V, "Instructions, 
Procedures, and Drawings," and Technical Specification 3.8.2, Condition B.3, concerning the 
failure to follow multiple procedures regarding the emergency diesel generators (EDGs). The 
inspection report discussing the preliminary finding can be found in the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission's (NRC's) Agencywide Documents Access and Management System (ADAMS) 
under Accession Number ML 18311 A 151. 

At your request, a Regulatory Conference was held on November 30, 2018, to discuss your 
views on this issue. A copy of the handout your staff provided at the meeting was entered into 
ADAMS under Accession Number ML 18333A333. A NRG summary of the Regulatory 
Conference was entered into ADAMS under Accession Number ML 18355A272. During the 
conference, your staff described your assessment of the significance of the finding, and the 
corrective actions taken to resolve it, including the root cause evaluation of the finding_ 
Specifically, your staff agreed with the finding and violation but disagreed with the finding's 
preliminary determination of a White safety significance. Your staff presented their significance 
determination evaluation which differed from the one performed by the NRG. During the 
conference, the NRC staff requested additional information that your staff provided in a letter 
dated December 14, 2018 (ML 19023A556). 

After considering the information developed during the inspection, the information provided at 
the regulatory conference, and the supplemental information your staff submitted on 
December 14, the NRC has concluded that the finding is appropriately characterized as White, 
a finding of low to moderate safety significance. The risk quantitative estimate represents 
approximately a two in a million likelihood of core damage per year. The result is largely 
influenced by human reliability analysis and related assumptions. While the NRG considered 
the finding to be greater than very low safety significance (Green), the result indicates that plant 
operators would be very likely to be successful in mitigating the postulated event, if it occurred. 
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This was a complex shutdown significance determination. As first stated in the preliminary 
significance determination, mitigation of a postulated loss of offsite power event would rely 
completely on operator action and decision making. For 6 days, the Division 2 emergency 
diesel generator was not available to respond to a loss of offsite power event. For 3 of the 
6 days, no emergency diesel generators were available and if a loss of offsite power had 
occurred, the plant would have been in a station blackout condition. Recovery of the diesel 
generator, recovery of offsite power, or use of other power recovery methods were available to 
mitigate the postulated event and were considered in the significance determination. The NRC 
used best estimate assumptions as described in both the preliminary and final analyses and 
considered Exelon's perspectives regarding plant staffing levels, operator knowledge and 
training, plant procedures, and the extensive time available to mitigate the event. 

The NRC performed sensitivity evaluations to understand the influence of important 
assumptions. The sensitivity evaluations showed a range of outcomes from very low safety 
significance to substantial safety significance. The sensitivity evaluations were used to confirm 
the best estimate outcome. Enclosure 1, to this letter, "Final Significance Determination," 
provides details of the NRC's risk significance determinat1ion. 

The NRC has also determined that a violation of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion V, and 
Technical Specification 3.8.2, Condition B.3, was identified for the failure to follow multiple 
procedures involving the emergency diesel generators. The failure to follow the applicable 
procedures resulted in the unavailability and inoperability of the Division 2 EDG while the 
Division 1 EDG was already out-of-service for planned maintenance. The violation is cited in 
the enclosed Notice of Violation (Notice) (Enclosure 2). The circumstances surrounding the 
violation were described in detail in Inspection Report 05000461/2018051 . In accordance with 
the NRC Enforcement Policy, the Notice is considered escalated enforcement action because it 
is associated with a White finding. 

The NRC has concluded that the information regarding the reason for the violation, the 
corrective actions taken and planned to correct the violation and prevent recurrence, and the 
date when full compliance was achieved is already adequately addressed on the docket in NRC 
Inspection Report 05000461/2018051. Therefore, you are not required to respond to this letter 
unless the description therein does not accurately reflect your corrective actions or your 
position. 

As a result of our review of Clinton's performance, including this White finding, we have 
assessed Clinton Power Station to be in the Regulatory Response column of the NRC's Action 
Matrix, effective the third quarter of 2018. Therefore, we plan to conduct a supplemental 
inspection using Inspection Procedure 95001 , "Inspection for One or Two White Inputs in a 
Strategic Performance Area, " when your staff has notified us of your readiness for this 
inspection. This inspection procedure is conducted to provide assurance that the root cause 
and contributing cause of risk significant performance issues are understood, the extent of 
condition and the extent of cause are identified, and the corrective actions are sufficient to 
prevent recurrence. 
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You have 30 calendar days from the date of th is letter to appeal the staff's determination of 
significance for the identified White fi nding. Such appeals will be considered to have merit only 
if they meet the criteria given in Inspection Manual Chapter 0609, Attachment 2. An appeal 
must be sent in writing to the Regional Administrator, Region Ill, 2443 Warrenville Road, 
Suite 210, Lisle , IL 60532- 4352. 

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.390 of the NRC's "Ru les of Practice," a copy of this letter, its 
enclosures, and your response, if you choose to provide one, will be made available 
electronically for public inspection in the NRG Public Document Room or from the NRC's 
document system (ADAMS), accessible from the NRG Web site at http://www.nrc.gov/reading
rm/adams.html. If you choose to respond , to the extent possible, your response should not 
include any personal privacy, proprietary, or safeguards information so that it can be made 
available to the Public without redaction . 

Docket No. 050-00461 
License No. NPF-62 

Enclosures: 
1. Final Significance Determination 
2. Notice of Violation 

cc: Distribution via LISTSERV® 

Sincerely, 

IRA/ 

Darrell J. Roberts 
Regional Administrator 
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Final Significance Determination 

A . Summary of Final Significance Determination 

At the regulatory conference on November 30, 2018, Exelon ("the licensee") discussed their 
perspectives on the preliminary significance determination and provided new information that 
the NRC had not previously considered. Other discussion topics included a recap of known 
areas of disagreement on assumptions for which no new information was presented. Exelon 
and the NRC agreed at the end of the conference that respective staff members would have a 
separate discussion to specify the new information that needed to be submitted for 
consideration in the significance determination. On December 4, 2018, the NRC staff held a 
conference call with Exelon to discuss five areas of new supporting information: battery life, 
recovery of the diesel generator/declaration of extended loss of AC power (ELAP), isolation of 
shutdown cooling, pressure control without injection, and the Division 3 to Division 2 cross-tie. 
The NRC had also asked several questions during the conference. These questions were also 
communicated during the December 4 phone call. Exelon submitted the new information 
including answers to the NRC's questions from the regulatory conference, and a white paper 
documenting their positions discussed at the conference in a letter dated December 14, 2018 
(ML 19023A556). 

The NRC considered EGC's perspectives and new information contained in the December 141h 

letter. This new information reduced the NRC's best estimate of the delta CDF associated 
with the finding from a preliminary estimate of 3.8E-6 per year to a range of 2.2E-6 per year to 
1.4E-6 per year. Additional modeling of battery life, isolation of shutdown cooling and pressure 
control without injection lowered the delta CDF to 2.2E-6 per year. Further consideration of 
EDG recovery lowered the delta CDF to 1.4E-6 per year. Therefore, although the estimated risk 
was reduced, the final significance was determined to be White, a finding of low to moderate 
safety significance. 

The new information led to changes to the event tree (ET) structure used to quantify the risk. 
This ET is shown in Figure 1 below. The top two dominant core damage sequences were 
Sequences 18 and 37. Sequence 18 includes: LOOP initiates, failure of the emergency diesel 
generators (EDG), failure to recover either of the two EDGs and offsite power, successful ELAP 
diagnosis, successful early reactor depressurization, failure of low pressure injection (including 
FLEX), failure of high pressure injection, and failure of the Division 3 to Division to cross-tie. 
Sequence 37 includes: LOOP initiates, failure of the EDG, failure to recover either of the two 
EDGs and offsite power, failure to diagnose ELAP, successful early reactor depressurization, 
failure of high pressure injection, failure to perform the cross-tie. 

After considering the information provided by Exelon, the NRC staff made changes to the 
detailed risk evaluation regarding recovery of the diesel generator, battery life, the isolation of 
the shutdown cooling and pr,essure control without injection. The NRC also modified the event 
tree to model declaration of ELAP and entry into FLEX strntegies vs. remaining in the station 
blackout procedure. 

Section B of this attachment discusses in detail the NRC's consideration of the new information 
provided by Exelon. Section C provides a table similar to Exelon's table of "Key Points of 
Disagreement" provided at the regulatory conference that summarizes NRC's final view on 
these points. 

Enclosure 1 



This was a complex shutdown significance determination. As stated in the preliminary 
significance determination, successful mitigation of a loss of offsite power event in the degraded 
plant condition that existed would depend heavily on operator action and decision making 
involving the interaction of various recovery strategies. Consistent with Inspection Manual 
Chapter (IMC) 0609 Attachment 1 "Significance and Enforcement Panel Review Process" the 
NRC staff performed sensitivity studies to understand the influence of important assumptions. 
The sensitivity evaluations indicated a range of outcomes from very low safety significance to 
substantial safety significance. The sensitivity evaluations were used to confirm the best 
estimate outcome. 

B. Consideration of EGC's new information provided in the regulatory conference and in the 
follow-up submittal on December 14, 2018 

During the development of the preliminary significance determination, the NRC staff routinely 
communicated with Exelon staff and considered a sizable amount of licensee information, 
including Exelon's risk evaluation of the finding, CL-SDP-010, "Risk Assessment - May 2018 
Outage: Division 2 DG 1 B Unavailable with Division 1 Bus Unavailable, Revision O," August 3, 
2018. This section describes NRC's consideration of the new information and how it was 
evaluated. 

Recovery of the Emergency Diesel Generator (EOG) 

A change to the NRC's analysis was the addition of consideration of the licensee's ability to 
recover the EOG between 1 and 4 hours into the SBO event. This second "4-hour" HEP was 
considered to have expansive time available to diagnose the cause of the EOG failure. It was 
determined to be dependent on the initial "1 hour" HEP for the failure to recover the EOG. In the 
4-hour scenario, if the closed EOG starting air valves were found, a decision would be required 
to either continue with FLEX alignment (or the crosstie to Division 3) or to back out of the FLEX 
alignment (or the crosstie) and attempt to start the Division 2 EOG. If the crew decided to back 
out, the operator would need to realign the plant's electrical distribution system due to changes 
that would be in progress from implementing either the crosstie or FLEX procedures. At the 
regulatory conference, the licensee emphasized rapid implementation of the cross-tie as a 
means to provide high assurance of recovery of AC power and suggested that it could be 
performed very quickly. Realigning the electrical distribution system would be necessary 
because either the crosstie or FLEX implementation would have begun to modify the 
configuration of the electrical distribution system, which would impact operation of the EOG. 
This realignment is not governed by procedures or training. Modeling of EOG recovery beyond 
1 hour into an SBO event is subject to significant uncertainties because of the high likelihood 
that other AC power strategies would be pursued, which would complicate further use of the 
EOG as the Division 2 power source. Varying recovery of the EOG from 1 to 4 hours results in 
a range of delta CDF outcomes from 2.2E-6 per year to 1 .4E-6 per year. 

Recovery of the EOG was a known area of disagreement prior to the regulatory conference. 
Specifically, Exelon disagreed with the NRC's evaluation of the performance shaping factors 
(PSF) for the EOG recovery HEP. At the regulatory conference, Exelon discussed several 
positions already considered by the NRC and new information that was available for review. 
The new information included training material, shift manager surveys, senior reactor operator 
(SRO) questionnaires, and a time validation. The licensee provided this information in writing 
via a letter dated December 14, 2018. 
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The written information provided by the licensee pertained to diesel generator malfunctions, 
including the most recent equipment operator (EO) training on the diesel generator air start flow 
path. It also included training on the different subsystems of the diesel generator, circuit 
breakers, and the auxiliary power system. Most of the material was generic and unrelated to 
the diesel generator air start system. The air start flow path training material provided diagrams 
of the air start system, however, these diagrams did not include the air receiver outlet valves 
that are the subject of this performance deficiency. The training covered diesel generator trips 
but did not specifically cover diesel generator failures, nor did it include potential repair or 
recovery actions. The NRG concluded that no changes were appropriate for the one-hour 
diesel generator operator recovery action based on the material provided. 

Battery Life 

The NRC's preliminary risk evaluation modeled the direct current (DC) power support function 
as requiring battery chargers for the batteries to complete the PRA mission based on the 
information provided by the licensee that battery life with load shedding was approximately 
11 hours. At the regulatory conference, Exelon discussed the results of a new battery 
calculation. The NRG requested, and the licensee provided the calculation in the December 14 
letter. The calculation showed that the battery life was longer than 11 hours and that the battery 
could perform its' PRA function for the 24-hour PRA miss·ion time. 

The NRG did not review the licensee's battery calculation in detail; however, the NRG accepted 
the conclusion that that the batteries could last for the PRA mission time given that the initial 
condition of the plant is different from the pre-existing battery calculations that assume an 
extended loss of AC power event occurs with the plant initially operating at-power. 

The NRG modified the shutdown SPAR model by adding in a dependency on the batteries with 
a failure probability of approximately 8E-6. The impact of this change was to effectively 
eliminate losses of DC power from risk significance. 

Declaration of ELAP 

The NRG reviewed information presented on declaration of ELAP at 1 hour if the diesel 
generator had not been recovered. Specifically, the NRC reviewed the completed surveys of 
Clinton shift managers and completed questionnaires for 28 SROs from other stations. 

The licensee stated that ELAP would not be declared at 1 hour. In reviewing the Clinton shift 
manager surveys, the NRG found that the shift managers were not provided the NRG postulated 
scenario. The Clinton shift managers were provided a scenario in which the diesel generator air 
start valves were identified as the cause of the diesel generator failure to start at 45 minutes into 
a station blackout event. The NRG is not challenging the licensee's assertion that an ELAP 
would not be declared if the cause of the EDG failure to start was actually known to the 
operators at 45 minutes. The NRG had discussed this point with licensee staff extensively prior 
to the regulatory conference. The NRC's risk assessment is driven by the scenario where at 
1 hour the problem with the EDG has not been identified, requiring the operators to decide 
whether to declare an ELAP. 
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A second scenario presented to the Clinton shift managers in the survey also lacked information 
relevant to the PRA analysis. The shift managers were presented with information that offsite 
power would be restored within 3 hours. Although this scenario was not relevant, some of the 
Clinton SROs provided comments indicating that they would declare an ELAP at 1 hour if the 
problem with the Division 2 diesel generator had not been identified. This is the relevant PRA 
scenario and the responses are consistent with NRC's assumption in the risk evaluation. 

The Clinton shift manager survey had a third scenario in which the diesel generator was 
recovered but subsequently failed for a different reason. This scenario is also not directly 
relevant to the NRC evaluation. However, in this scenario, the survey provided information that 
the technical support center (TSC) would be briefing plant personnel on performing the 
Division 3 cross-tie procedure and estimated that it could be completed in 3 hours. The survey 
asked Clinton shift managers if ELAP would be declared in this scenario. The Clinton shift 
managers generally responded "no," ELAP would not be declared in this scenario if they had 
confidence in the timeline associated with the Division 3 cross-tie. An alternative scenario was 
provided with a timeline to implement the cross-tie that exceeded 4 hours. In the Scenario 3 
alternative, Clinton shift managers indicated that ELAP would be declared. 

The NRC determined that that the Clinton shift manager survey results did not provide 
conclusive information about whether operators would declare ELAP and implement FLEX 
and/or attempt to implement the Division 3 cross-tie. The surveys were conducted well after the 
event occurred and do not reliably represent the plant response at the time of the event. The 
survey question postulated the TSC providing information about planning to implement the 
cross-tie well before 1 hour, the time at which the TSC is generally estimated to be staffed. 
Throughout the NRC's review of this finding, no pre-event information (i.e., procedures or 
training) indicated that the availability of the Division 3 cross-tie would provide high assurance of 
the restoration of AC power to Division 1 or Division 2 and should be the preferred option for 
power recovery rather than declaring ELAP and implementing FLEX. 

Other available information also supported the NRC perspective that operators would declare 
ELAP and implement FLEX before attempting to implement the Division 3 crosstie. The 
examples below are excerpts from procedures, training, and the licensee's risk evaluation of the 
finding. 

• The existing Loss of AC Power (CPS 4200.01) procedure requires a decision regarding 
ELAP at 1 hour into a station blackout (SBO) and it does not discuss the availability of 
the cross-tie as a means to provide "high assurance" of the restoration of power to avoid 
declaring ELAP. Per procedure, if ELAP is declared the Loss of AC Power procedure is 
exited and FLEX implementation (via CPS 4306.01) takes precedence over further 
efforts to recover the diesel generators or offsite power. While the cross-tie is 
referenced in the Loss of AC procedure, it is the very last step and would not be 
implemented if the procedure were exited. The cross-tie procedure (CPS 4303.01 P023) 
was written for extensive damage/beyond design basis events and it appears that it was 
not well integrated with the Loss of AC Power and FLEX procedures and training to have 
an overall integrated approach to extended SBO conditions. 

• Cross-connecting the Division 3 diesel generator is the first option in the FLEX Recovery 
procedure, CPS 4306.01 P020, indicating that its' use would be attempted after FLEX 
phase 2 implementation, not before. 
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• Section 4.2.4.1 of the licensee's risk evaluation (CL-SDP-010 dated August 3, 2018) 
states, "Given a SBO condition and failure to restore the EOG 1 B, operators indicated 
that FLEX would be the initial system pursued for alternate RPV injection given the 
procedural direction in the Extended Loss of Power procedure." This comports with the 
NRC's risk evaluation assumptions and does not agree with the Exelon's stated position 
at the regulatory conference. 

• Appendix C of the licensee's risk evaluation documents an HEP evaluation for 
implementing the cross-tie. The evaluation indicates that an ELAP is in progress at 
1 hour and that the crosstie "might be the means" to determine "high assurance" that the 
SBO coping time would not be exceeded. The evaluation showed that it was not clear 
that the cross-tie capability was considered to be a method of AC power recovery that 
provides "high assurance" prior to the discovery of the Division 2 EOG problem and the 
evaluation of the risk significance of the finding. 

• The NRC reviewed simulator training for an SBO event in which ELAP was declared 
(SE-LOR-4306-FLEX). For this at-power scenario, the high pressure core spray (HPCS) 
pump was unavailable but the Division 3 EOG was available. Despite the availability of 
the EOG during the simulator scenario, ELAP was declared and FLEX implementation 
was pursued, indicating that ELAP/FLEX was a preferred response. This at-power 
simulator training is very similar to the scenario of interest in this SOP. 

• Appendix D of the licensee's risk evaluation (CL-SDP-010 dated 8/3/2018) documents 
many HEPs associated with FLEX actions. The licensee developed a "cognitive only" 
HEP for the failure to recognize the need for FLEX. The documentation indicates that 
ELAP is declared at 1 hour into the event based on discussions with operators and 
simulator observation. 

The responses to the questionnaire for the 28 SROs also supported the NRC's assumption 
about ELAP. This questionnaire, like the CPS shift manager survey, also presented scenarios 
that were not relevant to the NRC evaluation because the scenario involved the successful 
diagnosis of the cause of the EOG failure. In the first two questions to the SROs, the valves 
were found in the closed position at 15 minutes and at 55 minutes, respectively. However, a 
third question asked about whether ELAP would be declared if the valves were discovered 
closed at 4 hours into an SBO. Although the SROs were instructed to answer "yes" or "no" to 
the question of whether to declare ELAP for these scenarios, a number of SROs provided 
additional comments on the scenarios. For the third scenario, many of the SROs stated that 
ELAP would have been declared at 1 hour. This is consistent with and supports NRCs 
assumption regarding the declaration of ELAP and implementation of FLEX before the cross-tie. 

Finally, regarding modeling recovery of the EOG, FLEX, and the cross-tie, while some actions 
for each of these methods can be performed in parallel, they are not independent. That is the 
electrical distribution system cannot be lined up for FLEX implementation and for the Division 3 
to Division 2 cross-tie simultaneously because the procedures conflict. 
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Based on the above understanding, the NRC concluded that its PRA modeling approach to 
declaring ELAP is reasonable and realistic. However, the NRC's PRA model was modified to 
test the assumption that operators declare an ELAP or remain in the station blackout procedure. 
The modified ET is shown in Figure 1. A new top event was added to the model as a decision 
point. If the decision is made to declare ELAP and enter the FLEX procedures, then the FLEX 
strategies are then tested. If the FLEX strategies fail, then the cross-tie is questioned. 

For the revised risk model, if ELAP is not declared, the FLEX strategies are not implemented. 
In this case, the risk evaluation models the use of the crosstie. If the crosstie is not successful 
and offsite AC power is not recovered, then core damage is assumed. FLEX is not considered 
further in this part of the risk model for two reasons. First , there is no procedural direction to try 
FLEX in the crosstie procedure. Second, if the crosstie has failed, significant issues may have 
occurred because of the failure. The cross-tie procedure (CPS 4303.01 P023) twice reiterates 
safety considerations that state in part "Steps in this procedure must be performed in order to 
avoid the risk of personnel injury or equipment damage." The cross-tie procedure would not be 
exited unless it had failed and per the caution, failure impl ies damage to the electrical 
distribution system that is required to implement the FLEX strategies. 

In summary, these changes to the NRC's PRA model to specifically consider the ELAP 
declaration did not have a substantive impact on the risk results. 

Isolation of SDC 

The NRC's preliminary risk evaluation did not model the operator action to close the shutdown 
cooling isolation valves, similar to the licensee's risk evaluation. During the regulatory 
conference, Exelon stated that operators would take action to isolate shutdown cooling and that 
if the action was successful the time to core damage would be extended to 24 hours for all 
sequences, including those sequences where core damage occurs with the reactor at high 
pressure. The NRC asked Exelon to provide the procedure guidance and training for this 
operator action. The new information was provided in the December 14 letter. 

Isolating shutdown cooling prevents the loss of inventory through RHR system relief valves and 
extends the time to core damage, allowing more time for recovery actions. If the reactor coolant 
system (RCS) heats up and pressurizes with the RHR system not isolated from RCS, four RHR 
relief valves will open as designed causing RCS leakage. CPS 3312.03, "RHR Shutdown 
Cooling and Fuel Pool Cooling Assist," Section 8.3 discusses recovering a loss of RHR 
shutdown cooling flow and clearly requires the RHR suction valves from the reactor recirculation 
system 1E12-F008 and 1E12-F009 valves remain open if recovery is anticipated. The NRC 
concluded that procedure guidance existed to isolate the RHR system if Mode 3 entry was 
anticipated but it alone may not have prompted operators to close the valves if recovery of 
shutdown cooling was anticipated. A better cue to isolate shutdown cooling was reactor heat-up 
and pressurization, including an alarm to alert operators to high pressure in the RHR system. 
Through discussions with the licensee, the NRC learned that the set-point of this alarm was 
close to the set-point of the relief valves in the RHR system. 

A second cue would occur when RCS level starts to decrease due to the open RHR relief 
valves. Prior to the RHR relief valves opening, as the RCS heats up, the water inventory 
expands causing level to increase. When the RHR relief valves open, water level will turn and 
begin to decrease. 
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A third cue is received when water level decreases to the Level 3 scram setpoint. In addition, at 
Level 3 a containment isolation signal for RHR/SDC is received. 

The NRC requested training material on the operator action to isolate RHR shutdown cooling. 
The licensee provided a simulator scenario for a postulated event that was much different from 
the scenarios evaluated here. The NRC concluded that the training was not very relevant to the 
actions under in this scenario. 

To incorporate this new information, the NRC modified its risk analysis by adding a new event 
tree (ET) top event that tested for failure to isolate the RHR/SDC system from the RCS on high 
reactor pressure and decreasing reactor level. The modified ET is shown in Figure 1. This top 
event was evaluated using a new fault tree (FT). The FT tests for all three cues discussed 
above. 

HEPs were developed for both isolation cues. It should be noted that the HEP associated with 
the third and final cue, on reaching Level 3, is always set to fail as the analysts determined that 
there was insufficient time between receiving the cue to close the FOOS valve before core 
uncovery occurred. Finally, dependency analysis for these HEPs was developed and 
incorporated into the model recovery rules as appropriate. 

If the operators are successful in isolating the RHR/SDC system, then the time to core uncovery 
is extended from the 10 to 13-hour range to about 18 hours allowing more time for other 
mitigating actions. This 18-hour assumption is based on the following: The licensee's Gothic 
analysis indicates time to core uncovery (TICU) without isolation at 10 to 13 hours. Other 
Gothic analyses indicate with isolation at 200F (about 4 hours after event initiation), the TTCU is 
about 26 hours. In the scenario of interest, isolation is estimated to occur about 1.5 hours after 
the first cue at about 100 psig (which occurs about 8 hours after event initiation) is between the 
two previous scenarios. If the isolation is unsuccessful, then time to uncovery remains in the 
10 to 13-hour range. 

Pressure Control 

The NRC's preliminary significance determination modeled operator failure to maintain the 
reactor depressurized in conjunction with the FLEX systems injection into the RCS. At the 
regulatory conference, the licensee stated that operators would maintain reactor vessel 
pressure between 60 psig and 100 psig using safety-relief valves even if FLEX or other low 
pressure injection was not available. The NRC reviewed the procedures and training provided 
by the licensee. The NRC also reviewed the licensee's risk evaluation and human probability 
evaluation for this action. 

The licensee provided emergency operating procedures (EOPs) and EOP support procedures, 
CPS 4200.01 , "Loss of AC procedure," CPS 4006.01, "Loss of Shutdown Cooling," and 
CPS 4411 .09, "RPV Pressure Control Sources." In preparation of the preliminary analysis, the 
NRC had reviewed many procedures with respect to this operator action but had not reviewed 
CPS 4411.09. Neither of the two initial response procedures, "Loss of Shutdown Cooling" or 
"Loss of AC Power" direct the operator to maintain RCS pressure low. The "RPV Pressure 
Control Sources" procedure is to be used as directed by EOPs and the severe accident 
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guidelines (SAGs). For the postulated scenarios, the EOP entry condition would not be met until 
RPV level had decreased to Level 3, which would occur very late in the scenarios. The NRC 
concluded that these procedures did not provide direction to operators to maintain pressure 
between 60 psig and 100 psig if injection was not available to maintain inventory. 

The licensee also provided information that EOP-1 for pressure control would be entered as 
directed by CPS 4306.01 "Extended Loss of AC power/Loss of Ultimate Heat Sink." This 
procedure does direct RPV pressure control in accordance with EOP-1 but is written from the 
perspective of an at-power extended Loss of AC power event and provides no specific direction 
to maintain pressure low absent an available low pressure injection source. Maintaining 
pressure low using EOP-1 and ELAP procedures conflicts with other licensee statements that 
ELAP would not be declared or that operators would pursue using RCIC by letting the reactor 
re-pressurize. 

The licensee provided seven simulator training exercises. All the scenarios were at power 
events focusing on pressure control and/or depressurization. None were relevant to the 
shutdown station blackout scenario under review. 

The licensee's risk evaluation, in (CL-SDP-010) Appendix L provided a human error probability 
evaluation for an operator action to manually control RPV pressure with SRVs. The N RC noted 
that the licensee's HEP evaluation also assumed that low pressure injection had been 
established and was in operation. The HEP evaluation referenced CPS 4306.01 P004, "FLEX 
Low Pressure RPV Make-up" which contained instructions to first set up FLEX suppression pool 
cooling followed by instructions to re-align the system for injection. A procedure step stated the 
following "May need to throttle shut 1E12-F042A(B) RHR Pump 1A(B) Test Ret[urn] to 
Sup[pression] Pool Valve or further reduce RPV pressure to achieve the required ~p." This step 
provides instruction to reduce RPV pressure after injection has been successfully implemented. 
It does not provide instruction to open SRVs to maintain pressure low without injection available. 

The NRC concluded that the existing procedures and training do not currently support a strategy 
to extend the time to core damage by maintaining pressure between 60 psig and 100 psig for an 
extended station blackout event in Mode 4. Nonetheless, the risk model was modified to 
incorporate early depressurization of the RCS prior to setting up the FLEX or other low pressure 
systems. See Figure 1 for the event tree. The manual reactor depressurization top event 
previously associated with FLEX was repurposed to test for early depressurization regardless if 
FLEX or other low pressure injection was being implemented. (Note in those sequences where 
FLEX was implemented, a second opportunity to depressurize was given if the depressurization 
early had failed. This second opportunity was implemented by a modification to the existing 
FLEX fault tree.) 

HEPs were developed for both the early depressurization independent of FLEX and for the late 
depressurization as part of FLEX. Finally, dependency analysis for these HEPs was developed 
and incorporated into the model recovery rules as appropriate. 

The event tree (see Figure 1) tests for successful depressurization. If depressurization is 
successful, then time to core uncovery is extended allowing additional time for subsequent 
mitigation actions. 
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Division 3 Cross-tie 

The NRC's preliminary determination assumed the time available to perform the cross-tie was 
between 5 and 6 hours based on input found in the licensee's risk evaluation (CL-SDP-010). 
This activity is controlled by CPS 4303.01 P023, "Cross-Connecting Division 3 to Division 1 (2) 
ECCS Electrical Busses." Based on this information, the associated HEP PSF for time was set 
to nominal. At the regulatory conference, Exelon stated that the action was time-validated at 
1.5 hours and disagreed with the NRC time required assumption. Exelon provided a copy of the 
time validation after the regulatory conference. 

The portion of CPS 4303.01 P023 providing guidance on the Division 3 to Division 2 cross-tie is 
found in Section 1.2. It takes 39 steps to perform in three plant locations, two of which are 
outside the MCR. As stated above, the NRC time required assumption was based on 
information in the licensee's risk evaluation (CL-SDP-010). On page 8 of that analysis, it states 
"Based on discussions with Operations, and a time validation study for connecting loads to the 
division, the cross-connect activities and the subsequent tasks to reload equipment onto the 
Division 2 bus can be accomplished in approximately 6 hours." 

The NRC views the assumed 6 hours required in the licensee's risk analysis to be reasonable 
as it incorporates time to plan, perform the actual cross-tie and then restore SDC. 

Based on the above re-evaluation and that fact that this cross-tie has never been performed, no 
changes were made to the NRC's risk evaluation. 
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C. Key Regulatory Conference Disagreements 

NRC 
New 

Preliminary 
Exelon Position information 

NRC Disposition in Final 
Determination 

provided 
Significance Determination 

Assumptions 
Air start valves No changes to the diesel 
found isolated within generator recovery HEP or 

12 29 minutes; ELAP Yes assumption about ELAP 
not declared declaration. See detailed 

discussion in Section B 
Load shed recovery Modified the diesel generator 
proceduralized and recovery HEP. Also modeled 
does not complicate the additional complexity 
EOG recovery associated with recovering 

the EOG beyond 1 hour and 
up to 4 hours. Load shed 
removes control power from 
the EOG, potentially 
complicating diagnosis and 
recovery of the cause of the 
failure to start. Also, load 

12 No shed, FLEX electrical 
alignment and/or Division 3 
cross-tie alignment 
complicates further E[)G 
recovery. Operator actions to 
back out of ELAP, FLEX, and 
load shedding to restore the 
EOG as the power source to 
Division 2 is not governed by 
procedures, is not a simple, 
skill of the craft task, and has 
no traininQ. 

ELAP not See detailed discussion in 

12 
declared/FLEX 

Yes 
Section B regarding how the 

staging only PRA model was modified to 
test this assumption. 

EOG air start valve See detailed discussion in 
position easily Section B. 

13 identified in Yes 
knowledge-based or 
procedure-based 
mode 
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Operators No changes to diesel 
extensively trained generator the 

13 on EOG malfunctions Yes training/experience PSF. 
See detailed discussion in 
Section B. 

Operators will close Operator action modeled with 
one shutdown the addition of a fault tree 
cooling valve per with multiple HEPs. For 
procedure to extend sequences in which the 
time to TAF from action fails, the time to TAF 

2 10.8 hours to about Yes remains the same as in the 
24 hours. preliminary determination. If 

the action succeeds, the time 
to T AF is longer. See 
detailed discussion in 
Section B. 

NRC inspections No changes to FLEX HEPs. 
confirm that FLEX Compliance with regulatory 
strategy meets requirements establishes 
regulatory feasibility but not reliability of 
requirements the FLEX strategy. It does 

not establish or imply small 

14, 23,24 No 
human error probabilities for 
PRA, which must be 
evaluated on a case by case 
basis. The HEP analysis in 
this evaluation does not imply 
that the FLEX implementation 
does not meet current 
regulatory requirements. 

FLEX trained in No changes to FLEX HEPs. 
accordance with Training quality and 
Systematic Approach frequency is evaluated as 
to Training part of the HRA. The NRC 

agrees FLEX is trained in 
accordance with the 
Systematic Approach to 

14,23,24 No Training. However, because 
the FLEX actions are trained 
in accordance with the 
Systematic Approach to 
Training does that dictate that 
the associated HEPs should 
be small. 
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FLEX tasks similar to No changes to FLEX HEPs. 
normal EO tasks The overall evolution to set-
and performed in up FLEX is complex and 
non-adverse occurs under difficult 
conditions conditions. Typical H RA 

methods assign "nominal" 
PSF values for control room 

14,23,24 No actions under normal lighting 
and environmental 
conditions. In comparison, 
actions for establishing FLEX 
are outside the control room 
under significant inferior 
environmental conditions and 
do not warrant nominal 
ratings. 

Division 3 cross-tie No changes to the Division 3 
procedure is cross-tie HEP. The 
straightforward and procedure has 37 steps in 

15 not complex No multiple plant locations, under 
poor lighting conditions and 
thus does warrant a complex 
rating. See Section B. 

Division 3 cross-tie is No changes to the cross-tie 
time-validated at HEP. The original licensee 
1.5 hours ri sk evaluation assumed 6 

hours was required to 
perform these complex 

15 Yes 
actions. This assumption 
appears more appropriate 
than the optimistic licensee 
position discussed at the 
regulatory conference. See 
Section B above for more 
details. 
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Exelon Generation Company, LLC 
Clinton Power Station 

NOTICE OF VIOLATION 

Docket No. 050-00461 
License No. NPF-62 
EA-18-104 

During a U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) inspection conducted August 3 through 
September 4, 2018, a violation of NRC requirements was identified. In accordance with the 
NRC Enforcement Policy, the violation is listed below: 

Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion V, 
"Instructions, Procedures, and Drawings," requires, in part, that activities affecting quality be 
prescribed by documented procedures of a type appropriate to the circumstances and be 
accomplished in accordance with these procedures. 

Clearance Order (C/0) 139455 instructions required the performance of CPS 3506.01 P002, 
"Division 2 Diesel Generator Operations," Revision 3a, in conjunction with the removal of 
out-of-service tags on May 9, 2018. 

Procedure OP- AA- 108- 103, "Locked Equipment Program," Revision 2, Step 4.1.5, stated, 
"If plant conditions require a locked component to be positioned in a manner other than that 
indicated on the locked equipment checklist or approved procedure, then UNLOCK and 
REPOSITION equipment in accordance with OP-AA-108-101 , "Control of Equipment and 
System Status." 

Procedure OP-AA-108-101 , "Control of Equipment and System Status," Revision 14, 
Step 4.1.1.1, stated, "Utilize an ACPS for aligning equipment outside of routine operations." 

Procedure OP-AA-108-106, "Equipment Return to Service," Revision 5, Step 4.3, required 
that "if equipment will not be restored to the Equipment Line-up/Restoration position or the 
original condition, then another approved equipment status control mechanism shall be used 
to document equipment status (i.e., Equipment Status Tag, administrative clearance/tagout). 

Procedure OP-AA-108-101 , 'Control of Equipment and System Status, ' shall be used to 
document abnormal equipment configuration and shall be immediately applied following 
equipment restoration." 

Procedure OP-AA-108-106, "Equipment Return to Service," Revision 5, Step 4.4. 9, which 
stated, "Applicable Operating procedures are complete and any equipment line-ups directed 
to be completed by the Operating Procedures are completed." 

Procedure OP- AA- 108- 106, "Equipment Return to Service," Revision 5, Step 4.4.14, 
stated, ''The system/equipment has been walked down as appropriate to verify that it can be 
safely operated to fulfill its design function." 

Procedure OP- AA-109-101 , "Clearance and Tagging," Revision 12, Step 10.2.1 stated, 
"If a lift position is determined to be different from the normal lineup position for the present 
plant condition and not tracked by another C/0 or procedure, then the Shift Management 
shall be notified and equipment tracking initiated." 
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Technical Specification 3.8.2, "AC Sources-Shutdown," Condition B.3, requires, in part, that 
an inoperable EOG be restored to an operable status immediately. 

Contrary to the above, between May 9 and May 17, 2018, the licensee failed to accomplish 
activities affecting quality in accordance with the following procedures: 

Perform CPS 3506.01 P002, "Division 2 Diesel Generator Operations," Revision 3a, in 
conjunction with the removal of C/0 139455 as required by the C/0 restoration instructions. 

Perform OP- AA- 108- 103, "Locked Equipment Program," Revision 2, Step 4.3, va lves 
1DG160 and 1DG161 , normally locked open, were repositioned and an ACPS was not 
utilized to track valve status in accordance with procedure OP-AA-108-101. 

Perform OP-AA-108-106, "Equipment Return to Service," Revision 5, Step 4.3, when 
valves 1 DG 160 and 1 DG 161 were left in an abnormal position an approved equipment 
status control mechanism was not used to track equipment status. 

Perform OP- AA- 108- 106, "Equipment Return to Service," Revision 5, Step 4.4.9, when the 
equipment was declared operable the applicable operating procedure CPS 3506.01 P002 
had not been completed and equipment line-ups directed to be completed by the operating 
procedures were not completed. 

Perform OP-AA-108-106, "Equipment Return to Service," Revision 5, Step 4.4.14, when 
the system was declared operable without being walked down. 

Perform OP-AA-109-101, "Clearance and Tagging," Revision 12, Step 10.2.1, when the as 
left position was different from the normal lineup for the present plant condition and 
equipment tracking was not initiated. 

Additionally, because the licensee was not aware of the Division 2 EDG's inoperability 
between May 14 and May 17, 2018, the licensee failed to meet Technical 
Specification 3.8.2.b limiting condition for operation of one DG operable and the required 
action in Technical Specification 3.8.2, Condition B.3 was not followed. 

This violation is associated w ith a White SOP finding. 

The NRC has concluded that information regarding the reason for the violation, the corrective 
actions taken and planned to correct the violation and prevent recurrence, and the date when 
full compliance was achieved is already adequately addressed on the docket in NRC Inspection 
Report No. 05000461/2018051. However, you are required to submit a written statement or 
explanation pursuant to 10 CFR 2.201 if the description therein does not accurately reflect your 
corrective actions or your position. In that case, or if you choose to respond, clearly mark your 
response as a "Reply to a Notice of Violation, EA-18-104" and send it to the U.S. Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission, ATTN: Document Control Desk, Washington, DC 20555-0001 with 
a copy to the Regional Administrator, Region 111 , 2443 Warrenville Road, Suite 210, Lisle, 
IL 60532-4352, and a copy to the NRC Resident Inspector at the Clinton Power Station, within 
30 days of the date of the letter transmitting this Notice of Violation (Notice). 
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If you choose to respond , your response wi ll be made available electronically for public 
inspection in the NRG Public Document Room or from the NRG's document system (ADAMS), 
accessible from the NRG Web site at http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/adams.html. Therefore, to 
the extent possible, the response should not include any personal privacy , proprietary, or 
safeguards information so that it can be made available to the Public without redaction. 

In accordance with 10 GFR 19.11 , you may be required to post this Notice within two working 
days of receipt. 

Dated this 1st day of April 2019 
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From: 
To : 

Subject : 
Date: 
Attachments: 

Wilk Brenda 
Orlikowski Robert 
FW: EA-18-1 04 Clinton EOG final action.docx 

Friday, March 29, 2019 2 :37:35 PM 

EA:18~1inton EDG final action.docx: 

From: Olteanu, Carmen 

Sent: Friday, March 29, 2019 9:52 AM 

To: Wilk, Brenda <Brenda .Wilk@nrc.gov> 

Subject: EA-18-104 Clinton EOG fina l action .docx 

Please see attached. 



EA-18-104 

Mr. Bryan C. Hanson 

UNITED STATES 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

REGION 111 
2443 WARRENVILLE RD. SUITE 210 

LISLE, IL 60532-4352 

April 1, 2019 

Senior VP, Exelon Generation Company, LLC 
President and CNO, Exelon Nuclear 
4300 Winfield Road 
Warrenville, IL 60555 

SUBJECT: CLINTON POWER STATION - FINAL SIGNIFICANCE DETERMINATION OF A 
WHITE FINDING WITH ASSESSMENT FOLLOW-UP AND NOTICE OF 
VIOLATION; NRC INSPECTION REPORT NO. 05000461/2018092 

Dear Mr. Hanson: 

This letter provides you the final significance determination of the preliminary White finding 
discussed in our previous communication, dated November 6, 2018, which included Inspection 
Report 05000461/2018051. The preliminary finding involved an apparent violation of Title 10 of 
the Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion V, "Instructions, 
Procedures, and Drawings," and Technical Specification 3.8.2, Condition B.3, concerning the 
failure to follow multiple procedures regarding the emergency diesel generators (EDGs). The 
inspection report discussing the preliminary finding can be found in the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission's (NRC's) Agencywide Documents Access and Management System (ADAMS) 
under Accession Number ML 18311 A 151. 

At your request, a Regulatory Conference was held on November 30, 2018, to discuss your 
views on this issue. A copy of the handout your staff provided at the meeting was entered into 
ADAMS under Accession Number ML 18333A333. A NRG summary of the Regulatory 
Conference was entered into ADAMS under Accession Number ML 18355A272. During the 
conference, your staff described your assessment of the significance of the finding, and the 
corrective actions taken to resolve it, including the root cause evaluation of the finding_ 
Specifically, your staff agreed with the finding and violation but disagreed with the finding's 
preliminary determination of a White safety significance. Your staff presented their significance 
determination evaluation which differed from the one performed by the NRG. During the 
conference, the NRC staff requested additional information that your staff provided in a letter 
dated December 14, 2018 (ML 19023A556). 

After considering the information developed during the inspection, the information provided at 
the regulatory conference, and the supplemental information your staff submitted on 
December 14, the NRC has concluded that the finding is appropriately characterized as White, 
a finding of low to moderate safety significance. The risk quantitative estimate represents 
approximately a two in a million likelihood of core damage per year. The result is largely 
influenced by human reliability analysis and related assumptions. While the NRG considered 
the finding to be greater than very low safety significance (Green), the result indicates that plant 
operators would be very likely to be successful in mitigating the postulated event, if it occurred. 
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This was a complex shutdown significance determination. As first stated in the preliminary 
significance determination, mitigation of a postulated loss of offsite power event would rely 
completely on operator action and decision making. For 6 days, the Division 2 emergency 
diesel generator was not available to respond to a loss of offsite power event. For 3 of the 
6 days, no emergency diesel generators were available and if a loss of offsite power had 
occurred, the plant would have been in a station blackout condition. Recovery of the diesel 
generator, recovery of offsite power, or use of other power recovery methods were available to 
mitigate the postulated event and were considered in the significance determination. The NRC 
used best estimate assumptions as described in both the preliminary and final analyses and 
considered Exelon's perspectives regarding plant staffing levels, operator knowledge and 
training, plant procedures, and the extensive time available to mitigate the event. 

The NRC performed sensitivity evaluations to understand the influence of important 
assumptions. The sensitivity evaluations showed a range of outcomes from very low safety 
significance to substantial safety significance. The sensitivity evaluations were used to confirm 
the best estimate outcome. Enclosure 1, to this letter, "Final Significance Determination," 
provides details of the NRC's risk significance determinat1ion. 

The NRC has also determined that a violation of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion V, and 
Technical Specification 3.8.2, Condition B.3, was identified for the failure to follow multiple 
procedures involving the emergency diesel generators. The failure to follow the applicable 
procedures resulted in the unavailability and inoperability of the Division 2 EDG while the 
Division 1 EDG was already out-of-service for planned maintenance. The violation is cited in 
the enclosed Notice of Violation (Notice) (Enclosure 2). The circumstances surrounding the 
violation were described in detail in Inspection Report 05000461/2018051 . In accordance with 
the NRC Enforcement Policy, the Notice is considered escalated enforcement action because it 
is associated with a White finding. 

The NRC has concluded that the information regarding the reason for the violation, the 
corrective actions taken and planned to correct the violation and prevent recurrence, and the 
date when full compliance was achieved is already adequately addressed on the docket in NRC 
Inspection Report 05000461/2018051. Therefore, you are not required to respond to this letter 
unless the description therein does not accurately reflect your corrective actions or your 
position. 

As a result of our review of Clinton's performance, including this White finding, we have 
assessed Clinton Power Station to be in the Regulatory Response column of the NRC's Action 
Matrix, effective the third quarter of 2018. Therefore, we plan to conduct a supplemental 
inspection using Inspection Procedure 95001 , "Inspection for One or Two White Inputs in a 
Strategic Performance Area, " when your staff has notified us of your readiness for this 
inspection. This inspection procedure is conducted to provide assurance that the root cause 
and contributing cause of risk significant performance issues are understood, the extent of 
condition and the extent of cause are identified, and the corrective actions are sufficient to 
prevent recurrence. 
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You have 30 calendar days from the date of th is letter to appeal the staff's determination of 
significance for the identified White fi nding. Such appeals will be considered to have merit only 
if they meet the criteria given in Inspection Manual Chapter 0609, Attachment 2. An appeal 
must be sent in writing to the Regional Administrator, Region Ill, 2443 Warrenville Road, 
Suite 210, Lisle , IL 60532- 4352. 

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.390 of the NRC's "Ru les of Practice," a copy of this letter, its 
enclosures, and your response, if you choose to provide one, will be made available 
electronically for public inspection in the NRG Public Document Room or from the NRC's 
document system (ADAMS), accessible from the NRG Web site at http://www.nrc.gov/reading
rm/adams.html. If you choose to respond , to the extent possible, your response should not 
include any personal privacy, proprietary, or safeguards information so that it can be made 
available to the Public without redaction . 

Docket No. 050-00461 
License No. NPF-62 

Enclosures: 
1. Final Significance Determination 
2. Notice of Violation 

cc: Distribution via LISTSERV® 

Sincerely, 

IRA/ 

Darrell J. Roberts 
Regional Administrator 
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Final Significance Determination 

A . Summary of Final Significance Determination 

At the regulatory conference on November 30, 2018, Exelon ("the licensee") discussed their 
perspectives on the preliminary significance determination and provided new information that 
the NRC had not previously considered. Other discussion topics included a recap of known 
areas of disagreement on assumptions for which no new information was presented. Exelon 
and the NRC agreed at the end of the conference that respective staff members would have a 
separate discussion to specify the new information that needed to be submitted for 
consideration in the significance determination. On December 4, 2018, the NRC staff held a 
conference call with Exelon to discuss five areas of new supporting information: battery life, 
recovery of the diesel generator/declaration of extended loss of AC power (ELAP), isolation of 
shutdown cooling, pressure control without injection, and the Division 3 to Division 2 cross-tie. 
The NRC had also asked several questions during the conference. These questions were also 
communicated during the December 4 phone call. Exelon submitted the new information 
including answers to the NRC's questions from the regulatory conference, and a white paper 
documenting their positions discussed at the conference in a letter dated December 14, 2018 
(ML 19023A556). 

The NRC considered EGC's perspectives and new information contained in the December 141h 

letter. This new information reduced the NRC's best estimate of the delta CDF associated 
with the finding from a preliminary estimate of 3.8E-6 per year to a range of 2.2E-6 per year to 
1.4E-6 per year. Additional modeling of battery life, isolation of shutdown cooling and pressure 
control without injection lowered the delta CDF to 2.2E-6 per year. Further consideration of 
EDG recovery lowered the delta CDF to 1.4E-6 per year. Therefore, although the estimated risk 
was reduced, the final significance was determined to be White, a finding of low to moderate 
safety significance. 

The new information led to changes to the event tree (ET) structure used to quantify the risk. 
This ET is shown in Figure 1 below. The top two dominant core damage sequences were 
Sequences 18 and 37. Sequence 18 includes: LOOP initiates, failure of the emergency diesel 
generators (EDG), failure to recover either of the two EDGs and offsite power, successful ELAP 
diagnosis, successful early reactor depressurization, failure of low pressure injection (including 
FLEX), failure of high pressure injection, and failure of the Division 3 to Division to cross-tie. 
Sequence 37 includes: LOOP initiates, failure of the EDG, failure to recover either of the two 
EDGs and offsite power, failure to diagnose ELAP, successful early reactor depressurization, 
failure of high pressure injection, failure to perform the cross-tie. 

After considering the information provided by Exelon, the NRC staff made changes to the 
detailed risk evaluation regarding recovery of the diesel generator, battery life, the isolation of 
the shutdown cooling and pr,essure control without injection. The NRC also modified the event 
tree to model declaration of ELAP and entry into FLEX strntegies vs. remaining in the station 
blackout procedure. 

Section B of this attachment discusses in detail the NRC's consideration of the new information 
provided by Exelon. Section C provides a table similar to Exelon's table of "Key Points of 
Disagreement" provided at the regulatory conference that summarizes NRC's final view on 
these points. 
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This was a complex shutdown significance determination. As stated in the preliminary 
significance determination, successful mitigation of a loss of offsite power event in the degraded 
plant condition that existed would depend heavily on operator action and decision making 
involving the interaction of various recovery strategies. Consistent with Inspection Manual 
Chapter (IMC) 0609 Attachment 1 "Significance and Enforcement Panel Review Process" the 
NRC staff performed sensitivity studies to understand the influence of important assumptions. 
The sensitivity evaluations indicated a range of outcomes from very low safety significance to 
substantial safety significance. The sensitivity evaluations were used to confirm the best 
estimate outcome. 

B. Consideration of EGC's new information provided in the regulatory conference and in the 
follow-up submittal on December 14, 2018 

During the development of the preliminary significance determination, the NRC staff routinely 
communicated with Exelon staff and considered a sizable amount of licensee information, 
including Exelon's risk evaluation of the finding, CL-SDP-010, "Risk Assessment - May 2018 
Outage: Division 2 DG 1 B Unavailable with Division 1 Bus Unavailable, Revision O," August 3, 
2018. This section describes NRC's consideration of the new information and how it was 
evaluated. 

Recovery of the Emergency Diesel Generator (EOG) 

A change to the NRC's analysis was the addition of consideration of the licensee's ability to 
recover the EOG between 1 and 4 hours into the SBO event. This second "4-hour" HEP was 
considered to have expansive time available to diagnose the cause of the EOG failure. It was 
determined to be dependent on the initial "1 hour" HEP for the failure to recover the EOG. In the 
4-hour scenario, if the closed EOG starting air valves were found, a decision would be required 
to either continue with FLEX alignment (or the crosstie to Division 3) or to back out of the FLEX 
alignment (or the crosstie) and attempt to start the Division 2 EOG. If the crew decided to back 
out, the operator would need to realign the plant's electrical distribution system due to changes 
that would be in progress from implementing either the crosstie or FLEX procedures. At the 
regulatory conference, the licensee emphasized rapid implementation of the cross-tie as a 
means to provide high assurance of recovery of AC power and suggested that it could be 
performed very quickly. Realigning the electrical distribution system would be necessary 
because either the crosstie or FLEX implementation would have begun to modify the 
configuration of the electrical distribution system, which would impact operation of the EOG. 
This realignment is not governed by procedures or training. Modeling of EOG recovery beyond 
1 hour into an SBO event is subject to significant uncertainties because of the high likelihood 
that other AC power strategies would be pursued, which would complicate further use of the 
EOG as the Division 2 power source. Varying recovery of the EOG from 1 to 4 hours results in 
a range of delta CDF outcomes from 2.2E-6 per year to 1 .4E-6 per year. 

Recovery of the EOG was a known area of disagreement prior to the regulatory conference. 
Specifically, Exelon disagreed with the NRC's evaluation of the performance shaping factors 
(PSF) for the EOG recovery HEP. At the regulatory conference, Exelon discussed several 
positions already considered by the NRC and new information that was available for review. 
The new information included training material, shift manager surveys, senior reactor operator 
(SRO) questionnaires, and a time validation. The licensee provided this information in writing 
via a letter dated December 14, 2018. 
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The written information provided by the licensee pertained to diesel generator malfunctions, 
including the most recent equipment operator (EO) training on the diesel generator air start flow 
path. It also included training on the different subsystems of the diesel generator, circuit 
breakers, and the auxiliary power system. Most of the material was generic and unrelated to 
the diesel generator air start system. The air start flow path training material provided diagrams 
of the air start system, however, these diagrams did not include the air receiver outlet valves 
that are the subject of this performance deficiency. The training covered diesel generator trips 
but did not specifically cover diesel generator failures, nor did it include potential repair or 
recovery actions. The NRG concluded that no changes were appropriate for the one-hour 
diesel generator operator recovery action based on the material provided. 

Battery Life 

The NRC's preliminary risk evaluation modeled the direct current (DC) power support function 
as requiring battery chargers for the batteries to complete the PRA mission based on the 
information provided by the licensee that battery life with load shedding was approximately 
11 hours. At the regulatory conference, Exelon discussed the results of a new battery 
calculation. The NRG requested, and the licensee provided the calculation in the December 14 
letter. The calculation showed that the battery life was longer than 11 hours and that the battery 
could perform its' PRA function for the 24-hour PRA miss·ion time. 

The NRG did not review the licensee's battery calculation in detail; however, the NRG accepted 
the conclusion that that the batteries could last for the PRA mission time given that the initial 
condition of the plant is different from the pre-existing battery calculations that assume an 
extended loss of AC power event occurs with the plant initially operating at-power. 

The NRG modified the shutdown SPAR model by adding in a dependency on the batteries with 
a failure probability of approximately 8E-6. The impact of this change was to effectively 
eliminate losses of DC power from risk significance. 

Declaration of ELAP 

The NRG reviewed information presented on declaration of ELAP at 1 hour if the diesel 
generator had not been recovered. Specifically, the NRC reviewed the completed surveys of 
Clinton shift managers and completed questionnaires for 28 SROs from other stations. 

The licensee stated that ELAP would not be declared at 1 hour. In reviewing the Clinton shift 
manager surveys, the NRG found that the shift managers were not provided the NRG postulated 
scenario. The Clinton shift managers were provided a scenario in which the diesel generator air 
start valves were identified as the cause of the diesel generator failure to start at 45 minutes into 
a station blackout event. The NRG is not challenging the licensee's assertion that an ELAP 
would not be declared if the cause of the EDG failure to start was actually known to the 
operators at 45 minutes. The NRG had discussed this point with licensee staff extensively prior 
to the regulatory conference. The NRC's risk assessment is driven by the scenario where at 
1 hour the problem with the EDG has not been identified, requiring the operators to decide 
whether to declare an ELAP. 
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A second scenario presented to the Clinton shift managers in the survey also lacked information 
relevant to the PRA analysis. The shift managers were presented with information that offsite 
power would be restored within 3 hours. Although this scenario was not relevant, some of the 
Clinton SROs provided comments indicating that they would declare an ELAP at 1 hour if the 
problem with the Division 2 diesel generator had not been identified. This is the relevant PRA 
scenario and the responses are consistent with NRC's assumption in the risk evaluation. 

The Clinton shift manager survey had a third scenario in which the diesel generator was 
recovered but subsequently failed for a different reason. This scenario is also not directly 
relevant to the NRC evaluation. However, in this scenario, the survey provided information that 
the technical support center (TSC) would be briefing plant personnel on performing the 
Division 3 cross-tie procedure and estimated that it could be completed in 3 hours. The survey 
asked Clinton shift managers if ELAP would be declared in this scenario. The Clinton shift 
managers generally responded "no," ELAP would not be declared in this scenario if they had 
confidence in the timeline associated with the Division 3 cross-tie. An alternative scenario was 
provided with a timeline to implement the cross-tie that exceeded 4 hours. In the Scenario 3 
alternative, Clinton shift managers indicated that ELAP would be declared. 

The NRC determined that that the Clinton shift manager survey results did not provide 
conclusive information about whether operators would declare ELAP and implement FLEX 
and/or attempt to implement the Division 3 cross-tie. The surveys were conducted well after the 
event occurred and do not reliably represent the plant response at the time of the event. The 
survey question postulated the TSC providing information about planning to implement the 
cross-tie well before 1 hour, the time at which the TSC is generally estimated to be staffed. 
Throughout the NRC's review of this finding, no pre-event information (i.e., procedures or 
training) indicated that the availability of the Division 3 cross-tie would provide high assurance of 
the restoration of AC power to Division 1 or Division 2 and should be the preferred option for 
power recovery rather than declaring ELAP and implementing FLEX. 

Other available information also supported the NRC perspective that operators would declare 
ELAP and implement FLEX before attempting to implement the Division 3 crosstie. The 
examples below are excerpts from procedures, training, and the licensee's risk evaluation of the 
finding. 

• The existing Loss of AC Power (CPS 4200.01) procedure requires a decision regarding 
ELAP at 1 hour into a station blackout (SBO) and it does not discuss the availability of 
the cross-tie as a means to provide "high assurance" of the restoration of power to avoid 
declaring ELAP. Per procedure, if ELAP is declared the Loss of AC Power procedure is 
exited and FLEX implementation (via CPS 4306.01) takes precedence over further 
efforts to recover the diesel generators or offsite power. While the cross-tie is 
referenced in the Loss of AC procedure, it is the very last step and would not be 
implemented if the procedure were exited. The cross-tie procedure (CPS 4303.01 P023) 
was written for extensive damage/beyond design basis events and it appears that it was 
not well integrated with the Loss of AC Power and FLEX procedures and training to have 
an overall integrated approach to extended SBO conditions. 

• Cross-connecting the Division 3 diesel generator is the first option in the FLEX Recovery 
procedure, CPS 4306.01 P020, indicating that its' use would be attempted after FLEX 
phase 2 implementation, not before. 
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• Section 4.2.4.1 of the licensee's risk evaluation (CL-SDP-010 dated August 3, 2018) 
states, "Given a SBO condition and failure to restore the EOG 1 B, operators indicated 
that FLEX would be the initial system pursued for alternate RPV injection given the 
procedural direction in the Extended Loss of Power procedure." This comports with the 
NRC's risk evaluation assumptions and does not agree with the Exelon's stated position 
at the regulatory conference. 

• Appendix C of the licensee's risk evaluation documents an HEP evaluation for 
implementing the cross-tie. The evaluation indicates that an ELAP is in progress at 
1 hour and that the crosstie "might be the means" to determine "high assurance" that the 
SBO coping time would not be exceeded. The evaluation showed that it was not clear 
that the cross-tie capability was considered to be a method of AC power recovery that 
provides "high assurance" prior to the discovery of the Division 2 EOG problem and the 
evaluation of the risk significance of the finding. 

• The NRC reviewed simulator training for an SBO event in which ELAP was declared 
(SE-LOR-4306-FLEX). For this at-power scenario, the high pressure core spray (HPCS) 
pump was unavailable but the Division 3 EOG was available. Despite the availability of 
the EOG during the simulator scenario, ELAP was declared and FLEX implementation 
was pursued, indicating that ELAP/FLEX was a preferred response. This at-power 
simulator training is very similar to the scenario of interest in this SOP. 

• Appendix D of the licensee's risk evaluation (CL-SDP-010 dated 8/3/2018) documents 
many HEPs associated with FLEX actions. The licensee developed a "cognitive only" 
HEP for the failure to recognize the need for FLEX. The documentation indicates that 
ELAP is declared at 1 hour into the event based on discussions with operators and 
simulator observation. 

The responses to the questionnaire for the 28 SROs also supported the NRC's assumption 
about ELAP. This questionnaire, like the CPS shift manager survey, also presented scenarios 
that were not relevant to the NRC evaluation because the scenario involved the successful 
diagnosis of the cause of the EOG failure. In the first two questions to the SROs, the valves 
were found in the closed position at 15 minutes and at 55 minutes, respectively. However, a 
third question asked about whether ELAP would be declared if the valves were discovered 
closed at 4 hours into an SBO. Although the SROs were instructed to answer "yes" or "no" to 
the question of whether to declare ELAP for these scenarios, a number of SROs provided 
additional comments on the scenarios. For the third scenario, many of the SROs stated that 
ELAP would have been declared at 1 hour. This is consistent with and supports NRCs 
assumption regarding the declaration of ELAP and implementation of FLEX before the cross-tie. 

Finally, regarding modeling recovery of the EOG, FLEX, and the cross-tie, while some actions 
for each of these methods can be performed in parallel, they are not independent. That is the 
electrical distribution system cannot be lined up for FLEX implementation and for the Division 3 
to Division 2 cross-tie simultaneously because the procedures conflict. 
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Based on the above understanding, the NRC concluded that its PRA modeling approach to 
declaring ELAP is reasonable and realistic. However, the NRC's PRA model was modified to 
test the assumption that operators declare an ELAP or remain in the station blackout procedure. 
The modified ET is shown in Figure 1. A new top event was added to the model as a decision 
point. If the decision is made to declare ELAP and enter the FLEX procedures, then the FLEX 
strategies are then tested. If the FLEX strategies fail, then the cross-tie is questioned. 

For the revised risk model, if ELAP is not declared, the FLEX strategies are not implemented. 
In this case, the risk evaluation models the use of the crosstie. If the crosstie is not successful 
and offsite AC power is not recovered, then core damage is assumed. FLEX is not considered 
further in this part of the risk model for two reasons. First , there is no procedural direction to try 
FLEX in the crosstie procedure. Second, if the crosstie has failed, significant issues may have 
occurred because of the failure. The cross-tie procedure (CPS 4303.01 P023) twice reiterates 
safety considerations that state in part "Steps in this procedure must be performed in order to 
avoid the risk of personnel injury or equipment damage." The cross-tie procedure would not be 
exited unless it had failed and per the caution, failure impl ies damage to the electrical 
distribution system that is required to implement the FLEX strategies. 

In summary, these changes to the NRC's PRA model to specifically consider the ELAP 
declaration did not have a substantive impact on the risk results. 

Isolation of SDC 

The NRC's preliminary risk evaluation did not model the operator action to close the shutdown 
cooling isolation valves, similar to the licensee's risk evaluation. During the regulatory 
conference, Exelon stated that operators would take action to isolate shutdown cooling and that 
if the action was successful the time to core damage would be extended to 24 hours for all 
sequences, including those sequences where core damage occurs with the reactor at high 
pressure. The NRC asked Exelon to provide the procedure guidance and training for this 
operator action. The new information was provided in the December 14 letter. 

Isolating shutdown cooling prevents the loss of inventory through RHR system relief valves and 
extends the time to core damage, allowing more time for recovery actions. If the reactor coolant 
system (RCS) heats up and pressurizes with the RHR system not isolated from RCS, four RHR 
relief valves will open as designed causing RCS leakage. CPS 3312.03, "RHR Shutdown 
Cooling and Fuel Pool Cooling Assist," Section 8.3 discusses recovering a loss of RHR 
shutdown cooling flow and clearly requires the RHR suction valves from the reactor recirculation 
system 1E12-F008 and 1E12-F009 valves remain open if recovery is anticipated. The NRC 
concluded that procedure guidance existed to isolate the RHR system if Mode 3 entry was 
anticipated but it alone may not have prompted operators to close the valves if recovery of 
shutdown cooling was anticipated. A better cue to isolate shutdown cooling was reactor heat-up 
and pressurization, including an alarm to alert operators to high pressure in the RHR system. 
Through discussions with the licensee, the NRC learned that the set-point of this alarm was 
close to the set-point of the relief valves in the RHR system. 

A second cue would occur when RCS level starts to decrease due to the open RHR relief 
valves. Prior to the RHR relief valves opening, as the RCS heats up, the water inventory 
expands causing level to increase. When the RHR relief valves open, water level will turn and 
begin to decrease. 
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A third cue is received when water level decreases to the Level 3 scram setpoint. In addition, at 
Level 3 a containment isolation signal for RHR/SDC is received. 

The NRC requested training material on the operator action to isolate RHR shutdown cooling. 
The licensee provided a simulator scenario for a postulated event that was much different from 
the scenarios evaluated here. The NRC concluded that the training was not very relevant to the 
actions under in this scenario. 

To incorporate this new information, the NRC modified its risk analysis by adding a new event 
tree (ET) top event that tested for failure to isolate the RHR/SDC system from the RCS on high 
reactor pressure and decreasing reactor level. The modified ET is shown in Figure 1. This top 
event was evaluated using a new fault tree (FT). The FT tests for all three cues discussed 
above. 

HEPs were developed for both isolation cues. It should be noted that the HEP associated with 
the third and final cue, on reaching Level 3, is always set to fail as the analysts determined that 
there was insufficient time between receiving the cue to close the FOOS valve before core 
uncovery occurred. Finally, dependency analysis for these HEPs was developed and 
incorporated into the model recovery rules as appropriate. 

If the operators are successful in isolating the RHR/SDC system, then the time to core uncovery 
is extended from the 10 to 13-hour range to about 18 hours allowing more time for other 
mitigating actions. This 18-hour assumption is based on the following: The licensee's Gothic 
analysis indicates time to core uncovery (TICU) without isolation at 10 to 13 hours. Other 
Gothic analyses indicate with isolation at 200F (about 4 hours after event initiation), the TTCU is 
about 26 hours. In the scenario of interest, isolation is estimated to occur about 1.5 hours after 
the first cue at about 100 psig (which occurs about 8 hours after event initiation) is between the 
two previous scenarios. If the isolation is unsuccessful, then time to uncovery remains in the 
10 to 13-hour range. 

Pressure Control 

The NRC's preliminary significance determination modeled operator failure to maintain the 
reactor depressurized in conjunction with the FLEX systems injection into the RCS. At the 
regulatory conference, the licensee stated that operators would maintain reactor vessel 
pressure between 60 psig and 100 psig using safety-relief valves even if FLEX or other low 
pressure injection was not available. The NRC reviewed the procedures and training provided 
by the licensee. The NRC also reviewed the licensee's risk evaluation and human probability 
evaluation for this action. 

The licensee provided emergency operating procedures (EOPs) and EOP support procedures, 
CPS 4200.01 , "Loss of AC procedure," CPS 4006.01, "Loss of Shutdown Cooling," and 
CPS 4411 .09, "RPV Pressure Control Sources." In preparation of the preliminary analysis, the 
NRC had reviewed many procedures with respect to this operator action but had not reviewed 
CPS 4411.09. Neither of the two initial response procedures, "Loss of Shutdown Cooling" or 
"Loss of AC Power" direct the operator to maintain RCS pressure low. The "RPV Pressure 
Control Sources" procedure is to be used as directed by EOPs and the severe accident 
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guidelines (SAGs). For the postulated scenarios, the EOP entry condition would not be met until 
RPV level had decreased to Level 3, which would occur very late in the scenarios. The NRC 
concluded that these procedures did not provide direction to operators to maintain pressure 
between 60 psig and 100 psig if injection was not available to maintain inventory. 

The licensee also provided information that EOP-1 for pressure control would be entered as 
directed by CPS 4306.01 "Extended Loss of AC power/Loss of Ultimate Heat Sink." This 
procedure does direct RPV pressure control in accordance with EOP-1 but is written from the 
perspective of an at-power extended Loss of AC power event and provides no specific direction 
to maintain pressure low absent an available low pressure injection source. Maintaining 
pressure low using EOP-1 and ELAP procedures conflicts with other licensee statements that 
ELAP would not be declared or that operators would pursue using RCIC by letting the reactor 
re-pressurize. 

The licensee provided seven simulator training exercises. All the scenarios were at power 
events focusing on pressure control and/or depressurization. None were relevant to the 
shutdown station blackout scenario under review. 

The licensee's risk evaluation, in (CL-SDP-010) Appendix L provided a human error probability 
evaluation for an operator action to manually control RPV pressure with SRVs. The N RC noted 
that the licensee's HEP evaluation also assumed that low pressure injection had been 
established and was in operation. The HEP evaluation referenced CPS 4306.01 P004, "FLEX 
Low Pressure RPV Make-up" which contained instructions to first set up FLEX suppression pool 
cooling followed by instructions to re-align the system for injection. A procedure step stated the 
following "May need to throttle shut 1E12-F042A(B) RHR Pump 1A(B) Test Ret[urn] to 
Sup[pression] Pool Valve or further reduce RPV pressure to achieve the required ~p." This step 
provides instruction to reduce RPV pressure after injection has been successfully implemented. 
It does not provide instruction to open SRVs to maintain pressure low without injection available. 

The NRC concluded that the existing procedures and training do not currently support a strategy 
to extend the time to core damage by maintaining pressure between 60 psig and 100 psig for an 
extended station blackout event in Mode 4. Nonetheless, the risk model was modified to 
incorporate early depressurization of the RCS prior to setting up the FLEX or other low pressure 
systems. See Figure 1 for the event tree. The manual reactor depressurization top event 
previously associated with FLEX was repurposed to test for early depressurization regardless if 
FLEX or other low pressure injection was being implemented. (Note in those sequences where 
FLEX was implemented, a second opportunity to depressurize was given if the depressurization 
early had failed. This second opportunity was implemented by a modification to the existing 
FLEX fault tree.) 

HEPs were developed for both the early depressurization independent of FLEX and for the late 
depressurization as part of FLEX. Finally, dependency analysis for these HEPs was developed 
and incorporated into the model recovery rules as appropriate. 

The event tree (see Figure 1) tests for successful depressurization. If depressurization is 
successful, then time to core uncovery is extended allowing additional time for subsequent 
mitigation actions. 
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Division 3 Cross-tie 

The NRC's preliminary determination assumed the time available to perform the cross-tie was 
between 5 and 6 hours based on input found in the licensee's risk evaluation (CL-SDP-010). 
This activity is controlled by CPS 4303.01 P023, "Cross-Connecting Division 3 to Division 1 (2) 
ECCS Electrical Busses." Based on this information, the associated HEP PSF for time was set 
to nominal. At the regulatory conference, Exelon stated that the action was time-validated at 
1.5 hours and disagreed with the NRC time required assumption. Exelon provided a copy of the 
time validation after the regulatory conference. 

The portion of CPS 4303.01 P023 providing guidance on the Division 3 to Division 2 cross-tie is 
found in Section 1.2. It takes 39 steps to perform in three plant locations, two of which are 
outside the MCR. As stated above, the NRC time required assumption was based on 
information in the licensee's risk evaluation (CL-SDP-010). On page 8 of that analysis, it states 
"Based on discussions with Operations, and a time validation study for connecting loads to the 
division, the cross-connect activities and the subsequent tasks to reload equipment onto the 
Division 2 bus can be accomplished in approximately 6 hours." 

The NRC views the assumed 6 hours required in the licensee's risk analysis to be reasonable 
as it incorporates time to plan, perform the actual cross-tie and then restore SDC. 

Based on the above re-evaluation and that fact that this cross-tie has never been performed, no 
changes were made to the NRC's risk evaluation. 
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C. Key Regulatory Conference Disagreements 

NRC 
New 

Preliminary 
Exelon Position information 

NRC Disposition in Final 
Determination 

provided 
Significance Determination 

Assumptions 
Air start valves No changes to the diesel 
found isolated within generator recovery HEP or 

12 29 minutes; ELAP Yes assumption about ELAP 
not declared declaration. See detailed 

discussion in Section B 
Load shed recovery Modified the diesel generator 
proceduralized and recovery HEP. Also modeled 
does not complicate the additional complexity 
EOG recovery associated with recovering 

the EOG beyond 1 hour and 
up to 4 hours. Load shed 
removes control power from 
the EOG, potentially 
complicating diagnosis and 
recovery of the cause of the 
failure to start. Also, load 

12 No shed, FLEX electrical 
alignment and/or Division 3 
cross-tie alignment 
complicates further E[)G 
recovery. Operator actions to 
back out of ELAP, FLEX, and 
load shedding to restore the 
EOG as the power source to 
Division 2 is not governed by 
procedures, is not a simple, 
skill of the craft task, and has 
no traininQ. 

ELAP not See detailed discussion in 

12 
declared/FLEX 

Yes 
Section B regarding how the 

staging only PRA model was modified to 
test this assumption. 

EOG air start valve See detailed discussion in 
position easily Section B. 

13 identified in Yes 
knowledge-based or 
procedure-based 
mode 
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Operators No changes to diesel 
extensively trained generator the 

13 on EOG malfunctions Yes training/experience PSF. 
See detailed discussion in 
Section B. 

Operators will close Operator action modeled with 
one shutdown the addition of a fault tree 
cooling valve per with multiple HEPs. For 
procedure to extend sequences in which the 
time to TAF from action fails, the time to TAF 

2 10.8 hours to about Yes remains the same as in the 
24 hours. preliminary determination. If 

the action succeeds, the time 
to T AF is longer. See 
detailed discussion in 
Section B. 

NRC inspections No changes to FLEX HEPs. 
confirm that FLEX Compliance with regulatory 
strategy meets requirements establishes 
regulatory feasibility but not reliability of 
requirements the FLEX strategy. It does 

not establish or imply small 

14, 23,24 No 
human error probabilities for 
PRA, which must be 
evaluated on a case by case 
basis. The HEP analysis in 
this evaluation does not imply 
that the FLEX implementation 
does not meet current 
regulatory requirements. 

FLEX trained in No changes to FLEX HEPs. 
accordance with Training quality and 
Systematic Approach frequency is evaluated as 
to Training part of the HRA. The NRC 

agrees FLEX is trained in 
accordance with the 
Systematic Approach to 

14,23,24 No Training. However, because 
the FLEX actions are trained 
in accordance with the 
Systematic Approach to 
Training does that dictate that 
the associated HEPs should 
be small. 
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FLEX tasks similar to No changes to FLEX HEPs. 
normal EO tasks The overall evolution to set-
and performed in up FLEX is complex and 
non-adverse occurs under difficult 
conditions conditions. Typical H RA 

methods assign "nominal" 
PSF values for control room 

14,23,24 No actions under normal lighting 
and environmental 
conditions. In comparison, 
actions for establishing FLEX 
are outside the control room 
under significant inferior 
environmental conditions and 
do not warrant nominal 
ratings. 

Division 3 cross-tie No changes to the Division 3 
procedure is cross-tie HEP. The 
straightforward and procedure has 37 steps in 

15 not complex No multiple plant locations, under 
poor lighting conditions and 
thus does warrant a complex 
rating. See Section B. 

Division 3 cross-tie is No changes to the cross-tie 
time-validated at HEP. The original licensee 
1.5 hours ri sk evaluation assumed 6 

hours was required to 
perform these complex 

15 Yes 
actions. This assumption 
appears more appropriate 
than the optimistic licensee 
position discussed at the 
regulatory conference. See 
Section B above for more 
details. 
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Exelon Generation Company, LLC 
Clinton Power Station 

NOTICE OF VIOLATION 

Docket No. 050-00461 
License No. NPF-62 
EA-18-104 

During a U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) inspection conducted August 3 through 
September 4, 2018, a violation of NRC requirements was identified. In accordance with the 
NRC Enforcement Policy, the violation is listed below: 

Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion V, 
"Instructions, Procedures, and Drawings," requires, in part, that activities affecting quality be 
prescribed by documented procedures of a type appropriate to the circumstances and be 
accomplished in accordance with these procedures. 

Clearance Order (C/0) 139455 instructions required the performance of CPS 3506.01 P002, 
"Division 2 Diesel Generator Operations," Revision 3a, in conjunction with the removal of 
out-of-service tags on May 9, 2018. 

Procedure OP- AA- 108- 103, "Locked Equipment Program," Revision 2, Step 4.1.5, stated, 
"If plant conditions require a locked component to be positioned in a manner other than that 
indicated on the locked equipment checklist or approved procedure, then UNLOCK and 
REPOSITION equipment in accordance with OP-AA-108-101 , "Control of Equipment and 
System Status." 

Procedure OP-AA-108-101 , "Control of Equipment and System Status," Revision 14, 
Step 4.1.1.1, stated, "Utilize an ACPS for aligning equipment outside of routine operations." 

Procedure OP-AA-108-106, "Equipment Return to Service," Revision 5, Step 4.3, required 
that "if equipment will not be restored to the Equipment Line-up/Restoration position or the 
original condition, then another approved equipment status control mechanism shall be used 
to document equipment status (i.e., Equipment Status Tag, administrative clearance/tagout). 

Procedure OP-AA-108-101 , 'Control of Equipment and System Status, ' shall be used to 
document abnormal equipment configuration and shall be immediately applied following 
equipment restoration." 

Procedure OP-AA-108-106, "Equipment Return to Service," Revision 5, Step 4.4. 9, which 
stated, "Applicable Operating procedures are complete and any equipment line-ups directed 
to be completed by the Operating Procedures are completed." 

Procedure OP- AA- 108- 106, "Equipment Return to Service," Revision 5, Step 4.4.14, 
stated, ''The system/equipment has been walked down as appropriate to verify that it can be 
safely operated to fulfill its design function." 

Procedure OP- AA-109-101 , "Clearance and Tagging," Revision 12, Step 10.2.1 stated, 
"If a lift position is determined to be different from the normal lineup position for the present 
plant condition and not tracked by another C/0 or procedure, then the Shift Management 
shall be notified and equipment tracking initiated." 

Enclosure 2 



Technical Specification 3.8.2, "AC Sources-Shutdown," Condition B.3, requires, in part, that 
an inoperable EOG be restored to an operable status immediately. 

Contrary to the above, between May 9 and May 17, 2018, the licensee failed to accomplish 
activities affecting quality in accordance with the following procedures: 

Perform CPS 3506.01 P002, "Division 2 Diesel Generator Operations," Revision 3a, in 
conjunction with the removal of C/0 139455 as required by the C/0 restoration instructions. 

Perform OP- AA- 108- 103, "Locked Equipment Program," Revision 2, Step 4.3, va lves 
1DG160 and 1DG161 , normally locked open, were repositioned and an ACPS was not 
utilized to track valve status in accordance with procedure OP-AA-108-101. 

Perform OP-AA-108-106, "Equipment Return to Service," Revision 5, Step 4.3, when 
valves 1 DG 160 and 1 DG 161 were left in an abnormal position an approved equipment 
status control mechanism was not used to track equipment status. 

Perform OP- AA- 108- 106, "Equipment Return to Service," Revision 5, Step 4.4.9, when the 
equipment was declared operable the applicable operating procedure CPS 3506.01 P002 
had not been completed and equipment line-ups directed to be completed by the operating 
procedures were not completed. 

Perform OP-AA-108-106, "Equipment Return to Service," Revision 5, Step 4.4.14, when 
the system was declared operable without being walked down. 

Perform OP-AA-109-101, "Clearance and Tagging," Revision 12, Step 10.2.1, when the as 
left position was different from the normal lineup for the present plant condition and 
equipment tracking was not initiated. 

Additionally, because the licensee was not aware of the Division 2 EDG's inoperability 
between May 14 and May 17, 2018, the licensee failed to meet Technical 
Specification 3.8.2.b limiting condition for operation of one DG operable and the required 
action in Technical Specification 3.8.2, Condition B.3 was not followed. 

This violation is associated w ith a White SOP finding. 

The NRC has concluded that information regarding the reason for the violation, the corrective 
actions taken and planned to correct the violation and prevent recurrence, and the date when 
full compliance was achieved is already adequately addressed on the docket in NRC Inspection 
Report No. 05000461/2018051. However, you are required to submit a written statement or 
explanation pursuant to 10 CFR 2.201 if the description therein does not accurately reflect your 
corrective actions or your position. In that case, or if you choose to respond, clearly mark your 
response as a "Reply to a Notice of Violation, EA-18-104" and send it to the U.S. Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission, ATTN: Document Control Desk, Washington, DC 20555-0001 with 
a copy to the Regional Administrator, Region 111 , 2443 Warrenville Road, Suite 210, Lisle, 
IL 60532-4352, and a copy to the NRC Resident Inspector at the Clinton Power Station, within 
30 days of the date of the letter transmitting this Notice of Violation (Notice). 
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If you choose to respond , your response wi ll be made available electronically for public 
inspection in the NRG Public Document Room or from the NRG's document system (ADAMS), 
accessible from the NRG Web site at http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/adams.html. Therefore, to 
the extent possible, the response should not include any personal privacy , proprietary, or 
safeguards information so that it can be made available to the Public without redaction. 

In accordance with 10 GFR 19.11 , you may be required to post this Notice within two working 
days of receipt. 

Dated this 1st day of April 2019 
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From: 
To: 
Cc : 
Subject : 
Date: 

yes it will, Jack 

Cameron Jamnes 

Giessner John 

Lambert Kenneth; Olteanu Carmen 
Re : Verifying we are good to go to issue Monday Clinton White 

Friday, March 29, 2019 9:33:55 AM 

From: Giessner, John 

Sent: Friday, March 29, 2019 9:30:53 AM 

To: Cameron, Jamnes 

Cc: Lambert, Kenneth; Olteanu, Carmen 

Subject: Verifying we are good to go to issue Monday Cl inton White 

Jamnes, will the EN have met the 3 day wait for our Monday issue of the White? 

Jack 



From: 
To: 
Subject: 

Date: 

ore mail r3 resource 
Hanna John 
CLINTON POWEIR STATION · FINAL SIGNIFICANCE DETERMINATION OF A WHITE FINDING WITH ASSESSMENT 
FOLLOW-UP AND NOTICE OF VIOLATION; NRG INSPECTION REPORT NO. 05000461/2018092 
Tuesday, April 02, 2019 9:02:30 PM 

Subject: CLINTON POWER STATION· FINAL SIGNIFICANCE DETERMINATION OF A 
WHITE FINDING WITH ASSESSMENT FOLLOW-UP AND NOTICE OF VIOLATION; NRC 
INSPECTION REPORT NO. 05000461 /2018092 

ADAMS Accession No. ML 19092A212 
Document publicly available at 
https://www.nrc.gov/docs/M L 1909/M L 19092A212. pdf 

The attached document is being sent to you per your request to receive electronic 
mailings, if you wish to be removed follow the instructions below. The document 
is publicly available and will be accessible via the public web site Electronic 
Reading Room in the Agency Document Access and Management System (ADAMS), 
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/adams.html , generally within six days. To access 
this document use the ADAMS number provided in this email. 

Documents containing proprietary or safeguards information are not publicly 
available and will not be sent using the electronic mailing system. 

You are currently subscribed to clinton as: john hanna@nrc gov . 

To unsubscribe: Please go to the NRC's public website 
http://www.nrc.gov/public- invo)ve/listserver/plants-by-regjon.htm) 

Once at the site, type in your e-mail address in the space provided and check the box(es) that 
correspond to the list(s) you would like to unsubscribe from. Then click the Unsubscribe 
button. 

or send an email to Iyris@nrc.gov with the fo llowing information in the subject line 
unsubscribe clinton john.hanna@nrc.gov 



From: 
To : 

Subject : 

Date: 
Attachments: 

~ 
RidsSecyMailCenter Resource ; ocA Distribut ion ; Doane Margaret; Wilson George ; Peduzzi Francis; ~ 
Jl.!.a.o ; Marshfield Mark; Roberts Darrell ; Giessner John; Lew David ; Haney Catherine ; Lemonce lli Mauri; Nieh 
!:!Q; Klukan. Brett ; Kowal. Mark ; Vasquez. Michael; Harrington. Holly; Lee. David; Shuttleworth. Andy; Blair. 
Meghan; Rivera-Varona. Aida ; Mccoppin. Michael ; Rosenberg . Stacey ; NrrDirslrib Resource ; Barker. Allan ; 
Logaras Harral; Mitlyng Viktoria ; Chandrathil Prema ; Lambert Kenneth ; Pelke Paul ; QB.EJJJ.; QB.SJ.!!; 
RidsOeMailCenter Resource ; OEWEB Resource ; ROPassessment Resource ; Clark Brooke; Cameron Jamnes ; 
Morris. Scott ; Dorman. Dan ; RidsNrrPMClinton Resource ; RidsNrrDorlLpl3 Resource 
EA-18-104 CLINTON POWER STATION - FINAL SIGNIFICANCE DETERMINATION OF A WHITE FINDING WITH 
ASSESSMENT FOLLOW-UP AND NOTICE OF VIOLATION; NRC INSPECTION REPORT NO. 05000461 /2018092 
Tuesday, April 02, 2019 10:51 :09 AM 
image001 jpg 

The subject document has been submitted to ADAMS DPC for final profiling_ Please use the 
link below to review this document. 

View ADAMS Properties MLl 9092A212 
Open ADAMS Document (EA- I 8-I 04 CLINTON POWER STATION - FINAL 
SIGNIFICANCE DETERMINATION OF A WHITE FINDING WITH ASSESSMENT 
FOLLOW-UP AND NOTICE OF VIOLATION: NRC INSPECTION REPORT NO. 
0'500046 I /20 I 8092) 

Jim Clay, CWCA 
Administrative Assistant to Darrell J. Roberts 
Regional Administrator, Region Ill 
Phone: 630-829-9657 
Purpose means intention, objective, goals based on your deepest core values. 

Meaning is of value, significance, and importanl to me. 

Email: iim.clav@nrc.gov 

L J 



From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject : 
Date: 

Chandrath il Prema 
Lara Julio; Orlikowski Robert; Gorski Lindsay; Wilk Brenda; ~ 
Mitlyng Yiktoria 
Issue with Clinton White Document 

Wednesday, Apri l 03, 2019 5:46 :54 PM 

There seems to be an issue with the issuance of Clinton Final White finding document. 

It appears the document was sent out on Tuesday via listserv to the public and reporters 
without an attachment. Today we received an inquiry from reporter Steve Dolley with S&P 
Global asking what happened because there is no attached document. I have a copy of the 
final white and sent the reporter a pdf of the final white . 

However, the documents needs to be made publicly available as soon as possible. 

Lindsay was a very big help this evening and was working with me after her schedule to 
help me figure out the situation. Thank you Lindsay! 

Prema 

Prema Chandrathil 

Public Affairs Officer 

U.S. NRC Region Ill 

630-829-9663 



From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject : 
Date: 
Importance: 

Roberts Parcell 
Lara Julio; Orlikowski Robert; Stone Ann Marje; Riemer Kenneth 
Giessner John 
FW: ACTION by 4/10: Please Develop One Pager for Clinton White Finding 
Friday, April 05, 2019 10:46:55 AM 
High 

As I've had several discussions w/ OEDO about Clinton in recent months, I'd like to see the 
one-pager before it goes to OEDO. And my understanding is that this is the fourth white for 
Clinton in the past two or three years, not the third. 
Thanks, 
DJR 

From: Stone, Ann Marie 

Sent: Friday, April 05, 2019 9:06 AM 

To: Riemer, Kenneth <Kenneth.Riemer@nrc.gov>; Sanchez Santiago, Elba 

<Elba.SanchezSantiago@nrc.gov>; Hanna, John <John.Hanna@nrc.gov>; Kozak, Laura 

<Laura.Kozak@nrc.gov>; Lara, Julio <Ju lio.Lara@nrc.gov>; Orlikowski, Robert 

<Robert.Orl ikowski@nrc.gov>; Phillips, Charles <Charles. Ph ii Ii ps@nrc.gov>; Sheldon, Stuart 

<Stuart.Sheldon@nrc.gov> 

Cc: Shuaibi, Mohammed <Mohammed.Shuaibi@nrc.gov>; Sanfi lippo, Nathan 

<Nathan.Sanfilippo@nrc.gov>; Giessner, John <John.Giessner@nrc.gov>; Roberts, Darrell 
<Darrell.Roberts@nrc.gov>; Clay, Jim <J im.Clay@nrc.gov>; Olteanu, Carmen 

<Carmen.Olteanu@nrc.gov> 

Subject: FW: ACTION by 4/10: Please Develop One Pager for Clinton White Finding 

Importance: High 

All, 
Please see action below. I have asked Heather if there is a format in mind. I'll forward more 
information as I receive. I informed her we will respond (perform the action requested). 
Please note the QUICK turnaround. I recommend we present the whole picture .... noting 

the continual Column 2 performance (i.e. the progression from the 1st white to this 3 rd 

white. 
Ann Marie 

From: Jones, Heather 

Se nt: Friday, April 05, 2019 8:26 AM 

To: Stone, Ann Marie <AnnMarie.Stone@nrc.gov> 

Cc: Aird, David <David.Aird@nrc.gov>; Bowman, Gregory <Gregory.Bowman@nrc.gov> 
Subject: ACTION by 4/10: Please Develop One Pager for Clinton White Finding 

Good morning Ann Marie, 
The OEDO is requesting a one pager on the Clinton Power Station White Finding (please 
include activities leading to Column 2) to support senate appropriations hearing 
preparations. Can Region 3 complete this request? If so please confirm that you will be 
able to do so and provide me with the one pager by April 10, 2019. 
Thanks, 
Heather 

From: Rihm, Roger 

Sent: Friday, April 05, 2019 8:23 AM 

To: EDO_ACS Distribution <EDO ACSDistribution@nrc.gov> 



Cc: Ammon, Bern ice <Bernice.Ammon@nrc.gov>; Clark, M ichael <Michael .Clark@nrc.gov>; Allwein, 

Russell <Russell Allwein@nrc.gov>; Zobler, Marian <Marian.Zobler@nrc.gov>; Umana, Jessica 

<Jessica.Umana@nrc.gov>; Shane, Raeann <Raeann .Shane@nrc.gov>; Scott, Catherine 

<Catherine.Scott@nrc.gov>; Johnston, Jea nne <jeanne.johnston@nrc.gov>; Kohen, Marsha ll 

<Marshall.Kohen@nrc.gov>; Lewis, Robert <Robert.Lewis@nrc .gov>; Jackson, Diane 

<Diane.Jackson@nrc.gov> 

Subject: PROM PT ACTION : Issue Ticket for Hearing Prep M aterials for May 1, 2019 Senate 

Appropriations Hearing 

Importance: High 

ACS: Ticket with short fuse - please issue ASAP. Ticket request form with instructions and 
assignments are attached. 
POCs: OTA on this one, I'm afraid. Need your input back by Weds, April 10 so I can get 
OGC and DEDO review before submitting to OCA by April 16. Please submit your materials 
on a roll ing basis to the extent possible so I can keep the review loop fed! 
Russell: I don't think OCFO has the lead for any of these, but may need to contribute. 
Cathy: please coordinate with Marian (I've spoken to her). 
Let me know if I have mis-assigned anything! I'll separately send Word documents to 
minimize need to retype. 
Thanks to all! 
Roger S. Rihm 

Office of the Executive Director for Operat ions 

US Nuclear Regulatory Commission 

301.415.1717 

roger ribm@orc.gov 



From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject : 
Date: 

stone Ann Marje 
Roberts Darren; Lara Julio; Orlikowski Robert; Biemer Kenneth 
Gjessner John 
RE: ACTION by 4/10: Please Develop One Pager for Clinton White Finding 
Friday, April 05, 2019 11 :55:55 AM 

Depends on how far back you want to count. 

The issue you referenced placed them in Column 2 from 1 /1 /15 - 3/17 /16. 

The last three occurred as follows: 
White 1 (EOG relay); White 2 (Sx pump failure); White 3 (Multiple EDGs inop): 

17-Jul 17-0ct 18-Jan 18-Apr 18-Jul 18-0ct 19-Jan 19-Apr 
White White White White 
1 1 1 1 

White White White White White 
2 2 2 2 2* 

White White White White 
3 3 3 3 

White 2 * - transitioned on 11 /30/18 since White 3 wasn't finalized. 

From: Roberts, Darrel l 

Sent: Friday, April 05, 201910:47 AM 

To: Lara, Julio <Julio.Lara@nrc.gov>; Orlikowski, Robert <Robert.Orlikowski@nrc.gov>; Stone, Ann 

Marie <AnnMarie.Stone@nrc.gov>; Riemer, Kenneth <Kenneth .Riemer@nrc.gov> 

Cc: Giessner, John <John.Giessner@nrc.gov> 

Subject: FW: ACTION by 4/10: Please Develop One Pager for Clinton White Finding 

Importance: High 

As I've had several discussions w/ OEDO about Clinton in recent months, I'd like to see the 
one-pager before it goes to OEDO. And my understanding is that this is the fourth white for 
Clinton in the past two or three years, not the third. 

Thanks, 
DJR 

From: Stone, Ann Marie 

Sent: Friday, April 05, 2019 9:06 AM 

To: Riemer, Kenneth <Kenneth.Riemer@nrc.gov>; Sanchez Sant iago, Elba 

<Elba.SanchezSantiago@nrc.gov>; Hanna, John <John.Hanna@nrc.gov>; Kozak, Laura 

<Laura.Kozak@nrc.gov>; Lara, Ju lio <Julio Lara@nrc.gov>; Or likowski, Robert 

<Robert.Orlikowskj@nrc.gov>; Phillips, Charles <Charles Pb ill ips@nrc.gov>; Sheldon, Stuart 

<Stuart.Sheldon@nrc.gov> 

Cc: Shuaibi, Mohammed <Mohammed.Shuaibi@nrc.gov>; Sanfilippo, Nathan 

<Nathan.Sanfiljppo@nrc.gov>; Giessner, John <John.Gjessner@nrc.gov>; Roberts, Darre ll 

<DarreU.Roberts@nrc.gov>; Clay, Jim <Jjm.Clay@nrc.gov>; Olt eanu, Carmen 



<Carmen Qlteanu@nrc gov> 
Subject: FW: ACTION by 4/10: Please Develop One Pager for Clinton White Finding 

Importance: High 

All, 

Please see action below. I have asked Heather if there is a format in mind. I'll forward 
more information as I receive. I informed her we will respond (perform the action 
requested). 

Please note the QUICK turnaround. I recommend we present the whole picture .... noting 

the continual Column 2 performance (i.e. the progression from the 1st white to this 3rd 

white. 

Ann Marie 

From: Jones, Heather 

Sent: Friday, April 05, 2019 8:26 AM 

To: Stone, Ann Marie <AnnMarje Stone@nrc gov> 

Cc: Aird, David <David Aird@nrc gov>; Bowman, Gregory <Gregory Bowman@nrc gov> 
Subject: ACTION by 4/10: Please Develop One Pager for Clinton White Finding 

Good morning Ann Marie, 

The OEDO is requesting a one pager on the Clinton Power Station White Finding (please 
include activities leading to Column 2) to support senate appropriations hearing 
preparations. Can Region 3 complete this request? If so please confirm that you will be 
able to do so and provide me with the one pager by April 10, 2019. 

Thanks, 
Heather 

From: Rihm, Roger 

Sent: Friday, April 05, 2019 8:23 AM 

To: EDO_ACS Distribution <EDQ ACSDistribution@nrc gov> 

Cc: Ammon, Bernice <Bernice.Ammon@ nrc.gov>; Clark, Michael <Michael.Clark@nrc.gov>; Allwein, 

Russell <Russell Allwein@nrc.gov>; Zobler, Marian <Marian Zobler@nrc.gov>; Umana, Jessica 

<Jessica Umana@nrc gov>; Shane, Raeann <Raeann Shane@nrc gov>; Scott, Catherine 
<Catherine Scott@nrc gov>; Johnston, Jeanne <jeanne.johnston@nrc gov>; Kohen, Marshall 

<Marshall Kohen@nrc gov>; Lewis, Robert <Robert.Lewis@nrc.gov>; Jackson, Diane 

<Dia ne.Jackson@nrc.gov> 
Subject: PROMPT ACTION: Issue Ticket for Hearing Prep Materials for May 1, 2019 Senate 
Appropriations Hearing 

Importance: High 

ACS: Ticket with short fuse - please issue ASAP. Ticket request form with instructions 
and assignments are attached. 



POCs: OTA on this one, I'm afraid. Need your input back by Weds, April 10 so I can get 
OGC and DEDO review before submitting to OCA by April 16, Please submit your 
materials on a rolling basis to the extent possible so I can keep the review loop fed! 

Russell: I don't think OCFO has the lead for any of these, but may need to contribute. 

Cathy: please coordinate with Marian (I've spoken to her). 

Let me know if I have mis-assigned anything! I'll separately send Word documents to 
minimize need to retype. 

Thanks to all! 

Roger S. Rihm 

Office of the Executive Director for Operat ions 

US Nuclear Regulatory Commission 

301.415.1717 

roger .rihm@nrc.gov 



From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject : 
Date: 

Roberts Darrell 
Stone Ann Marje; Lara Julio; Orlikowski Robert; Riemer Kenneth 
Giessner John 
RE: ACTION by 4/10: Please Develop One Pager for Clinton White Finding 
Friday, April 05, 2019 12:1 1 :44 PM 

Got it. .. thanks, Ann Marie. 

DJR 

From: Stone, Ann Marie 

Sent: Friday, April 05, 2019 11:56 AM 

To: Roberts, Darrell <Darrell.Roberts@nrc.gov>; Lara, Ju lio <Julio.Lara@nrc.gov>; Orlikowski, Robert 

<Robert.Orl ikowski@nrc.gov>; Riemer, Kenneth <Kenneth.Riemer@nrc.gov> 

Cc: Giessner, John <John.Giessner@nrc.gov> 

Subject: RE: ACTION by 4/10: Please Develop One Pager for Clinton White Finding 

Depends on how far back you want to count. 

The issue you referenced placed them in Column 2 from 1 /1 /15 - 3/17 /16. 

The last three occurred as follows: 
White 1 (EOG relay); White 2 (Sx pump failure); White 3 (Multiple EDGs inop): 

17-Jul 17-0ct 18-Jan 18-Apr 18-Jul 18-0ct 19-Jan 19-Apr 
White White White White 
1 1 1 1 

White White White White White 
2 2 2 2 2* 

White White White White 
3 3 3 3 

White 2 * - transitioned on 11 /30/18 since White 3 wasn't finalized. 

From: Roberts, Darrell 

Sent: Frid ay, Apri l 05, 2019 10:4 7 AM 

To: Lara, Julio <Ju lio Lara@nrc.gov>; Orlikowski, Robert <Robert Orlikowskj@nrc.gov>; Stone, Ann 

Marie <AnnMarje,Stone@nrc.gov>; Riemer, Kenneth <Kenneth ,Riemer@nrc gov> 

Cc: Giessner, John <John Giessner@nrc.gov> 

Subject: FW: ACTION by 4/10: Please Develop One Pager for Clinton White Finding 

Importance: High 

As I've had several discussions w/ OEDO about Clinton in recent months, I'd like to see the 
one-pager before it goes to OEDO. And my understanding is that this is the fourth white for 
Clinton in the past two or three years, not the third. 

Thanks, 
DJR 



From: Stone, Ann Marie 

Sent: Friday, April 05, 2019 9:06 AM 

To: Riemer, Kenneth <Kenneth Rjemer@nrc gov>; Sanchez Santiago, Elba 

<Elba.SanchezSantjago@nrc.gov>; Hanna, John <John.Hanna@nrc.gov>; Kozak, Laura 

<Laura.Kozak@nrc.gov>; Lara, Julio <Julio.Lara@nrc.gov>; Orlikowski, Robert 

<Robert.Orlikowskj@nrc.gov>; Phillips, Charles <Charles.Phillips@nrc.gov>; Sheldon, Stuart 

<Stuart Sheldon@nrc gov> 
Cc: Shuaibi, Mohammed <Mohammed.Shuaibj@nrc.gov>; Sanfi lippo, Nathan 

<Nathan.Sanfilippo@nrc.gov>; Giessner, John <John.Giessner@nrc.gov>; Roberts, Darre ll 

<DarreU.Roberts@nrc.gov>; Clay, Jim <Jim Clay@nrc gov>; Olteanu, Carmen 

<Carmen Olteanu@nrc gov> 
Subject: FW: ACTION by 4/10: Please Develop One Pager for Clinton White Finding 

Importance: High 

All, 

Please see action below. I have asked Heather if there is a format in mind. I'll forward 
more information as I receive. I informed her we will respond (perform the action 
requested) . 

Please note the QUICK turnaround. I recommend we present the whole picture .... noting 

the continual Column 2 performance (i.e. the progression from the 1st white to this 3rd 

white. 

Ann Marie 

From: Jones, Heather 

Sent: Friday, April 05, 2019 8:26 AM 

To: Stone, Ann Marie <AnnMarie.Stone@nrc.gov> 
Cc: Aird, David <David.Aird@nrc.gov>; Bowman, Gregory <Gregory.Bowman@nrc.gov> 

Subject: ACTION by 4/10: Please Develop One Pager for Clinton White Finding 

Good morning Ann Marie, 

The OEDO is requesting a one pager on the Clinton Power Station White Finding (please 
include activities leading to Column 2) to support senate appropriations hearing 
preparations. Can Region 3 complete this request? If so please confirm that you will be 
able to do so and provide me with the one pager by April 10, 2019. 

Thanks, 
Heather 

From: Rihm, Roger 

Sent: Friday, April 05, 2019 8:23 AM 

To: EDO_ACS Distribution <EDO ACSDistribution@nrc.gov> 

Cc: Ammon, Bernice <Bernice.Ammon@nrc.gov>; Clark, Michael <Michael.Clark@nrc.gov>; Allwein, 



Russell <Russell.Allwein@nrc.gov>; Zobler, Marian <Marian.Zobler@nrc.gov>; Umana, Jessica 

<Jessica.Umana@nrc.gov>; Sha ne, Raeann <Raeann .Shane@nrc.gov>; Scott, Catherine 

<Catherine Scott@nrc gov>; Johnston, Jea nne <jeanne johnston@nrc.gov>; Kohen, Marshall 

<Marshall Kohen@nrc gov>; Lewis, Robert <Robert Lewis@nrc gov>; Jackson, Diane 

<Diane.Jackson@nrc.gov> 
Subject: PROMPT ACTION: Issue Ticket for Hear ing Prep Materials for May 1, 2019 Senate 

Appropriations Hearing 

Importance: High 

ACS: Ticket with short fuse - please issue ASAP. Ticket request form with instructions 
and assignments are attached. 

POCs: OTA on this one, I'm afraid. Need your input back by Weds, April 10 so I can get 
OGC and DEDO review before submitting to OCA by April 16. Please submit your 
materials on a rolling basis to the extent possible so I can keep the review loop fed! 

Russell: I don't think OCFO has the lead for any of these, but may need to contribute. 

Cathy: please coordinate with Marian (I've spoken to her). 

Let me know if I have mis-assigned anything! I'll separately send Word documents to 
minimize need to retype. 

Thanks to all! 

Roger S. Rihm 
Office of the Execut ive Director for Operat ions 

US Nuclear Regulatory Commission 

301.415.1717 

roger.rihm@nrc.gov 



From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject : 
Date: 
Attachments: 

Orlikowski Robert 
Jones Heather; Mccoppin Michael 
Stone Ann Marje; Lara Julio; Giessner John; Roberts Pauell 
RE: ACTION by 4/10: Please Develop One Pager for Clinton White Finding 
Wednesday, April 10, 2019 1 :11 :00 PM 
One Paae Summary - Clinton White Findina.docx 

Good afternoon Heather and Mike, 

Attached is the requested one pager in the Clinton Power Station White finding. 

Respectfully, 

Robert Orlikowski 
Acting Deputy Division Director 
Division of Reactor Projects, Region Ill 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Office: 630.829.9601 
Mobile: I ........ !{!?)(6) 

From: Jones, Heather 

Sent: Friday, April 05, 2019 8:26 AM 

To: Stone, Ann Marie <AnnMarje Stone@nrc gov> 

Cc: Aird, David <David Aird@nrc gov>; Bowman, Gregory <Gregory Bowman@nrc gov> 

Subject: ACTION by 4/10: Please Develop One Pager for Clint on White Finding 

Good morning Ann Marie, 

The OEDO is requesting a one pager on the Clinton Power Station White Finding (please 
include activities leading to Column 2) to support senate appropriations hearing 
preparations. Can Region 3 complete this request? If so please confirm that you will be 
able to do so and provide me with the one pager by April 10, 2019. 

Thanks, 
Heather 



Clinton Power Station White Finding for Multiple Emergency Diesel lnoperability 

Key Messages 

• On April 1, 2019, the NRC issued NRC Inspection Report No. 05000461/2018092, 
(ML 19092A212) documenting a final significance determination of White for failing 
to accomplish activities affecting quality in accordance with multiple procedures 
and consequently operating the plant in violation of Title 10 CFR Part 50, 
Appendix B, Criterion V, "Instructions, Procedures, and Drawings," and the 
plant's Technical Specifications. This finding moves Clinton to Column 2 of the 
Action Matrix. 

• The NRC took into consideration: information developed during a Special 
Inspection, the information provided at the regulatory conference, and the 
supplemental information that Clinton provided. 

• The NRC noted that this was a complex shutdown significance determination. 

Facts 

NRC Inspection Report No. 05000461/2018092 documents a number of areas of 
disagreement between the NRC analysis and licensee assertions and provides 
rational for the NRC conclusions. 

• As a result of several human performance errors the station's Division 2 Emergency 
Diesel Generator (EDG) was inoperable and unavailable for over 6 days without the 
licensee's knowledge. Both Division 1 and Division 2 EDGs were inoperable and 
unavailable for over 3 days, May 14 through May 17, 2018, which was not allowed per 
Technical Specification (TS) 3.8.2. NRG Special Inspection Report 05000461/2018050 
dated August 23, 2018 (ML 18235A 170) documents this apparent violation and that the 
condition was a result of the licensee failing to follow multiple equipment configuration 
control procedures. NRG Inspection Report 05000461/2018051 dated October 15, 
2018, (ML 18289A436) documents the preliminary White significance of the finding. 

• Clinton Power Station has been in Column 2 of the Action Matrix since July 1, 2017. A 
White finding associated with the Division 1 EOG room ventilation fan was identified in 
the 3rd quarter of 2017 and cleared by IP95001 inspection in the 2nd quarter 2018. A 
White finding associated with a Division 3 shutdown service water (SX) pump failure was 
identified in the 4th quarter of 2017 and cleared by IP95001 inspection in the 4th quarter 
of 2018. The start date of the current White finding is assigned to 3rd quarter of 2018 in 
accordance with the date of the Special Inspection Report. 

3Q 2017 4Q 2017 1Q 2018 2Q 2018 3Q 2018 4Q 2018 1Q 2019 2Q 2019 
White 1 White 1 White 1 White 1 

White 2 White 2 White 2 White 2 White 2 
White 3 White 3 White 3 White 3 

• Clinton Power Station's End of Cycle Assessment letter noted a return to column 1 on 
November 28, 2018 with a caveat that there was a preliminary White finding in process. 

• Subsequent to the final significance determination of White, a FOIA request was 
submitted to the agency, by a lawyer who attended the November 2018 Regulatory 
Conference, requesting all information related to this finding. 



From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 

Here is a start 

O"Brjen Kenneth 
Hilton Nick 
Fwd: Clinton historical information 
Friday, April 26, 2019 2:33:27 PM 

From: "Stoedter, Karla" <Kar)a.Stoedtcr@nrc.gov> 
Subject: Clinton historical information 
Date: 26 April 2019 14:02 
To: "O'Brien, Kenneth" <Kenneth,O'Brien@nrc,gov> 

Ken, 

I did some digging in ADAMS and found the following information. It looks like everything is 
on microfiche. 

Inspection report describing Clinton Event: 05000461 /96-10 (Microfiche address/card 
90916 frames 137-231 

Preliminary information on event from EDO to Commissioners: Microfiche card 89805 
frames 359-360 

01 Report 3-96-047: Microfiche card A0288 frames 265-302 

Other documents associated with the event include: 

Clinton LER 96-010 
EAs 96-412, 97-001, 97-002 and 97-060 (there was a $450,000 GP for this issue) 
CALs Rlll-97-01 and 97-1 3 (likely others because I believe there was at least one CAL in 
1996) 

Hope this helps, 
Karla 



From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 

Kozak Laura 
"Edom Joseph J·<Contractor • Genco-Nye}" 
RE: Electronic Copies of Procedures 
Friday, June 29, 2018 12:39:00 PM 

Thanks Joe. Appreciate all the help. Laura 

Here is a list: 

Flex procedures - CPS 4306.01 P001, P002, P003 and P004 

AHR - Shutdown Cooling and Fuel Pool Cooling Assist CPS 3312.03 

Heat-up and Pressurization CPS 3002.01 

Secondary Containment Access Integrity CPS 9065.01 

DC Load Shedding during SBO CPS 4200.01 C002 

Loss of Shutdown Cooling CPS 4006.01 

Loss of AC Power CPS 4200.01 

Failure to Start CPS 5285 

Division 2 Diesel Generator Operations CPS 3506.01 P002 (old and new versions) 

Diesel Generator and Support Systems CPS 3506.01 (old and new versions) 

From: Edom, Joseph T:(Contractor - GenCo-Nuc) [mai lto:Joe.Edom@exeloncorp.com] 

Sent: Thursday, June 28, 2018 5:13 PM 

To: Kozak, Laura <Laura.Kozak@nrc.gov> 

Subject: [External_Sender] Elect ronic Copies of Procedures 

Laura, 

I confirmed with Dale Shelton that it is OK t o send you electronic copies of 
procedures. So if you send me a list of the procedures, I will do my best to turn 
that around as quickly as I can. I do not have Jeff's e-mail but if you could 
communicate that to him, I would appreciate it. Thank you. 

Joe Edom I Senior Corporate Risk Management Engineer 

JENSEN HUGHES 
Advancing the Science of Safety 

(b )(6) 
One Trans Am Plaza Drive I Suite 2.00 I Oakbrook Terrace, IL 60181 
0: +1 630-627-2277 IC:! ll F: +1 630-627-2278 
JEdom@jensenhughes.com I www.iensenhughes.com 
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 



Exelon E-mail: joe .edom@exeloncorp.com 

This Email message and any attachment may contain information that is proprietary, legally 
privileged, confidential and/or subject to copyright belonging to Exelon Corporation or its 
affiliates ("Exelon"). This Email is intended solely for the use of the person(s) to which it is 
addressed. If you are not an intended recipient, or the employee or agent responsible for 
delivery of this Email to the intended recipient(s), you are hereby notified that any 
dissemination, distribution or copying of this Email is strictly prohibited. If you have received 
this message in error, please immediately notify the sender and permanently delete this Email 
and any copies. Exelon policies expressly prohibit employees from making defamatory or 
offensive statements and infringing any copyright or any other legal right by Email 
communication. Exelon will not accept any liability in respect of such communications. -
EXCIP 
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